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A. Plane geometric shapes:

B. Solid geometric shapes:

Figure Square Rectangle Tfiangle Circle

Geometrical

shape iE
I

-'2+

/rlt---' )

Perimeter 4(" z 1Lr+ lr) !r+ !"r+ 1", 2m

Area (A) 12 !.r* 1., I l,"n xr2

Figure Cube Cuboid Sphere Cylinder

Geometrical

shape

Volume

(Y)
13 Lrr Lr* L, *n'

J
n? xh

Relqtion

Y=a+mx

- At x = zero + y = a (positive value)

* The straight line intersects y-axis at point (a).

srnr"=Ar=- 
m

^Ax

l--
"l -/

-----T

--' 
| -.

b (0,0)

Y=mx

-Atx=zero :+ y=zero

x The straight line passes by the origin (0, 0)

v

Z
(0,0)

Perimeters, areas and volumes of some geometric shapes
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4 [ Craptrical representations of some retations hetween"two variables



y=mx-d

- Aty =zero -x=$=.(positivevalue)
x The straight line intersects x-axis at

point (c).

- Atx - zefo + Y =-d (negative value)

Av
Slope=d=*

v

,rrv-

Y=a-x
- The sum of the two quantities x. y at any

point = constant value (a)

- Atx = zero =+ y = a (constantvaiue)

- Aty = zero + x = a (constantvalue)
Av

Slope=l;=-1

y=a
x

- The product of two quantities x, y at any

point equals constant value (a).

y=asin(x)

- The value of (y) varies between (a, - a)

regularly with the change of x.

v

:
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Physical quantity Symbol Unit of measurement

. Mass m kilogram kg

. Depth (length) h meter m

. Time t second S

. Area A meter2
^2

. Volume V.
ol

meter3 m"

. Density p kilogram/meter3 kglm3

. Velocity V meter/second m/s

. Acceleration due to gravity ('
b meter/second2 mls2

. Fotce F
Newton =

kilo gram.meter/second2

N_

kg.mls2

. Pressurg P

Newton/meter2 =

kilogram/meter.second2 =

Joule/meter3 =

pascal

N/m2 =

kg/m.s2 -
Jlm3 =

pascal (Pa)

. Energy E Joule =

kilo gram.m eter2 I second2

J_

kg.m2ls2. Work w

. Mechanical advantage r1

. Temperature
in kelvins T keivin K

in Celsius t Celsius OC

. Volume expansion coefficient

of a gas
CX, kelvin-1 K-1

. Pressure increasing coefficient

of a gas B, kelvin-1 K-1

---- 10--l

The used physicol quonlities,lheir symbols End unils of meqsuremenl
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By the end of this Chapter, the student should

. Distinguish between the three states of

matter (solid, liquid and gas).

. Know the concept of fluid and its types.

. Know the concept of density and the

factors on which it depends.

. Know some of the applications of density.

. Distinguish between the density

of the material and its relative

density.

. Understand the concept of pressure and

know its measuring units.

. Explain some of the pressure applications.

. Deduce the pressure at a point inside

a homogeneous static fluid.

. Carry out an experiment to determine the

density of a liquid by knowing the density

of another liquid using the U-shaped tube.

be able to:

Understand the concept of atmospheric

pressure.

. Know the structure of the manometer and

its use to measure the pressure difference

of an enclosed gas in a reservoir and

the atmospheric pressure.

. Compare between the U-shaped tube,

mercuric barometer and manometer.

. Know Pascal's principle.

. Mention some of the applications of
Pascal's prlnciple.

. Understand the scientific idea

of the hydraulic press.

. Acquire the skills to solve problems

using the mathematical relations in this

chapter.

1

2

3
4
5
6

Density.

Pressure.

Pressure at a Point inside a Liquid.

Applications of Pressure al a Point inside a Liquid.

Measuring Pressure.

Pascal's Principle.

> Test on Chapter 3.

Chapter objectives
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Lesson One

Matter can be found in one of three states:

In which molecules are tightly packed
(the spaces between them are very
small) and they are locked into their

places in a regular pattern due to the

existence of very strong intermolecular

forces of attraction among them, so

a solid has definite shape and volume.

o

o

I

. /,'i,i*..-,.. \ woocl
-' l -aa-a+*+++*. l-'.. { ;'z't:i;;;ili J Examples and
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?-----\g/\
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white rnetals

o:.'Jl:

Liquid
state

Gas

state

In which molecules are close together
with no regular alrangement and they

can move and slide past each other

where the intermolecular attraction

forces among them are relatively
average, so a liquid doesn't have

a definite shape and it takes the shape

of its container, so it is called a fluid.

In which molecules are separated by

relatively large spaces with no regular

anangement and they move freely at

high speeds due to the absence of the

intermolecular forces of attraction

among them, so a gas doesn't have

a definite shape but it takes the shape

of its container, so it is called a fluid.

r=/----\
n ( \- L'hrorine

/ \., I I [,xamptes

/ i\\ / sas
t---/"'X-..-__--l

The states of matter

Density



Chapter 3

From the previous, we can deduce the concept of a fluid as follows:

f,'luid:
It is a substance that flows and doesn't have afixed shape but it takes the shape of its
container.

@ Fluids are two types:

1. Liquids, which are characterrzedby:

Having a definite volume Having the capacity to flow Being incompressible

(u

o

A)

ffi
r lS'oo I

- F'' ll

vry
Notice that the volume of
the water remains constant

while it takes the shape of its
container.

l crrr I

l=ml

Fli
l=;:ig EM

Notice that the volumes of
water in the two cups are

equal despite the change in
pressure resulting from the

weight of the loads acting on
the movable pistons.

2. Gases, which are characterizedby:

Notice that the flowing of
water is from a higher level

to a lower level.

Occupying and taking
any shape of space as

their containers

Notice that the gas occupies
the space of the balloon and

takes its shape

Having the capacity

to flow
Being compressible

, ,zG.'s-_#iltl
-ll ll

- lt-sd,#-llE]
Notice that the volume of the

gas changes with changing

the pressure caused by the
weight of the loads acting on

the movable pistons.

Îr-

-,r \':;.l;-
\\\\\rr
fr -)(,- _)
\-J

Notice that the flow of gas

is from higher pressure to
lower pressure

l-i s
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We will discuss in detail some of the physical quantities that are essential in the study of

static fluids, which are:

Pressure (P)

I Density

The mass of a unit volume of a material.

Mathematical

relation

mp= r,
Where: (m) is the mass, (Vo1) is the volume and (p) is the density.

ML 3TO

kg/m3

iAm
___l

Dimensional

formula

SI measuring
unit

Slope=ffi=O AVot

\f T";" 
"f 

--l

\-ryry-l 
Scalar quantitY

It depends on:

1. The atomic weight of the element or the molecular weight of the compound.

Z.The distances between atoms (interatomic distances) or molecules

(intermolecular spaces).

From the previous, we can conclude:

- The density of a pure material or a substance does not change even if the mass

or the volume taken from the material has changed because the density of a pure

specific material is considered a characteristic physical property and therefore its

value is constant at constant pressure and temperature.

- The density of the substance changes by changing:

(1) The type of the substance.

(2) The substance purity (The percentage of impurities contained in the substance).

(3) The temperature because the change in the temperature of a certain quantity

of a substance leads to changing the intermolecular spaces between atoms

or molecules, so the volume changes but the mass remains constant and

consequently the density changes.

(4) The pressure in the case of gases, where the volume of a certain amount of a gas

changes with the change of the pressure acting on it while holding its mass and

temperature constant.

Properties of fluids:



Chapter 3

@ The following table represents examples of density for some materials at 0'C and standard

atmospheric pressure:

;;;;i,,
(k#m3)

c,

o
0
tl
(u

Density Density
Solids

Aluminum

Yellow brass

Gold

Ice

Iron

Lead

Platinum

Sugar

Liquids

Ethyl alcohol

Benzene

Blood

Gasoline

Kerosene

Mercury

Glycerin

Water

2700

8600

19300

910

7900

11400

21400

1600

Gases

Air
Ammonia

Carbon dioxide

Carbon monoxide

Helium

Hydrogen

Nitrogen

Oxygen

(kg/m3)

7.29

0.16

1.96

1.25

0.18

0.09

1.25

1.43

From the previous table, we

the density of each of solids

$ rr", aourself-

@+c

(kg/m3)

790

900

1040

690

820

13600

1260

1000

can notice that the density of any of the gases is less than

and liquids.

Cho*se the eorrect answea";

*, A square metallic sheet has mateial density of
7000 kg/m3. The quarter of the sheet has been cut

off as in the figure, so the ratio of the density of
the material of the part which has been cut off to

the density of the whole sheet is

@+ @+

I

A tank contains a quantity of gasoline that has a. mass of 3450 kg and a volume of S m3,

so the density of gasoline l's .......... .

@720 kgim3 @ ooo kgtm3 @ 3.455 kglm3 @ t7 .2s kgtm3

Solution

I[itr

=fr=+=6eokg/m3
.'. The correct choice ir @.

another quantity of gasoline is added

temperature, what will be the change

to the previous quantity at the same

in its density?

@ No change @ Indeterminable

ffihrA
l-jr-J @ Increase @ Decrease

(Y : l) r ft l.>t I 1nt-u-u(Jty,>tN rL;; .;51$l
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The opposite figure represents a solid cylinder of mass 10 kg and

height 10 un nrude of a substance of density 8700 kgtnf , so the

radius of the cylinderbase approximately equaIs.....,.... .

(Given thot: The volume of a cylinde, = nlh)

@ 0.06 cm

@6cm
Solution

@ +.5 cm

@ 10.5 cm

=0.06m=6cm

.'. The correct choice it @.

the cylinder is reshaped into a solid cube, what will be the side length of this

cube?

By using the following figures, the density of iron is

(Given that: p..-.^..= 1000 kglni)' I water

@ 7800 kglm3 @ zooo kg/m3 @ 8100 kglm3 @ 8300 kg/m3

Solution

The mass of the cup and water together: mr = 1000

The mass of the cup, iron piece and the remaining water: m: = 1210.8 g 
i

o,
b

2

i m= 10kg I i h= 10cm 
i

mm
rv2_'o1 TCf h

tm

1 nPr' ?x8700x 10 x 10-2
7

3
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\ Clue

When a piece of iron is put in a cup filled with water it displaces a volume of water
that equals the volume of the piece of iron.

- The mass of the cup and the remaining water only after putting the iron piece inside it:

m4= m3- m2

= 1210.8 -24L.8 =969 E

- The mass of the spilled water from the cup:

m5=m1-m4

= 1000 -969 =31 g

- The volume of the spilled water from the cup:

ffi. 31 x 10-3
(Vor)spitea = *#=#=3.1 

x 10-sm3

'.' (Vot)iron = (Vot)rpttt"o = 3.1 x 10*5 m3

- m, 241 .8 x 10-3.'. P ='-ii::':-=7800kg/m3' iron (V^,),-^.^ 3.1 x 1o-s' oI'lron

.'. The correct choice ir @. l

Test Aourself
Choose the correct answer:

ffi X The opposite figure represents a solid aluminum cylinder,

if you know that the density of aluminum is 2700 kg/m3, so

the mass of the cylinder equals

(Given that: The volume of the cylinder - nr2h1

Gf 0.43 kg @ :.or q Q) a.2aks @tatg

q,

o
E
o
(u

I

I

20 cm

I

t

ffi Wfri"t of the following materials keeps its density unchanged?

@ Iron in the railway roads when a train stops on it for a while.

@ Oxygen inside a cylinder when some of it leaks out.

@ Salty solution while boiling in a container for several minutes.

@ Helium inside a cylinder when more helium is pumped into the cylinder.

If the ratio b",*""n gallium fpl i,
Pca

approximatay l, then the ratio between the volume of 1 kg of scandium and

the volume of 4 kg of gallium respectively is .......... .

@+ @+ @+ @+
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Guideline

. If a hollow body of mass m, external volume (Yor)noay and density P has a cavity of

(Vo1)"uri1r, then its density (P) can be determined from the relation:

m

(voJuour- (vot)"uoity

A cuboid of steel with a mass of 500 g and

dimensions as shown in the opposite figure

contains a cylindrical cavity of regular cross-

section. If the density of the steel is I glcm3 , then

the cross-sectional area of the cavity equals

@7.25 cmz @t.ts c#

@ 8.75 cm2@ 8.25 cm2

.. n - 
ffisteel 

-' rsteel 
(vo1).t""1

m
steel

(Vot)"rtora - (vor).uuity

.'. (Vot)"urity = (Vor).uo",o - #I steel

=!,!r!, 
"ffi-(8x 

zx5)-#= l7.5cm3

'.. The cavity has a cylindrical shape.

...A , .. =(vot)"^'itv =17-5=8.75cm2'' '-cylindrical cavity hcylinder 2

.'. The correct choice it @.

the cavity gets filled by amaterial of density 8.6 glcm3

the cuboid will increase by a value of ,......... .

@ts.zss @150.5g @+so.:g

, so the total mass of

.- 8 crrr -,,-------------

@ 6s0.s g

p=

rA
ol

e.r t
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9 rrr, aourself
Choose the correct answer:

The following figures represent cross-sections of four hollow spheres of the same mass and

volume, which of their materials has the highest density?

o
o
o

G)

-.Lt9'

Guidelin6-
When mixing two or more materials that don't react together to form a homogeneous

mixture, such as forming a solution of liquids or an alloy of solids, then;

. Volume of the mixture equals

', the sum of the volumes of

; ttre materials before mixing

, (When the change in volume can be ignored):

The mass of the mixture always 
i

equals the sum of i
the masses of the materials 

i

before mixing: 
.

(m). =m.*m^+.'.' 'mlxture I 'z

(P vol*r,ur" = Pr(vor)l + p2(vor)2 + '..

o - 
P,(vor)r+Pr{vo,)r+'

mlxture
( v 

ol).i*tur"

If the change of volume can be ignored :

Pr(vor)r + Pr{vo,), + ..'

mixture (vor)r + (vor)z +

(vol)-i",r.. = (vot)r + (vot)2 + ...

/m\ ffir 
^2( p J-i*,u,.= il *i *

mp = m[ture
mrxture ml m2

-T"'
P1 P2

m, + m^ +.'.
N_LZ

mfiture ml 
^2---:-T---:-T...

Pl P2

When two pure substances in the solid or the liquid state of different densities are
mixed to form a homogeneous solution or alloy, then:

(1) The density value of the solution or the alloy lies between the density values of its
components.

(2) When the percentage of the higher density material increases in the mixture,
the density of the solution or the alloy increases.
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--t ii ur3 of water, whose density is 1000 kglnf , was mixed with 40 m3 of a liquid of density

500 k7lnr3 to nruke a solution whose total volume equals the sum of the volumes of the

liquids before mixing. Then, the density of the solution approximately equals

@ 1800 kg/m3

Solution
@ 1128 kg/m3 @ ott kg/m3 @ 8846 kg/m3

(V.) =50' ol'water
o = 1000 ks/m3I water

; fV.)....=40m',
, ' ol'ltquld i

(%t)rotution = (%t)*ut", + (%t)riquia = 50 + 40 = 90 m3

m =m +m,.soluuon water llqulo

(PVo1)ro1u11on = P*ater (%t)*ut.. t Priqrio (%t)riquia

Psolution x 90 = (1000 x 50) + (800 x 40)

o = glL ke/m3I solutlon

.'. The correct choice it @.

the ratio of the liquid that has the density of 800 kg/m3 gets increased in

the solution, what happens to the density of the solution?

Prototio, = ? 
i

@ Increases

@ Doesn't change

Two metals x, y have densities p and 2p respectively, if two

volunrcs of them are required to be mixed to form an alloy,

which of the following ratios of the two volumes can be

nixed to obtain an alloy with the largest density, ignoring

the change in the total volume whenforming the alloy?

Solution

@ Decreases

@ The answer can'tbe determined

The volume
of metal x

The volume
of metal y

(?) 1 1

@ 2 1

b) J 2

@ 2
a
J

'.' The density of the alloy

density.

increases by increasing the percentage of the metal of the higher

'.' The density of metal y is greater than the density

the highest ratio of the volume of metal (y) to the

.'. The correct choice i. @.

Test Aourself

A beaker of capacity 0.5 liter gets filled with a mixture of two liquids (A, B) whose densities

are 800 kg/mi , I 800 kg/mr respectively. if the volume of liquid A was 0 .2 hter, with ignoring

the change in the total volume of the mixture, then the density of the mixture equals

of metal x and the choice @ has

volume of metal (x).

(a) 1000 kg/m3 @ tzoo kg/m3 @ raootglm3 @ t+oo kg/m3
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L. Detection of the charge level of the car

batteries by measuring the density of

the electrolytic solution, where during:

@ To determine the density of the mixture when the volume changes during mixing:

o ' = 
P'(vo')'+P'(vo')'

, mrxrure Rx[(Vol)r +(Vol)2]

Where: R is the ratio between the volume of the mixture and the sum of the volumes of
its components.

Discharging

The density of the electrolytic solution

(diluted sulphuric acid) decreases due to

being consumed in its chemical reaction

with the lead plates which forms lead

sulfate and water.

Charging

The sulfate ions get liberated from the lead

plates and go back into the solution where

the density of the solution increases to

reach its original value.

2. Diagnosis of some diseases, like:
---,----B

i Enemia The increase of salts concentration in urine

Blood density

Normal blood density

ranges from 1040 kg/m3

to 1060 kg/m3.If

blood density gets

decreased below

1040 kg/m3, ir indicates

that red blood cells concentration is low

which indicates anemia.

Urine density

Normal urine density is

about 1020 kg/m'. Some

diseases increase the

concentration of salts in
urine which increases its

density above the normal

value.

*t& ,**
i ,,S

)1

fiI

By measuring---r---
Where

Enrichment informolion

Life applications:

a-------
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The relative density of a material can be defined as follows:

The relative density for a material:

It is the ratio between the density of the material to the density of water at the same

temperature.

Or

It is the ratio between the mass of a certain volume of the material to the mass of the same

volume of water atthe same temperature.

Or

It is the ratio between the weight of a certain volume of the material to the weight of

the same volume of water atthe same temperature.

o Hence, the relative density of a substance can be determined from the relations:

The density of the materral at a definite temperature

The density of water at the same temperature

The mass of certain volume of the material at a definite temperature

The mass of the same volume of water at the same temperature

The weight of certain volume of the material at a definite temperatue

The weight of the same volume of water at the same temperature

. Therefore, the relative density is sometimes called the specific gravity of the material.

. The relative density is dimensionless because it is a ratio between two quantities having

the same dimensional formula.

@ The density of a material can be determined by knowing its relative density using

the following relation:

Pmaterial = Prelative X P*ut". = Prelative x 1000 (kg/m3)

Where: p .-. = 1000 kg/m3I water

I

If the density of aluminum is 2700 kglms and the density of water at the same temperature

is 103 kglm3,then:

(i) The relative density of aluminum equals

@0.21 @ o.s+ @2.7 @ s.4

Relative

The relative
density of
a material
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(ii)Themass of an aluminum piece of volume 0.1 m3equals .....,,...,.. .

@ 13s kg

Solution

@ztotcs @ sao kg

@ese

(u

o
o
(u

@ 810 kg

Par 2700
(i) (Px) 

rerarive = o; = rooo=2J

.'. The correct choice ir @.
(ii)mor= Par (%r)at=2700 x 0.1 = 270k9

.'. The correct choice ir @.

A beaker is filled with 50 g of a liquid so that its mass with the liquid becomes 80 g. And after
evacuating the beaker and refilling it with distilled water of density 1000 kglm3 , the mass of
the beaker and water together becomes 60 g. Then, the density of the liquid ls .......... .

@ 600 kglm3

Solution

@ tzoo kstm3 @ 1667 kg/m3 @ 2600 kg/m3

The mass of the liquid = 50 g 
i

The mass of the beaker filled with the liquid = 80 g 
i

The mass of the beaker filled with water = 60 g 
i

P* = 1000 kg/m3

Mass of empty beaker = Mass of the beaker filled with liquid - Mass of the liquid

ffi^^-.^,.^^- = 80 - 50 = 30 g
conlalner

Mass of water = Mass of the beaker filled with water - Mass of the empty beaker

m.^...=60-30=309
water

ffi,,^,.,, (of a definite volume at a definite temperature)Ilqulo 'n=rrelative
ffiwater (of the same volume at the same temperature) = # =t'eel

pliquia = Prelative X P* = 7.667 x 1000 = 1667 kglm3

.'. The correct choice ir @.

the beaker is filled to its half with the first liquid, then the second half is filled
with water where the two liquids are immiscible with each other, the mass of
the beaker and its contents will be

@1a0g@zoe

( t : l) r e; I ot I 1at*U-t -(Jt; orx 
"u";", 

glil

@60g
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Choose the correct answer:

E X The opposite graph shows the relation

between mass and volume for a number

of glass plates. Given that the density of

water is 1000 kglm3,then the relative

density of glass equals

@ 1.2s @ r.zs

@z.zs

E f, the opposite figure, tank (1) contains

a volume of Vo, of liquid y whose

relative density is 0.8 and tank (2)

contains a volume of 2 Vo, of water, so

the ratio between the mass of water in

tank (2) to the mass of liquid y in
m

/ water \
tank(ll(rr-,-/equals

hqurd

(Where: P ....= I g/cml)
' , water

^)rDi

Vo1(cm3)

@ 2.5

Liquid (y)

(1)

@+ @+ @+
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The questions signed by $ are answered in detail.

@ nrom the units of measuring density

@N.*-3

@ fne graph that represents the relation between the density of iron and the masses of solid

pieces at constant temperature is .".'..'.. .

@ g.---1 ^. -')(c) kg.cm - @ g'"--3

iron

p p

t

\

@

p

L
@@

l/-^
p

tr
@

@ fne opposite figure shows a solid cube of a cerlain

material with a side length 2 cmplaced on a scale so

that tt shows a reading of 2l .6 g, then the density of

the cube's material is equal to .......... .

@z.i gtcm3 @ 3.6 glcm3 @ 5.4 glcm3 @ 10.8 glcm3

@ fne following table shows the specifications of two solid cubes A, B that are made of two

't different materials, then mass x equals

Cube
The length of

the side d) (-)
The density of the cube's

material (p) (kg/m3)

The mass (m)

(ke)

A 0.01 p 0.008

B 0.02 2p x

@0.0s kg @ 0.0e kg @o.tzs tg @ 0.14s kg

@ e volume Vo, of a liquid of density p is poured into a vessel, if another quantity of the same
t 

liquid of volume 2 Vo, is added into the vessel, the density of the liquid becomes

Otp @p O*p @zp

(u

CL
IE

l-t
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@ fne diagram shows an experiment to find
o the density of a liquid, then the density

of the liquid is '.."...'. .

@ 0.5 glcm3

G) 0.8 glcm3

@ 0.6 glcm3

@ 1 g/cm3

@ f*o bodies (a, b) are made with equal masses of two different materials of densities 3 glcm3

Cv 
and4 glcm3 respectively, so the ratio between their volumes (#) equals

.o+v-l
6)+VJ

@ ffre ratio of the density of the electrolytic solution inside a car battery after discharging

the battery to its density after recharging the battery is " " " " " '

(! gr"ut"r than 1 @ equal to 1 [C less than 1 @ indeterminable

@ Wni"f, of the following graphs represents the relation between the masses and

d the volumes of solid pieces of a metal of density 104 kglm3?

Vo1 (cm3) Vo1 (cm3) Vo1 (cm3) Vo1 (cm3)

@i @+

100

500

@

1

2l

I

(2)(1)

@ ffr" opposite graph shows the relation between mx 10-2(kg)

o mass (m) and density (p) for equal volumes

(Vo,) of different materials, so the value of this

volume (Vo,) is

10

7.5

5

2.5@ 20 cm3

@ 40 cm3

@ fne opposite figure shows the dimensions of

.'. two solid cubes (l), (2) that are made of copper,

if the weight of cube (1) is w, then the weight of 
+

cube (2) equals 1
V

@2*
fO8*

@ 10 cm3

@ 30 cm3

@4*
(@16w

px 103(kg/m3)

O Understand

900

€)

1.25 2.5 3.75 5



Questions on Chapter 3
(u

o
o
vt
A)@ fne following figures represent four solid bodies of different materials having equal

o'r rrraSSeS, so which body has the least material density?

3cm

@

zt
lu,^
2cm

@

////)
z,^l L/

ll4cm
3cm

@

@B,c
@D,B

8og

(A)

ffif=

i$l i$l

F: l=:.gg
100 g 100 g

(c) (D)

1;;i-t

13
ls-80 I

--l
J:-oo

l=,g
8og

(B)

@ Civen that density of ice is X g/L and the density of water at OoC isY glL,so the change

o'. in the volume of a piece of ice of mass m when it melts at OoC is ..........

@-Y (x -Y) @m (Y-x) o,,t*-*r @"+
@ X The opposite graph represents the relation
o between mass (m) and volume (Vo1) for several

pieces of copper, so the density of copper is .......... .

@ 6800 kg/m3

@ 7800 kg/m3

@ 8600 kg/m3

@ 8700 kg/m3

m(kg)

430

@ ffr" following table shows the densities of some substances at the same temperature:

Substance Mercury Copper Iron Water Kerosene

Density (g/cm3) t3.6 8.9 7.9 1 0.87

Which of the following statements is correct?

@ Volume of 1 g of mercury is greater than the volume of 1 g of copper.

@ Volume of 1 g of iron is less than the volume of 1 g of copper.

@ Mass of 1 cm3 of mercury is greater than the mass of 1 cm3 of any other substance in
the table.

@ Mass of 1 cm3 of water is less than the mass of 1 cm3 of any other substance in the table.

@ fne opposite figure shows four graduated cylinders,

o'o eoch of them contains a liquid whose mass is labelled
below its cylinder. If all the cylinders are in a room
where the temperature is 25oC,so the two cylinders

which contain the same liquid are ,......... .

@A,D

@A,C

:I 7
ii;i fr

I:i:r:l:]-
W;

it.:l+

;i:l:l

lr:i+ir i #i iti..'

/, tr:l+il:

/. l
I

'l ::i:l:il ,,:l
I

Z :'Ti
I i

0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05

172

Vor(m3)

tr)
Vzcm
lcm

@
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-J @ X The opposite figure represents the graphical relation

"' between mass (m) and volume (Vor) for two materials x, y,

then the ratio between the densities of the two materials

($)"quur,
\v.,/

I

@ 0.46 @z.rs
1@tr @{t

@ ," the opposite figure, both groups of balls have the same mass

where one group is made of metal (x) and the other group of

metal (y). If allballs are solid and have equal volumes,

the ratio between the densities of the two metals (5) i,
\Pv/

a?(a);
VJ

@+

V., (cm3)

.6)+
J

(a+.vJ

@ 1o'c

@ 1oo'c

@ X TWo solid balls are made of different materials, the first has radius r and density p

"' and the second has radius 2 r anddensity 2 p, sothe ratio between their masset (+)
equais

(o+

@ ffre opposite table shows some values of

the density of water at different temperatures:

(i) At which temperature does a cubic meter of

water have the greatest mass?

@ 3.98'C

(a zs"c

(ii) At which temperature does one kilogram of

water have the largest volume?

@ 3.98'C @ 1o'c @ 25'C @ 1oo'c

@ X If the price of 1 g of gold is 1000 pounds, then the side length 111 of asolid cube made

6 
of gold of 1 million pound equals ' (Where: The density of gold is 19.3 x 103 kg/m3;

@ 0.01 cm @ 1cm @2 cm @ 3.7 cm

Temperature

("c)
Water density

(kg/m3)

3.98 1000

10 999.7

25 997 _l

100 958.4

@+ @+ @+

m(g)



Questions on Chapter 3
o,

o

@ X The opposite figure shows a cube and a cylinder.

Jr If both are made of solid iron, the ratio between

the mass of the cube to that of the cylinde, f#:=)
is........... \ cylrnder/

(Where: The volume of the cylinder - xr2h1

@+ @+ f^-: 4
\-/ JL

@ X If the relative density of wood is 0.6, then:
o (i) The density of wood equals

@ 300 kg/m3 @ 600 kg/m3 O 1200 kg/m3

(ii) The mass of a piece of wood of volume 0.1 m3 is .......... .

(Q30kg @60kg @600kg

@ X A beaker has a mass of 230 g when it is empty. If its mass when it is filled with water
o is 700 g and when it is filled with oil is 600 g, then: (Given that: p...^"^- = 1000 kg/m3)

(i) The relative density of oil equals .......... .

@ 1.21 @ 1.2s @ 0.8

@ 2000 cm3

@ 0.787

@2128 cm3

@XAtankof volume capacrty 60litershasamassof l0kgwhenitisempty,whatwillbe
o its mass when it gets filled with gasoline of relative density 0.12?

(Where: P--.^.-.. = 1000 kg/m3)' I watef

@) 33.zkg @ 3a.2kg @ a3.zkg S 53.zkg

@ rne opposite figure shows a container of mass m containing a quantity
L of mass m of liquid X whose relative density is 2, then a quantity of

mass m of liquid Y that is immiscible with liquid X gets added to

the container, bringing the free surface of liquid X to the level C,

then the relative density of the liquid Y equals

(ii) The capacity of the beaker equals

@ 470 cm3 @ 500 cm3

@me opposite figure represents two

.o. identical beakers, one of them contains

300 cm3 of water and the other

contains 400 cm3 of another liquid,

each beaker of them was placed on

a scale so that their readings were equal

and equal0.5 kg, then the relative

density of the liquid is .'........ .

@ 0.6 @ 0.6s

IflEI 
U

@1

(Where: pw = 1000 kg/m3)

@ 1666.67 kg/m3

@ 1200 kg

@1

€,J

@2

@4

&
cmj

500 -
400-

----30o/
200/
no-

= Ftq

cm3

500 -
400 -
300 /
200 -
t00 -

@ o.7s @ o.8s
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@ ffre opposite figures represent two

.. identical cups x, y, each is placed on

a scale, cup x contains a volume of

water Vo, whose mass is three times

the mass of the cup and cup y contains

a liquid whose relative density is 1.4

and its volume is ] Vo, then the ratio

between the readings of the two scales
m(t') equals ....".... .

v

,';l 19\9 
ZO @

t4
15

(x)

@++ @#

@ X Aflask of volume 60 mLis filled completely

L with mercury at OoC and when its temperature is

raised to 80oC, about 1.47 g of mercury gets spilled

out from the flask as shown in the opposite figure.

Then, if the density of mercury at 0'C is 13595 kglm3

with assuming that the volume of the flask remains

constant, the density of mercury at 80oC equals

flv

@ X A displacement can is filled with water. When a piece of copper of mass 531.25 g rs

o immersed in the can,tt has displaced 62.5 g of water. Then the density of copper is """"" '

(Where: Pwater = 1000 kg/m3)

(3) sztz.s kg/m3 @ 6250 kg/m3 @ zsoo kg/m3 @ asoo kg/m3

@ X A beaker has mass m when it is empty, when it is filled with a liquid of density p,
o its mass becomes 10 m and when it is filled with another liquid of density P2, its mass

becomes 19 m. Then, the ratio between the density of the first liquid to that of the second

liouid /!l\ 
"ouuts 

'......... .

' \Pz/

@+ @? @+

@ X How many grams of iron are required to make an iron

.'. hollow sphere of inner radius 15 cm and outer radius 25 cm

as in the opposite diagram?

(Given that: The density of iron = I .8 glcm3)

(Q2e3.3 s

O 513.9 x 103 g

@400.4 x 103 g

@z.r x 103 g

(A 0s6o kgtm3 @ t3320 kglm3 @ 13570.5 kg/m3 @ 13619.5 kglm3

lUnderstand

@+



Questions on Chapter 3

@ fne opposite figure shows two glass beakers

r containing different amounts of water that has density

of 1000 kglm3.If these two amounts of water get

added to each other.while keeping the temperature

constant, the final density of the mixture of liquid
becomes

@ 5oo kg/m3 @ 8oo kg/m3 @ looo kg/m3 @ zooo kg/m3

@ X A volume of 1 m3 of water has density 103 kg/m3 at 4oC and when it freezes, it
6 converts into ice of density 917 kglm3 at 0oC. Then, the increase in volume when this

amount of water has converted into ice equals

@ o.o3 m3 @ o.o+s m3 @ o.oo m3 @ o.oo m3

@ X A metallic alloy has a mass of 750 g where 60Vo ofits mass is magnesium while
I the other part is copper. If the density of magnesium is 1.7 g.cm-3 and the density of

copper is 9 g.cm-3, so the relative density of the material of the alloy equals .......... .

(Where:p -lg/cm3)' ' water

(D z.s @ +.0 G) s.4 @ 10.7

@ X A [quid of density p and volume Vo, is mixed with another liquid of density 2 p and,

.'. volume 2Y ot Then, the density of the mixture in terms of p if the total volume of the

mixture equals the sum of the volumes of the two liquids before mixing equals

@fp @*p @1p @ip

@ X A graduated cylinder contains 40 g*' of glycerin whose density is 1.26 g/cm3, then

I an amount of water of density I glcm3 is added to the glycerin, so that the density of
the mixture becomes 7.1 glcm3 .If the total volume of the liquids doesn't change after

mixing them, the volume of the added water equals is .......'.. '

2 cm3 @ 6+ cm3@ +o cm3 @ ++ cm3 !g)

@ tf two tquids that don't react together are mixed together in equal masses, so given that
o the densities of the two liquids were p,3 p, the density of the

re;p @?o @1p

@ fne opposite table lists the mass percentages of gold
r and copper in some known gold alloys, given that

the densities of gold and copper are 19300 kglm3 ,

8900 kg/m3 respectively, which of these alloys has

the least density?

@ llloy A @) Alloy B

@) Alloy D

-

cm3

-70
-60
-50
>40-
-30-
-20
)J.0**---

o
o
L

o
vl
(u

mixture

@

15 .'.'...'.. '

ap
a

Alloy
Gold

percentage

Copper

percentage

A 91.7 Vo 8.3 7o

B 87.5 70 12.5 %o

C 75 Vo 25 Vo

D 58.3 7o 41.7 Vo

cm3

-70
>6A-

-40
-30
-20
,0-***_

@) Alloy C

( o : l) Y V I ot I 1at-'lt-1r-(Jt;.rlJ rt";i fldl
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@
I

Alloy

Mass

percentage of

substance X

Mass

percentage of

substance Y

A 90 7o l0 7o

B 30% 70%

C 40 %o 60 7o

D 80 Vo 20 7o

@ auoy c @ auoy o

@ f*o qu4ntities of two liquids X, Y that don't react with each other are mixed together,

5 their volumes are Y o!,}Vn, respectively, if the density of liquid X is 1000 kg/m3 and the

density of liquid Y is 2000 kg/m3, 4ssuming that the total volume of the tiquids doesn't

change after mixing, then the density of the mixture equals

[Q:ooo kg/m3 @; rcee I kg/m3 @ tsoo kg/m3 @ r::.: kg/m3

r@ thr"" metals X, Y aud Zhave densities p, 1.5 p and 2 p respectively, so which of the

.. following volume ratios of lhe three mptals in the table below when mixed together gives

an alloy that has the highest density, assuming that the change in the total volume while

forming the alloy is ignored?

Alloy
Volume ratio

of metal X

Volume ratio

of metal Y

Volume ratio

of metalZ

@ 1 L 1

@ 2 1 0.5

@ 1 2 4

@ 5 1 2

Four different alloys of equal masses are made

by mixing two substances X and Y in different

ratios such as what is shown in the opposite

table in which th,o m-ass peroentaees of, the two

substancgs (X, Y) in each alloy are recorded.

Given that the density of substance X is greater

than the density of substance Y. which of these

alloys has the largesf volumg?

@ auoy R @ auoy n

@ X If the rplativp density of ice is 0.91, whal will bp thp deqrease in vslumc whep 50 g

.', of ice melt?

@ z.z 
"m3

@ +.9 c-3 tc_)5.6 cm" @
'7.4 cm3

@ X When equal volumes .of two substancos are mixpd, the relative density of the mixture

becomes 4. And whgn equal weights of the same substances are mixed, the relative

density of the mixfure becomes 3. If the volumo of the substances doesn't change after

mixing, the rolative densities of the two substances could be """"" .

(9 6 and2 (b) 3 and a @z.s and 3.5 @) 5 and 3



Questions on Chapter 3

@I
rol E"ptain the following statements:

"' (1) Having an anernia can be diagnosed

(2) Some diseases can be diagnosed by

(u

o
o
(u

by measuring the density of blood.

rneasuring the density of urine.

@ O.punding on the concept of density, how can you determine if the battery of a car is

charged or not?

@ r" an experimental Physics exam students were asked to rReasure and record the relative
t density of oil. One of the students has recorded an answer which is 0.8 kg/m3 and another

has recorded an answer of 0.8. Which of the two students gives the correct answer?

And why?

@ fne opposite diagram shows two cubes, each
t of volume 1000 cm3. One is made of iron and

its mass is 7.9 kg and the other is made of
aluminurn and its mass is 2.7 kgt

(a) Calculate the density of each of the iron

and the aluminum,

(b) Why are the densities of the two metals different?

@ If you have two identical buckets one is filled with water and the other filled with oil,
I which of them requires greater forpe to be lifted? Explain your answer. (Where: Poit< P*u,"r)

fl
Aluminum

D
U

Iron
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First : Choose two correct answers in each of the following :

@ n homogeneous alloy is composed of two metals A and B whose densities are p and

3p respectively and their volume ratio in the alloy is 2 to 7 respectively. Given that the

volume of the alloy is equal to the sum of volumes of the two metals before mixing them,

so.......... .

@ tne mass of the alloy equals the sum of the masses of the two metals A and B

@ ttre mass of the alloy is greater than the sum of the masses of the two metals A and B

@ tfre mass of the alloy is less than the sum of the masses of their two metals A and B

@ tfre density of the alloy equals

@ ttre density of the alloy equals

]o
*p

@ ff,r"" solid spheres (1), (2) and (3) are made of different materials X,Y andZ

respectively, with the dimensions that are shown in the following diagrams;

m
+^

(2) (3)(1)

So, which of the following relations are true for the densities of these materials?

@P*, P" @P", P, @Pr'P*

@Pr.(Pv-Px) @Pr, (Px + Pz)

Second: Put in front of each of the following sentences the number of the quantity that

expresses it:

,, O Density @ n.htioe density @ Density and relative density

(1) It is a constant value for every given liquid in the same temperature.

(2) Its measuring unit is kg/m3.

(3) It has no measuring unit.

(4) It varies with temperature.

()

()

()
()

(5) It is the quotient of dividing two quantities that have different dimensional formula. ( )
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The force is perpendicular

to the surface

Pressure at a point :

It is the ayerage force acting
perpendicularly on the unit area

surrounding this point.

The force is making

angle 0 with the normal

to the surface

F

Fsin0

From the relation

;:i'lJ[,"1,,,Tr*

Y

o_ Fcos 0
l--

A

Lesson Two

When a force F acts perpendicularly on a surface

of area A, pressure P is produced on this area.

The pressure can be determined, if

I

The force is making

angle 0 with the surface

^I Fcos0

From the relation
Y

From the relation
Y

',_ 
Fsin0

l--
A

P= 
A..E

Fsin0 Fcos0

Pressure

Pressure
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-., Pascal

(Pa)
and it is

oq,uivalent fo

kg.m-1.s-2

N/m2

J/m3

and its
dimens'ional

forrnula is

The average force

acting perpendicularly

on the surface "directly

proportional"

The surface area

that is affected by

the force "inversely

proportional"

Slooe= ff, =r' o(*)

2. Needles and pins have sharp tips;

since the area at the tip of the needle is

very srna,ll a h,igher pressure is produced

due to the acting force at the tip of the

needle, so it penetrates bodies easily.

2

AP1sloDe=_=-;-'AFA

-Notes:
1. Wide multiple number of tyres are used

in heavy trucks;

as the number and the width of the tyres

inerease, the total aroa of contact with the

road increases, so the pressure due to the

weight of the truck decreases on the road.

because
._---__-Yu--

the pressure is inversely proportional to the area on which a force

is applied while holding that force constant

I

so

The measuring
unit of

1l
1"1

The factors affecting I the pressure on a surface :



Chapter 3

3. Pressure due to the pointed high heel of a girl's shoe on the ground could be greater

than the pressure due to an elephant's foot on the ground;

Because the quotient of dividing the weight of the girl by the total area of, oontacrt of
her pointed shoe heel with the ground might be greater than the quotient of dividing the
weight of the elephant by the total area of contact of its four feet with the grotrnd so that
the girl's weight initiates a greater pressure on the ground than that of the e{ephant weight.

o
=
o
(u

9t r""t aourself-
Choose the correct answer:

ffi for. identical cubes are placed in four different ways on a plane surface, in which of
these four ways the surface is affected by the greatest pressure?

@

@

ffi fn" following figures represent plane surfaces of different areas, each of them is affected

by a different force, so in which of them the pressure exerted on the surface is less?

rc,

@@
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A force of 25 N acted on a surface of area 5 cnf , theru the pressure affecting the surface if:

(i) The force was perpendicular to the surface equals

@2.5 x 104 N/m2 @: " 
104 N/m2 @4.33 x 104 N/m2 @ 5 , 104 N/m2

(ii) The force was making an angle of 60' with the surface equals

@25 x 10aN/m2 @:, 104N/m2 @433 x 104N/m2 @5 * 104N/m2

Solution

1,F=25 N i i e=5 x 10-a m2ii, P=? 
i

(rP=*=

.'. The correct choice it @.

(ii) P =,F 
sln 0 - 25 sin 60-" 

= 4.33 x 10a N/m2A 5xlo-a
.'. The correct choice it @.

=5x10aN/m2
5 x 10-a

The opposite figure shows a solid cuboid whose nruterial's

density is 5000 kglnf , that is placed on a horizontal surface,

tlrcn: (where: g = lo mls2)

(r) The highest pressure that can be produced using that

cuboid on the surface equals

I
l-Iti
lo

t

/"o
5

20cm

@ 1ou N/m2@ 10'N/m2 @ ro'N/m2 @ 1oo N/m2

(ii) The lowest pressure that can be produced using that cuboid on the surface equals """"" .

@2.5 x 10s N/m2 @ o.zs x 104 N/m2 @25 x 102 N/m2 @ 0.25 N/m2

Solution

It=s"J, i lz=to.* i, L=20.- i, p=5000kg/m3 i : g= torr/s2 i

'\ Clue

The pressure due to the cuboid on the surface depends on the contact area

between the cuboid and the surface where (, * *).
D- F - 

mg 
-p%rg'-onr."-Aour"- Abur"

I

+-
I

I

I

)-

the angle between the acting force and the normal to the surface was equal to 60o,

which of the previous choices represents the pressure that was affecting the surface?

2



Chapter 3

(i) The surface gets affected by the highest

pressure due to the weight of the cuboid

when the cuboid is put down on the face

that has the smallest contact area (X):

%}\.-Ll'' 
10 cm

5000x5x10x20x10-6x10
max 5x1oxlo-a

= lo4 N/m2

flnother Solution

(i) The surface gets affected by the highest

pressure when the cuboid is placed in
such a way where its largest dimension

becomes its height (20 cm):

P = 5000 x20 x 10-2 x 10
max

= 1oa N/m2

.'. The correct choice ir @.

D- F - 
mg 

-PVorg-PAuur.hg-'-A' -A' = A* =Phg
^ ^base - -base '^base Dase

(ii) The surface gets affected by the lowest

pressure due to the weight of the cuboid

when the cuboid is put down on the face

that has the largest contact area (Y):

P=
mln

20cm

5000x5x10x20x10-6x10

20x10x10-4

=0.25 x 10aN/m2

(ii) The surface gets affected by the lowest

pressure when the cuboid is placed

in such a way where its smallest

dimension becomes its height (5 cm):

P*ir,=5000x5x10-2x10

= 0.25 x 104 N/m2

.'. The correct choice i. @.

o
=
o
ti
vr
o

o

N

Itr
l6
Vn

you are asked to determine, in which of the two previous positions, the cuboid

acts with a larger pressing force on the surface below, what will be your answer?

A car has a mass of 1200 kg, each of its four tyres has a contact area with the groand

that equals 80 cm2 . Then, the pressure by which the car affects the ground is ..'....... .

(g = 9.8 ml?)

@3.675 x 10s Pa

@1.47 x 106 Pa

Solution

@ z.ss x 1os Pa

@2.94 x 106 Pa

it=,'t,t'im = 1200 kg = 80 cm2

(1 : l) r d I U I 1as"tt-r,(Jr; orJ,g glil
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z

\ Clue

The car stands onfour identical tyres, so its weight is distributed equally on

the four tyres.

tr ms 1200 x 9.8
I 

- ^ - AA /-.on ln- =3.675 x 10s Pa1-A- 4Arr,"- 4x8ox1o-a

.'. The correct choice ir @.

the pressure of air inside the car tyres decreases, so the pressure by which

the weight of the car affects the ground will .......... .

@ increase

@ remain unchanged
@ decrease

@ b" indeterminable

9 rrt, aourself
Choose the correct answer:

* If the pressure which affects the ground due to the standing of a girl on her both feet

equals 2.5 x l}s N/m2, so the pressure on the ground due to the standing of the same

girl on one foot becomes

@)i.5 x 1oa N/m2 @2.5 x 1os N/m2 G)5r10sN/m2 ad,. tou N/m2
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Pressure

The questions signed by are answered in detail. OAppfly o'o Higher Order Thinking Skitls

@ Pressure is measured in

@ t g.r-2 @ kg.m-l.r-2 oN..-1 @ N.-2

@ r, which of the following figures the pressure,exerted by the weight of the child on

is the lowest?

%*Jre

lnteractive test

the ground

#
@ @o

@1 X Fish tarrk of base area 1000 cm2 eonlaining water of weight 4000 N while being placed
o 

on a horizontal surface, so the pressure of water at the bottor,n of the tank e{uals

@ 4oo N/m2 @ 4ooo N/m2 @a" 104N/r,r12 @+ r 106N/rn2

@ * A force of tr5 N acted on a s'urface of area 2 am2 such
o 

rn*akes an angle of 30" with the normal to the surface, so

the surface equals

@ 1.875 x tr04 N/'rn2 @z.z+s

@ 649s@ rz.s x 103 N/m2

@ X A solid cuboid of dimensions 10 crn,5 cm, 2.5 cmand mass I kg is placed on

ahorizontal plane surface. Then:

(i) The density of the cuboid material equals

@ aooo kgtm3 @ o+oo kg/m3 @ sooo kg/m3 @) 4zoo kgtm3

(ii) The highest pressure by which the cuboid could affect the surface equals

@ zooo N/m2 @ +ooo N/m2 @)8ooo N/m2 @ roooo N/m2

(iii) The lowest pressure by which the cuboid could affect the surface equals

that the vector of the foroe

the pressure drcted on

x 1oa NIim2

x tr03 N/m2

(Given that: g = 10 rnls2)

@ zooo N/m2 @ +ooo N/m2 (, 6000 N/m2 @ aooo N/m2

First I Multiple choice questions
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@ fne opposite figure shows a chair whose legs are put
r in protector caps to protect the carpet under the chair,

which of the following choices represents the effect of
putting the caps on the area of contact between the legs

and the carpet and the pressure on that area?

Area of contact Pressure

@ Decreases Decreases

@ Decreases Increases

o Increases Decreases

@ Increases Increases

@ e brick is placed horizontally on a horizontal surface

as in figure (1), if its orientation is changed to be as in

figure (2), which of the following choices represents

the effect of this change on each of the force and

the pressure due to the brick on the contact surface?

The force The pressure

@ Increases Decreases

@ Increases Remains constant

@ Remains constant Increases

@ Remains constant Remains constant

Plane surfaces have different areas, each ofthem is affected by a different force as shown in

the following figures, so in which figure the pressure exerted on the surface is the greatest?

Figure (1)

nIt-J-=-v
4

Figure (2)

@

@

Brick



Questions on Chapter 3

@ Wfri.f, of the following graphs represents the relation between the pressure (P) acting on
o a surface of area 2 m2 and,the force (F) causing that pressure?

P(N/m2) P(N/m2) P(N/m2) P(N/m2)

F(N)

@ A submarine has a circular window whose diameter is 0.3 m. If the maximum external

pressure that the window can withstand is 660 kPa, so the minimum external force that

can break the window is approximately equal to ,......... .

@+ox1o3N @+t x 1o3N @qox1o3N @12ox1o3N

o
=
E
o
(u

-l

@ e man of weight w is standing on the ground with both of his feet. If the contact area of each

foot with the ground is A, the man affects the ground with a pressure that equals

@? @N o# @#

@ * A cube of side length 10 cm and acuboid made of the same material whose

dimensions are 30 cm,20 cm and 10 cm are placed on a horizontal surface.

The face on which the cuboid can be placed on the surface to produce a pressure

equal to the pressure produced by the cube is the face of dimensions .......... .

@ZO cmx 10cm @aOcmx 10cm

@ fO cm x 20 cm @ ttre pressure produced by both cannot be equal

@ A so[d alloy that is in the form of a cuboid is placed on a horizontal surface where

'ii the vertical dimension is 80 cm, if the pressure of the cuboid on the surface is 15200 Pa,

@ tsoo kgim3 @ 19oo kgtm3

(Take; g= 10 ro/t2)

@ 2ooo kgtm3 @ zzoo kgim3

@ ffre opposite figure shows a hammer exerting a force F on

a nail that in turn exefts the same force on a piece of wood,

so the ratio between the two quantities of pressures at the

two points x and, (+)is .......... .

v

@greaterthan one @less than one

@ equal to one @ *" can't determine the answer

then the density of the alloy equals .'........ .

50 500
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@ fwo solid bodies that are made of lwo
i' different metals are placod on a horizontal

surface as shown in the figure, if the resulted

pressures due to them are equal (P, = P2),

then the ratio between the densities of
I Pr \

the two bodies (T;) equals

@+ @?@+

(2)

@+

@ X A man sits on a char of four legs while his feet don't touch the ground, so if the mass

o 
of both the man and the chair together is 95 kg and the legs of the chair have circular

ends, each of radius 0.5 em, then the pressure that each leg produces on the ground

(Take:g=9.8 orltz)

@ 11.85 x 106 Pa @ 14.81 x 106 Pa

QOoooo
oo
Figure (2)

equals

@ 2.96 x 106 Pa
I

$) 5.92 x 10'Pa

@ * In the opposite figure a man holds a drawing pin
o 

between his thumb and index fingers where he presses

on the head of the pin with his thumb by a force of 0.5 N

withou:t letting the tip injure him. If thearea of the head of

the pin is 6 x 10-5 m2, then:

(i) The force of the tip of the pin on the index equals

Gir o.s N @rN (c)2N G)4N

(ii) The pressure due to the head of the pin on the thumb finger is approximately

equal to ........'. ,

@4" 103N/m2 G)s"1o3N/m2 @9r1o3N/m2 @) 12 x 103 N/m2

@ X A student has put 8 coins above each other on a horizontal surface

o 
as shown in figure (1). If the weight of each coin is 0,08 N and

the area of its face is 5.3 x 10-4 m2, then:

(i) The pressure of these coins whieh acted on the sutface

equals

@ t.zt x fo3 pascal

@ 2.41x 103 pascal

@ S.zl x 103 pascal

@ a.zt x 103 pascal

46 
I

lUnderstand

Figure (1)



Questions on Chapter 3

(ii) If the student spreads the coins on ths surface as shown in figure (Z),then;

The total force by which
the coins act on the surface

The total pressure by which

the coins affect the surface

@ Remains constant Increases

@ Remains constant Decreases

@ Decreases Increases

@ Decreases D-oesn't ehange

In the opposite figure, a cuboid is placgd on a horizontal

surface such that the dimensions of its base are

(10 cm x 5 qm), so it exerts a pressure of value P on

the surface, then how will the pressure on the surface

change when the cuboid is repositioned to be on

the base of dimensions (20 cm x 10 cm)?

o
=F

(l

@
a

aa

@ Increaser by + Q) Decreases
3Pbv_"4

Url"2
(g) Increases by 4 P @ Decreases

@ X The,oppositp figur.e rspreqents a solid metallic

cylindpr.of hpight X and grsss-sectional area A

placed on a horizontal surface. If the cylinder affects

the surface by pressure P, the density of the r4aterial

of the cyliqder equals

(Given that the acceleration due tq gravi:ty is g)

@ * The opposite figure shows the base argas and

lo the heights of a group of bricks that arcplaced on

the same horizontal plane surface. If the bricks

S, Q, Z are made of the same material whose

density is half that of the material of the brick T,

then the two bricks that affect the surface by the same pressure are

,^r 8X
\:-, PA

^PA
@ry

P

Ex@
^sXra)"VP

@t,z @r,e @s,e @:l,s
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@ X In the opposite figure, if the weight of the solid cube

j' 
is 60 N and the length of its side is 9 cm, the pressure on

the surface by the cube equals """"" .

@ tzzo.+ N/m2 @t+ot.+N/m2

@ e+ts N/m2 @ ztoz.t N/m2

@ * Two columns of the same height are ntade from

o a materialof density 6000 kg/m3. If th" first one has

a square base of width 0.2 m and the second one has

a circular base of diameter 0.2m, the ratio of the pressure

ofthe first one on the surface to the pressure of

the second one on the surface is """"" .

@+

@ tre opposite figure shows two identical

' walls B,A, explain why

the muddy soil for a less

than wallB.

@;z

@ A carpenter wants to design aheavy table that has legs of the same cross-sectional area

. but a problem has been arisen where he noticed that the table will cause dents (marks)

under its legs in the carpet. Suggest two methods to reduce the depth of these dents in

the carpet.

@ r" a tornado the air pressure was 80 kilo pascal and when the tornado passed suddenly

. by a house, the house windows got destroyed. Given that the atmospheric pressure inside

the house was 100 kilo pascal.

(a) Why did the windows of the house got destroyed?

(b) Calculate the force acting on an area of 36m2 of the house walls.

(c) If the doors and windows of the house were open, does that lead to a less damage?

And why?

wall A sinks in

deep distance

@r

Concrete foundation

Second I Essay questions
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First : Choose two correct answers in each of the following :

.'. Three solid cubes ,eachof side length L and,material density p and three solid cylinders,
each of material density p, height l" and diamercr L,are placed on a plane horizontal
surface where the pressures due these objects on each of the areas of contact with the

surface are shown in the following figure, so .......... .

ueurrupe$rsf@

(DPr=Pz

@P:.p+

@PrrPz

@P:=P+

@P:rP+

Second: Put in front of each of the following sentences the number of the graph that represents it :

LPPPt_
l_.

(1)

L
(2)

Z-
(3)

(1) The graph representing the pressure (P) on a horizontal surface due to different
solid cuboids made of the same material and having the same height versus

the mass of the object (x). ( . )
(2) The graph representing the pressure (P) on a horizontal surface due to different

solid cuboids having the same base area and the same height versus the mass of
the object (x). ( .)

(3) The graph representing the pressure (P) on a horizontal surface due to different
solid cuboids made of the same material and having same height versus the base

area ofthe object (x). ()
(4) The graph representing the pressure (P) on a horizontal surface due to different

solid cuboids having same mass versus the base arca of the object (x). ( . )

1v : 1) Y et I ,tt I 1nt-'tl -u(Jt; c,Ll 
"q;; ffrdl
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Lesson Three

o When pushing a piece of cork beneath water surface and leaving

it, the piece of cork rises againtoward the surface of water

and this happens because water pushes the submerged piece of

cork upward with a force called buoyant force and this force is

initiated due to the difference of water pressure on the upper and

the lower surfaces of the piece of cork.

(u

CL
TE

lJ

,l'trff:f;d;
the bottorni

)r
,,1_ll'ln,

P2

@ So, when a liquid is put in a container as in the opposite figure;every point

inside the liquid (as point a) is being affected by the weight of the liquid column

that extends from this point to the surface of the liquid which has a height (h)

and base area (A) so that a pressure due to the liquid is formed at this point.

The pressure of a liquid at a point inside it : ' ' ----------------------l

It is determined by the weight of the liquid column whose base is the 
i

unit area.urroundirrg this foint and its height is the vertical distance 
I

from that point to the surface of the liquid. i

Imagine ahorizontalplate (X) of area Aat a depth h inside a liquid of

density p (as in the opposite figure), this plate acts as a base of a liquid

column, so the force acting by the liquid on plate X equals the weight of

the liquid column whose height is h and its cross-sectional area is A.

O

ffiI rrH

-
50 

I

------=/
/---==--I c-)r )tl;
- 

tlart 
-

\

Deducing the value of pressure at a point inside a liquid :



Chapter 3

'So, the weight of the liquid column (Fr) is determined from the relation:

F =ms (i)
c " \--l

Where (m) is the mass of the liquid column.
... m= p\r @

Where (\,) is the volume of the liquid column.

'%r=Ah @

By substituting from equation @ i" equation @:
... 11= pAh @
By substituting from equation @ in equation O:
.'. F* = pAhg

'.' The pressure of the liquid (P) on plate X:

o- 
o, 

- PAhg
AA

jl
.'.iP=pghj

t

And this is the pressure of only the liquid at a point inside it at depth h.

I Density of the tiquid

a)
G'

o
ttl

(u

"directly proportional"

Slope=ffi=gh

Acceleration due to gravity

"directly proportional"

(g changes slightly from place

to another)

P =-pfl-r

Depth

" dk ectly proportional"

Slope=#=pt

2

the pressure of a liquid at a point inside it:

151
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o Earth is surrounded by layers of gases which are known as the atmosphere and we are

living in the bottom of the atmosphere and the weight of these gases per a unit area of

Earth's surface represents a pressure that is called the atmospheric pressure (Pu).

Atmospheric pressure

Atmospheric pressure (P,) :

It is the weight of an air column that

has a unit cross-sectional area and

a height extending from the sea

ievel to the end of the atmosphere.

o Hence, if the liquid surface is exposed to air, it will be affected by the atmospheric

pressure due to the weight of the air column on a unit area of the surface of the liquid.

... The total pressure at apoint inside a liquid is determined from the relation:

:

P=fr+ PBh 
;

oIn this case the graph representation of the relation between:

The atrnosphere

Earth

The total pressure (P) at several points

at the same depth in different liquids

and the densities of these liquids (p):

Slope - AP
Ap

The total pressure (P) at several points

at different depths in the same liquid

and the depth ofeach ofthese points (h):

Slope -

P
a

Pu

AP

-=ogAh IU

--l--_

r+t
i

Notes:
L. Pressure is a scalar quantity.

2.The pressure at a point inside a liquid acts in all directions.

3. The force that causes the pressure on a body inside a liquid is always

perpendicular to the surfaces of that body.

The total pressure at a point inside a liquid :
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4. The opposite figure represents a vessel containing a liquid, so

the graphs representing the relation between the pressure (p) at

a point inside this liquid and the height of that point from

the bottom of the vessel (h) are as follows:

The liquid surface is not exposed

to the atmospheric pressure

Liquid height

in the vessel

V*n
v

The liquid surface is exposed to

the atmospheric pressure

5. All points that lie on

the same horizontal level inside

a homogeneous static liquid have

equal pressures because all

the points that lie in the same

horizontal level are at the same depth (h) inside the liquid where the liquid above all
of them have the same density (p) and both of the acceleration due to gravity and

atmospheric pressure are constant for the same horizontal level, so the pressures at all
these points will be equal where (P = Pu+ pgh), therefore the surface of water has
the same level in all connected seas and oceans.

6. The pressure inside airplanes and submarines is maintained at the same value of
the atmospheric pressure.

Dams must be designed to be thicker at the bottom to withstand

the increasing pressure at the deeper levels of water because

the pressure of water varies with depth (P oc h).

h h h

zyx

1

o The High Dam is one of the huge projects in Egypt.

o The base thickness of the High Dam reaches 980 m,

its top thickness is 40 m and its height is 111 m.

Pa

.V

h

x

Life application :

Enrichmenl informotion
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Choose the correct answer:

Il X The opposite figure shows a fish moving

horizontally in a straight line inside water. Which of

the following graphs represents the relation between

the pressure (P) on the body of the fish and the

horizontal distance (x) that is moved by the fish?

L-
Pt_
I

I

G) @

B X A ship floats on the surface of seawater as

shown in the figure, if the points A, B, C are

under the surface of water, so " " " " "

COPo.Pu.P"

G)Po=Ps=Pc

(6)Po=Pu)Pc

Cd) Pa. Pu , P"
A

ffi fn. opposite figure shows a glass container having two parts of

different cross-sectional areas and filled with water, so which of

the following statements is correct?

(Q Pressure of water at point x < pressure of water at point y

@ Pressure of water at point x > pressure of water at point y

@ Pressure of water at point y is equal to 2 p*gh.

@ Pressure of water at point x is equal to 3 p*gh.

E In the opposite figure, if the water pressure at the base

of container (A) is equal to f, of the value of the pressure

of liquid y at the base of container (B), then the relative

density of the liquid y is ............ .

t
2h

I

('ril o'+

f-c) 0.8

@ 0.6

@ 1.2s

@



ft Wni.n of the following graphs represents the relation between the pressure (P) acting

on a submerged object below seawater and the object depth (h) from the sea level

during the gradual rise of the object till reaching the sea surface?

PPPP

^ul 
, n

@@o@

Chapter 3

A bowl of bottom area 1000 cm2 is placed horizontally while it contains salty water of
density 1030 kgtm3. tY the height of water inside the bowl is I m and the bowl surJ'ace is

open to airrthen: (Take: Po= 1.013 x 10s Nlm2, g = 10 mls21

(i) The total pressure on the bottom of the bowl equals

qJ
(u

c
o
(u

(ii) The totalforce that causes pressure on the bottom of the bowl equals

@2 " 
103 N/m2

c a.l x 104 N/m2

@2r10sN

@2"104N
Solution

@z*104N/m2

@ 1.116 x los N/m2

@rosN

@ 1.116 x 104 N

l}-am2ijp=l030kg/m3ij I l_ --- _ 
"3-'__ 

":

i - -----'- 
;-i l"------' i i------- i

i g= 10 mls' i, iP= ? i iF= ? 
i

1i1t =V'^*OgO 
'

= (1.013 x tOs) + (1030 x 10 x 1) = 1.116 x 10s N/m2

.'. The correct choice ir @.

(li) F = Pa

= 1.116 x 10s x 1000 x l0-4 - 1.116 x 104 N

.'. The correct choice i. @.

: < at

i P. = 1.013 x l0' N/m' 
i

ih=1ml
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A submarine dives under the surface of seawater whose d,ensity equals 1030 kglm3.

If the submarine has a circular glass porthole window of radius 20 cm whose center

becomes at a d.epth of 50 m, then: (s = 10 ml$

(i) The difference between the pressure that affects the external surface of the porthole

window and the pressure that affects its internal surface equals

@ 6.t4 x 1os N/m2 @ 5.r5 x 1os N/m2

@2.93 x 10a N/m2@3.I4 x 10s N/m2

(ii) The net force that acts on the porthole window equals

@ 6.47 x 104 N @o.lt x 1os N

@ 3.33 x 10s N@3.24 x 10s N

(i) '.' Pressure inside the submarine is maintained to equal the atmospheric pressure.

... AP=Pu*pgh-Pu=pgh

= 1030 x 10 x 50 = 5.15 x 10s N/m2

.'. The correct choice it @.

(ii)F =(AP)A =(LP)nrz

= 5.15 x 10s x ! x Qo x lo-2)2 = 6.47 x L04 N

.'. The correct choice it @.

A swimmer was diving vertically downward in a river

as shown in the opposite figure.If the density of the

water in the river was 1000 kgtm3,then the pressure

dffirence between points A and B equals

= 9.8 mls2)k
@

@

@

@

1.g6 x 103 N/m2

13.52 x 103 N/m2

17.64 x 103 N/m2

lg.6 x 103 N/m2

Water

surface

---- 561
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Solution

-
l1 '_1 illr ??Tllr:1"99"9I'/* I

AP=Pa-Pe

= pg (ho _ hs)

= 1000 x 9.8 x (2 - 0.2) = 17 .64 x 103 N/m2

.'. The correct choice it @.

Guideline

The pressing force that a liquid inside a container exerts on:

the swimmer dives deeper inside water while keeping the same orientation of

his body as shown in the previous figure, then the pressure difference between

points A and B of his body will

@ increase

@ remain constant

@ d""r"as"

@U" indeterminable

r The bottom of the container ,,. 'i One of the vertical faces of the container :

Can be calculated from the relation

I

I

I

I

1

h

I

t
h

I

...F_PA

Where: (P) is the pressure on

the bottom of the container,

(A) is the area of the bottom of

the container.

.'.P=oshA=osVrD"'- rD ' ol

Where (Vo,) is the liquid volume

and (h) is the height of the liquid

column.

...F_PA

Where: (F) is the average force on the vertical

face of the container, (P) is the average

pressure on the vertical face of the container,

(A) is the arca of the vertical face of

the container.

p=psxt * orno= * psv",

Where (h) is the height of the liquid column

and (Vo1 is the liquid volume.

(  : l) r f; l,ytl1,r-u.'lt -t -(Jt; -lJ'g;y<hdl

A

A
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The opposite fi,gure shows a reservoir filled with water

If the water sarface is exposed to the atmospheric air pressure

which is 10s Nlm2, then:

(Given that: The density of water = 1000 kglm3,

The acceleration due to gravity = l0 mls2)

(i) The total pressure on the bottom of the reservoir equals

@t.2 x 1os N/m2

@ 1.8 x 10s N/m2 @2.2 x 10s N/m2

(ii) The average force that water exerts on face x equals

@5.76 x 106N

@ r.g2 x 106 N

@ 1.28 x 106 N

@3.2 x 106 N

@ 0.96 x 106 N

(iii) The average force that water exerts on face y equals

@ t.+ x 105 N/m2

@ z.ss x 106 N

@z.se x 106 N

.'. The correct choice ir @.

*4m-
i
E

6

-8m+

@ 3.84 x 106 N

Solution

(i)P =Pu + pgh* = 105 + (1000 x 10 x 12) =2.2x 10s N/m2

(ii) Fx
^A*= f Orn.O. =t" 1000 x 70x12x4x12=2.88x 106N

.'. The correct choice ir @.

(iii) By ,Ar= pg(h,*Lnr)Av= 1000 x 10 x (O*fix 8)) x4 x 8 = 2.56x106N

you are asked to find the force that water exerts on the bottom of the reservoir,

which of the previous choices given in (iii) is representing it?

-- - 581

in -riiF =?l,xJl
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9 rrrr aourself

@: p*g *

O + P*Bh

@P"+fo*sh

@P"+fo*sh

o,
OJ

o
ti
(u

-I
Choose the correct answer:

'II 
X The opposite figure shows a cylindrical water tank whose

base area is A and its height is h. The tank has an open tube

fixed at its upper surface. If the height of water inside

the tube is $ above the upper surface of the water inside

the tank, then the total pressure on the bottom of

the tank equals

B X Two tanks A, B have cubic shapes of side lengths L , 2 L r"rp""tively, if both are

filled with oil, the ratio of the forces due to the pressure of oil on the lateral vertical

faces of tank A to that of tank B fIA) is ............ .
t FB'

@+ @+
r:tl 1re4 @+



The questions signeO Ov,{() are answered in detail.

,,,:,#[].,:,f,f.:.^j,

Pressure at a Point 'J#
inside a Liquid 'u"uoii-

rinking.*,,,.ffi
Y

lnteractive test

@ length of the dam

@ density of the dam material

@ 11.s m

(Take: g=9.8 orlt2)

@ rs.:+ m

@P">Ps>PA

@Po=Ps=Pc

@+ @2P @3P

@ n conical flask contains a liquid of density 900 kg/m3
o 

as in the opposite figure. If the liquid exerts a pressing

force of 7.2 N on the base of the flask, then the liquid

height (h) in the flask equals

(g = 10 mlsz)

@o.t m

@) 0.4 m

a
NJ

Ar=1o-,-, -] 
^ 

[

/ ln\ ''o''o
tt \

)--r--,
A2=2xlO-3 m2

@o.am

@) 0.8 m

@ fne water pressure at the bottom of the lake of the High Dam which affects the body of

the dam depends on .......... .

@ area of the water surface

(Q depth of the lake

@ X If the density of the seawater is 1030 kglm3,then the depth at which water pressure

@ fne opposite graph shows the relation between the pressure of a

liquid (P) at a point inside the liquid and the vertical distance (h)

between this point and the surface of the liquid for three liquids

A, B, C, so .......'..

@p"<Pe<pA

@P"<Pa<Pe

@ tf the pressure of liquid A whose density is 1800 kg/m3 at a point at depth 20 cminside it
o 

equals P, then the pressure of liquid B whose density is 1200 kglm3 at a point at depth

60 cm inside it equals

^P(al-
:_-,/ 

2

equals 92kPais ......'." .

Q) 8.75 m @) e.11 m

First I fUuhiple choice questions
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e
(u@ A ghss flask that is closed from both ends contains an amount of

water as in the opposite figure. When the flask is placed vertically

on base x, the water pressure on base x becomes P, so if the flask

is inverted vertically to be placed on base y, the pressure of water

on base y will be '......... .

@ zero @ less than P

@ greater than P @ equals P

@ fne opposite figure shows a cylinder (x) of base

area A containing a quantity of water that affects

the base of the cylinder with a pressure P.

If the water is transferred completely from

the cylinder to a bowl (y) that has the same base

area A, then the water pressure at the base of

the bowl will be

@ greater than P @) less than P

@equal to P @ equal to zero

t-l

I l**.II
,k4rJ^

(x)

@ alar has three holes (1 ,2,3) in its wall at different heights from its base, which figure of
t 

the following represents the correct shape of the water getting out from the three openings?

@ fne opposite figure shows two adjacent open boxes,

the first is in the form of a cube while the second is

in the form of a cuboid.'nhen, the ratio between

the force due to the atmospheric pressure that acts on

the base of each of the two boxes from inside (1ffi)
equals

20 cm

fl 7ll"
llo
llo
ll6

)t
a".'

'34 "$+
40 cm

1

2

3

@

@+ @+ r;l 1\\,, .
J @+

FE| ,i

U ,p! i'i
o @
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@ X From the opposite figure, the total pressure

at point A is .."'..". .

(Given that: Pu = 1.013 x 105 N/m2,

p,,,-.^- = lo3 kg/m3, g = 9.8 or/"2)I water

@ tot N/m2

@ r.oz x 105 N/m2

@ t.oot x 105 N/m2

@ 2.5 x 106 N/m2

@ X If the radius of the Earth is equal to 6.37 x 106 m, the average atmospheric pressure

o 
at the surface of the Earth is 1.013 x 105 Pa, the surface area of a sphere is 4 n ? and

the acceleration due to gravity is 9.8 m/s2, then the total mass of the atmosphere is

approximately equal to ......".. .

@3.64x 101skg @5.2i x 1018kg @8.3 x 101ekg @l.sr x to20kg

@ fne opposite figure shows two cardboard squares x and y

exposed to the atmospheric pressure at the same horizontal

Ievel. If the area of square x is four times that of square y,

then ratio between:

(i) the atmospheric pressure acting on square x and that acting on square y (5)

equals . 
o t e "tP"

@+ @+ @+
-J

(ii) the force caused by the atmospheric pressure on square x and the force caused by

the atmospheric pressure on square y (h equals' " ,Fr,

@+ @+ @? @+

@ A research submarine dives in an area of coral

reefs as in the opposite figure. So, the correct

order for the values of the pressure in

the positionr C,@,@ ir ..... ..

@Pr=Pz=Ps

CC Pr .Pz.Pz

@ Pr =Pz=P3

@ P, .Pr.P,

.@
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(u

o
(u@ fne opposite figure shows a lake which contains

water, so the graph that represents the pressure (P)

of water at the points C,@,@ on y-axis versus

the depths (h) of these points on x-axis is .......'.. .

l.v l' t

@@@

@ ffre foliowing figure shows two water containers, one of them contains fresh water and

the other contains salty water, if the density of the salty water is greater than that of

the fresh water, then the highest pressure is at point

""'^ 
-"'"' 

U__ -1, :E 
Sartv water

@B @D@A @c

@ X The opposite graph represents the relation

between the pressure (P) at many points inside a

lake and the depth (h) ofeach ofthese points from

the surface of the lake, then: (Where: g = 10 
^/t2)

(i) The value of the atmospheric pressure is

equal to .......... .

@ tot N/m2

@z"1osN/m2

@: , 1os N/m2

@4"losN/m2

(ii) The density of lake water equals '

@ to+o kstm3

@ tozo kgtm3

@ to:o kgtm3

@ tooo kg/m3

48 ffi*r'r*l

J

2.5

2

1.5

1

0.5
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@ fne opposite figure shows three vessels having

the same base area; placed on a horizontal surface

and filled with water to the same level, so which of

the following statements is correct for these vessels?

@ fne pressure at the surface of water in vessel A is

the highest because vessel A has the largest cross-sectional area atthat surface.

@ fne pressure at the bottom of vessel A is the highest because vessel A contains

the largest amount of water.

@ fne values of pressure at the bottom of the three vessels are equal.

@ ffre pressing force on the bottom of vessel A is greater than that on the bottoms of

the two other vessels.

@ n tank contains two immiscible liquids as in the opposite figure.

L If th" total pressure at point x is 1.2 Pu where Pu is atmospheric

pressure at the surface of the upper liquid, then the total pressure

at point y which lies at the bottom of the container could be .""""' .

1,"

@ t.ze 
u

@ r.+ ru

@ t.l ru

@ r.s ru

1
h

I
t
h

I

@3P

@6P

Liquid A

Liquid B

@ X The opposite graph represents the relation between

the pressure (P) at many points inside a liquid and their

depth from the surface of the liquid (h) in three reservoirs

each of them is filled with a different liquid, then:

(i) The liquid which is not affected by the atmospheric

pressure 1s ....'....

(94

oc

P x10s1Pa;

1.5

1

0.5

@s,c
@A,B

@ fne opposite figure shows a well sealed container filled

l with two immiscible liquids A, B of densities p,2 p

respectively, if the pressure of the liquid at point x

equals P, then the pressure of the two liquids atpornt z

equals

@zp
@+p

x

Z

h(m)
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(ii) The liquid that has the highest density is ',..."... .

@n@e

O C @ ull have the same density

(iii) The atmospheric pressure equals

@ toa ea @ tos ea @ to6 ea

@ tvtariana Trench is the deepest trench in the world which is located in the western Pacific
o 

Ocean at depth of 11 km, if the average density of the ocean's water is 1020 kglm3 ,

(g = 9.8 m/s2)

@z.g x 107 pascal

@me opposite figure shows awater sink whose depth

extends from 20 cm to 30 cm, so the pressure of

water that affects a stopper placed under the sink

equals

(Given that: g = 9.8 tils2,Pwater = 1000 kg/m3)

@ 1960 pascal

@zO+o pascal

then the pressure of water at this depth is

@ 1.s x 105 pascal

@ to7 ea

nearly equal

@z.z

@1.1

to...........

x 106 pascal

x 108 pascal

@2450 pascal

@ +loo pascal

@ tzzz.+N

@ r+rr.z N

( 1 : l) v e l.t1 I 1o-s'1t.,'uit;.:tJ rt-;i ghdl

@ e glass plate of surface area}.036 m2 is placed horizontally under the surface of a liquid

of density 930 kg.m-1 If the force that acts on the upper surface of the plate due to the

liquid pressure is 290 N, the depth of the plate under the liquid surface equals

(g = 9.8 m/s2)

@o.ssm @t.tm @t.am @a.zm

@ fisfr tank has a shape of cuboid whose base dimensions are 80 cm,60 cm and its height

is 40 cm. Water is poured in the tank until it has reached a height of 30 cm. The force due

to the water pressure which acts on the bottom of the tank equals

(Where: pwater = 1000 kg/m1g = 9.8 
^tr2)

@ rasr.o N

@ roz+.0 N

Water

lst I 'l-''*tsl ;jl
Stopper
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@ X In the opposite figure, a metallic cuboid of density

& SSOO kglm3 is placed at the bottom of a water basin,

then the total force that causes pressure on 
l

the upper surface ofthe cuboid equals . I

(Given that: Water density = 1000 kg/m3, ; I

acceleration due to gravity = l0 m/s2. I
the atmospheric pressure = 1.013 x 10) fa;

@rooN (Q azo+ N (C 24104 N @2lt x 108 N

@ +.os x 104 N/m2

@o.sz x toa N/m2

@fn"following figures show four vessels, each contains two immiscible liquids (1), (2).

"' If p2 * 2 p t,then in w,hich of these vessels is the pressure of the two liquids at point x

double the pressure of liquid (1) at point y?

Liquid (1)

Liquid (2)

@XAlayerof waterof thickness50cmisbeingstillon alayerof mercuryofthickness

t' 20 cm, then the difference in pressure between two points one at the separating surface

between water and mercury and the other at the bottom of the mercury layer is

(Take: I = 10 
^1r2, 

Pue= 13600 kg/m3, Pw = 1000 kglm3)

@;z.lz x 104 N/m2

@osx1o4N/m2

@

@

Liquid (1)

Liquid (2)

Liquid (1)

Liquid (2)

Liquid

Liquid

66 
1
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o

OJ@ n submarine has settled down at depth of 400 m under seawater of density 1025 kglm3 ,

so the pressure affecting the external surface of the submarine walls is

(Where: g = 10 m/s2,Pu= 1.013 x 105 N/m2;

@4.1 x 106 N/m2

@ 2.05 x 106 N/m2

@t the atmospheric pressure at the sea level is 100 kPa and the density of seawater
O.

is 1020 kg.m-'. at what depth from the sea level does the total pressure equal

@ A cubic tank, of side length 100 cm, is open from the top. If water is poured inside

the tank to a height of 20 cm then oil is added to a height of 80 cm from the bottom of

the tank, so the pressure difference between a point at the surface of oil and another point

at the interface between water and oil equals

(Where: g = 10 mls2,Pu= 1.013 x 105 N/m2, poit = 900 kg/m3)

@z " 
103 N/m2 @ 5.4 x 103 N/m2

@gz x 103 N/m2@)1.4 x 103 N/m2

@ fne opposite figure shows three vessels, each of

them contains a liquid of height h. If all the vessels

are placed in the same horizontal level, so

the vessel in which the weight of the liquid:

(i) equals its pressing force on the bottom of

the vessel is ..'...'... .

@rrl @tzl

(1) (2) (3)

@) (3)

(iii) is less than its pressing force on the bottom of the vessel is .......... .

(ii) is greater than its pressing force on the bottom of the vessel is .......... .

@rtl @ rzl @r:l

@e.8m @)10m

(g = 9.8 m/s2)

@)11 m

@ (1), (2),(3)

@ (1), (2)

@4 t x 105 N/m2

@ 4.2 x 106 N/m2

110 kPa?

@t'"

@rtl @ rzl @rsl @ (1), (3)
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L
@ r, the opposite figure, a container contains two immiscible

liquids A, B of densities P,2 P, which of the following

figures represent the liquid pressure ratios

at the points x,y,z?

tt

v

@

xyz
@

v

@

v

@

J'
@ X The opposite figure shows a house at the bottom of

a hill. The house is supplied with water through a pipe

of length 105 m that inclines to the horizontal with

an angle of 60' from a tank filled with water of height

6 m at the top of the hill, then the pressure of water at

the bottom of the house is .......... .

(Given that: g= 10 m/s1P* = 103 kg/m3)

@6"104N/m2

@)7.r x los N/m2

@4.4 x 105 N/m2

@ 8.1 x 1os N/m2

@ X A tank of height 120 cmis filled completely with water of density 103 kg/m3, hence

@

"' the pressure at the bottom of the tank equals P1. If two thirds of the water volume is taken

out from the tank, then two equal volumes of two liquids of relative densities 0.8 and 1.2

are poured into the tank, given that the three liquids are immiscible and don't interact with

each other, the percentage of change in pressure at the bottom of the tank equals

(Where:g=9.8m/s2)

@oro

30m

@)5%o @ toEo 207o
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a
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@ X The opposite figure shows three points x, y, z

inside a liquid that is open to atmospheric pressure.

If the total pressure that affects point x is 1.5 atm,

so the ratio between the total pressures at points y

P

*d, (+) equals

r--. )
ta) +
-J

@? 6)1VJ @+

@ X The opposite figure shows the heights of water and petroleum oil in

a well of depth 2000 m. If the pressure of the two liquids at the bottom

of the well is 17.5 MPa and the densities of both water and petroleum

oil are 1000 kg.m-3,830 kg.--3 respectively, so the height of

the oil column (h) is nearly equal to """"" '

(Where: g=10tn/r2)

@oozm @tooom

@ toot m @t+ttm

@ Water flows from a tap in a uniform rate to fill
L 

an empty tank as in the figure, then which of

the following graphs represents the relation

between the water pressure (P) that acts at

the bottom of the tank and the elapsed time (t)

till the tank gets filled?

ht
lx

nttv
hi'

't r.--------

t1
rl
Vc>

N

I

oil

@
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@ fne opposite figure shows an empty tank getting

J, filled with water that flows from a tap in a uniform rate.

Which of the following graphs represents the relation

between the water pressure (P) that affects the bottom of

the tank and the elapsed time (t) till the tank gets filled?

4 4

3

4

3

2

3P

2P

P

2P

P P

t2t3t4t

@

4

3

2

P

2t

@

r 2t 31 4t

@

a
aa

@ 3m

@ 63.1 x 103 N/m2 @ za.+ x 103 N/m2

@ X A house consists of 3 floors where the height

of each is 3 m. There is a closed water tank above

the house.In each floor there is a water tap at height

of 1 m from the lower surface of the floor. If the water

pressure at the water tap of the second floor was

63.7 x 103 N/m2, then:

(Where: p* = 103 kg/m1g = 9.8 
^/t2)

(i) The height of water above the roof in the water

tank equals

@o.sm

@t*
@t.sm

(ii) The water pressure at the water tap of the first floor is ........

Closed water tank

@ os.t x 103 N/m2 @) tzl.+ x 103 N/m2

O Understand
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F

o
IA
IA
A)@ X A glass container of base areaA contains two

P x 104 (pascal)

immiscible liquids x, y. The heights of their surfaces

above the base of the container are 0.1 m and 0.Il m

respectively and the opposite graph shows the relation

between the pressure (P) at a point inside the two

liquids and the distance (d) of the point from

the base of the container, then: (g = 9.8 mlsz)

(i) The value of the atmospheric pressure equals

@ 9.1 x 104 Pa @ 9.15 x 104 Pa

(ii) The density of liquid y equals

9.25

9.2

9.75

9.1
0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2

@)gzx 104Pa @ 9.25 x 104 Pa

d (m)

@ r.os x 1os N

@6.4x105N

@ 3.92 x 104 N

@ 2.25 x 105 N

@ X Two containers are open from the top, the first contains liquid x of density 800 kg/m3

o 
and the second contains liquid y of density l2OOkglm3, so which of the following

choices represents the depths of liquids in each container at which the pressures of

the liquids are equal?

The depth in
liquid x

The depth in
liquid y

@ 8m 20m

@ 10m 15m

@ 15m 10m

@ 2Om 8m

\i,,

\ iA
"tal

t:-"

':::r:

-,i: :\-l t-:..:-
J

t::l:t:::

@ nz.sakg/m3 @ zao.zt kstm3 O 860.68 kg/m3 @ 103 kg/m3

@ X In the opposite figure, a cubic water tank is connected to a closed

o 
tube of cross-sectional area20 cr& that is fixed on the upper

surface of the tank, then the force exerted by water on:

(Where: P* = 103 kglm3,g = 9.8 
^1"2)

(i) the bottom face of the tank equals

@ 2.64 x 10s N

O7.8x1osN

@ 25.44 x 103 N

@ t.25 x 10s N

(ii) any vertical face of the tank equals

i
2m

I
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@ X When measuring the pressure of oil at height 5 m from the bottom of an oil container,

104 N/m2 and atheight of 7 .5 m from the bottom, it's found to be

acceleration due to gravity is 10 m/s2, so the density of oil is

@ soo kg/m3 @)Sso kg/m3 @ ooo kg/m3

i* 
it's found tobe 6.75 x

4.5 x l}a N/m2. If the

@ zso kg/m3

@ Wtren does ... ?

(1) The pressure at a point inside the

(2) The pressure difference between

@ Cive reason for:

Mean sea level is the same in all open seas and oceans.

liquid is the highest ?

two points inside a liquid = zaro ?

@ ffre opposite figure shows three devices

for measuring pressure at a point inside

a liquid where each of them is connected

to a tube ended with a thin rubber sheet

which is responsible for pressure sensing

and recording, explain why all these

devices show the same value.

Second I Essay questions
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First : Choose two correct answers in each of the following :

@ Wtre" transferring a given quantity of liquid from beaker (1)

to beaker (2) as shown in the opposite figure, which of

the following quantities will remain constant?

@ fne pressure at point x. \--1--t:-

@ rrre density of the liquid. 

=@ ttre pressure of the liquid at the bottom of the beaker.

@ fne force that causes the pressure at the bottom of the beaker.

@ fne force that causes the pressure on the liquid surface.

@ a submarine is diving at a depth h under the surface of a water of density p,

so if the pressure inside the submarine equals the pressure at the sea surface (P^),

then the pressure that affects

@ ttre submarine crew is Pu + pgh

(9) the submarine crew is Pu

(c) the submarine crew is pgh

@) the upper external surface of the submarine is Pu + pgh

Second: Put in front of each of the following sentences the physical quantity that expresses it:

@ ttre internal surface of the submarine is pgh

Pressure

(1) It is a scalar quantity.

(2) It is a vector quantity.

(3) It always acts perpendicular to any given surface inside a liquid.

(4) It acts in all directions at any given point inside a liquid.

(5) Its measuring unit is N/m2.

(2)

r--------__---]
Pressing force\- " ,)

()

(.. .'. .)

()

()

(.. )

1 t' : p) Y 6;/-r /1.r-r-"lt -t it; -tJ,t";,, glil
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Lesson Four

A variety of tools are used to measure pressure, these tools have been built on different

scientific ideas and we will study some of these tools that are based on the fact that all

the points that lie on the same horizontal level in a homogeneous liquid are affected by

equal pressures. And this idea is what makes a liquid rises to the same level in all

the branches of connected vessels.

From the applications of pressure at a point inside a liquid:

]DConnected Da,-rnun"o DMercury
L vessels tube barometer

D
Manometer

* ln the following, we will study each of them in some details.

Shape

A container consists of many vessels of

different geometrical shapes connected

together at their bases.

Connected vessels

Applications of Pressure

at a Point inside a Liquid



Chapter 3

Idea of work

o

a
ta
a)

Pressures at all points on the same horizontal level in a static homogeneous

liquid are equal.

i.e. Pressure at pointA = Pressure at point B = Pressure at point C = Pressure at point D

(Pe=Ps=Pc=Pp)

.'. Pu* P gha=Put P Bhs = Pu* P ghc = .'.

'.' Density (p) of the same static homogeneous liquid is constant.

'.' Each of g, Pu at the same position is constant.

.'.ho=hs=hc-'..

And hence the surface of the liquid that fills these vessels takes the same

horizontal level in all of them and the liquid rises in them to the same height

regardless of their geometrical shapes on condition that their bases are at one

horizontal level.

9 r""t aourself-

. P_.

x and, (+) is

v

te6

Chqlose thc cqlrrect answer:

S The opposite figure shows number of connected

vessels that contain oil of density 800 kg/m3, then the

ratio between the pressures of the oil at the two points

(Take: 10 m/s2)

U-shaped tube

Shape U-shaped tube.

6

)
lf_i "-

J

z

Idea of work
Pressures at all points on the same horizontal level

in a static homogeneous liquid are equa1.

L. Determining the density of a liquid by knowing the density of another liquid

that doesn't mix with it.

Comparing the density of two immiscible liquids.

Determining the relative density of a liquid that does not mix with water.

't

3.

Uses

2
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To determine the density of oil by knowing the density of water using the U-shaped tube:

1.Install the U-shaped tube vertically.

2.Plt a suitable amount of water in the U-shaped tube so that the level

of water becomes the same in both sides.

3. Pour oil gradually in one of the sides so that a separating surface will
be formed between oil and water because they are immiscible liquids

as in the figure.

4. At equilibrium, measure the height of water (h*) and that of oil (ho)

above the separating surface between the two liquids.

5. The density of oil can be determined as follows:

'.' Pressure at point (1) = Pressure at point (2)

Pa

+

Pa

+

I
hl

w

t
ho

t

t
h.)

t-

t
hr
i

Pr=P,

.'.P +o sh
a I oa

.'. o h =oro o rw

h
=w

h
o

Where

+o shI we w=poa
h

Separating - -L
surface

po

pw

' 
(*) is the relative density of oil.

The density of oil can be determined by using the density of water as follows:

Po=
,|

From the previous, we can conclude:

At the equilibrium of two liquids in a U-shaped tube, the height

of the liquid above the level of the separating surface is inversely

proportional to its density (h ". +) and consequently the level of

the free surface of the less dense liquid is higher than the level of

the free surface of the denser liquid.

The radius of the tube or the cross-sectional area of its two arms doesn't affect the ratio

of heights of the two liquids in the two arms of the tube because according to the relation

(+=k),rn" ratio between the heights of the two liquids above the level of the separating

surface depends only on the ratio between the densities of the two liquids which is

a constant ratio for them.

oh
h:o;

i
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A U-shaped tube of uniform cross-sectional area is partially filled with water of density

1000 kglm3, then oil of density 800 kgtm3 is poured in one of its arms until the height of oil

column becomes 5 cm above the separating surface at equilibrium, then the height of water

above the level of the separating surface is ......... .

@2 cm @+cm

Solution

i 
p* = looo kg/mr j i p" =

D _DtA-tB

o h =o h,w w ,o o

* - 
Poho 

-800r1-4.*'*= p* = looo

L

o

o
rll
@

800 kg/m' 
i

@5cm @Scm

ih=5cm!ih =?ii- o__ ______-; I __y_____ I

t
5cm

_1_

Water

.'. The correct choice i. @.

_ 10-0 _0.8
12.5 -0

another amount of oil is added into the same arn of the tube, the ratio 
"f 

(&)
will ..,....... 

t P*'

@ increase @ decrease @ not change @ U" indeterminable

A U-shaped tabe was containing an amount of
water, then oil is poured gradually in one of its

afins.

If the opposite graph shows the relation between

the height of oil (h,) in one arm and the height of
water in the other arm (hr) above the level of
the boundary surfoce between the two liquids,

then the relative density of oil equals ......... .

@ 0.6 @ o.z

@ 0.8 @ t.zs

Solution

Ah

*ah
o

oh
'.' (po)reratin. = o*- 

= tl = Slope = 0.8

.'. The correct choice ir @.

h,u(cm)

ho(cm)
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9 rrr, gourself-

Choose the correct answer:

ffi X The following figures show three identical U-shaped tubes, each contains two

G) P., Pr, P, > Pr

@Po2P,2Pr>P*

liquids of four different immiscible liquids x,y,z and k,

then if the liquids in the three tubes are balanced, the correct order for the densities of

liquids xo y, z and k is ..........

@p,>P6>Pr=P*

i.t$ X The opposite figure shows a U-shaped tube containing water

and another liquid that is immiscible with water in a state of

equilibrium, so the relative density of this liquid equals

rq\:

L @1
--. )

\Li .
J @?

Guideline

o In the case of having two miscible liquids, they can be separated

by a third liquid that is immiscible with each of them,

Such as: Using mercury to separate between water and alcohol.

o In the case of the equilibrium of more than two liquids in

a U-shaped tu.be, v/e consider the louzest separating surface so

that the tlo points that lie in the same horizontal level of that

surface also lie in the same liquid.
p 

-Dxy
n h =n h +n hr1--1 Y2^'2'.13--3

hj

!,

h

-l 
t

I
nl

t

Water

78 
I
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In the opposite figure, a U-shaped tube of unifunn cross-

section contains three immiscible liquids in a state of equilibrium.

If the relative density of mercury is 13.6, then the relative

density of oil is

I
27.2 cm

t

T
25.5 cm
I

-L0.5 
cm

Mercury

the points that are

the same pressure.

@ 0.6

@ o.8s

cm

.'. The correct choice ir @.

9 rrr, aourself
Choose the correct answer:

,*fne opposite figure shows a U-shaped tube containing

three immiscible liquids x,y,z, in equilibrium state,

so ...............

(qr) p. = P, * P, 16ro =3o +o\_'x t7,

another quantity of oil has been added, hence the two surfaces of mercury in both arms

become at the same horizontal level, so the height of oil in this case equals

@za cm @:o c- @:+ cm @+ocm

1
27.2 cm

l

T
25.5 cm
1

-10.5 
cm

. Mercury

Liqtid z

oi1

@ o.s

@ 1.2s

Solution

h =27.2 cm i

water I

hot= 25.5 hr* = 0.5 cm

o " =13.6I relatlve ot mercurv -9i Prelative of oil - ; 
i

'.' At the level of the separating surface between mercury and water, all

in the same horizontal level inside a homogeneous static liquid have

. D 
-f)"'A-tB

Pwater h*u,., = Pug hr* * Poil hoil

Dividins bv o :e J I water

h*ut". = Prelative of mercury 
hr, * Prelative of oil 

hoil

21.2= (13.6 x 0.5) + (prelativeoro., x 25.5)

Prelative of oit = 0'8

G)p,.=Pr+3p, @p.=tpr*p,

Liquid x

Liquid y

Ixamole
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Guideline

When pouring an amount of liquid X

in a U-shaped tube whose arms have

cross-sectional areas A, A, then an

amount of another liquid Y is added in

one of its arms, the surface of liquid X

in this arm gets lowered down

a distance h, and it rises in the other

arm a distance hrand at all times:

(1) The volume of the liquid which is displaced downward (A1h1) = The volume of

Liquid Y

h^-,2

h1

Liquid X

the liquid which is displaced upward (A2h2)

(2) The height of liquid X that is displaced upward in the tube above the level of

the interface between the two liquids: hr= h, + h,

(3) The height of liquid Y above the level of the interface:

(4) At the level of the interface: p, h" = py hy

@15cm

Solution

+h"
J

A U-shaped tube of uniform cross-section whose verticql height is 50 cm, is filled to half

its height with water, then oil is poured in one of its arms until it has reached the top edge

of thatarm,if thedensityof oilis750kgtm3 andthedensityof wateris1000kglm3,then

the height of oil will be ......... .

@:o cm @35cm @40cm

\ CIue

When putting water only in the U-shaped tube, the water surfoces in the arms of the

U-shaped tube will be in the same level and when oil is poured in one of the arms, the

level of water gets lowered down in this arm by a distance (h) and because the volume

of the water which is displaced downward in one arm equals the volume of water

which is displaced upward in the other arm so that the height of water above the level

of interface between the two liquids becomes 2 h.
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'.' All points which are in the same horizontal level inside

the same pressure.

P*ater h*ut", = Poit hoit

1000 x 2h=150 (25 + h)

2000h=18750+750h

h=15cm

hnir = 25 +h=25 + 15 = 40 cm

.'. The correct choice ir @.

a homogeneous static liquid have

A U-shaped tube of height 60 cm is placed vertically. The cross-sectional area of one of
its arms is double that of the other. It is filled until half its height with water, then oil

of density 600 kglm3 is poured in the naruow arm until it has reached the top edge of
the tube, then the height of water above the level of the interface between the two liquids

(Where: p*otn,= 1000 kgtnf )

@ 12.86 cm @ 30 cm

Solution

@10cm @ tt .25 cm

- ---1

h-
2

.'. h

i i p..,-,^-=loookg/m3 i it*u,."=? i

i I ' water

'.' The volume of the displaced water downwards in

water upwards in the other arm

A h =A h11 22

Ah =2Ah

one arm = The volume of the displaced

---'2

1,^'T ,rr

water = h, + h, = h, * i nr= 1'5 h1

'.' At the level of interface between oil and water, all points which are in the same

horizontal level inside a homogeneous static liquid have the same pressure.

.'.p h =p..h' water water ' oil oit

1000 x 1.5 hl = 600 (30 + hr)

1500 h1 = 18000 + 600 h'

[h,
F-

ln,

I
I

30cm

_t_
I

30cm

I

( \ \ : l) y lilJy/1,r-u'tr-I,(Jr; -ueu"i)l4l#l l- 81 
-

2A

Examole
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.'. h -20cm
I

.'.h =1.5x20=30cmwafer

.'. The correct choice ir @.

Test Aourself
Choose the correct answer:

iil! *In the opposite figure, a U-shaped tube

contains an amount of water. If an amount of

oil is poured in arm (2) and the level of water

surface is lowered down a distance h, the

height of water above the level of interface

between the two liquids becomes

ab) h

la *n

(1)

3A

(2)

A

(1) (2)

34A

Q;z n

'r,Ih

ffi A U-shaped tube whose two arms has different

cross-sectional areas contains an amount of water,

then oil is poured continually in its wider arm as

shown in the opposite figure, what do you expect

to observe while pouring oil continually?

B o1\o,tr n\/|| tl
t_tt_l
l-l l.a***
\\ ) )
\ '\--l ,/

Water overflows from arm B and oil doesn't overflow from arm A.

Oil overflows from arm A and water doesn't overflow from arm B.

Water overflows from arm B and also oil overflows from arm A at the same time.

Water overflows from arm B and after: that oil overflows from arm A.

82 
I



ThequestionssigneU by $ areanswered in detail.

lnteractive test

@ fne opposite figure shows a number of connected vessels

that contain a liquid of density p. If the pressure of the

liquid at point y is P, the pressure of the liquid at point x

equals

G:?p
-J

(c)ip
v)

6)*p
J

G:?P.vJ

@ a U-shaped tube contains an amount of water of density tO3 t<glm3, then an amount of oil
o 

of density 875 kg/m3 is poured in one of its arms, if the height of oil column is 10 cm,

the height of water column above the level of the interface with water which balances

the oil's column is '

@ z.sa cm (!) 7.85 cm @) 8.75 cm (!)e.25 cm

@ fne opposite figure shows two immiscible liquids x, y which are 2A

at an equilibrium state in a U-shaped tube, so the ratio between

the densities of the two iiquids (ff) ,t

@+ @3 Li

,---l 5

lc), @?

@ O" oil of relative density 0.8 is poured in one of the arms of a U-shaped tube of uniform
t 

crosr-sectional areathatcontains an amount of water, then the height difference between

the levels of oil and water is "........ the height of water above the level of separating surface.

@+ @+ ,';: 1\., z @?

@ X A U-shaped tube contains water of density IO3 kglm3,after pouring oil in one of

its two branches the height difference between the water surfaces in the two branches

becomes 19 cm, then if the oil density is 800 kglm3,the height of oil equals ..,,.......

Liquid y

-i

zul
t

(A 2t.25 cm (b)21.75 cm (C22.5 cm @zz.ts cm

.,,,:,#I."$.":'j,f..';
'' -.[*

(ILeo
Ma3akApp

Applications of Pressure

at a Point inside a Liquid
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@ X In the opposite figure, an amount of water of density

d 1000 kg/m3 is poured in one of the arms of a U-shaped tube,

then an amount of oil is added. If the liquids become in

equilibrium, then the density of oil is

@)8oo kg/m3

(c) 900 kg/m3

@ szs kg/m3

@ 950 kg/m3

-J-[?'"*

@ r" the opposite figure, a U-shaped tube containing

' two liquids a, b, so the ratio between the densities

of the liquids C9l i,' 'P6

,:-. 1
\4i;VL

-)\I,/ T

(Qa.15 cm

(c)3.25 cm

@ 3.25 cm

@ z.:5 cm

@+

@+

@ r, the opposite figure, a U-shaped tube contains three immiscible

o [quids in equilibrium, so the height of mercury (hrr) above

the level of interface between water and mercury is nearly

(Take: po = 850 kglm3,Pw = 1000 kg/m1pHe = 13600 kg/m3)

_- P.

@%

P.

@4

@ fwo immiscible liquids x and y are put in a U-shaped tube. If the density of liquid x is 2 p

o and the density of liquid y is p, which of the following choices represents the positions of

liquids in the tube at equilibrium?

h =ht hy=h h^=hJ

@ t" the opposite figure, a U-shaped tube contains two

.'. immiscible liquids in a state of equilibrium, then which

of the following ratios for the pressure at points 1, 2,

3,4 is greater than one?

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

P-
r7-: I\.9\

,-^ 
P,

!, P"
.,

84 
I

!r=h
hr=2h h,=2



Questions on Chapter 3

@ * A U-shaped tube of uniform cross-section of height 30 cm is placed vertically, then

L gets filled with water up to its half. Oil is poured in one of its arms till the edge, then if
the oil density is 800 kg/m3and water density is 1000 kg/m1the water height above

the separating surface is ..'....... .

@tocm @tscm @20cm @zscm

@ * The opposite figure shows a U-shaped tube of uniform cross-

t sectional area of 1. cmL.When two equal volumes of water and

mercury, each of value 20 cm3,are poured into the U-shaped tube,

they become in equilibrium state as shown in the figure, then the

height difference (x) between the levels of the two liquids in the

arms of the tube equals

(Where: o = 1000 ks/m3. o. I water Q ,r mercury

(g 2t.47 cm (!) 2o cm @ ta.5: cm

o

o

o.,

= 13600 kg/m3)

@ to.t+ cm

Water

Mercury

@) 36 cm

Liquid x

@ * The opposite figure shows a U-shaped tube containing

'? three immiscible liquids at equilibrium, then the height of

water column equals

(Where: pwater = 103 kglm3,pHe = 13600 kg/m1

o,-^-^^^-^ = 800 kg/m3)I Kerosene

@ tl .z cm @z+ cm @zz cm

@ fne opposite figure shows a U-shaped tube containing
o two immiscible liquids at equilibrium, then the ratio

between the masses of the two liquids (ft) ,O*"
the separating surface equals

't9;
,): 2

J

,arl

@ rn the opposite figure, a vertically oriented
o U-shaped tube contains two immiscible liquids in

a state of equilibrium, then the ratio between the

densities of the two liquids (ft) 
"nuur,

@? @+

@+ @+

@i
G)+

-')
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@
o

7 The opposite figure shows a U-shaped tube

containing two immiscible liquids x,y at equilibrium

where their densities are 800 kg/m3, 1000 kg/m3

respectively, then the height h equals

30 cm

Q) 10 cm

(c) 16 cm

@tzcm
@zocm

The opposite figure shows a U-shaped tube of

uniform cross-section containing three immiscible

liquids x, y and mercury at equilibrium such that

the mercury in the two branches is in one horizontal

level, then the difference in mass of the two

liquids (ma my) equals

@ ttre difference between the densities of

the two liquids

@ ttre mass of the liquid quantity of height h

of liquid x in the right branch

@ ttre mass of the mercury

@ fwo immiscible liquids x, y are put in a U-shaped tube. If P* > Pr, then which of the

following figures represents correctly the positions of the two liquids in the tube after

equilibrium?

@ zero

@ @ @

@ A U-shaped tube with a closed valve (k) contains two immiscible

liquids x, y having their free surfaces in the same horizontal level.

11P, = 1.5 P",then what happens to the level of each liquid when

opening the valve (k)?

Liquid x Liquid y

@ Rises Gets lowered

@ Rises Rises

@ Gets lowered Rises

@ Gets lowered Gets lowered

Mercury

Liquid y

Liquid x

O Understand

Liquid x



Questions on Chapter 3

@ fne opposite figure shows a U-shaped tube containing

three immiscible liquids a,b,c at equilibrium, then the

correct order for their densities is ..........

@p^)Po)P"

@p"(Pr,)P"

@p")P")Po

@P")PulPu

@ fne opposite figure shows a U-shaped tube containing

two immiscible liquids A, B of densities 600 kg/m3

and p respectively, then the value of p is

@ 4oo kg/m3 @ 8oo kg/m3

@ rzoo kg/m3@ loo kg/m3

@ XU-shaped tube containing three immiscible liquids

(x,y,z) at equilibrium where their levels are as shown

in the opposite figure. If the density of liquid y is double

that of x and pressure of liquid x equals P, then the

pressure due to the three liquids at point m equals

@3P

oeP

o

o
tl
IA
(u

Liquid b

Liquid c

Liquid B

@6P

@ tzP

@ X A U-shaped tube of uniform cross-section of area 5 cmz contains an amount of

mercury. An amount of glycerin is added in one of its arms, so the height of glycerin

column above the interface with mercury becomes 10 cm, so the mass of water which is

required to be poured in the other arm to make the surfaces of mercury in both arms at

the same level equals .......... .

(Where: water density = 1000 kglm3,glycerin density = 1260kglm3 and mercury

density = 13600 kg/m3)

@ o.oo: tg @ o.o: rg @ o.oaz tg @) o.ro: rcg
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@ XU-shaped tube of uniform cross-section

contains an amount of mercury. Oil and water are

poured each in a branch at the same time and the

same rate, what do you observe after a while?

@ Water overflows first.

6) Olt overflows first.

@ Water and oil overflow from the branches at

the same instant.

@ ffre answer is indeterminable.

@ * A U-shaped tube of uniform cross-section contains an

of amount of mercury. When different amounts of water are

added in each arm, the liquids become at equilibrium as

in the opposite figure, so the height of mercury (h) above

the level of the interface equals

(Take: = looo kglm3,psg = 13600 kg/m3)

(tr) 0.6 cm

0.75 cm 1cm

Mercury

Mercury
pw

cm0.3@

@ @

@ * The opposite figure shows a U-shaped tube containing two

"' immiscible liquids in a state of equilibrium, so the pressure at

point a is .......... the pressure at point b.

(r) greater than

(b) less than

(c) equal to

(a) not related to

@ X A U-shaped tube of uniform cross-sectio nal area of 2 cm2 contains an amount of

water, then kerosene of volume 9 cm3 is poured in one of the two branches such that the

height difference of water in the two sides becomes 3.6 cm, then the volume of gasoline

required to be poured in the other branch until the levels of water in the two sides become

the same is ...........

(Take: density of gasoline = 900 kg/m3, density of water = 1000 kg/m3)

.t

(Q 8 cm3 @6cm3 (!)2 c 3 (a) + cm3

(2)(i)



Questions on Chapter 3
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(u@ * The opposite figure shows a U-shaped tube of uniform cross-sectional

'' area of 2 cm2.It has a shorter arm of length 12 cm.Water is poured into

the U-shaped tube until it reached the edge of the shorter arm. If a liquid

of density 800 kg/m3, which is immiscible with water, is poured into the

longer arm until its height becomes 72 cm above its interface with water,

then the volume of water that gets spilled as a result of adding this liquid

I
i
l

is .......... .

(a) 28.8 cm3 0)19.2 cm3

(Where: p* = 103 kg/m3)

@ 9.6 c-3 @ 4.8 cm3

@ * In the opposite figure, a U-shaped tube contains water, oil is

poured into its wider branch, so the water surface is lowered from A to

Bby 2.4 cm, then the height and the mass of the oil are .'..."... , ......... .

(Given that: the relative density of oil = 0.8, p* = 103 kg/m3)

Height of the oil column Mass of the oil

@ 9cm 74.4 g

@ 4.5 cm 28.8 g

@ 9cm 28.8 g

@ 4.5 cm 14.4 g

@ * A U-shaped tube, the cross-sectional area of one of its arms is three times that of the

other arm, contains an amount of water. Oil of relative density 0.8 is poured in the wider

arm, so the water surface is lowered in it by 1 cm, then the height of the oil column

is .......... .

@) 0.2 cm @ z.s cm (Nacm (d) 5 cm

@ * The opposite figure shows a U-shaped tube of uniform

cross-sectional area, if the radius of the tube is 1 cm, then:

(Take: g = 9.8 m/s2, p* = 103 kg/m3)

(i) The weight of the water column above the level of

the separating surface is .......... .

(0 0.42 N @)0.83 N (9)4.16 N

(ii) The weight of the oil column equals

G) +.re N

I::.zs ."rn
I

I t:s --
+

Water Oil

I cm2 2 cm2

IA
II
IB

@ a.:z N

@ a.:z N(Q o.a2 N @ o.a: N

( \ \ : t) r pi -r I1as"tt-tit; -H,gglil
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a
aa

@ X A U-shaped tube of uniform cross-sectional area,the length of each of its arms is

20 cm, is placed vertically and filled up to its middle with water then oi1 is poured in one

of its arms up to the edge. If the densities of water and oil are 1000 kg/m3 and 800 kglm3

respectively, then height of the oil above the separating surface is .......... .

(Q t2.96 cm @) 14.54 cm (c) 16.67 cm (Qu.2cm

@ Wfrl"t of the following figures represent the U-shaped tube in which the density of
a

aa liquid x is double that of liquid y, given that the three liquids x, y and z arc immrscible?

(iii) The ratio between the pressures of points P. R (+) is
'r R'

@ greater than the pressure at point K

@ less than the pressure at point N

(b) less than one

(!) indeterminable

@) greater than one

[g) equal to one

@ fne opposite figure represents two tubes Q, S of cross-sectional

areas 3 A, A respectively. The tube S is empty while the tube Q

contains a liquid that causes pressure P at point x. When

the tap k is opened, the liquid flows from tube Q to tube S till

equilibrium, then the pressure at point x becomes

@2P

@?n

@in

Liquid x

Liquid y

@ ffr" opposite figure represents three immiscible liquids x,
o

a y,z at equilibrium in a U-shaped tube, then:

(i) The density of liquid y is .......... .

@ greater than the density of liquid x

@ less than the density of liquid x

@ greater than the density of liquid z

@ equal to the density of liquid x

(ii) The pressure at point M is .......... .

@ equal to the pressure at point N

@ greater than the pressure at point L

@?n

h

i Understand



@ Cir.n that the relative density of oil is 0.8, which of the following figures represents

the equilibrium of water and oi1 in a U-shaped tube?

Questions on Chapter 3

@ Wtrat can be deduced from finding that the ratio between the height of water to that
t of oil above the level of the separating surface between them in a U-shaped tube at

equilibrium = 0.8?

@ fne opposite graph shows the relation between the height

of water and the height of another liquid above the interface

between them in a U-shaped tube.

Write down the mathematical relation for this graph

and the equivalent to the slope.

water

1

IZ

L

o

o
tl
tu

J,=,* ]:.'--=r*l

@ A homogeneous liquid of density p is put inside multiple

connected vessels as shown in the opposite figure. If the

vessels have a cofirmon base in the same horizontal level,

prove that in the state of equilibrium: h, =hz=h3

@ fne opposite figure shows a U-shaped tube

containing three immiscible liquids x,y,zin
equilibrium 

h
If hx - hr,px= t p, - 2 pz,find the ratio: 

6r
v

Liquid x

Liquid y

hliquia

@ ffre opposite figure shows two

"' 
U-shaped tubes, each of them contains

two immiscible liquids. What is the

ratio between the density of liquid z

and that of liquid x (u)f
t P*'

Liquid y.

F

1,=,.*
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First : Choose two correct answers in each of the following :

@ fne opposite figure represents two identical

... U-shaped tubes (1) and (2) of uniform cross-

sections, each of them contains an amount of

water, then if an amount of liquid x is poured in

tube (1) and an amount of liquid y is poured in

tube (2) till the surfaces of water have reached

level a in both cases, given that the three liquids

are immiscible with each other and

Pwater ) P" ) Py, to

@ ttre height of the column of liquid x is greater thanthat of liquid y

@ ttre height of the column of liquid x is less than that of liquid y

@ tfre mass of the column of liquid x is greater than that of liquid y

@ tfre mass of the column of liquid x is equal to that of liquid y

@ ttre mass of the column of liquid x is less than that of liquid y

@ A U-shaped tuU" of urif uids a and b whose
I densities are p and 3p respectively, while their masses above the level of the interface

between them are mu and mo respectively and their heights above the level of the

interface between them are h and ho respectively, so the ratio;

@*' t
m

@*. t @rnj= t
h

(o.3 =
-h- tl

Second : Put in front of each of the following sentences the number of the appropriate

figure in which the sentence holds true:

Horizontal
surface

(2)(1)

h
,z;\ a _ l

"tn_T
J

T

The opposite figures represent

two U-shaped tubes containing

immiscible liquids where the

densities and the heights of liquids

are recorded in each.

(1) Pressure at point x = Pressure at point y

(2) Pressure at point x < Pressure at point y

(3) Pressure at point z < Pressure at point y

(4) Pressure at point y = Pu + 6 pgh

(5) Pressure at point , = Pu + 3 pgh

()

()

(.)

()

()
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A glass tube of uniform cross-section having

a length of 1 m and opened at one end.

A basin of suitable volume.

A suitable amount of mercury.

a arint RowsIf
your rnouth when
you suck the drink

$gh a straw?

Hg pressure equal . , Torricellian
to ar Dressure l vacuum

^***X ilfo.".ir." \l 0'76 m

,J-W:'*-'

Lesson Five

. We have learnt previously that the atmosphere consists

of a mixture of gases surrounding Earth and their weight

causes pressure at any point in the atmosphere, that

pressure is called the atmospheric pressure.

Hence, the atmospheric pressure at a given point is the

pressure due to the weight of an air column that extends.

from this point till the end of the atmosphere and affects

the unit area surrounding that point. The mercury

barometer is one of the instruments which are used in

measuring the atmospheric pressure.

ffi
,1

t
f

#

,t

i

Measuring Pressure

barometer

A scientist named Torricelli invented the mercury barometer to measure the atmospheric

pressure.

Structure
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Steps of
measurement

1.

2.

3.

Put a suitable amount of mercury in the basin.

Fill the tube completely with mercury.

Invert the tube upside down in the basin of mercury making sure that no air

bubbles leak inside the tube.

Observation
The level of mercury in the tube goes down

till reaching a certain height (h) above the

surface of mercury in the basin and this

height remain constant either if the tube

is vertical or inclined. The space above

the column of mercury in the tube will

be evacuated except from a small amount

of mercury vapor (whose pressure is Mercurv

negligible) and this void is called

Torricellian Yacuum.

Torricellian vacuum

t
6m

+l

T,
ls

Atmospheric

pressure

t+

The idea of
working

Pressure at all points in the same horizontal level in a static homogeneous

liquid is the same.

i.e. Pressure at point A = Pressure at point B

'.' The pressure at point B = The atmospheric pressure (Pu)

'.' The pressure at point A = The pressure of a mercury column of height h

.'. Atmospheric pressure (Pu) = Height of the mercury column (h) x Density of

mercury (p) x Acceleration due to gravity (g)

.'. The atmospheric pressure is equivalent to: The pressure due to the weight of

a mercury column of height h and cross-sectional area I n?.

* It Ir found that the atmospheric pressure measured at the sea level equals 76 cmHg

at 0"C and it is called the standard pressure.

The standard atmospheric pressure:

It is the weight of an air column whose base is a unit area and its height extends from

the sea level to the top of the atmosphere at 0'C.

@
It is the air pressure at sea level which is equivalent to the pressure due to the weight of

a mercury column of height 0.76 m at 0oC.
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The factors affecting the atmospheric pressure

Temperature

The atmospheric pressure decreases as the temperature increases

Measuring the atmospheric pressure in N/m2

'.' The atmospheric pressure (Pu) = The pressure at point A

.'. Pu = Po = pgh

Where: (p) is the density of mercury which equais t3595 kg/m3 at OoC

(g) is the acceleration due to gravity which equals 9.8 m/s2

@ fne height above sea level @ fne ayerage density of atmospheric air

Lower

atmospheric

pressure

The atmospheric plessure decreases as we The atmospheric pressure increases as

the average density of air increases.go upward vertically above sea level due to

the decrease in the weight (length) of the air

column which is causing the pressure.

@ Acceleration due to gravity

The atmospheric pressure decreases as the acceleration due to gravity decreases which
is affected by:

- Location on the Earth surface (slightly varies by changing the location on the Earth surface).

- Height above sea level (its effect is unnoticeable except at high altitudes).

Higher

atmospheric

Dl'essure

o oo o 
o

9O

o o 
o 

. ^o .o n ou o ^o o o
o -'o o ^ o o

.-oooOO"POO -
oo" g o^ oo !] o' 3- Bo"

Uses of the mercurv barometer
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(h) is the height of mercury in the barometer tube above the mercury surface level

in the basin and it equals 0.16 m

.'. Pu = 13595 x 9.8 x 036 = 1.013 x 10s N/m2

Determining the height of a mountain or a bu

The reading of the mercury barometer (the height

of mercury column) depends on the value of the

atmospheric pressure that affects the surface of mercury

in the mercury basin which depends on the height above

sea level.

Such as when measuring the height of mercury column

in a barometer placed at the bottom of a mountain (hr),

then at the top of that mountain (hr), we find that (h1 > h2)

and the difference in the pressure measured by the barometer between the two places

= The difference in the atmospheric pressure between the two places.

AP-- = AP .Hg ar

Pr, g (hl - h2) = Pui. gh*ountuin

By knowing the average density of air, the height of the mountain can be determined.

O Pressure can be measured in different units such

O ,-@-r O
/\

r cmHg i ur- I u*

o
mm Hg

equivalent

\-T7 
a'fm 

\7 ey7
O You can conyert between different units of the atmospheric pressure by using

the following diagram:

76 cm HgFa -", Hs,.*l-l<- ro, -@]<- 1o2x -{_-, ",rrg-lf-\ I --"1

ol=I.<< \1
@ 16-s1 

-For: 

" 
ro\r,", <pJl

2

Measuring units of pressure
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O In general, units conversion of pressure can be obtained using the following relation:

Pressure in the required unit

_ The quantity to be converted x Atmospheric pressure in the required unit

Atmospheric pressure in the original unit

a)

o
(9

1. Mercury is commonly used in barometers for the following reasons:

C fne high density of mercury, so the height of its column can be suitable for using

a tube of reasonable length (1ess than one meter) for measuring the atmospheric
- /, I \

_ 
pressure where (h * p ,).

@ fne pressure of the mercury vapor in Torricellian vacuum can be neglected in
normal temperatures, hence it doesn't affect the reading of the barometer.

@ fn" adhesive forces between the mercury molecules and that of the glass are very

weak, so it doesn't adhere to the glass.

@ It can be easily seen through the glass tube due to its silver color.

2.Water is not a proper alternative to mercury in barometers because:

O ffre density of water is much less than that of mercury, so the height of a water column

that has a pressure equivalent to the atmospheric pressure is about 10.3 m, hence

a tube taller than 10 m is required for the water barometer which is not practical.

@ fn" pressure due to water vapor in the tube can't be neglected which affects the

barometer reading.

3. When measuring the atmospheric pressure at some

column in the barometer tube doesn't depend on:

@ fne length of the tube as long as the vertical

height of the tube (in cm) above the open

surface of mercury in the basin is larger than

the atmospheric pressure in the unit of cm Hg.

place, the height of the mercury

@ fne length of the submerged part of the tube

under the mercury surface.

@ ffre cross-sectional areaof the barometer tube.

@ ffre inclination angle of the tube, as long as the vertical height of the tube (in cm)

above the open surface of mercury in the basin is larger than the atmospheric

pressure in the unit of cm Hg.

@ fn" volume of Torricellian vacuum.

And this is because the height of mercury in the barometer depends on the

atmospheric pressure only according to the relation; (Pu = pg*ghgr).

4. The Torricellian vacuum disappears in the barometer tube when the vertical height of the

tube (in cm) from the open surface of mercury is being less than or equal to the value of the

atmospheric pressure (in the unit of cm Hg) at the place of measurement and in this case the

height of the mercury column doesn't represent the magnitude of the atmospheric pressure.

Mercurv

( \Y: l) y ei/.iy/1,r-u.'vt -t -(lt ; -t!,t;pglsdl
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Choose the correct answer:

K& X The opposite figure shows a mercury barometer,

which of the following heights expresses the value

of the atmospheric pressure?

G)A

ffi fne opposite figure shows a mercury barometer with two

tubes x, y of cross-sectional areas 1 cmz,2 c*2 .espectively.

It is found that the height of mercury in tube x is less

than its height in tube y because tube x is ".....'.. .

,i.a) talier ib) narrower

o inclined

G)

@

containing air

I

If the pressure of an enclosed gas is 152 cm Hg, then its pressure in bars equals

@ 1.013 @z.oze @ 3.03e @ 4.0s2

Solution

Pressure in the required unit =
The quantity to be converted x Atmospheric pressure in the required unit

Atmospheric pressure in the original unit

The pressure in bars = 
UlfU 

= 2.026

.'. The correct choice ir @.

you are asked to calculate the pressure of the gas in atm unit,

what will be your answer?

@r @z @3 @4

If the pressure at a point inside a liquid is 1000 toru, then this pressure in pascal

equals

@1.013 x 10s @t.rcx tos @1.33 x 10s @1.93 x 10s

Solution

Pressure in the required unit =
The quantity to be converted x Atmospheric pressure in the required unit

Atmospheric pressure in the original unit

The pressure in pascals = 
looo x M!1191= 1.33 x los

.'. The correct choice ir @.

------ r8l

760

2

38 cm
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you are asked to calculate the pressure atthatpoint inside the liquid in bars,

what will be your answer?

@r @t.r @r.: @r.g

If oil is used instead of mercury in the barometer, then the height of oil column in

the barometer tube at the standard atmospheric pressare is .......... .

(Where: the density of oil = 800 kglm3, the density of mercury = 13600 kgtm3)

@ 12.92 m

Solution

@ tr.zs m @18m @21-6 m

Po=P"* ) Po gho = PHe ghse

800 ho = 13600 x0.16 , ho =12.92m

.'. The correct choice ir @.

The opposite figure shows a mercury bqrometer measuring

atmospheric pressure. If the tube of the barometer is inclined

to the horizontal by 30o, then the measured atmospheric

pressure equals

(Where: Pne= 13600 kglm3, g = e.8 mt?)

@ 9.6 x 104 N/m2 @ t.ot: x 1os N/m2

\ Clue

- The standard atmospheric pressure equals the pressure of a mercury column of height
0.76 m.

i.e.P = P--a t7g

- When oil is used instead of mercury the standard atmospheric pressure will equal

the pressure of an oil column of height h .

i.e,P = Pao

@1.92 x 105 N/m2

Solution

13600 kg/m3 = 9.8 m/s2

@ 3.86 x 10s N/m2
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The vertical height of mercury column:

h = hr sin 0 = 144 sin 30 = 72 cm

Pr= pne gh = 13600 x 9.8 x 72 x l0-2 = 9.6 xL04 N/m2

.'. The correct choice it @.

the tube is positioned vertically, the height of the mercury column becomes

@tz cm @zo"* @ t++ cm @ tzo cm

If the reading of a mercury barometer at sea level is 76 cm Hg and its reading at the top of

a mountain is 60 cm Hg, then given that the average density of air is 125 kgtm3 and that

of mercury is 13600 kglm3 , the height of the mountain above sea level equals

@ 1747 m @ tsso m @3216 m @ 6528 m

Solution

ht=76cm hz=60cm Pue = 13600 kg/m3 r^ 
-etIl ra

mountaln

AP.
atI

Pui. gh.norntuin = PHg g ft, - hr)

1.25 xh.-- ..--. ,- = 13600 x (76-60) x 10-2
mountaln

13600 x16xIO2 - 1741m'^mountain 1.25

.'. The correct choice it @.

From the opposite figure, the pressure of the gas

trapped by the water column equals

(Given that: prr= 13600 kglm3, Pwater= lF kglm3,

g = 9.8 mls21

the barometer is put in the Qattara Depression in the Western Desert at 133 m

below sea leve1, what will be the change that happens to the height of the mercury

column in the barometer compared to its height at sea level?

@ Increase @ Decrease @ No change @ Indeterminable

1

76cm

I

@23.1 x 103 N/m2

@ 93.84 x 103 N/m2

@ +a.oz x 103 N/m2

@ 187.68 x 103 N/m2 Water Mercury

5

------1ool
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Solution

I .lIe: ]1600u91-. i

'.' All points that are in the same horizontal level inside a homogeneous static liquid

have the same pressure.

D _D
I 

-lxy

=P +P- gas - water

- Pa - P*ut", = Pug ghng - Pwater th*ut",

= (13600 x 9.8 x 76 x 70-2)- (1000 x 9.8 x 76 x l0-2)

= 93.84 x 103 N/m2

.'. The correct choice ir @.

a part of the trapped gas above the water column is drawn out gradually, the height
of water column in the tube will

@ increase @ decrease @ not change @ b. indeterminable

Consi.der that a mercury barometer is placed in a well

sealed chamber that is getting evacuated partially

from air gradually using a yacuutn pump, then the

Torricellian space inside the barometer tube

@ increases

@ decreases but does not vanish

@ does not change

@ decreases till vanishes

Solution

When the chamber is partially evacuated from air using the vacuum pump, the air pressure

in the chamber decreases and consequently the mercury height inside the tube of the

barometer decreases, then the Torricellian space increases inside the barometer tube.

.'. The comect choice ir @.

(u
.=
l&

eg,

(u

g = 9.8 mlsz i

a

P
gas

Water

rn-
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Choose the correct answer:

Guideline

When putting a thread of mercury of length h in a capillary tube of uniform cross-

section, where a certain dry air volume is trapped in the tube, then if the tube is:

Horizontally

oriented

Trapped air

: P=P +ha i ^ 'a "

Where: (P) is the pressure of the enclosed air inside the tu

(Pu) is the atmospheric pressure in cm Hg.

:
Trapped air

Vertically oriented ,

and its open is

upward

The height difference betr,veen the mercury surfaces in the mercury barometer equals

zero if we transferred it to a place at .......... .

@ tfre top of a mountain

(U) tfre bottom of a mountain

@ sea level

(Q Moon surface

.S The opposite figure shows a mercury barometer. If the

atmospheric pressure equals 1.01

pressure at point x equals

(a) 1.01 x 105 N/m2

(!z.sz x 104 N/m2

x los N/m2, the value of

@ 6.73 x 1oa N/m2

@ 7.58 x 1oa N/m2

Vertically oriented

and its open is

downward

Trapped air

in cm Hg,

-h
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The opposite figure shows a thread of mercury of length 3 cm trapping an

amount of air in a capillary tube, then the pressure of the contained air in

the tube equals . (Given that: the atmospheric pressure = 76 cm Hg)

@lz cm Hg @ zs cm Hg @la cm Hg @lg cm Hg

Solution

h=3cm Pu=16 cm Hg

-h=76 -3 =73 cm Hg

correct choice ir @.

P=P
a

.'. The

fwm
lirl

9 rrrt Aourself-

the tube is rotated slowly till it becomes horizontally oriented, so

what happens to the pressure and the length of the mercury thread?

@ Both increase. @ notfr decrease.

@ Pressure increases and the mercury thread length remains unchanged.

@ Pressure decreases and the mercury thread length remains unchanged.

Choose the correct answer:
5cm

]--
Air

ftr

cm

Air

Hg

@zcm

@tzcm

tl fne opposite figure represents acapillary tube of uniform
cross-sectional arca containing a mercury thread and being

placed inclined to a horizontal surface by an angle 0.

If the value of the atmospheric pressure is 76 cm Hg,

then the pressure of the trapped air (P) is .

greater than 86 cm Hg

less than 86 cm Hg

equal to 86 cm Hg

less than 76 cm Hg

O X The opposite figure shows a thread of mercury trapping an

amount of air in a capillary tube under a pressure of 75 cm Hg,

if the tube is turned to be vertical and its open end becomes upward,

then the pressure of the contained air in the tube becomes .......... .

l0 cm Hg 75 cm Hg 80 cm Hg

ffi X In the opposite figure, a capillary tube of uniform cross-sectional

area contains a thread of mercury that traps an amount of air at pressure

of 68 cm Hg, so the length of mercury thread (h) is .......... .

(Given that: the atmospheric pressure = 75 cm Hg)

@5cm

@9cm
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What happens in the ear at high altitudes?

While being at Earth surface, the pressure on the external

side of the eardrum is balanced by the internal prossure of

the body and as we rise upward above the Earth surface,

the atmospheric pressure decreases (the external pressure

on the outer side of the eardrum) so that we feei tense at

the eardrum, since the internal pressure pushes it slightly

outwards. This can be compensated by adjusting the amount

of air in the eustachian tube by swallowing or chewing

a gum to reduce the pressure difference on the eardrum.

Eardrum

Structure

U-shaped tube of uniform cross-section

containing proper amount of a liquid of

known density "like water or mercury".

Types of manometers are named according to the used liquid
in them, such as:

1. Water manometer: the used liquid is water.

2. Mercury manometer: the used liquid is mercury.

Idea of Pressures at all points in the same horizontal level in a static homogeneous

working [quid are equal.

1. Measuring the difference between the pressure of an enclosed gas and

the atmospheric pressure.

2. Measuring the pressure of an enclosed gas by knowing the atmospheric pressure.

Method One of the tube arms is connected to the gas container whose pressure is

of use required to be measured while leaving the other arm open to air;

Enrichmenl informolion

4 l Manometer

fl
Uses
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lf the liquid level in the open arm is:

(u
.=

o
IA

(J

the same as the level in the
other arm that is connected

to the gas reservoir,

higher than the liquid level
in the other arm that is

connected to the gas reservoir,

lower than the liquid ievel
in the arm that is connected

to the gas reservoir,

. D _D
.. I 

- 
Igas a

AP=P -P =zerogas a

r-' ---"-'--=t
I AP= zero I
\^^^^^^^^^-5

D _D
I 

-lgas a

AP =P -P =zero

Notes:

If the used liquid is mercury and the atmospheric pressure is measured in cm Hg, then:

llt

u+Pgh

.'. P >Pgas a

AP _P -Pgas a

ffi

D _D
I 

-lxy
P +osh=Pgas tu a

P =P -oshgas a 'a

P <Pgas a

AP -P _P
gas a

AP=-pgh(N/m'zy

P -P -hgas a

AP _P _P
gas i

AP=-h(cmHg)

Negative sign means that

the pressure of the gas is less

than the atmospheric pressure.

P
gas

AP

=P +h
a

=P -Pgas a

AP=*h(cmHg)

1. Water manometers are preferred in measuring small pressure differences because the

density of water is relatively small so that the difference in water levels in the two arms

of the manometer becomes relatively large and noticeable, so it can be measured with
a high accuracy.

2.It is preferable to use mercury manometers for measuring high pressure differences
because mercury has a relatively high density, so the difference in mercury levels in
the two arms of the manometer becomes small and suitable for this measurement so

that mercury neither rushes out the tube nor into the gas reservoir.

( \ t : f ) \ pr,/.:,r /1.r-U.'Vt -t it; -t;.l,t-r"r glil F 05
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Choose the correct answer:

fl( In the following figures, which of the gases X, Y,Zhas the highest pressure?

(Where: 0..<o <o )' roil rwater Imercury'

@Y
All of them have the same pressure.

If the n ercury level in the open ann of a manometer is lower than its level in the arnt

connected to a reservoir by 20 cm, so given that the atmospheric pressure is 76 cm Hg,

then the pressure of the gas inside the reservoir in both of the units of cm Hg and bar

respectively are .......... .

1

h

-+

I
h
t_

@

@

56 x 1.013

76

@ 56 cm Hg, 0.75bar

@ 61 cm Hg, 0.75bar

Solution

20 cm

P^^- = P^ - h = 76 - 20 = 56cm Hg -gas a

.'. The correct choice ir @.

the used liquid in the manometer is water and given that the

mercury is 13.6, what will be the height difference between

in the two arms of the tube?

@ S0 cm Hg,0.84 bar

@ 61 cm Hg,0.84 bar

= 0.75 bar

relative density of
the levels of water

@ 10.3 m

---- Tcl

@2.7 m @z.om @8.3m
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A mercury manometer was used to nteasure the pressure of a gas reservoir,

The mercury level in the open arm was higher than in the arm connected to

the reservoir by 36 cm, then the pressure of the enclosed gas in:
(Given that: the atmospheric pressure (Pu) = 1.013 x 70s Nln? = 0.76 m Hg)

(i) cm Hg equals

@ 116 @ rrz

(ii) atmequals

@ 106

@ t.47

@ 1.49 x 10s

@ t.2r @ r.:o

(iii)Nlmz equals

@1.23 x LOs @ t.+t x tos

Solution

i tr =:6 "- i i Pu=0.J6 m Hg = 1.013 x 10s N/m2

(i) Pgu, = P, * h=76 + 36 = LL2 cm Hg

.'. The correct choice ir @.

(iilP - ll2xl 
=1.47 atmgas 76

.'. The correct choice ir @.

(iii)Psas= 1.47 x 1.013 x 105 = 1.49 x 10s N/m2

.'. The correct choice ir @.

The opposite figure shows a manometer while being used

to measure the pressure of a gas container, then the pressure

of the enclosed gas inside the container equals

(Given that: prr= 13600 kglm3, pwat"r= 1000 kglms,

Pa= 7.013 x ld Ntm2, g = 9.8 mls2)

@e2

@ 1.s3

@ 1.54 x 10s

the manometer is transferred to the Qattara Depression in the Western Desert at

133 m below sea level and at 0'C, what will be the height difference between

the levels of mercury in the two arms of the manometer?

(Given that: the average air density = L.25 kglm3 ,the density of mercury

= 13600 kg/m3, the acceleration due to gravity = 9.8 m/s2)

@ 34.8 cm @ z+.s cm @ 83.2 cm @ 133 cm

@ 1.03 x 10s N/m2 @ t.tz x 1os N/m2

@ 2.06 x 105 N/m2o 1.41 x 10s N/m2

tlor-
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P =? igas 
i

los N/m2 
i i

iP=1.013x
la

x t0-2) = 1.03 x 10s N/m2

vater, the height difference

would be ...........

@ 2.83 cm

P =P +P *P.. =P +o sh +o.. sh..gas a water Hg a I water- water 'Hg" Hg

= (1.013 x 10s) + (1000 x 9.8 x + x 10-2)+ (13600 x 9.8 x 1 x

.'. The correct choice ir @.

a-;r" __' the manometer was only containing mercury without any wi

I "';';ou I between mercury levels in the two arms of the manometer u

'{i -, @ 0.01 cm @ O.OS cm @ 1.28 cm

In the opposite ft.gure, the pressure at point y is

(Given that: prr= 13600 kglms, Pwater= 1000 kglm3 ,

P o= ld Nlm2 , g = 10 mli) i
72cm

J

@ 1.16 x 10s N/m2

@2.32 x 10s N/m2

Solution

Pse = 13600 kg/m3 o = 1000 ks/m3I water

=12cm

\ Clue

The pressure at point y equals the sum of the pressures of both the enclosed gas and water.

P*u. = Pu * Pr* = Pu * Pr* ghn,

= 105 + (13600 x 10 x 12 x 1O-2)= 1.16 x 10s N/m2

P =P +P =P +o shy gas water gas I water u water

= (tt6.32x 103) + (1000 x 10 x 80 x 10-2) - 1.24x 10s N/m2

.'. The correct choice i. @.

@ t.z+ x ros N/m2

@ 2.48 x lOs N/m2

Mercury

10 m/s2 i

Container

Pue = 13600 kg/m3

Ixamole

-- -nE
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Choose the correct answer:

* In the opposite figure, if the atmospheric pressure equals 0.75 m Hg,

then the pressure of the enclosed gas in the container is '......... .

@) ZO torr (b) 8O torr

(i) soo torr @) 700 torr

Measuring blood pressure

o Blood is a viscous liquid that is pumped by the heart

muscle through a complex system of arteries.

o The blood flow through the body is usually a steady

flow. If the flow is turbulent, then it will be accompanied

by a disturbance and in this case the person is considered

sick. This disturbance can be easily detected when

measuring the blood pressure.

o There are two values for the blood pressure:

(,

o
(u

I
5cm
I

Contraction pressure

In which the blood pressure is at its

maximum value and it occurs at the

contraction of the heart muscle. It is
120 ton in the normal person.

Relaxation pressure

In which the blood pressure is at its

minimum value and it occurs at the

relaxation of the heart muscle. It is
80 torr in the normal person.

The change of the value of any of them means that the person is sick

The contraction and the relaxation pressures are greater than the atmospheric pressure by

120 mm Hg and 80 mm Hg respectively and consequently when a wound happens, the blood

rushes out from the artery of the higher pressure to the outside where the pressure is lower.

Applications of pressure measuring

t

Enrichmenl informolion
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Measuring the air pressure inside the car tyre

Some instruments are used to determine the pressure inside the car tyre, so if the air pressure

inside the tyre is:

Relatively high (suitable) Relatively low

Then the contact area between the tvre and the

'(unsuitable)

road

IncreasesDecreases

The friction between the

tyre and road decreases

and so is the temperature

of the tyre.

The friction between

the tyre and road

increases and so is

the temperature of
the tyre.

3 From the previous, we can compare:

U-shaped tube
v

Barometer
v

Manometer

Structure

U-shaped tube. A lm long glass tube of
uniform cross-section

open from only one end.

A basin of a suitable

volume.
Mercury.

A glass tube with two arms

of uniform cross-section

containing a suitable

amount of a liquid of
known density.

The used
Iiquid

. Two or more immiscible

liquids of different

densities.

. Mercury. . Mercury, water or any

suitable liquid.

Uses

. Comparing between the

densities of two liquids.

. Determining the density

of a liquid by knowing the

density of another liquid.

. Determining the relative

density of a liquid.

. Measuring the

atmospheric pressure.

. Determining the height

of a mountain or

a building.

. Measuring the pressure of

an enclosed gas by knowing

the atmospheric pressure.

. Measuring the difference

between enclosed

gas pressure and the

atmospheric pressure.

Scientific
base

Pressures are equal at all points that are in the same horizontal level inside a static

homogeneous liquid.

110-l



Measuring Pressure
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lnteractive test

(d) (4)

0.05 cm2
I
I

I

75cm

@

@ fne presence of a small amount of air in the space above the mercury in the barometer

tube leads to the decrease of mercury level inside the tube, because air molecules ....

@ cool down the mercury so it contracts

@ heat up the mercury so it expands

@ preu"nt the evaporation of mercury in the tube

@ increase the pressure on the surface of mercury in the tube

@

The questions signeO ny * are answered in delail,

The mercury

@ f'our barometer tubes have been filled with mercury,

then upturned in an open mercury filled basin as shown

in the figure, in which of these tubes the height of

mercury column is not representing the atmospheric

pressure?

@)(1) o) (2) o(3)

@ fne mercury height inside the tube of the mercury barometer decreases when

@ the amount of mercury in the basin increases

@ ttre cross-sectional area of the tube increases

@ ttre barometer is transferred to the top of a high mountain

@ using a longer tube

@ r, the following figure, four mercury barometers which are different in the cross-sectional

area of their tubes are used to measure the atmospheric pressure in four different places

atthe same temperature. In which of them the barometer reads the least value of

atmospheric pressure?

0.01 cm2

I
I

I

J6cm

o,

CL
rtr

L.,

First I tvtultiple choice questions
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@ fne opposite figure shows the reading of a mercury barometer at

the top of a mountain. If the barometer is transferred to the bottom

of the mountain, then the level of the mercury surface

In the trarometer basin In the barometer tube

@ rncfeases lncreases

@ decreases decreases

@ increases decreases

@ decreases increases

@ fne opposite figure shows three

mercury barometers placed in the

same room in the same horizontal

level, then the relation between the

lengths of the mercury columns

from the surface of mercury in the

basin to its surface inside the tube

in each case is

@lr.lr.lu @/,. lr=1, @/,.lrrl, @ /, = lr'1,

@ fwo adjacent mercury barometers (x, y) have cross-sectional areas I cm2,2 cm2

respectively, so the ratio between the height of mercury column in the tube of barometer
h

x to the height of mercury column in the tube of barometer y (nL) is ."...".. .

v
1

@7

@ X The approximate mass of an air column that extends from the sea level to the end of
o 

the atmosphere with cross-sectional area I cmz,equals

(Given that: the atmospheric pressure = 105 pascal, acceleration due to gravity = 10 m/s2)

@) 0.01 kg

@ X If the reading of a mercury barometer is decreased due to a storm by 20 mm from the

standard atmospheric pressure, then the value of the atmospheric pressure in pascal in this

case equals

(Given that: the standard atmospheric pressure = 1.013 x 105 Pa, density of

mercury = 13600 kg/m3, acceleration due to gravity = 9.8 m/s2)

^1fa)-vl
^4@1

-,-. 1

92

@ o.t t<g @ 1ke (o) z t<g

Mercury

(lz+.es x 103 pascal (D 49.3 x 103 pascal (c) o.so x 104 pascal @ tg.7z x 104 pascal

O Understand



Questions on Chapter 3

@ X The reading of a mercury barometer at the highest point of a building of height 200 m

was 7 4 cm Hg, then the reading of the barometer at the Earth's surface equals

(Given that: average density of air = 1.3 kg/m3, pHg = 13600 kg/m3)

@l+.a cm Hg @tS.OcmHg @te.ZcmHg @te.ScmHg

@ fne opposite figure shows a mercury barometer:
t 

(i) Which of the shown distances decreases by

q,
.=

o
(u

increasing the

@ A only

@ C only

pressure?

B,C

A,C

atmospheric

@

@
(ii) If air is leaked to the upper part of the tube then the height (B)

of mercury column inside the tube

@ decreases @) vanishes (c) increases @ remains constant

@ a mercury barometer, whose tube is vertically oriented with a height of 1 m above the

@+

mercury surface in the basin, shows a reading of 76 cmHg at the bottom of a mountain and

when it gets transferred to the top of the mountain, its reading has changedby 4 cm Hg,

so the ratio of Torricellian space length at the bottom of the mountain to its length at the

top is

@z @
6
7 @+

@ fne reading of a mercury barometer was 0.71 m Hg at the sea

level and OoC, so the probable reason for this reading is ..'....... .

@ ttre presence of a space of length 3 cm above mercury

@ ttre spilling of some mercury outside of the basin

@ the leaking of an air bubble to the inside of the tube

@ ttre atmospheric pressure at these conditions is 0.71 m Hg

@ fwo mercury barometers are identical, however, one

of them has a vacuum space above the mercury level

inside its tube while the other has air with the heights

that are as shown in the figure, then the pressure of

air (X) equals

@40mmHg

@50mmHg

@ tso mm Hg

@ tso mm Hg

Mercury

(\o : l) y p/.:r/1,r-u"lt-t(Jt;-ll"t-j*;)l<ldl f13 -
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The opposite figure shows two mercury barometers,

barometer (1) measures the atmospheric pressure

in one day and barometer (2) measures the

atmospheric pressure in the next day, then the

atmospheric pressure in the second day is

@ equal to the pressure at point X

@ greater than the atmospheric pressure in the first day

@ less than the atmospheric pressure in the first day

@ equal to the atmospheric pressure in the first day

@ r, the opposite figure, if the pressure difference
o between the enclosed gas pressure and the atmospheric

pressure is 40 cm Hg, the height (h) of mercury in the

tube equals

(Where: Po=J6 cm Hg)

(3) 36 cm

(9) 116 cm

@40cm

@ ts6 cm

@ rn the opposite figure, the pressure of the enclosed

o air in the tube above the mercury of barometer (2)

is .......... .

@ 126 cm Hg

@76 cm Hg

@50cmHg

@26 cm Hg

@ fne opposite figure shows a mercury barometer

placed inside a well sealed chamber connected to an

air pump. If the air is evacuated gradually from the

chamber using the pump, then which of the following

graphs represents the relation between the Torricellian

space (hr) and the height of the mercury column (hr)?

(1)

x
(2)

Merculy

Merc,-tt'y

h1

tt-\I \_
o

h2

114 
|

O Understand
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pressure of the trapped air will equal ......

@zScmHg

G) zs cm Hg

in barometer (2) equals

@)L+Y

@)x+z
@;
@ r-v (1)

@ 
rne opposite figure shows two different positions A, B for (A)o a capillary tube which contains an amount of dry air enclosed by

a thread of mercury of length 2 cm.If you know that the atmospheric

pressure is 76 cm Hg, then the pressures of the enclosed air in the two

positions A, B respectively are .......... .

A B

@ 74 cmHg 76 cmHg

@ 76 cm Hg 74 cmHg

@ 76 cmHg 78 cm Hg

@ 78 cm Hg 74 cmHg

Capillary

tube

(B)

@ X The opposite figure shows acapillary tube of uniform cross-section

& that contains a volume of air under pressure of J6 cmHg trapped by

a mercury thread. If the tube is upturned such that its opening becomes

downwards, then the

@) 74 cm Hg

@)11cm Hg
11,,.

@ fwo mercury barometers are piaced in the same
t place where there is vacuum above the mercury

surface in barometer (1) and gas above the

surface of mercury in barometer (2) and their

heights are as shown in the opposite figure, then

the gas pressure that acts on the mercury surface

Mercury 
e)

@ ffre atmospheric pressure reaches 76 cmHg at sea level. If the atmospheric pressure
o decreases approximately 10 mm Hg as we rise up 120 mabove sea level, then the height

of a hill at which the reading of a mercury barometer at its top is JO cmHg equals

@szom @) 680 m @tzo m @soom

@, X" airplane flies at an altitude of 3400 m above sea level. If the average density of air
d ir 1.3 kg/m3, the density of mercury is 13600 kg/m3 and the atmospheric pressure at sea

level is 76 cm Hg, so the atmospheric pressure outside the airplane equals

@ 40.2 cm Hg @ 43.5 cm Hg @) 50.2 cm Hg @ 52.5 cm Hg

+

X

t-1

l

L
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@ X Suppose that a tornado caused a sudden drop in the atmospheric pressure around

i. a house, in which all doors and windows are well closed, by 15 %obelow the atmospheric

pressure inside the house that is 105 N/m2, then the magnitude and direction of the

resultant force that affect the house door of length 195 cm and width 91 cm due to being

affected by the tornado are .......,.. .

Magnitude of the resultant
force that affect a house door

Its direction

@ 5.32 x 104 N from inside to outside of the house

@ 5.32 x 104 N from outside to inside of the house

@ 2.66 x 104 N from inside to outside of the house

@ 2.66 x 104 N from outside to inside of the house

Manometer

@ zoo

@ r.re

@ X Amercury manometer was connected to a gas reservoir so that the surface of mercury

o in the open arm was lower than that in the afin connected to the reservoir by 15 cm, then

the pressure of the enclosed gas in units of: (Where: P u= 76 cm Hg)

(i) torr equals

@szo @oto
(ii) bar equals

@ o.zs @ o.st

@ oso

@ o.so

@ X In the opposite figure, if the atmospheric pressure is 100 kPa,

then the height (h) equals

(Take: pHs = 13600 ke/m1g = 9.8 */r2)

@) 0.25 m

@0.:zs m fuu,
reservoir, then:

(Take: the atmospheric pressure = 1.013 x 105 N/m2,

Pwater = 103 kg/m3, acceleration due to gravrty = 9.8 m/s2)

(i) The pressure of the gas equals

@ q.s x loa N/m2 @ g.q x roa N/m2

(ii) The pressure difference between points A, B equals .......... .

@+so N/m2

@o.za m

@ o.so m

@ X In the opposite figure, a water manometer is connected to a gas

116 
|

@ lao N/m2 @ reso N/m2 @ z:oo N/m2



Questions on Chapter 3
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(lJ@ X In the opposite figure, a gas container is connected to

a water manometer, if the atmospheric pressure in that place

was 75 cm Hg, then the enclosed gas pressure equals

(Take: pw = 1000 kg/m3, g = 9.8 ,r2, pHs = 13600 kg/m3)

@ 1.0129 x 105 N/m2

@ 1.0212 x 10s N/m2

@ t.0254 x 105 N/m2

@ 1.0293 x 105 N/m2

@ ffre opposite figure shows a gas reservoir connected to

a water manometer, then:

(i) The pressure of the enclosed gas in the reservoir ..........

the atmospheric pressure.

@ less than

@ equals

@ greater than

@ answer is indeterminable water

(ii) The difference between the pressure of the enclosed gas in the reservoir and the

atmospheric pressure is equivalent to the pressure of water column of height

(Qacm @6cm @8cm @12cm

@ fne opposite figure shows a mercury manometer connected to
o 

a gas container which encloses carbon dioxide, so the pressure

of the gas inside the container is .........' .

(Given that: Pu = 76 cm Hg)

@72 torr

@720 torr

@ 80 torr

@ 800 torr

I

$

ru,-
@ tn the opposite figure, if the atmospheric pressure is 76 cm Hg,

enclosed gas equals

@68cmHg

the pressure of the

@) s6 cm Hg

@84cmHg @96cmHg
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@ r, the opposite figure, a manometer is connected
* 

to a small funnel whose opening is covered by

a rubber sheet and submerged to a certain depth inside

a liquid in a container, then the difference between

the heights of mercury (h) in the two arms of the

manometer increases when

@ increasing the cross-sectional area of the rubber sheet

@ increasing the cross-sectional area of the manometer tube

@ replacing the liquid in the container with another of higher density

@replacing the liquid in the manometer with another of higher density

Rubber sheet Mercury

@ fne opposite figure shows a water manometer while being
o used to measure the gas pressure inside a container, so the

pressure of the gas equals the pressure of a water column of

length

(Where: P u= 7 5 cm Hg, the relative density of mercury = 1 3 .6)

@) 10 cm @zocm
(c) 1 030 cm @) 1040 cm

@ ffre opposite figure represents a mercury manometer containing

an amount of oxygen gas above the mercury surface in its closed

short arm. If the atmospheric pressure is equivalent to h cm Hg,

then the pressure ofthe enclosed oxygen gas equals

@ one time and a half as the atmospheric pressure

@ two times as the atmospheric pressure

@ two times and a half as the atmospheric pressure

@ three times as the atmospheric pressure

@ n mercury manometer is connected to a thermally isolated gas reservoir in which the

pressure of the enclosed gas is higher than the atmospheric pressure at the Earth's surface.

If that manometer is transferred to the top of a mountain, then the height difference of the

mercury levels in the arms of the manometer .......... '

@

@

@

@) vanishes

increases

decreases

doesn't change



Questions on Chapter 3

a
aa

@ ffre opposite figure shows a reservoir connected to one

of the arms of a manometer that contains two immiscible

liquids x, y. If the density of liquid x is double that of liquid

y, then the pressure (P) in the reservoir equals

(a)P +o shv a ,xe

6P +o shv a 'y"
(OP +zo shv a 'y"

@Pu

@ X The opposite figure shows a mercury manometer being used to
o measure the pressure of gas enclosed in a reservoir, then:

(Where: the atmospheric pressure = 750 mm Hg)

(i) The pressure of the enclosed gas equals

@ zso mm Hg

@ soo mm Hg

@ SzO mm Hg

@ sSo mm Hg

(ii) If the gas pressure is decreasedby 20 mm Hg, then the readings of the mercury levels

on the scale willbe ......'... .

In the arm that is connected
to the reservoir

In the free arm

@ 40 mm 60 mm

@ 40 mm 100 mm

@ 60 mm I20 mm

@ 60 mm 140 mm

@ fne opposite figure shows a mercury manometer with

a uniform cross-section. One of its arms is connected to

a reservoir containing enclosed gas. When tap K is opened,

the level of mercury in '......... .

G'
.=

o
ttl
(u

+Pa

I
2h

I

Arm (x) of the manometer Arm (y) of the manometer

@ decreases by 10 cm increases by 10 cm

@ decreases by 5 cm increases by 5 cm

@ increases by 5 cm decreases by 5 cm

@ increases by 10 cm decreases by 10 cm

Mercury
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-_, @ n water manometer is used to measure the pressure of an enclosed

gas in a container as shown in the figure. If mercury is used instead

of water, then the height h '..... .

(a) increases

@ remains unchanged

@ fne opposite figure shows a gas container connected to one of

the arms of a manometer that contains two immiscible liquids

x, y. If the density of liquid x is four times that of y, then the

difference between the gas pressure in the container and qhe

atmospheric pressure (AP) can be calculated from the relation;

@AP=3p^gh @AP=5p^gh

@AP=8pygh@AP=6pygh

@ ,n the opposite figure, if the gas pressure in

reservoir (x) equals 76 cm Hg, then

pressure in the reservoir (y) equals .

@66cmHg

@96cmHg

@me opposite figure ropresents a mercury manometer of uniform

cross-section connected with ono arm to a container closed by a valve

and enclosing a gas under a pressure of 60 cm Hg, given that the

atmospheric pressure is 76 cm Hg, so when the valve gets opened,

the level of mercury in the open afin of the manometer will """' '

@ decrease by 16 cm @ decrease by 8 cm

@increaseby 16 cm@ increase by 8 cm

@ fne opposite figure shows a mercury manometer

containing a liquid of density p while each of its

arms is connected to a reservoir containing different

gas (x, y), then the pressure of gas x compared to

that of gas y is

@ higher by pgh

@ higher by 3 pgh

@

@

@) decreases

@ vanishes

a
aril

gas

76 cmHg

86 cm Hg

lower by pgh

lower by 3 pgh

-----lrol

h

h

h



Questions on Chapter 3
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ta
o@ffre opposite figure shows a mercury manometer,

each of its arms is connected to a reservoir

containing an enclosed gas (x, y), then the relation

between the pressures of the gases x, y is ......,...

@ P", Py @P^=Py

G)P^.Pv @P +P =[xy

@ X The opposite figure shows a mercury

ttn 
rnunorneter, one of its arms is connected to

a reservoir containing an enclosed air and the other

arm is connected to an open water tank, then

the pressure of the enclosed air equals

@ Pu + P*Bh* * Pue8hue @ Pu + P,rBh* - Pue8hue

@ P*sh* + PueBhHe @ P*8h* - PseBhHg

@ fne opposite figure shows a mercury manometer,

each of its arms is connected to a reservoir

containing an enclosed gas. If the atmospheric

pressure (P u= 75 cm Hg), then the difference in

pressure between the two gases (AP) equals

@85cmHg O) 75 cm Hg

@) 10 cm Hg

Manometer

(2)

@Radius of manometertube (1) is smallerthanradius of manometertube (2).

@ Liquid density in manometer (1) is higher than liquid density in manometer (2).

@ Liquid density in manometer (1) is less than liquid density in manometer (2).

Mercury

r-
I to",n
i

065cmHg

@ fne opposite figure shows two

' manometers connected to a gas

container through two open valves,

if the two manometors have

different tube radii and contain

different liquids, which of the

following is the reason for the

difference in height of the liquids

in the two manometers?

Valve(1)

@ Valve (1) higher than valve (2).

( \ 1 : l) y p/.:,r I 1at-'lt-t(tt; -l! "g glil 721
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t@ Mercury manometer A is connected to a reservoir

i" containing an enclosed gas through one of its arms while

its other arm is connected to another gas reservoir and

to one of the arms of another manometer B whose other

arm is open to the atmospheric pressure (Pa) as shown in

the opposite figure, then:

(i) The gas pressure P, is

@ greater than the gas pressure P, by pn 
rgh

@ greater than the gas pressure P, by Z q"e1h

@) less than the gas pressure P, by pnrgh

@) less than the gas pressure P, by 2 p*e1h

(ii) The atmospheric pressure (Po) equals ...

Mercury

@ Pr * Prreh @ Pz * PrrSh CC Pr *2 pHe1h @Pz +2p^rgh

@ wtren does:

(1) Torricellian vacuum disappear in the barometer tube?

(2) The height of mercury in the barometer tube become not representing the atmospheric

pressure?

@ fne opposite figures show two mercury barometers

which are placed next to each other. If the radius of

the tube in figure (1) is less than the radius of the tube

in figure (2). Which level in figure (2) represents

the surface level of mercury? Explain your answer.

@ Wtrat happens in each of the following cases:

(1) Transferring a barometer from sea level to the peak of a mountain concerning its

reading when assuming unchanged temperature?

(2) Climbing with a barometer to the top of a mountain concerning the size of Torricellian

vacuum in the barometer tube?

(3) Transferring both manometers A and B from sea

level to the peak of a mountain concerning the

heights of mercury columns in the arms of
each manometer when assuming constant

temperature?

Figure (1) Figure (2)

lUnderstand

Second I Essay questions



Questions on Chaptei" 3
(u

o
(u@ A student used a mercury manometer to measure a small difference between

the pressure of an enclosed gas and the atmospheric pressure. Another student advised

him to use water instead of mercury. Is this advice useful? And why?

(Where: the density of mercury = 13.6 x the density of water)

@ ffre opposite figure shows a gas enclosed in a mercury manometer:

o 
(a) Find the level difference of mercury in the two sides

of the manometer.

(b) What does this difference indicate?

(c) Is the pressure ofthe enclosed gas higher than

the atmospheric pressure? And why?

(d) How high is the mercury column that has the same pressure as

the enclosed gas? (Pu=76 cm Hg)

@ niSr." (1) shows a U-shaped tube containing an

amount of oil:

(a) Explain why the level of oil surface is

the same in both arms in figure (1).

(b) What will happen to the levei of oil oil

surface in both arms of the manometer in figure rIitgure (I)
(2), when the pressure of the gas increases?

a
aa

@ f-ook at the barometer shown in the figure.If

a small hole is developed

point A, will the mercury

in the wall of the tube at

leak out of it? Explain.

@ A tightly fitted piston can slide along the inner wall of

.'. a long cylindrical pipe. If lower end of the pipe is dipped

into a large tank, filled with water, then the piston is

pulled up, water rises in the pipe along with the piston,

explain why. To what maximum height water can be

raised in the pipe using this method? What wi1l be the

answer to this question if water is replaced with mercury?

(Given that: atmospheric pressure i, Pur- = 1.01 x 105 Pa,

g = 10 *'r2, pus = i3600 kg/m3. p* = 1000 kg/m3)

ff"':U

Figure (2)

Water
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First : Choose two correct answers in each of the following :

@ ffr" opposite figure represents two mercury
s barometers placed next to each other, so ....'.'... .

@ tfre pressure at point x equals * prrrh

@ the pressure at point x equals ? prrtn

@ the pressure at point x equals I prrrh

@ the pressure of the enclosed air equals ? prrtn

@ ttre pressure of the enclosed air equals * prrgh

@ ffr" opposite figure represents a mercury

manometer connected through one of its arms to

a tank containing a volume of mercury with an

amount of air while its other arm is open to the

atmosphere of pressure 16 cmHg, so

@ the pressure of the enclosed air inside that tank

equals 66 cm Hg

@ the pressure of the enclosed air inside that tank equals 86 cm Hg

@ the pressure of the enclosed air inside that tank equals 96 cm Hg

@ the pressure at point x equals 20 cm Hg

@ the pressure at point x equals 86 cm Hg

Second: Put (rises - drops - remains unchanged) in front of each of the following
sentences to illustrate what will happen to the mercury surface Ievel in:

L (1) The barometer tube when the barometer is transferred to a hill top. ()
(2) The open arm of the manometer connected to a gas reservoir of a pressure higher

than the atmospheric pressure when transferring it to a hill top. ()
(3) The manometer affn connected to a gas reservoir of a pressure lower than

the atmospheric pressure when transferring it to a hill top. ( )

(4) The barometer tube when it gets replaced by another of larger cross-sectional

area. ( )

(5) The open arm of a manometer connected to a gas reservoir of a pressure higher

than the atmospheric pressure when the gas reservoir gets cracked. ( )

20c

Mercury
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Lesson Six

. When a liquid is put in a glass container equipped with

a piston at the top, the pressure at point "A" at depth
ooho'from the liquid surface will be determined by:

i .P *P.3-+"n*t9" 
+ Pgh..'

Where: (Pu) is the atmospheric pressure. (Ppisron) is the pressure

due to the weight of the piston, (pgh) is the pressure of

the liquid column on pointA.

. When putting extra load on the piston;

- the piston does not move downward because the liquid is incompressible.

- the pressure at point A increases by AP and becomes: I

i P=P-+P...-.+pgh+AP I

l. a plston ta 
J

o If the pressure on the piston is increased to a certain value

the glass container breaks down.

This means that the pressure with which the piston affects the liquid

gets transferred to all

container.

. The French scientist

, Pascal's principle :

parts of the liquid and to the walls of the

Pascal set his principle based on this result as follows:

(u

CL
ftr

LJ

Glass

container

Liquid

Glass

container

Liquid

When a pressure is applied on

in full to all parts of the liquid

a liquid enclosed in a container the pressure is transmitted

as well as to the walls of the container.

7zs 
-

F

Pascal's Principle
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Note:

The
hydraulic

press

o ln the following,

Structure

The
hydraulic
brakes of
the car

The
hydraulic

lift

Chair
of the
dentist

The
hydraulic

drill

T

we will explain the hydraulic press in some details:

o A tube equipped with two pistons at its ends,

a small one of cross-sectional area"a" afld

another big one of cross-sectional area"A"
where the space between them is filled with an A'

appropriate liquid (hydraulic liquid such as oil).

. Pascal's principle is applied to liquids and not applied to gases because liquids are

incompressible, so the pressure will be fully transmitted to all parts of the liquid, while
gases can be compressed due to the large intermolecular spaces between their molecules
which consumes part of the work done to press the gas and consequently the pressure is
partially (not fully) transmitted through gases.

raulic press:

Hydraulic liquid

Uses
Obtaining alarge force on the big piston using a small force acting on

the small piston.

Idea of
working

It is based on Pascal's principle.

How it works
r When the two pistons are in the same

horizontal level and a force f acts on

the small piston as in the opposite figure,

a pressure P is produced just below the

small piston where P = *a

o This pressure P gets transferred completely

through the liquid to the lower surface of the big

piston where a force F acts on the big piston

in the upward direction P = +

Hydraulic liquid

Applications of Pascal's principle

The
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. If force f moved the small piston a distance y,

downwards, then the big piston gets affected by

a force F that moves it a distance y, upwards.

. Applying the law of conservation of energy

(in the case of ideal press), then:

Work done on the small piston = Work done on

the big piston

. fyr = FYz .'. i I=]l-
rf Y2

. Which means that the big piston moves a small distance upwards as a result

of a big displacement for the small piston downwards and the same

deduction can be reached as follows:

When the small piston is displaced downwards and since the liquid is

incompressible, then the volume of the displaced liquid from the tube of the

sma1l piston = the volume of the displaced liquid to the tube of the big piston.

o To bring back the two pistons in the same

horizontal leve1 as in the opposite figure,

the big piston must be affected by a force F
downwards.

Cases of the hydraulic press at stability:

.iA Yl

v

The hydraulic liquid

The two pistons are at
the same level

Where: 'op" is the liquid density,

the two pistons.

The two pistons are at different levels

Pt=Pz

f_F
a-x

Pr =Pz

"h" is the height difference

Pt=Pz

**pen=*
of the liquid levels between

.---------------'

7n
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Choose the correct answer:

If the ratio between the radii of the two pistons in a hydraulic press tr *, then the ratio

between the applied prossure directly below the small piston to the pressure directly below

the big piston when the two pistons are balanced in the same horizontal level is .....'.... .

.il1
-J

@+ ,:- 1trx @+

The force amplification achieved by using a hydraulic press is known as the mechanical

advantage of the press (q) which is determined from the relation:

i

ir=+ =#=t,
.-. *,,'',,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,-..j

Where: (A) is the cross-sectional area of the big piston, (a) is the cross-sectional area of the

small piston, (R) is the radius of the big piston, (r) is the radius of the small piston, (yr)

is the moved distance by the small piston,(y2) is the moved distance by the big piston.

,O:

. If the two pistons are atthe same horizontal level at equilibrium, then; i n = T .

!, --- -*- - --.i

. The graph that represents the relation between the two

forces F, f, when the two pistons are balanced against each

other in the same horizontal level where the two quantities

are plotted in the same scale:

. The graph that represents the relation between the magnitude

of displacement of the big piston y, upwards and the magnitude

of displacement of the small piston y, downwards, where the two

quantities are plotted in the same scale:

', AF
i Slope= Af =I 

.

y2

t
Il/. y1, Av^ ,'

: Slone - ,'2 - I

i'Av.n
I ''

The mechanical advantage of the hydraulic press n
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The efficiency of the hydraulic press is determined from the relation:

The work done at the big piston FY,
The efficieflcy =

The work done at the small piston fyr

Notes:

Test Aourself-

A hydraulic press has a mechanical advantage of 90. If the radius of its big piston

is 30 cm, the cross-sectional area of its small piston is . .... .. .

(i)3 ncm2 @5rucm2 (g) to n cm2 G) 12 rE cm2

The cross-sectionul area of the small piston of a hydraulic press is 70 cm2 while the

cross-sectional area of its big piston is 800 cm2, so if aforce of 100 N is exerted on

the small piston, then:

(i) -fhe biggest mass that can be

assuming the two pistons arc at

(Take:g=10mtJ)

lifted by the big piston due to the effect of that force

the same horizontal level is

@ 600 kg @ 800 kg

1. The hydraulic press doesn't amplify the energy or the work because according to the

law of conservation of energy the work done at the small piston equals the work done

at the big piston if assuming an ideal hydraulic press whose efficiency is l00%o.

2.Practcally, the efficiency of any hydraulic press does not reach l00Vo which means that

there will be a loss in the work done such that the resulted work done at the big piston will
be less than the applied work done on the small piston and this happens due to:

@ The friction between the pistons and the walls of the tube.

@ The presence of gas bubbles in the liquid where some work is consumed in reducing

their volume.

3. The mechanical advantage of the hydraulic press is a constant quantity for each given

press and it is always greater than one, where:
A

"'n-?,A'u "'q>1
4. The mechanical advantage has no measuring unit because it is a ratio between two

similar quantities that have the same dimensional formula.

@ 200 kg @ +oo tg

( \v : l) r 1;/or I 1at-at-u(l; -ul"r,;gldl T

The efficiencv of the



F

=

(ii) The distance

@50cm

Solution

moved by the small

@socm

piston to move the big piston 1 cm equals

@ 100 cm @ 120 cm

1cm l

I

ti
i, i,Y2=i ig=1sf= 100N A = 800 cm2 rnls2a= lO cm2

o.;+=*
... F=4r= 899 x 100 = g x l03N.. r - a ,- 10

...F=MB 
... M=+==+d=8ooks

.'. The correct choice ir @.

(ii) tyr-Fyz

yr=Tvr=8frbdx1=8ocm

.'. The correct choice i. @.

The opposite figure shows a hydraulic press that contains an

amount of oil of density 800 kgtm3, the cross-sectional area

of its small piston is 70 cm2 and the cross-sectional area of

its big piston is 100 ,*2, i7 oftorce of 180 N is applied on

the small piston, then: (Take:g=9.8m1s2)

(i) The force that is produced at the big piston is .......... .

@6.5 x 103N

M=

@1.8x103N
( ii) The mechanical advantage

@s

o1s

you are asked to calculate the mechanical advantage of the press what will be your

answer?

@10 @zo @40 @80

@t.zx1o3N

@1.9x103N
of the piston is ...........

@ro

@20

130 l

h=8
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Solution

Pol = 800 kg/m3

O'.'+=**Pough "'+=*-oo,,tn

.'.p=(+-o"ush)a

.'. F - (10#10r-(800 x e.8 x a x ro-21) x 100 x 10-a

= (180000 -621.2) x 100 x 10-a = 1.8 x 103 N

.'. The correct choice i. @.

(ii)r1=*=#=ro
.'. The correct choice i. @.

A hydraulic ffi has two pistons whose radii are 4 cm,60 cm. If an additional pressure

of 8.48 x 104 Nlm2 affects the small piston, then the biggest mass that can be ffied by

the big piston so that the two pistons become at the same horizontal level, equals

(Take:g=10mtf)

@4.791x 103 kg

@47.91x 103 kg

Solution

i, r=4"- j i n=60cm i i p= 8.48 x 104N/m2 i i g= 10m/s2

\ Clue

According to Pascal principal the pressure that acts on the small piston is transmitted

undiminished (ful$ to all the parts of the liquid and since the two pistons are at the

same horizontal level the pressure below the small piston equals the pressure below

the big piston.

F=PA=PruR2= 8.48 x 10a 
"?"(60 

x 10-2)2=9.595x 104N

.=

o
ti
(u

-I

@ o.sos x 103 kg

@ 95.95 x 103 kg

|tu1

' a" 
^rA= 100 cm'i i h = 8 cmi i g=9.8 m/s'



z

F=Mg

M=I- 9'591l< loa 
=9.s95xro3kg910

.'. The correct choice ir G).

,', , , , , 

' 
the radius of the small piston was 6 cm and the same additional pressure is applied on

it, which of the previous choices will represent the biggest mass that can be lifted by
. , the large piston so that the two pistons get balanced at the same horizontal level?

/a
E lesf Aourself

,

i S fhe opposite figure shows a hydraulic press while its two

pistons are at the same horizontal level. Two solid cubes of

iron are placed above its pistons, the cube on the big piston

has side length L, and,the cube on the small piston has side

Applications of Pascal's principle

1. The hydraulic brake system in a car has two types:
. Drum brake (rear brake):

It uses Pascal's rule in which the braking system uses a brake fluid. Upon pushing on

the brake pedal with a small force and a relatively long stroke (distance), the pressure is

transmitted in the master brake cylinder, hence, onto the liquid and the whole hydraulic

line, then to the piston of the wheel cylinder outwardly and finally to the brake shoes and

the brake drum, A large force of friction results which eventually stops the car.

@+

Brake drum

Rear brake
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x
lrl

o

c,. f,'ront (disk) brake:

In this case, the forces resulting from the braking action press on the brake pads which

produce enough friction to stop the wheel. It should be noticed that the distance moved

by the brake shoes in both cases is small because the force is large.

Brake pads

2. The hydraulic lift:
It uses a hydraulic liquid (such as oil) to
lift cars in car service stations.

3. The hydraulic drill.

Front brake
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Pascal's Principle

filings

rO On which of the fo
Y ,yrt"rn?

@Mercury

@@
llowing materials Pascal's rule is ap1

@ Sand @ Iron

material fil1s a closed

@ Hydrogen

@

--8(c) 
^'- -t

@ If the cross-sectional area of the big piston in a hydraulic press is double that of the small
& piston, so at the motion of the hydraulic press, the ratio between the volumes of the

displaced liquid downward in the small piston cylinder to the displaced liquid upward in

the big piston cylinder is .......... .

^1(a)-v2 ^.291 @+

is applicable if the

@ ffre hydraulic presses that work according to Pascal's principal are used for amplifying

the...'...... .

(a) pressure (b) work done (c) force (cf velocity

In the iA"ut t yO istons is $,.J

the ratio between the work done due to the motion of the big piston to that of the sma1l

piston is .......... .

a

(a) -1V8 @1 @+

@ rn the hydraulic press, the ratio between the force produced at the big piston to that exerted

{t on the small piston when the two pistons balance in one horizontal level is

@ greater than one @ less than one @ equal to one @ indeterminable

@ Wfr"n exerting a force on the small piston of a balanced hydraulic press, the ratio
* between the displacement of the small piston to that of the big piston in the hydraulic

press willbe .........' .

@ greater than one @ equal to one o less than one @ indeterminable

@ O" ideal hydraulic press has two pistons

.'. of cross-sectional areas A,2 Athat are balanced as

in the opposite figure. If the mass on its small piston

is m and that on its big piston is mr, then .........'
v

GD*^<-y
(C -" .2 ^,

@-* =2^,
(O-^u2^,

^1
@1

lnteractive test



Questions on Chapter 3

@ tn the opposite figure, the ratio of the pressure

j' 
at the big piston

piston is ....."... '

1(a)-v2

,=

o
(u

to the pressure at the small

1(bl 
T

@) indeterminable

@ Wfrictr of the following graphs represents the relation between the magnitude of the big

piston displacementyrand that of the small piston y1 in a hydraulic press when the two

quantities are plotted in the same scale?

y2 y2 y2 y2tr
I

@@@@

@ If the ratio between hydraulic press pistons' radii is

at the small piston to the pressure at the big piston,

horizontal level is

^1{a )-a-, 
-5

^5a)i

@ ff the ratio between the radii of the two pistons of a hydraulic press is ], so

o 
the mechanical advantage of the press equals

@+ @+ @? @+

f,,n" ratio between the pressure

when they are balanced in the same

^ ,)\

@T^l91

@ ,t the mechanical advantage of a hydraulic press equals 250 and the cross-sectional area
o 

of the small piston is 2.5 cmz,theradius of the big piston equals

@ t+.t cm @ 100 cm @ teS.St cm @ OZS cm

@ A hydraulic press contains a liquid of density p, if its
t 

pistons that have cross-sectional areas ofA and 3 A are

balanced as in the figure, then the value of mass m on

the big piston is calculated from the relation; .'........

@)m=phA (t) r" =2 phA

(Orn=4phA(")-=3phA
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@ fne opposite figure shows a completely water

filled container in a state of equilibrium by means

of three identical pistons, each of areaA,that

are placed at three openings. If additional force

of magnitude F acted on each piston at the same

moment, then the value of the pressure increase

inside the liquid at the center of the container due

to the additional force is equivalent to .......... .

,--... F(il ):
-A

@+ ^ 3F(c )-\.-/ A @ zero

@ n hydraulic press has a small piston of cross-

sectional area A ca:rying a load of mass m and

a big piston of cross-sectional area 10 A carrying

a load of mass M. When the two pistons are

balanced in the same horizontal level and by

ignoring their masses, then

@)M=m O)M=1om

@ M= 100m @ M=150m

S The ratio between the radii of the pistons of a hydraulic press wur f . When its two

pistons were balanced in the same horizontal level, the force acting on the small piston

was 50 N, then:

(Given that: the acceleration due to gravity = 10 m/s2)

(i) The mechanical advantage of the hydraulic press equals ..'....'.. .

@

@) 2.s @s @zo

(ii) The largest mass that can be lift on the big piston equals

@) 2s kg (c) 12sks @ zso t<g

(iii) The distance moved

equals

@2.5 cm

if the big one is moved a distance of 1 cm

@2s

@zstg

by the small piston

@tscm @) 25 cm @socm



Questions on Chapter 3

@ A hydraulic press has two pistons, the cross-sectional area of the big piston is 10 times

x

o
that of the small piston. When the two

and a force of 100 N is applied on the

equals

@rooN @ rooo N o

pistons are balanced at the same horizontal level

small piston, the resulted force on the big piston

2000 N @ 104 N

@ I hydraulic press has two pistons of diameters 10 cm, 100 cm, if a force of 800 N is applied

on the small piston, then the biggest mass that can be lifted upward by the big piston due to

this force, so that the two pistons balance at the same horizontal level is . (g = 10 m/s2)

@ +ooo tg @ sooo tg @ t0 ton (!) 12 ton

@ O" ideal hydraulic press has a big piston of radius 0.5 m. When a mass of 10 kg is placed

above its small piston, it balances a mass of 5 x 103 kg on its big piston in the same

horizontal level, so....'....' , .

The mechanical advantage of the press The radius of the small piston

@ 500 0.025 m

@ 250 0.022 m

@ 250 0.025 m

@ 500 0.022 m

@ X A hydraulic lift in car service station has two pistons of radii 2 cm and30 cm, so
o 

the minimum required force on the small piston to balance the two pistons in the same

horizontal level when putting a car of mass 1500 kg on the big piston equals

(Take:B=9.8 orlt2)

@ 6s.33 N @ r:o.oo N @ ros.oo N @oaoN

@ X The hydraulic lift in a car service station uses compressed air to exert a force on its
o 

small piston that has diamet et 2 cm,so if the diameter of its big piston ts 32 cm,then the

required air pressure to lift a car of mass 1800 kg equals (Wherei g = 10 m/s2)

@ z.z+ x 105 N/m2 @ 15 x 1o6N/m2

@ a.zz x 106 N/m2O 5.6 x 105 N/m2

( \A : l) y 6;/.:r/1..r-u."lr-u-(Jt; -tJ "t.;"gldl
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@me opposite figure shows a hydraulic press in equilibrium.
o 

If the cross-sectional areas of its pistons are 10 cmZ and 4 cmz,

so the density of the hydraulic fluid is

(Take: g=10*/t2)

@lzo kg/m3

@ soo kg/m3

@ lso kg/m3

@) rzso kg/m3

@ X The opposite graph shows the relation
o" between the produced force on the big

piston (F) and the applied force on the

small piston (f) for a hydraulic press when

its two pistons are at equilibrium in

the same horizontal level, so:

(i) The mechanical advantage for the press

is '......... .

C0 so

(C) 1s0

@

@

3000

2500

2000

1500

1000

500

100

500

(ii) If the radius of the small piston is 5 cm, the radius of the big pis

@ zs cm @ az.s cm @ +z.s cm

ton is

@50cm

@ X Two pistons that are used for lifting a bus of mass

o 
3 tons, the area of each is 0.1 m2, are connected to a third

piston acted upon by a force of 200 N. If the three pistons

are balanced in the same horizontal level, then the area

of the third piston equals

(Take:g=10^tr2)

@ 3,325 x lo-4 m2

@ o.os x to-4 m2

O 1.33 x 1o-3 m2

f= 100 N

f-
4cm

F=250.32 N

@;z.ee x 1o-3 m2

F(N)



Questions on Chapter 3

@ X Using the data on the following figures for a hydraulic press:

(Where: puquio = 900 kglm3,g = 10 orltz)

The distance moved by the big piston

upwards is .'........ '

@ 1cm

@2cm
@4 cm

^-(d) 5 cm

.=

o
(lJ

(i) (ii)

10 kg

The pressure directly below the small

piston is ........'. .

@ rsro N/m2

@ o.az x 1oa N/m2

@ t.ots x 105 N/m2

@ z.s x 105 N/m2

@ X The opposite figure represents a simple diagram

.. of the hydraulic brake system of a car, where

the cross-sectional area of the piston which is

connected to the brake pedal equals 8 cm2

and the cross-sectional area of each piston at

the brake pads of the wheels is 12 cm2.If
the driver applies a force of 800 N on the pedal,

the acting force at each piston of the pads equals .......... .

@:oo N @s:oN @ rzoo N @ +soo N

@ X The opposite figure shows a hydraulic
o lift which contains a hydraulic fluid that

transfers the pressure from piston x to the

four pistons that lift the car. The cross-

sectional area of piston x is 5 x 1O-4 m2 and

the cross-sectional area for each of the four

pistons is 0.02 
^2.If 

the least required force

on piston x to lift the car is 50 N, then:

(i) The pressure of piston x on the liquid equals

@2.5 x 1os N/m2 @ r.s x 1os N/m2

Wheels *
brake

pads

Brake
pedal

Lift armLifr
afln

f=40 N A= 10 cm2

@ t.z x 1os N/m2 @ to'N/m2
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(ii) The total force

(r 2oo0 N

which is produced by the

@ 4ooo N

liquid upward equals

@ 6000 N

@ X A hydraulic press is filled with oil of density 780 kg/m3.

E tr" big piston has cross-sectional area of 800 cm2 and it

carries a mass of 600 kg while the small piston has a

cross-sectional area of 5 cm2.By ignoring the masses of the

pistons, what is the mass that has to be placed on the small

piston to keep the apparatus balanced as in the opposite figure?

(Take: g=10m1s21

(a) 1.7 kg @ :.++ rg

@
sentences:

['s principle w

can lift bie 1o

@ fne following figure represents

o cross-sectional arca of piston x

@ Exnlain the following

(1) Liquids obey Pascal's pri while gases don't.

(2) The hydraulic press can 1 g load using a small force.

(3) Although the hydraulic press multiplies the force, it doesn't multiply the energy.

(4) The efficiency of the hydraulic press doesn't reach l00Vo.

@ e hydraulic press in a state of equilibrium and its pistons ate tn
- 

the same horizontal level, if the force acting on its big piston

is F and the force acting on its small piston is f, write the

mathematical relation that we can deduce from the opposite

graph and the equivalent to the slope.

@ A hydraulic pr.r eas'ratio of -19.
1'.o when a mass of 5 kg is placed on its big piston and a force of 5 N is applied on its small

piston, the two pistons are balanced, show if the pistons of the press are balanced in the

same horizontal level or not, with explanation. (g = t0 mls21

F

tL

(a) Calculate the pressure of piston x on the oil.

(b) Explain why:

1. Force F is greater than force f although the pressure on piston x equals the pressure

at piston y.

2. Piston y moves a smaller distance than piston x.

3. The brake system doesn't work ideally if the oil contains air bubbles.

apart from the hydraulic brake system of a car. If the

is 4.8 cm2 and the force which is applied on it is 90 N:
Oil Piston y

(d) sooo N

600 kg

@) 2.s8 kg

I
80 cm

t

Piston y

O Undersland

@) a.1 kg

Essay questions
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First : Choose two correct answers in each of the following :

@ a hydraulic press has two pistons of radii 4 cm and.10 cm. A solid

metalball of radius r, is placed on its big piston and another solid

metal ball of radius r, is placed on its small piston so that the two

pistons get balanced as shown in the opposite figure, then .,,,,...,, .

r1
(O the ratio;L equals 1.36,2

@the ,utiof,equats 1.84 @ tfre ,ut o 
fequals 

2.5

@ the mechanical advantage of the press equals f
@ the mechanical advantage of the press equals f

@ on ideal hydraulic press has two pistons of cross-sectional areas
o lO cm2 and 50 

"^2. 
Aforce of 200 N is acting on its small piston

so that the two pistons get balanced as shown in the opposite

figure, then the pressure below

@ ttre small piston equals 4 x lOa N/m2

@ tfre small piston equals Z x lOs N/m2

@ ttre big piston is greater than the pressure below the smarl piston

@ tfre big piston equals the pressure below the small piston

@ the big piston is less than the pressure below the small piston

Second: Put in front of each of the following sentences the number of the press in which
that sentence is fulfilled:

e The following figures show two presses (1) and (2),the small piston in each of them has
area a and gets acted upon by force f. Assuming two points x and y lying directly below
each of the press pistons;

(1) The pressure at point x is greater than the pressure at point y.

(2) The pressure at point x is equal to the pressure at point y.

(3) The bigger piston moves alarger distance.

(4) It has the greater mechanical advantage.

(Press

(Press

(Press

(Press

Press (1) Press (2)

t
F



Test on Ghapter

@ ,t the pressure due to a liquid at a point of depth 20 cminside it is 103 Pa, so

the density of the liquid in terms of the acceleration due to gravity (g) is """' .

,---5x103, ,1
t! . Kg/m- @ 2r4i kg/m3

@1.5#kg/m3(. t 
1oo 

ks/m3
b

@ fthe pressure of an enclosed gas in a container is 380 torr, then this pressure is equivalent

to.......... .

(Given that: g = \O tttls2,pug = 13600 kg/m3)

@2.7g x 1oa Pa @:.s: x 105 Pa G) 5.17 x 104 Pa @ r.ss x 105 Pa

@ fwo equal masses of different materials of densities 2000 kg/m3 and 6000 kg/m3 are

- mixed to form a homogeneous mixture, given that the volume of the mixture equals the

sum of the volumes of the materials before mixing, so the average density of the mixture

equals

@ aooo kg/m3 (D 4ooo kg/m3 @ s:oo kslm3 @ sooo kgtm3

@ a U-shaped tube of uniform cross-section, whose vertical height is 80 cm, was filled to

its half with glycerin of density 1260 kglm3, then another liquid of density 945 kglm3 is

poured in one of its arms till reaching the edge of the tube, given that the two liquids are

immiscible, so the height of glycerin above the level of interface between the two liquids

equals

(a) 12 cm (y)24 cm @+acm

@ fne following figures show four metallic bodies of the same metal having the same

thickness. If they are put on the same horizontal surface, which of them is acting by

the largest pressure on the surface?
1cm 3cm -

1421

@)36cm

@ @ @ @

1cm 2cm

Hydrostatics



Test on

a(

au
c,

F
c,v
CL
.E@ fne opposite figure shows a basin containing

a homogeneous liquid, so the relation between

pressures at the shown points is ..........

@P"=Pd=p"=pb

@P"<Pd<p".pu

@P">Pd>P")po

@P.)Pu=P".po

,tt'r" ,'

la.." $,"!'r,l
./t////t

/l
/l

Ll

MPa, hence the change

(Where: g=10^ltz)

@ tooo m

@ a hydraulic press has two pistons of diameters that equal 10 cm and 100 cm. If a force

of 800 N is applied on the small piston, the pressure directly below the big piston, when

the two pistons are balanced in the same horizontal level, equals

@ o.oa uar @) o.z5 uar () t.ozaar @ t.z+ aar

@ e researcher *u ing a mercury

barometer. He found that the reading of the barometer at the base of the pyramid equals

76 cm Hg and atthe top of the pyramid equals 74.68 cm Hg. If both readings are taken

atthe same temperature while the average density of air was 1 .29 kglm3 ,so the height

of the great pyramid is approximately equal to .......... .

(Take: pHs = 13600 kg/m3)

@tzsm @tzzm @r:om @r:om

@ e submarine dives from a depth to another inside water of density 103 kg/m3 so that the

pressure of water on the submarine changes by a value of 0.1

in the depth of the submarine equals

(a) 0.1 m @tom @) 100 m

@ fire opposite figure shows a hydraulic press

in equilibrium, if the cross-sectional areas of
its pistons are 0.1 m2 and 1 m2, so the density

of oil equals ..'...'... . (Takei g = 10 m/s2)

@ ooo kgtm3

(Q soo kg/m3

@ zso kg/m3

@ lso kgtm3

-i- -
I

I

10 cm



2A
@ ffre opposite figure shows two vertical vessels

connected by a horizontal tube that has a valve, which

of the following shows what happens to the heights of

water in the two vessels when opening the valve?

@

@ tf the mass of a car is 1200 kg and the total area of contact between its four tyres and

the road is 30 cm2, the pressure due to one of the tyres on the road equals

(Take:g=10^lr2)

@tuea @ z.s vtra @:.2 uea @ + vtea

@ T.fre opposite figure shows two identical capillary tubes of uniform

cross-sections A and B. Each tube contains a thread of mercury of

length 2 cmtrapping equal amounts of dry air in the tubes at the same

temperature. If the atmospheric pressure is 76 cm Hg, the pressures

of the trapped air in the two tubes A and B are ""","' respectively'

@lAcm Hg,78 cm Hg @ ZS cm Hg, 76 cmHg

@ ZS cm Hg, 74 cmHg @rc cm Hg, 74 cmHg

UI
(A) (B)

@ A mercury barometer has a tube

equipped with a closed valve (K)

as shown in figure (1). When valve K

is opened for a short interval of time

then closed an amount of air has entered

to the tube and the level of mercury inside Mercury

it gets lowered down as shown in figure (2).

So, the pressure of the air above the surface

of mercury inside the tube equals

(Take: pHg = 13600 kglm3,8 = 9.8 otlrz)

Figure (1)

@:.r x 1oa Pa

Figure (2)

1441
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Test on

@ rf a number of metallic cans of different shapes and volumes are filtred with the same

liquid to the same level, so ..........

(Q tne weights of the liquid are equal in all cans

(6) tfre pressure on the base of the can that has the smallest base area is the highesf

(c) the pressure on the base of the can that has the largest base area is the highest

@) tne pressures of the liquid on the bases of all cans are equal

@ fne opposite graph shows the relation

between the masses of a number of metallie

sheets and their volumes. If the density of

water is 1000 kglm3,the relative density of

metal of the sheets equals

8000

1000

8

1

m(e)

the

@

@

o
@

@ a U-shaped tube eontaining rhree immiscible liquids

that don't reaot together in equilibrium as shown in

the opposite figure, so the column height of liquid x

equals

(Take: 
Pwater = 103 kg/m3, p^ = 600 kglm3,

P, = 680 kg/m3)

@zsm

@ t, the opposite figuro, a cuboid-shaped box is plaeed

on a horizontal plane surface. On which face the box

has to be put, so that it has the smallest pressure on

the surfaee?

@) Faee X

@)FaceZ

@ fne mechanica! advantage of a hydraulic press equals 50, so when afarcef has been

applied on the small piston, it has moved downward a displacement of 50 cm, so

the upward displacement of the big piston equals

@o.scm @rcm @l.scm @z.5cm

Liquid x

Liquid y

Water

@:cm @+cm @5cm

-t--
20 cm

_l_

EI
@ Face Y il.
@ ffre pressure is the same for all faces

( \ I : l) y 6;/.:,yi 1,r-t-'lt -L_(Jr ; -t!,U-i 1t<l.rdl
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,@.,lfre opposite figure shows an appalatus being used in measuring: 
the pressure of a gas container, if the pressure of the gas is higher

than the atmospheric pressure by a value of 400 Pa, the density

of the used liquid in the apparatus equals

(g = 10 
^1"2) 

Liquid

@) looo kg/m3 @ soo kg/m3 O 600 kg/m3 @ +oo kg/m3

@ fwo solid cubes, one is made of aluminum and has a side length I while the other is made

of iron and has a side length )- , are put against each other in the two pans of a balance ,

will the two pans balance against each other or not? Explain your answer.

(Given that: po, = 2l0O kglm3,PF" = 7900 kg/m3)

@rueopposite 
figure shows a cylinder of radius 21cmequipped with a

piston of mass 3 kg that is containing a volume of liquid. If the pressure

directly under the piston equals 1..0024 x 105 N/m2 and the acceleration

due to gravity is 10 m/s2, calculate the atmospheric pressure (Pu). 
piston

Liquid

@ Wtrat are the results of the presence of gas bubbles in the liquid of a hydraulic press?

@ U-sfraped tube of uniform cross-sectional area contains two immiscible liquids in
: 

equilibrium as shown in figure (1), one of the two liquids is added gradually in its arm

while recording each of the heights h, and h, several times at equilibrium where the

graph in figure (2) represents the relation between the heights of the two liquids above the

level of the separating surface, write the mathematical relation and what is equivalent

to the slope of the line in the graph.

trj

Pa

,J-
l@lffi1t
t_____-l

h1(cm)

ItV-
Figure (2)Figure (1)

1461

hr(cm)

Second I Answer the following questions
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Chapter objectives

By the end of this Chapter, the student wllt be abie to:

. Explain the brownian motion of gas

molecules,

. Prove experimentally that the

intermolecular spaces of gases are

relatively large,

. Prove experimentally that gases can be

compressed easily.

. ldentify Boyle's law, Charles's law, pressure

law and the general gas law.

. Carry out experiments to prove the laws of
gases.

. ldentify the volume expansion coefficient

of a gas at constant pressure and

the pressure increasing coefficient of a gas

at constant volume.

. Deduce the general gas law.

. Acquire the skills of applying the gas laws

in the different conditions.

. Use graphs to deduce the physical

quantities concerning the gas laws.

E1 of Gases and Boyle's Law."

E2 Gharles's Law.

s3 Pressure Law and General Gas Law.

> Test on Chapter 5.
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have translational

and vibrational motion

oO

o

In

1
Large

intermolecular

spaces

Lesson One

The particles of any material are moving in a continuous motion. This type of motion

differs according to the state of matter. So, we find that:

Molecules of solids Molecules of liquids Molecules of gases

O

O

have vibrational

motion only

Brownian

motion

this chapter, we will study gases which have the following properties:

have random

translational motion

High

compressibility

t]

,lt

* 
"-4P

the srnilt orrffi
spreads in ail the
roorn, if its botUe
rs left opened?

O



Chapter 5

'In 1827 , the scottish botanist Brown discovered that the suspended pollen grains in still

water are in a continuous random motion in all directions, this motion is called Brownian

motion.

The Brownian motion:

ItisagroupofrandommotionSofthefluidmolecules(1iquidorgas)instraight1inesina1l

directions.

'If we examine the smoke of a candle using a microscope, we will notice that the minute

carbon particles of the smoke are moving randomly in all directions.

q,

o
o
(u

Gonclusion:

Eixplanation:

. Air (gas) molecules move randomly at different

velocities in all directions in straight lines.

. During their motion, they collide with each other and

with the carbon particles of the smoke.

. Due to successive collisions of gas molecules with all

sides of the carbon particle, when the rate of collisions

with one of the sides, of the carbon particle becomes

greater than the rate of collisions with the other side it

moves short straight distance in the direction of the net

force acting on it and that type of motion is repeated in

all directions.

'That denotes that gas molecules are in a free motion and continuous collisions, so they

change their direction randomly.

'Gas molecules are in a state of continuous random motion. During this motion ,they

collide with each other and collide with the walls of the container which contains them.

. The collisions of gas molecules with the walls of the container produce pressure and

when the molecules collide with the walls more often, the pressure becomes higher.

F51-

First The Brownian motion

tl
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Molecunes are separated b.5, distances which are called intermolecular spaces, which can be

proven by the following experiment:

To prove that there are intermolecular spaces between gas molecules.

: Clouds 

-
| | ofamrnonitrm l - 

1

I I chloride | :. I

l ( a)'l
![

Figure (2) Figure (3)

. In spite of the high density of the hydrogen

chlo-ride gas (HCl), its molecutres diffuse upward

through the separating spaee betwoen the

ammonia gas molecules where they combine

together forrnir,rg ar,nr,noniunr chloride NH4C1 "

. Ammonia gas molecules (low density) diffuse downward, through the separating spaces

between h,ydrogon chloride gas molecules and combine with them forming ammonium

chloride molecules.

There are relativeiy lauge interrno.lecular distances separating gas rnoleculos whieh are

cal1ed intermolecular spaces.

St"pt,

1. Fill one graduated cylinder with ar,nrnonia gas (NHr)

which has nower density and invert it over another

graduated cylinder which is sealed by a cardboard

and filled with hydrogen chloride gas (HCI) that

has greater density, figure (1).

2. Remove the separating sheet between the two cylinders.

Clouds

of ammoniu

chloride

Amrnonia

gas (NH.)-

Cardboard

sheet

Hydrogen etrrloride

gas (FJCI)

Figure (1)

@bserr"tion:

White elotrds of ammonium chloride (NHoCl) are

forrned at the center (figur" 1Z;) that diffuse and grow

until they oacupy the tr,vo cylinders (ffigure f:l)"

Explanation:

Gonclusion:

.z-wu" d\
l-I1

fs:j

:,<)'',;

f $Br'
sHy

Second Large intermolecular spaces
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O Gases are highly compressible because the large

intermolecular spaces allow gas molecules to get

packed together when pressed, so if the gas is

compressed, the large intermolecular spaces between

its molecules decrease, thus the volume occupied by

the gas decreases.

9 rr"t aourself-
Choose the correct answer:

The opposite figure shows the path followed by

O-_
i-\
I
I

I

a polien grain which is suspended on the surface of .----i--.?

6ilir:?i::*,},'ff#'because ":i:i i
(f) it ls affected by successive collisions from the water molecules 

'

)

@ it is affected by successive collisions from the other pollen grains

@ ttre density of its material is less than that of water

: Solid state

Oand liquid
\, state

o Gaseous
state

rn the following, we will study the 
O 

aU\ 
O

ideal gas behavior through the study volume / Pressure \ Temperature

of three variabres which are: \ (vor) ) (P) \ (T) I
\:-/ \_-/

@In the following, we will

ffi'&
Big volunte

low pressure

oFrom the previous studies of the properties of matter, we find that in:

The volume of solids and liquids ehanges as the temp'erature

changes but not as the pressure changes because they are almost

incompressible

Srnall volurne

high pressure

---,
/

a

The volume of gases changes as the temperaturo or the applied

pressure or both changes.

of three

( \. : l) y f /lr l1a;at -u(tt; ot! 
"u-; 

gldl

The compressibility of gasestThirq l

Gas laws
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@The relations between these variables are known as gas laws which are:

These laws are considered special cases

of general gas law.

Relates pressure, volume

and leinilcrrturc of a certain

amount of a gas together.

@We will study each of these laws in some details as follows:

To study the relation between the volume of an amount of a gas and its pressure at constant

temperature, we caffy out the following experiment:

Experiment objectives:

1. Studying the relation between the volume of a certain amount of a gas and its pressure at

constant temperature.

2. Verifying Boyle's law.

Apparatus structure:

O It consists of a burette (x) ofuniform cross-sectional areaA

connected by a rubber tube to a glass reservoir (y), (x) and

(y) are mounted side by side onto a vertical stand with a ruler

fixed on a base where the stand is adjusted to be vertical.

The reservoir (y) is movable along the stand either upwards

or downwards and can be fixed at any desired position.

@ The two tubes contain a suitable amount of mercury.

(Vor)r

s /s"YeA *
-"%' -t

B7S" Universal 2
/ u*" / gas law\

,/^\Y ,/ - \/<r",/ \
d./\

General
(universal)
law of gases

at constant pressure

Boyle's apparatus

Relates the volume of a cerlain amount of a gas

and its pressure at constant lcrttil:ci'al.urt:.

Relates the volume of a
certain amount of a gas and its

tcrnpol"alLrrc at constant pressure.

Relates the pressure of a
certain amount of a gas and its
lcntpr'-Latulc at constant volume.

Boyle's law



Chapter 5

Frecautions of the experiment:

1. Burette (x) should have a uniform cross-sectional area so that the length of the trapped

air column becomes a measure of the trapped air volume.

2.The tap of burette (x) must be tightly closed so that the mass of the trapped gas doesn't

change during the experiment.

3. Temperature should be constant during the experiment.

o
o
o

OJ

3. Close the tap of burette

(x) to trap a volume of

ai. (ff",), = A/r), of

pressure Pl = Pu

(Vo)r

4. Move reservoir (y)

upwards so that the

trapped air volume in

burette (x) decreases to

(Cu"), = olr) and its

pressure becomes

Pr=Pu+h,

(Vor)z

5. Move reservoir (y)

downwards so that the

trapped air volume in

burette (x) increases to

(fu"), = tlr) and its

pressure becomes

Pr=Pu-h,

(Vor):

Where h,hrarethe differences in heights between the mercury levels in the two tubes.

6. Repeat steps 4, 5 several times and each time determir" R %r then record the results.

7.Draw a graphical relation between (\,) on the y-axis and (P) on the x-axis and also

between (\,) on y-axis *O (+) on the x-axis.

St"prt

1. Determine the atmospheric pressure (Pu) using mercury barometer in cm Hg.

2. Open the tap of burette (x) and move the reservoir (y) up and down until the level of

mercury becomes in the middle of burette (x), hence the levels of mercury in the two

tubes become at the same horizontal level.
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When plotting the relation between

(Vor - P)

We get a curve

Vot

1.
(vor _ -p)

We get a straight line

Vol

(Vor)r

(vor)z

0

proportional to its pressure at constant

(vur)r

(Vor)z

0
1

P

@bservation:

The volume of a certain amount of the gas is inversely

temperatur" (V, * +) 
or PVo, = constanr

Gonclusion:

At constant temperature, the product of (%r)

a constant value (Boyle's law),

and (P) for a certain mass of a gas equals

vot (L)

P(kPa)

= From the previous, we can formulate Boyle's law as follows:

Boyle's law:

The volume

temperature.

@

of a fixed mass of a gas is inversely proportional to the pressure, at constant

At constant temperature, the product of the volume of a given rnass of a gas and its
pressure is constant.

l1
Pz Pl
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fi Boyle's law mathematical formula:
,1

,P". '. V,
ol

i

or i.
PV,=constant iori

i.....",."...-.. ......"-.....- ....{

Hence when the volume of a definite amount of a gas changes from (Vo,)1 to (Vo,)rat constant

temperature, the pressure of the gas changes from P1 to P2 according to the relation:

Pr(%r) 
-= 

Pr(Vor), 
,

o
o
o

o,

Notes:

The volume of a certain amount of a gas is 300 cm3und,er a pressure of 20 cmHg.

If its pressure is increased to 60 cm Hg, then its volume at the same temperature

equals

@ 100 cm3

Solution

@ 2oo cm3 (c 300 cm3 (D 900 cm3

l%il=it'qfi"l i{
P, (%r)r = Pz (%Jz

20x300=50x(Yor)z

=20em P,=60cmHgl

(%J, = 4#rq= 1oo cm3

.', The correct choice ir @.

1. In Boyle's experiment:

'.' Mass of the trapped gas is constant.

.'. Tho density of the trapped gas increases as its volume decreases and the density of

the trapped gas decreases as its volume increases based on the relation; p o" m,.

V0l

.'. At constant temperature: o * -1- - p, rgaS V.'ol

i p, _ (vor)z 
_ lL i'i Pz- tvrl - e, 

I

2. Boyle's apparatus can be used as a manometer to measure the pressure of a certain amount

of trapped air (gas) in the tube x compared to the atmospheric pressure in the opened tube y.

7s?
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A certain amount of a gas has a density of 32 glL at pressure of 760 mmHg and

temperature 0oC, then its d.ensity at the same temperature and a pressure of 570 mmHg

becomes

@ t2 gtL

@2a sL

@40cmHg

@ ts gn-

@ 30 g/L

Itt Pz=?

n,=o'
P2 P2

760 _32
510 P2

pr=2#=24slL
.'. The correct choice ir @.

The opposite figure shows a cylinder of a unifurm cross-

section closedfrom both sides and contains africtionless

movable piston trapping two dffirent quantities of a gas

on its sides.If the gas pressure on each of the sides of the

piston is 80 cm Hg, then the pressure difference on the

two sides of the piston when it moves slowly to the middle

of the cylinder at constant temperature equals

@socmHg

@ 160 cm Hg@ 120 cm Hg

Solution

\ Clue

'.' The cross-sectional area of the cylinder is unifurm.

:. Length of the trapped air column represents the volume of the gas.

When the piston is displaced to the middle of the cylinder, each of the gas columns

lengths at the two sides of the piston becomes 2!.

i P, = 32 glL i iPr= 570 mm Hg 
i
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(V .) . =3 Al. OI'YI

Py1 = 80 cm Hg

ry.) ^ =2Al' ovyz
D _t

yz

Pyr (Vo)yr = Pyz (Vot)yz

Prrx3 AL=Pyzx2AL

80 x 3 =Prrx2

Py2= 120 cm Hg

Before moYing the piston

--3 L----------------, -- l------

, AP=? i

After moving the piston

-21- -21--

(Vo,)", = Al

Pr1 = 80 cm Hg

At side x

(Vor)rz =2 Al
P -',lxz

P*r (Vot)*r = P*2 (Vo1)*2

Prt AL =Przx 2 AL

80=P*zx2

P*z= 40 cm Hg

o
Eo
o

a)

.'. Pressure difference between the two sides of the piston:

AP = Prz -P^2= I20 - 40 = 80 cm Hg

.'. The correct choice ir @.

you are asked to determine

what happens to the density of

the enclosed gas at each of the

sides of the piston, what will
be your answer?

P,,
P*,

At side x At side y

@ Decreases Decreases

@ Decreases Increases

o Increases Decreases

@ Doesn't change Doesn't change
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Capillary tube of unifurtn cross-section contains a ruercury threa.d. of length 10 cm

trapping a d.ry air column of length 30 cm when the tabe is held vertically with the open

end downwards where the atmospheric pressure is 76 cm Hg, then the length of the

trapped uir column when the tube is positioned horizontally with assutning constant

temperature equals

@23.02 cm

Solution

@ zo.os cm @30cm @ 33.95 cm

vertical with its open end downwards horizontal

fll:--

Pz=P 
u

(Vur)z = Al,

t
lb l0 cm

rH+

P,(%), = P, (%J,

'rtr=PrN,
(Pu - h) Lr=Pul.,

(76- 10) x30=761,

lz=26'05 cm

.'. The correct choice ir @.

Gh*l the tube is positioned vertically with its open end upwards, which of

lt I the previous choices will represent the trength of the air column that is

.-ll- trapied by the mercury thread?

Q-fesr 
gourself

* An amount of gas has volume Vo, under pressure of 4 bars. If the volume of the gas has

decreased by a value of 25a/o from its initial volume due to the increase of its pressure at

constant temperature, then the pressure of the gas in this case equals

fu) t6 Uars(C 5.33 bars

i- 
/, = ro_9*_l 

i_ 

p-_=_16 c'",Lrq,-i :, Lr=1 t:

When the tube is :

Pr=Pu-h

(Vor)r = Alt

4.25 bars r$) 5 bars
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Guideline

Mixing two gases at constant temperature:

When two non interacting gases such that the volume and the pressure of the first
are (vo,)1, P, while the volume and the pressure of the second are (vo,)2 and p, are

mixed together in a container of capacity Vo, at constant temperature, then:

- The pressure of the first gas after mixing (1) can be calculated from the relation;

, Pl vo, = P, (vo,), O

The pressure of the second gas afrer mixing (n)) "*
.J'

, P) V", = P, (Vo,), 
i

i., j

The pressure of the mixture of the two gases (f) .u, be calculated from the relation:

i P=el+n) 
j

Where the total pressure for the mixture of gases equals the sum of partial pressures for
each ofthese gases separately.

- That means:

From @, @, @'

(Pl + P;) %r = Pr (\,), * p, (%,),

(u

o
o

4)

be calculated from the relation:

For the
mixture

Before
mixing

A quanti$ of nibogen gas of volame 15 liters at a pressure of 12 cm Hg and another

qaantity of oxygen gas of volume 10 liters at a pressure of 50 cm Hg are pumped together

into an evacuated closed container af capacity 5 liters. If tke temperature of the two gases is

the same before and after mixingrthen the pressure of the mixture equals

@ t:0 cm Hg @ t+a cm Hg@t0cmHg @ too cm Hg

(\\ :l) y 3;/or llnt-'tt-rr(Jl;,lJ"U#:r<ldl

@
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Solution

Nitrogen

(Vor)r = 15 liters

Pt= 72 cm Hg

Pt=?

ar(uo,),,',* = Pr(Vo)1

i. xS =12x75I

i. =gOcmHs

(Vor)z = 10 liters

Pz=50cmHg

ir= ?

Oxygen

gas

Before

mixing

After
mixing (V.) =5liters' ol'm1x

P =?mlx

\
P =P.mrx I +Pz

i P.tv^,)_i* = P2(vol)2
, z' ol'n

i irx5=50x10
t\

i Pz= 1oo cm Hg

=36+100=136cmHg

flnother Solution

P** (Vo,)*i* = Pr (Vo,), + P2 (Vol)2

*5=(12x15)+(50x10)

= 1"36 cm Hg

P.
m1x

P.
mrx

Arubber balloon containing air has a volume

of 200 cm3 under a pressure of 121.6 cm Hg,

The balloon is put inside a container af capacity

800 cm3 and the container is sealed.

If the balloon is exploded, then the air pressure

inside the container (ignore the rubber volume

and suppose that the temperature is constant) equals

(Where: Po= 76 cm Hg)

@le .a cm Hg @ sz.+ cm Hg @ eo.z cm Hg

\

t g 
=

162 
|

.'. The correct choice it @.

an amount of argon gas of volume 20 liters that has the same temperature of the

two gases is pumped into the closed container that contains the mixture of oxygen

and nitrogen gases, where the pressure of the mixture becomes 200 cm Hg, so

which of the previous choices represents the argon pressure before mixing?

@ tto.z cm Hg
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Solution

\ Clue

- When putting the balloon of volume (V"), = 200 cm3 in the container whose

capacity is Vo, = 800 cm3 and closing the container, then:

'Air pressure (P) inside the container equals the atmospheric pressure.

. Air volume inside the container (V)r:
(Vo)z = Vot- (Vo),

- After the explosion of the balloon inside the container the air volume inside

the container equals the capacity of the container Vor.

,--,-----, -------------'-'

i (%,]r 
: "?99 :fl i 't! 1= 

t2l .6 cm Hs i i %, = (%),,i* = 800 cm3 i

____-:______--_____- _- ----____:-- 
---

,le:79: Iq,ir-,,=:i
(Vor)z = Vol - (Vor)r = 800 -2OO = 600 cm3

P** (Vo,),,,i* = P1 (Vor)r + P2 (Vo1)2

P** r 800 = (121.6 x 200) + (76 x 600)

P_i* = 87.4 cm Hg

flnother Solution

Air in

' the
r, balloon

o,

o
o
vt
IA
(u

Before the

balloon

explosion

After the

balloon

explosion

(Vnr)r =200 cm3

Pt= 127.6 cm Hg

Pr(Vor)-r* = Pr(Vo1)1

f, x 800 =727.6x200

& = 30.+ cm Hg

Pz(Vor)*i, =Pr(Y o1)2

Prx800=76x600

Fz= 57 cm Hg

(V .) = 800 cm3'ol'm1x

D _'r . -;mlx

\\
P-i, = P, + P, =30.4 + 57 = 87.4 cm Hg

Air in
.the?
i' container:j

(Vor)z = 800 -200

= 600 cm3

Pz=76 cm Hg
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.'. The correct choice it @.

the container has been opened after the balloon explosion, what will be the percentage

of air volume that leaks out of the container relative to the container capacity?

@ sr, @rcro @ tsvo @20%

An air bubble rises from a depth of 50 m under the water surface of a lake upward until

being at the surfuce of water where its volume becomes 5 cm3 , so assuming the temperatare

has remained constant, the volume of the air bubble at the initial depth equals

(Knowing that: The density of Inke water = fiAT kglrus ,The acceleration due to

gravity (9 = 9.5 mls2 and the afinospheric pressure = 1.013 x td Ntm2)

@ 0.57 cm3 @ 0.65 cm3 @ 0.86 cm3 @ 1.72 cm3

Solution

g=9.8 (vo,), = ?

The bubble I Pz=Pu

at the surface | ff",), = 5 cm3

Guideline

When an air bubbte rises inside a liquid to its surface

at constant temperature, then its volume increases from

(Vor)r to (Vo,), where:

Pr (Vor)r = P, (Vo1)2

(Pu + p g h) (vo1)1 = Pu (vo12

Where: h is the depth of the bubble

The bubble I Pl = Pu + Pgh

at depth so m 
| (yo,), = ?

P, (%,), = P, (\1)2

liquid

I
Water

;urface

50m

164'
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(Pu + pgh) (%1, = Pu (%12

({t.ot: x 105) + (1000 x 9.8 x 50) x (%J, = 1.013 x 105 x 5

(%), = o'86 cm3

(u

o
o

7)
J

30 mL

Gro

.'. The correct choice ir (0.

9 rr", aourself
Choose the correct answer:

ffi fn" volume of a gas bubble increases during its rise from the bottom of a lake to

the water surface due to

@ increasing the atmospheric pressure at the water surface

@) decreasing the water pressure around the bubble

@) decreasing the mass of the gas inside the bubble

@ increasing the gas density inside the bubble

W X The opposite figure shows two glass bulbs X, y

connected by a tube of negligible volume and equipped

with valve K. Bulb X is evacuated while bulb y

contains an ideal gas of pressure 5 atm. If the pressure

of the gas in bulb Y has decreas ed to 2 atm when

the valve K is opened at constant temperature,

then the volume of bulb Y equals

(9smL @ 15 mL ' t7.5mL (a't zo mr

E X The opposite figure shows a tube of uniform

cross-sectional areaand length L tnutis inverted and then

submerged vertically in a basin of water without letting any

leakage of air go inside it so that water rises inside the tube

until the length of the trapped air column inside it becomes
o ,,1

i6 (, if the atmospheric pressure is equivalent to the

pressure of a water column of length 10 m, then the value

of h at constant temperature is approximately equal to .......... .

@t* (A z^ Q,I JM @) +*

F 65-
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Properties of Gases

I

The questions signed by $ are answered in detail.

lnteractive test

o 
enclosed inside a cylindrical container of uniform

cross-section that is equipped with a movable

frictionless piston. Which of the following graphs

represents the relation between the pressure of the

gas (P) and the length of the enclosed gas column (h) at constant temperature?

@ r" the opposite figure, a certain amount of a gas is

P

tr

l\,,
@

P

t

l/_
@

@ If the volume of a gas is 2 liters atZ atm,its volume becomes when its pressure

decreases to 1 atm at constant temperature.

@4 liters @3 liters @ 1.5 liters @ t titer

@ X An amount of a gas of volume 350 cm3 at pressure of 2 atm,then its volume at

the atmospheric pressure (1 atm) at the same temperature is """"" '

@ 350 cm3 @ zoo cm3 @ 9ae cm3 @ t4oo cm3

@ fn" opposite graph represents the relation between

o 
the pressure of an enclosed gas and its volume at

constant temperature, so the value of x equals

@1*3 @ t.z m3

@4 *'@) 1.5 m3

@ X Gas bubble of volume Vo, at the bottom of a basin containing mercury rises to

6 
the surface and just below the surface its volume becomes * U .rlf the atmospheric

pressure is 76 cm Hg, so the height of mercury in the basin is

Vo,im3)

@38 cm @+o cm @zocm @ tt+ cm

and Boyle's Law

First I tvtultiple cholce questions

@



Questions on Chapter 5

@ A certain amount of hydrogen gas occupies a space of 2500 cm3 in the standard pressure
o 

and temperature. If the pressure of the gas is increased by + of its original pressure, then

in this case the gas at the same temperature occupies a space of .......... .

@ 514.3 cm3 @ 6t+.: cm3 @)lt+.1cm3 @ 81+.: cm3

@ ffr" opposite figure shows a movable frictionless piston

' that traps an amount of gas in a cylinder. The piston was at

position (1) and then it is pulled out slowly to position (2)

while keeping the temperature constant, so

Gas density Gas pressure

@ decreases decreases

@ decreases remains constant

@ increases decreases

@ lncreases remains constant

(u

o
o

c,

(1)

@ X An amount of a gas of volume Vn, at pressure of 2 atm,if its volume gets decreased to
o 

25 Vo ofits original volume at the same temperature, then its pressure becomes

@satm@2atm @ z.6l atm @4atm

@ X A chemist wanted to determine the volume of an evacuated flask, so using a tube of

(Vor)r 2 (Vo)r

o 
negligible volume, he connected the flask to a reservoir of volume 150 rnLthat contains

a gas of pressure 45 kPa. He found that the pressure inside the flask and the reservoir

became 15 kPa at keeping the temperature constant, then the volume of the flask is

@ 5oo mL @ zso mI- (Q mo mr @ tsoo mr

@ ,n figure (1), a certain amount of a gas

' is enclosed inside a cylindrical container

which is equipped with a movable

frictionless piston where the pressure

and the volume of the gas are P, and

(Vor)r respectively. If the piston is

moved upwards very slowly till the

volume of the gas becomes 2 (Vor)1,

then which of the curves in figure (2)

represents the change in pressure versus

Figure (1)

volume of the

@c

Figure (2)

gas at constant temperature?

@D

t

@a @e
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@ a certain amount of a gas of volume 561 cm3 at temperature OoC is transfered completely

o 
to an evacuated container of volume 748 cm3 ,hence the pressure becomes 1 atm at the

same temperature,then the gas pressure before being transferred was equal to "" ""' .

@ o.zs atm @ t.:a atm (g) 1.5 atm @2 atm

@ rn the opposite figure:

,o*
J

(Q quadrupled

Afixedamountofajristrappedinsideacylinder" ffi***"r r ,^ r

equipped with a movable frictionless piston, when the lI.- :o cm -------l'1Y111-l

YX
piston is pulled slowly from position (X) to position (Y)

at constant temperature, then the air pressure inside

the cylinder ...."...' .

(a) decreases to its quarter @ decreases

Q) is tripled

@ fn" figure shows a balloon of volume Vo, in a well sealed bell jar made of glass that is

"' connected to a vacuum pump.What happens to the air pressure and the air volume inside

the balloon when the pump is operated for few minutes at constant temperature?

Balloon volume The pressure inside the balloon

@ decreases lncreases

@ lncreases lncreases

o lncreases decreases

@ decreases decreases

@ ffre opposite figure shows Boyle's apparatus

where the temperature is kept constant at20"C

during the experiment and the atmospheric

pressure is 760 mm Hg. When tube A is raised

a little upwards, the height difference between the

mercury levels inside the two tubes gets increased

by 5 cm, then the length of the trapped air column

in tube B becomes

(u) 11.3 cm

(q) tt.9 cm

@scm

Mercurv

(Q 17 cm

o

Traooed l=--f I 
-

":i__l__Ll'o'-
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@ rn the opposite figure, two well sealed spherical

o containers A, B which contain two non reacting

gases are connected by a horizontal tube of

negligible volume that is equipped with

a closed valve. If the valve is opened and the

total pressure of the mixture of the two gases

becomes 780 mm Hg at the same temperature,

then the ratio between the volumes of the two

containers lY"')t equals
(Vor)a

@+ r^-" 4
\L';

J

a)

o
c)

o

P1 = 600 mm Hg

(A)
Pz = 900 mm Hg

(B)

@
a
J

z (o, ;
-)

@ n cubic tank of side length / contains a certain amount of an ideal gas at pressure P. If

"' this gas is transferred completely to an evacuated spherical tank of radius / at the same

temperature, then pressure of the gas in the spherical tank becomes

@f"Y @f,"r o*, @+

@ ffr" opposite graph represents the relation Px103(N/m2)

between the pressure (P) and the reciprocal

of the volume (+) for a certain amount of
vol

a gas at constant temperature, then:

(i) The relation that we can deduce from

the graph between the pressure and volume

is.."...'..
{,t--31

160

80

@ + = constant

@ PVo, = constant

O GVor)2 = constant

p2
(d) ^ = constant
- vo,

(ii) The volume of the gas when its pressure

o

400

320

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0,5

is 240 kPa equals

3.33 m3 @ 4.44 m3@ z.z rn3 @ 0.3 m3

1Y\ : 1) y lilJY/1,r-r-lr-u(Ll; -uer,;;ffif f 6r-

':::a:i::

:'r

ir

r.:i;l
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@ X In the opposite figure, a cylinder closed from both ends

i.
contains a frictionless movable piston at its middle where

the gas pressure at the sides of the piston is 75 cm Hg. When

the piston is moved slowly upwards using a metal wire of

negligible volume, so the upper part volume gets decreased to

its half, then the difference in gas pressure at the sides of the

piston at constant temperature becomes

@50cmHg @100cmHg O150cmHg @ 200 cm Hg

@ X The opposite figure represents two positions of a

capillary tube of uniform cross-section closed from

one end, containing a dry ur trapped by a thread

of mercury of length 15 cm. If the temperature is

constant, then:

(i) The atmospheric pressure equals

(O t5 cm Hg @)rc cm Hg @76.5 cm Hg @llcmHg

(ii) The length of the trapped air column if the tube is held vertically with its open end

downwards equals

@) 10 cm @zocm @) 30 cm @+ocm

@ X A gas bubble comes out from a breathing tube used by a diver at the bottom of

a lake, if the radius of the bubble gets doubled just when it reaches below the surface of

water, then the depth of the lake (assuming constant temperature) equals

(Where: The atmospheric pressure = 1 bar, The density of water = 1000 kg/m3,

The acceleration due to gravity - 10 m/s2)

@t+om @tosm

;:::1[

24cm

(---------------

@zom @)35m

@ X A quantity of nitrogen gas of volume tr U.rat pressure P was mixed with a quantity
o 

of oxygen gas of volume Vo, at pressure 5 P in a closed container of volume j Vo, th"rt

the pressure of the mixture P at the same temperature equals

(O 3.2s P

1?0 
I

@zp @rar @ re.s e
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o,

o
o
vt
IA
(u@ X In the opposite figure, the bulb at the middle contains

a

" an ideal gas at a pressure of 2 atm while the other bulbs

are completely evacuated. Suppose that the temperature

is constant and the volumes of the connecting tubes are

negligible, then the pressure inside the bulb in the middle

(i) Valve (A) only is opened equals

2 liters

if:

1 liter 3 liters

@!ut^ @)ut^ @{u,* @ iu^
(ii)

@

Valves (A) and (B)

tu^
are opened together

the normal atmospheric pressure through a valve in cylinder

containing 8 liters of the air under a pressure equals

200 times the normal atmospheric pressure. If the diver

needs 16 liters of air per minute at the normal atmospheric

pressure, then at constant temperature:

(i) The maximum time can the diver breath below

water using that cylinder equals

@ 150 minutes @) I25 minutes @ 100 minutes @ 50 minutes

(ii) The volume of the air bubbles due to breathing of the diver increases during its rise to

the water surface because of ....'..... .

@ decreasing the mass of the air inside the bubble

@ decreasing the water pressure on the bubble

@ increasing the mass of the air inside the bubble

@ increasing the water pressure on the bubble

@rueopposite figure shows two tanks connected through

a closed valve on a tube of negligible volume.

One of the tanks is evacuated and its volume is (2 Vor)

while the other tank contains a gas of volume (V"1.

If the valve between the two tanks is opened slowly, then

the pressure of the trapped gas at constant temperature

@ X The opposite figure shows a diver who breathes air at

@ decreases to its half

@ decreases to its one third

@ increases to the double

@ increases three times

@!ut^ @f,"t-@|"*
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@ ffr" opposite figure shows a capillary tube of uniform cross-sectional
o areathat contains athread of mercury which traps a quantity of air.

If the atmospheric pressure is 76 cm Hg, then at constant temperature:

(i) The length of the trapped air column when the tube is placed

horizontally is approximately equal to ..'...'..' .

@) 13.53 cm @ t+.ol cm @ tz.ss cm @
(ii) The length of the trapped air column when the tube is placed vertically

end downwards is approximately equal to ......'... .

(d 13.53 cm $) t4.e7 cm @) 17.55 cm (d) 18.6s cm

il

',l-II+|
12.5 cm I IIU

@rt the gas pressure is increased by 10 7o at constant temperature, then its volume

a percentage of.......... .

@#o, @) ro v,

@ figur" (1) shows U-tube containing amount of
o mercury that traps a qruantity of air of volume 3 cm3

Another quantity of mercury is poured in the open

branch of the tube, so the volume of the trapped air

has become 1.5 cm3 as in figure (2).

The height difference (h) between the mercury

surfaces in the two branches equals

(Consider the temperature is constant

and Pu =760 mm Hg)

@) 70 cm @zocm

@ X An evacuated glass bulb A of volume 30 mL is connected to another glass bulb B
J' containing an ideal gas at pressure 5 atm through a closed valve in a tube of negligible

volume. When the valve is opened the pressure in bulb B is decreased by '75 Vo withofi

any change in temperature, then the volume of bulb B is .........' .

@)8mL @ to mI- @ nmr @ ts mt-

@ X In the opposite figure:
i. U-shaped tube of uniform cross-section has a closed end which is

enclosing an amount of air, then the length of the mercury column

that can be put in the free end to raise the mercury in the closed

end2 cm at constant temperature is "'.."'.. cm.

(Where: Pu=75 cm Hg)

P.

I

@4
G) 2e

decreases by

@,& qn

-11

@27

@ roo

18.65 cm

with its open

@#,,

l" l'"

Mercury

Figure (1) Figure (2)

@) 79 cm @) tsz cm

-77

8"-ll
lt_
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o)
E(,
o
(u

a
aa

@ o.2s H @0.1 H

a
aa

@ X The opposite figure shows a hollow tube of uniform

cross-sectional area and length Lthx is opened at one end is

completely submerged vertically upside down in water where no

air is leaked out of it. If the atmospheric pressure is equivalent

to the weight of water column of height H, then at constant

temperature, the difference between the levels of water inside

the tube and the level of water in the basin (h) equals

(D2H @H

@ X The opposite figure shows three gas containers which are

connected together with three short tubes of negligible volume,

then the pressure value of the gases mixture when opening the

three valves assuming constant temperature equals

@z.az atm @ s.8: atm

(c) 5.1 atm @ z.os atm

@ X A rubber balloon encloses amount of air under pressure of 2 atm.The balloon is put

"' inside an open cubic container of side length 10 cm then the container is firmly sealed. If
the final pressure inside the container after the explosion of the balloon becomes t.5 atm,

then neglecting the volume of rubber and assuming constant temperature, the volume of

the balloon before its explosion equals

@ 350 cm3 @ 5oo cm3 @ 750 cm3 @ 9so cm3

@ fn" diameter of a gas bubble increases to the double when it rises from the bottom

"' of a lake till it reaches the surface. If the atmospheric pressure at the lake surface is

equivalent to the pressure of water column of the lake of height H, then assuming

constant temperature, the depth of the lake water is ...'.....' .

@zu @:n @zH @8H

@ X Barometer tube, has a cross-sectional area I cm2 and

the mercury height inside it is 76 cm. If the length

space above mercury is 5 cm, then the air volume

the atmospheric pressure which if it is introduced

the space above mercury in the tube, the mercury

decreases by 6 cm at constant temperature equals

- 
11 ?

(a )- cm-
-38

*.*'
JJ

{|]1.,'

Neon gas

250 nn

1.28 atm

Lof

under

into

level

^?5 ?
(c )1 cm-
-66

@ff'-'

W3
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@ X The opposite figure shows U-shaped tube that has a uniform
t 

cross-sectional area2 cm2 where mercury is poured in it, so that it

is balanced in the two branches at the same horizontal level. The

upper end of the short branch is closed as in the figure where the ZO cm

height of the spaco above mercury was 20 cm. If the atmospheric

pressure is 75 cm Hg, then at constant temperature:

(i) Pressure of the enclosed air in the closed branch equals

(974 cm Hg @75cmHg @76 cm Hg @17 cm Hg

Pressure of the enclosed air when mercury is poured in the open end branch to raise

level of mercury in the closed end branch by 5 cm equals

50 cm Hg @ 100 cm Hg @ 150 cm Hg @ 300 cm Hg

(iii) The required volume of mercury to be poured in the open branch till the mercury

level in the closed branch rises by 5 cm equals .......'.. .

@ 35 cm3 @ 5o cm3 @ 7o cm3

@ nor. containers are isolated from each other by
3 Vot

(ii)

the

@

"' valves x, y and z. Volume and content of each

container is shown in the opposite figure.If

the gas pressure in the container K is 2 atm,

then the valves which should be opened so

that the gas pressure in container K reaches:

(i) The value of the atmospheric pressure (

@ valve x only @

@

@ valves x, y together

@ valves z,y together

@ 100 cm3

4Vot

2Yot

Vacuum

@ valves x, y together

(ii) Two third the atmospheric pressure (tut^1is ..'..."'. .

Vacuum

1 atm) is .'......" .

valve y only

valves z,xtogether

@ valves x,ztogether

@ the three valves together

@ fnree containers X, Y and Z of volumes 4 Vo, ,

'r' 2 Vo, and Vo, respectively are separated from

each other by valves (l), (2). The containers

(Y and Z) contatn gas such that the gas pressure

in container Z ishalf that in container Y while

container (X) is evacuated from air as shown

Vacuum

Vacuum

in the opposite figure. When only valve (1) is opened, the pressure in container (Y)
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becomes P, but when valve (2) only is opened the pressure in container (Y) becomes P,

then at constant temperature. the ratio (l) equals ........" :

2

(Consider that temperature is constant in all cases)

6Z
-)

@+ (o+
J

o,

o
o
vl
vl
o

^1
\u/;

..
@ fwo containers (1) and (2) of similar volume

isolated from each other by valve (K) and

each of them contains amount of a gas. Each

container is connected to a mercury manometer

as in the opposite figure. When valve (K) is

opened, the mercury level in the two branches

x and y .......... .

@ fne opposite figure shows the path followed

by one of the minute carbon particles of a smoke,

explain why it moves in this way.

@ Wfrut are the precautions that must be present to verify Boyle's 1aw?

@ fn" following figures show four similar capillary tubes, each of them containing

.'. a mercury thread of the same length as the other tubes and trapping the same quantity

of gas and they are placed in different positions. Arrange the four tubes according to

the density of the trapped gas in each of them by the mercury thread assuming that

the temperature is constant. 

I \ ,/.
I I \\ ,/,/

--------------- 
= - 

,Cn\'/
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Branch x Branch y

@ gets lowered gets lowered

@ gets lowered flses

o fISES flses

@ rises gets lowered

Second I EssaY questions
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First : Choose two correct answers in each of the following :

@ f*o containers, one contains amount of oxygen gas while

the other contains amount of nitrogen gas, are connected

by a tube that is equipped with a closed valve as in the

opposite figure. What happens to the pressure of each

of the oxygen and the nitrogen gases when opening the

valve at constant temperature?

@ fne pressure of the oxygen gas decreases.

@ ffre pressure of the oxygen gas increases.

@ fne pressure of the nitrogen gas decreases.

@ ffre pressure of the nitrogen gas increases.

@ fne pressure of the two gases remains constant.

@ ffre opposite figure represents a mercury barometer

"' *ith a vertical tube whose height above the mercury

level in the basin is 1 m and its cross-sectional area is

2 cm2.If a volume of air of 10 cm3 at the atmospheric

pressure is inserted into the space above the mercury

in the tube at constant temperature, then

(Where: Pu=J6 cm Hg)

Mercury

@ the air pressure above the mercury level becomes 10.89 cm Hg

@ the air pressure above the mercury level becomes 34.89 cm Hg

@ the mercury level in the tube rises by 10.89 cm

@ the mercury level in the tube lowers by 10.89 cm

@ the mercury level in- the tube lowers by 34.89 cm
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Second: Write what suits each statement:

Two similar tubes (1), (2) contain two equal volumes of water and mercury respectively

and both trap the same amount of air at the same temperature as in the following figures.

Two equal volumes of water and mercury have poured in the free branches of tubes (1),

(2) respectively:

Put in front of each of the following ratios its suitable value after the liquids are

settled.

Greater than one Equals one Less than one ,

(1) The ratio between pressures of the trapped air in the tubes (5.
P2

(2) The ratio between volumes of the rrapped air in the t"U* 
ffi1.

(3) The ratio between masses of the trapped air in the tubes (fr).

(4) The ratio between densities of the trapped air in the tubes 1Pl;.
P2

(. ..)

.... .)

(. )

(.... )

q,

o
o
(u

i*"+t"

Figure (1) Figure (2)

1 Y r : 
1 ) y li / oy / 1.r-u'lt -t -(Jt ; c,r;l 

"u-;; 
glil 7n
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Lesson Two

. We have studied before, that materials

(solids, liquids or gases) contract by

cooling and expand by heating and that

liquid and solid materials have different

volume expansion coefficients as shown in

the opposite table, but, do equal volumes of

different gases expand by the same value

when increasing their temperature by the

same value at constant Pressure?

To investigate this question,let us do the following experiment:

1.Two flasks.

4. Mercury.

1781

hot air baUoons flyl

The material
Volume expansion

coefficient (K-1)

Iron 35.5 x 10-6

Copper 49.9 x 10-6

Mercury 1.8 x 10-a

Alcohol 10.9 x 10-a

rf
Llools:

St"ptt
1. Bring two flasks of equal capacity and fill

one of them with oxygen (Or) and the other

with carbon dioxide (CO2), then close each

of them with a cork through which arrght

angle bent capillary tube containing a thread

of mercury of length 2 or 3 cm is inserted.

2. Corks. 3. Narow tubes.

5. Oxygen and carbon dioxide gas.

Gharles's Law
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2. Submerge the two flasks in a basin filled with cold water.

3. Pour hot water into the basin and notice the distance moved by the mercury thread in

both tubes.

o
=F
o
vl
ul
(u

Gonclusion:

@br"rr"tion:
The two mercury threads move equal distances.

1, At constant pressure, the volume of a certain amount of gas increases as the temperaturg

increases.

2.Equal volumes of different gases expand by the same amount when their temperatures

rise by the same amount at constant pressure i.e., all gases have the same volume

expansion coefficient (or), at constant pressure.

' When the temperature of a certain quantity of a gas rises from OoC to toC at constant

pressure, the volume of the gas increases by A(Vo,) where this increase in volume of the gas

is directly proportional to each of:

- The volume of the gas at 0"C (Vol)'"": A(Vo1) * (Vor)o"c

- The change in temperature of the gas (At): A(Vo,) ". At

.'. A(Vol) o" (Vo,),." At

.'. A(Vot) = const x (Vo,),." At

.'. A(Vol) = cru (Vo,),." At

.... o,. = 
A(vo,) 

- 
(vol)t'c-(vol)o'c

-- i --v (vor)."" At (vor).." At 
i

L**__.",_""::-"-.:-"- " ,""*i

. The measuring unit of the volume expansion coefficient is kelvin-l (K-1).

. The pressure of the enclosed gas in the

flask for both gases in the experiment

is constant before and after heating and

equals the atmospheric pressure at the

time of conducting the experiment.

Mercury thread

Deducing the volume expansion coefficient of the gas at constant pressure
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pressure and equals 
n, 

K - 
.

@
It is the ratio between the increase in volume to the original volume at OoC for

From the previous, the volume expansion coefficient of the gas at constant pressure

can be defined as follows:

The volume expansion coefficient of a gas at constant pressure (ur): '--- --------------'-r

It is the increase in volume per unit volume at OoC for 1"C rise in temperature at constant

re and eouals --L' 213
Lr-,

l'C rise in

temperature at constant pressure and equals * f-'
273

Notes:
1. Kelvin (K) is the measuring unit of the absolute

temperature.

2. To convert from degree Celsius to kelvin we use

therelation: r T= t+273 :

Where: (T) is the temperature in kelvin and

(t) is the temperature in Celsius.

3. The temperature on Kelvin scale is always

positive while the temperature on Celsius

scale may be positive or negative.

4. The temperature change in the Kelvin scale is

equal to the temperature change in the Celsius

scale ... i.e. Li = Lt ,

o -273

A quantity of gas has a volume (V *)u", ut temperature 0oC.When its temperature

increases to 273"C, its volume becomes ruA L. If you know that the volume

expansion cofficient of the gas at constant pressure is + K4,then the volume of' 273

that quantity af the gas at 0oC equals

@4oL @sor- oseL

Absolute

zeto

Kelvin scale Celsius scale

T (K) t ("C)

ution
i:
i t^ = 2J3"C':
tL

i---------------------t i---------i----- 1--i

i 
(Vor),.c= l00L i i o, =,iK-' :,

t_ _ - - _ _ _ _ _a ! !_ _ _ _ - _ _ _,

@100L

it-=0oCl
il I
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'.'0(
(vo,\". - (vo1o"c 1oo - (vor)o"c

(Vo,)o"c x (273 -0)

.'. 273 (Vo,)o.c =273 (tOO - (Vo/o.")

.'. (Vor)o.c = 100 - (Vor)o"c

.'. (Vor)o.c = 50 L

.'. The correct choice ir @.

you are asked to calculate the volume of this amount of gas at 50"C, so which of
the previous choices represents that?

'To verify Charles's law and find the volume expansion coefficient practically let's carry

out the following experiment using Charles's apparatus:

.1_" 273-

c,

=
a
(u

-l
v (vo,).". At

Experi ment objectives:
. Verifying Charles's law.

To show the relation between the volume of a gas and its

temperature at constant pressure.

. Determining the volume expansion coefficient of a gas

under a constant pressure.

Th" app"ratus structure:

L. It consists of a glass capillary tube 30 cm long and

about 1 mm diameter with one of its ends closed.

Z.The tube contains a short pellet of mercury enclosing

an amount of dry air inside it.

3. The tube is fixed with a thermometer on a scale inside a glass

envelope to control the temperature of the enclosed air using

two tubes, one at the top to let the steam enters the envelope

and the other at the bottom where the steam emerges.

4. Two rubber stoppers.

Steam in

Mercury pellet

Capillary tube

Thermometer

Glass envelope

Air

Rubber stopper

Steam out

Charles's apparatus

F 81-

Charles's law
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--, Frecautions of the experiment:

1. The capillary tube should be of unifofin cross-section so that the length of the trapped at

column can be taken as a measure of the volume of air.

Z.The trapped air inside the capillary tube should be completely dry, which can be achieved

by adding a tiny drop of concentrated sulphuric acid, to absorb water vapor because

the pressure of water vapor changes greatly by changing the temperature.

3. The atmospheric pressure has to be held constant during the experiment by fixing the tube

in a vertical position.

4. The trapped air inside the capillary tube column must be completely immersed in the glass

envelope during the experiment.

St"ptt

1. Fill the glass envelope with melting 
:

crushed ice. 
I

2.Leave them until the trapped air inside 
;

the glass tube has fully acquired the 
:

temperature of the melting ice (0"C) and 
'

measure the length of air colum, (/)n.. 
i

which corresponds to (\10." (because 
i

the tube has a uniform cross-sectional area). :

(Vor)o"c=1/;o."xA

.'. (Vor)o.c ". (/)o.c

Crushed ice

3. Remove the ice and the water from the

envelope and pass steam of 100oC from

the top of the envelope to get out from the

bottom for several minutes to be sure that

the temperature of trapped air becomes

100oC, then measure the length of the
t

air column ({)roo." which corresponds to

the volume (Vor)roo.c

(Vor)roo"c = (/)loo.c, o,

.'. (Vor)roo.c o< (l)1oo.c 
i

,."..,"."..,.',.',',',,','','.,',,.,'-.*J

--Steamin

\steamout
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4. Hence the volume expansion coefficient (%) of ur can be determined from the following

relation:

o
=
o
JA
tn
q)

a (vol) ry"')'oo:; - ir"il.;
(vo,)0." At (vor)o"c x loo'c

(oi
I

1..".

Where: (Vor)o"c is the original volume of the gas at OoC,

(Vor)roo"c is the volume of the gas at 100oC,

(At) is the rise in temperature.

5. Let the enclosed air in the tube get cooled gradually and determine the length of

the trapped air column at different temperatures.

Note:

ic[ =iv
'I

o - ro,oo..-riio."
u 

{/)0." x loo

6. Draw (Plot) the relation between the volume of the trapped

air (V I on y-axis and the temperature in Celsius (t"C) on

x-axis and also plot the graph between the volume of the

trapped air (Vo,) on y-axis and the temperature in Kelvin

scale T(K) on x-axis.

(%r)o'"

. The pressure of the enclosed air inside

the capillary tube in the experiment is constant

at different temperatures and equals:

P t upp.d ui. = Pu + h (cm Hg)

Where: (h) is the length of the mercury pellet in the tube.

Mercury
pellet

Ptrapped air

@br"r*rrtion:

1. The volume expansion coefficient for air (cr,,) at constant pressure = *per 
kelvin or

Celsius degree.

2.The graphical relation between the volume (\,) on y-axis and the temperature of a gas

(t"C) on x-axis is a straight line that cuts the volume axis at the volume of the trapped

air at OoC (f%)"") and the extension of this line cuts the temperature axis at *273"C

which corresponds to the absolute zero of the Kelvin scale as the following graph.
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The absolute zero:

It is the temperature at which

the volume of the gas vanishes

theoretically at a constant pressure.

3. When plotting the relation

between the volume of the

gas (Vo,) on y-axis and its

temperature on Kelvin scale (T)

on x-axis at a constant pressure,

we get a straight line that passes

through the origin as shown in

the opposite figure: Vor - T

Note:

-2',73

(voDroo'c

(Vo)ot

T(K)

volume

@

. Slope of the straight line in the two graphs is the same, such that:

av. av. (vot)o.c
Slope = Ol = Ofl = ctu (Vo,)o 

"c = U,

Gonctusion:

At a constant pressure, the volume of a 
vor(L)

given mass of a gas expands bv 7f of

its original volume at 0"C per each one

kelvin rise in temperature (Charles's law).

=+ From the previous, we can formulate Charles's law as follows:

Charles's law:

At constant pressure, the voiume of a given mass of a gas expands bV * of its original' " 2'73

at 0'C per each one kelvin or one degree Celsius rise in temperature.

At constant pressure, the volume of a certain mass of a gas is directly proportional to

its absolute temperature on Kelvin scale.
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'* Cnartes's law mathematical formula:

, V,ocT i

:oli
ii

Hence when the temperature of a definite amount of a gas

changes from T, toTrat constant pressure, the volume of

the gas changes from (Vo,), to (Vo,), according to the relation:

(vot)t Tl 
i

rV) T^(vor)z Tz 
'

o
=F
o
IA

(u

From the similarity of the two triangles ABC and ADE in the following graph:

AC = tr +273 =Tt

, DE = (%i,

, AE =t2tZ73=Tz

. BC_AC..DE_AE

... BC = (%),

. (vor)r 
_t, + 213 

= 
t, 

.

(Vor)z tr+ 273 T2 ol
j

Note:
. When rising the temperature of a certain amount of a gas in an open container to

the atmospheric pressure, then the pressure of this amount is considered constant (equals

the atmospheric pressure) and Charles's law is applicable in that case.

( Y t : l) y E;/.r,r /1.r-u"lt-t (tt; c,lJ "g y<bCl

V.,t=constxT

Deducing the mathematicalformula of Charles's law
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If the volume of an amount of a gas is 450 cm3 at 273 K and pressure 76 cm Hg, then its

volume at 364 K assuming that its pressure remains constant equals

@ 400 cm3 @ 6oo cm3 @ 680 cm3 @ 760 cm3

Solution

i" 0L'\ :4io-3-3.
(vor)r 0olz

Tz=364K ii {vo,)r=t

Tl T2

450 - 
(Yot)z

273 364

(v .)- - 450 x364 
= 6oo cm3' ot'z 273

.'. The correct choice is @.

the temperature of the gas is kept constant at364 K and its pressure gets decreased

to 60 cm Hg, then which of the previous choices represents the volume of the

gas in this case?

An open flask of inner volume 2.05 liters is placed in a fridge at SoC, if ir is tuken out of

the fridge and left until its temperature became 21oC, then the volume of the leaked air

from the flask by assuming the persistence of both of the pressure snd the volume of

the flask equals

@0.I2liter @ o.ts titer @ 0.18 liter @ 0.2liter

= 5oC

Tr=!+273=5+273=278K

T z= tz+ 273 = 27 + 273 = 294 K

(vor)r 
= 

(vor)z

Tr T2

2.05 (Vot)z

nB= 2%

- t86l
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(Vor)z =2.77[Iterc

.'. (Vor)r"ur..a = (Vor)z - (Vor)r = 2.17 - 2-O5 = 0.L2 liter

.'. The correct choice is @.

An amount af a gas of volume 50 liters at temperature of 273 K and pressure of 76 cm Hg,

when it is heated to 546 K,its pressure is decreased to 60.8 cm Hg and its volume becomes

I25 liters, then the volume expansion cofficient under a constant pressure equals

**' @**' @h*' @h*'
Solution

i lYolL-l9l:l:l: i i!,jn? 5 i i lr Il9:l1g I

I lz-99:!t*tt-q i i lvrr)z-= lzsrL:er'- i l"-,I1l

i rz:!!fKi

\ Clue

Tb calculate the volume expansion cofficient of a gas, the gas pressure must be constant.

To calculate the volume expansion coefficient of the gas

o
=
E
o
IA
1A

a)

We have to keep the pressure of

the gas constant at76 cm Hg and

calculate its volume at 546 K using:

Charles's law

(vor)r T1

(vor)s -t2

50 _ 273
(vor)s 546

(Vor)s = loo liters

(vor)*c - (vor)o"c

iOr I

fi,=
Y

The correct choice is @.

(vo,)o'" At

100 - 50

We have to keep the gas temperature

constant at546 K and calculate its

volume at pressure 76 cm Hg using:

Boyle's law

Pr(Vor): = Pr(Vo1)2

76x(Vo,)r=60.8x125

(Vor): = 100liters

_ 
(vor), - (v"),

--rvilat
I ---t= 273- 

K
50 x (546 -273)
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-_, the temperature of the gas is raised to 650 K, then the volume expansion

coefficient at constant pressure

@ increases

@ decreases

@ remains constant

@ the answeris indeterminable

Guideline
. Another form of Charles's law in terms of the density of the gas:

... o_ m
' vo,

. \/ -m.. v . --olp

(vor)r 

= 
(vot)z

Tr T2

Substituting from equation @ into equation @:

-1 ^z

o

@

PrTr gzTz

'.' The amount of the gas is constant.

"'ffir=ffi2

' 
PrTt = PzTz

. PT=const 
,

A certain amount of gas has density 13 kgtnf und volume 50 cm3 at 0"C,then the density of

the gas when its temperature increases by 50 K at constant pressure equals

@ 0.9 kg/m3 @ t.t kg/m3 @ 1.3 kg/m3 @ 1.9 kg/m3

Solution
i- 

-- -;-

i Pr = 1'3 kg/m-

Tr =tr +273=O+273=273K

Tz = Tr + AT = 273 + 5O =323K

= 50 cm3

Example
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PrTr = PzTz

1.3 x273 = prx323

Pz= l.Lkg/m3

.'. The correct choice is @.

you are asked to calculate the mass of the gas after raising its temperature,

what is your answer?

@s" roag @o.s xLoag @z.sx1o-2g @q"toag

Guideline
. The volume expansion coefficient of a gas at a constant pressure can be calculated

by knowing its volume at temperatures trrtras follows:

o
=
o
Ut
l,
(u

(%1, 11 273 +t,

ryJ =r= ,73a1

#.+ r+(fi"t,)
=-

273 t,

-t...-

273' 273

(%J, 
= 

t*o,r,
(%J, 1 + cr,t,

t+(rr-1-"tr)

A certain amount of a gas has avolume of 35 cnf et27"Crif its volume becomes 40.6 cm3

al 75oC , then the volume expansion coefficicnt of this gas al constant pressure equnls

@2.6 x 10-3K-l @s * 10-3K-r @3.56 x 10-3K-r @3.56 x 10-3K-l

Solution

u = 
1 

K-1= 3.66 x 10-3 K-lv 273

.'. The correct choice i. @.

llBr-

------------;-, -

',!zl1sl9 I I !%lz:19:9:-l i rq:l I

35 
= 

l+27uu

40.6 1+75u,
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the temperature of the gas is raised to 100"C, then its volume becomes

@ a3.s crrf @ ez.+ cnf @75.2 crr3 @ 83.5 cm3

Test Aourself ---- -
Choose the correct answer:

s The air inside an open flask is heated fromZJ'C to 87oC, so the ratio between

the volume of air that has leaked out of the flask to the internal volume of the flask

(considering that the air pressure and the flask volume are constants) is """"" '

(D+
)

(c ):
1

GD+

S The volume of a certain amount of a gas is 50 cm3 at3g0 K, while its volume at

0'C is 35 cm3, then the volume expansion coefficient of the gas at constant pressure

equals

3.66 x 10-3 K-1 3.63 x 10-3 K-l :.5 x 10-3 K-1 3 x 10-3 K-l

G)#
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@ fn" graph that represents Charles's law for the ideal gas is '..."'... .

lnteractive test

T(K)

Vo1

t

IL
@ @

t('c) t('c) T(K)

@ If the temperature of a gas is increased by 10"C, then this rise in temperature on

' the Kelvin scale equals

@1oK @263K 273 K @) 2s3 K

@ X An amount of a gas has a volume of 600 cm3 at 2g3 K,then its volume at a temperature
o of 333 K at constant pressure will be

@ 527 .9 cm3 @ 681.9 cm3 (c)lZZ.s cm3 @778.4 cm3

@ X The volume of a quantity of gas is 4 liters at temperature of 120"C, then the change in its
o temperature in kelvin when its volume decreases to 1 liter at the same pressure is .......... .

(a)294.75K G) 366 K (c) 3e3 K @ 4et.2s K

@ X A quantity of a gas at temperature of 17oC is heated to increaseits temperature by
6 100"C at the same pressure, so its volume has increased by 2.5 cm3,then the volume of

the gas before heating is ...'...... .

@ 4.25 cm3 @7.25 cm3 @ 14.25 cm3 @) 323.03 cm3

@ O" amount of a gas has volume Vo, at temperature T. When we increase its temperature
t by AT, its volume increases by AVo, at constant pressure. Then the graph representing the

relation between the volume expansion coefficient of the gas and its absolute temperature

at constant pressure is .......... '

@

clv

t

@

c[v
lt/
I,

@

o(v

ItI,
@

T

IL
@

The questions signea Uy $ are answered in detail.

tl el

@@
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@ so"c

temperature

@ 320 cm3

@ X Agas of volume 60 cm3 at temperature 300 K and pressure 1 atm, its volume becomes

o 
36.4 crrr3 at temperature OoC and pressure 1.5 atm, then the volume expansion coefficient

under a constant pressure equals

(a;Z.eA x 10-3 K-l @ 4.33 x 1o-3 K-1 @ +.0: x 1o-3 K-l @ 6.33 x ro-3 K-l

@ X If the length of the trapped air column in a vertical capillary tube of uniform
o 

cross-sectional area is 39 cm at a temperature of 273Kand when the temperature

rises to 378 K the length of the air column becomes 54 cm, then the volume expansion

coefficient with neglecting the expansion of the tube at constant pressure equals

ail 1 r-1'- 273
aD -!- r-1: 274 @

@ tt " 
volume of a certain amount of a trapped gas at 10oC gets doubled when it is heated to

o
at constant pressure.

@ 20"c @) loo'c (d)293"C

@ tt the volume of a certain amount of a gas at temperature 44"C is 250 cm3, then at

of 0"C its volume at constant pressure becomes

@):00 cm3 @ 215 cm3 0) 200 cm3

@ X To deter:rnine the volume expansion coefficient

of a gas at constant pressure, an experiment

is carried out using a vertical capillary tube ofregular

cross-sectional area containing a mercury thread

trapping an air column. The opposite table

illusffates the values of the length of air column

at different temperatures, the value of trat constant pressure is about

@ 3o'c @:s"c o 45.C (0 8s"c

ro-Lr-1'" 215

1 K-l
276

@ X In Charles's experiment for determining the volume expansion coefficient for air
o 

under constant pressure, the length of the enclosed air column at the melting point of ice

was 13.65 cm and the length of the air column at the boiling point of water under the

standard atmospheric pressure at sea level was 18.65 cm, then with assuming that the

pressure remains constant and neglecting the expansion of glass, the volume expansion

coefficient of air equals

C3;z.e6 x 10-3 K-l @ 3.66 x 1o-3 K-1

Length of the air
column (cm)

Temperature
("c)

50 25

60 tz

(Q ru.ee x 1o-3 K-r C4) zz.s+ x 1o-3 K-r



Questions on Chapter 5

@ tf the percentage of the change in the volume of a certain amount of a gas at heating is

I0 Vo of its original volume at constant pressure, then the percentage of the change in its
absolute temperature equals

@t07o (o2o qo
@) zo ro @oo ro

volume of the trapped air

samo pressure equals

@ o.++ m3

@ X A capillary tube of uniform cross-section and length 15 cm is placed vertically and
o 

contains amount of air trapped by a mercury column of length 5 cm while the 1ength of
the trapped air column is 9.1 cm at2l"C,then the maximum temperature in Celsius that

can be determined when using the tube as a thermometer with assuming that pressure is
constant and neglecting the expansion of the tube equals

@ 5o'c @ zs'c @ m'c @ 125.c

@ ffre temperature of a quantity of a gas is increased

o
=

(u

from 37oC to 192'C at constant

37'C is Vo,, then the change in

@ X An amount 
" with a frictionlesso 

movable piston. If the density of air is 1.3 kg/m3 at 0oC, the

when rising the temperature of the container to 120"C at the

@ o.t r m3 @ o.zz m3 @ 0.29 m3

o pressure. If the volume of this amount of the gas at

the volume of the gas (AVo,) equals

@+ @+ o+ rov.voI

I O^ opened metal can contains a certain amount of air of volume Vo, at temperature

'' 
2gg K.When the can is heated to a temperature of 343 K,a volume of 9.06 cm3 of air
is leaked from the can. By ignoring the expansion of the can, then at constant pressure

the value of Vo, is .......... .

@ 40 cm3 @ 5o cm3 @ 60 cm3 @ 67 cm3

@ X An open nurt g7"C, then
o 

the ratio between the volume of air that went out of the flask to the original volume of air
that was in the flask considering the pressure is constant and the expansion of the flask
is negligible is .......... .

@ o.rzs @ o.zs Lr o.3 @ o.+

@ X An amount 
" ped in a cylinder

l of cross-sectional arca 250 crr? thathas a frictionless movable piston. If the cylinder is
heated until the temperature of air becomes 100"C, then by neglecting the expansion of
the cylinder, the distance moved by the piston to keep the pressure constant is .......... .

@tzcm @t6cm@+cm @acm

(Yo : l) Y 1;/.rr/1,r-u'lt -t(Jt ; 'u,t";rrgldl
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@ n boy inflated two identical balloons with air until they reached the same volume,

then he put one of them in the fridge for a certain period of time and when he took out

the balloon from the fridge and compared its volume with the other, he found the balioon

which was cooled, has a smaller volume, explain with assuming constant pressure and

neglecting the change of pressure due to the change of tension of the rubber.

€) Oxplain why two equal volumes of oxygen and nitrogen gases expand by the same value

t 
when raising their temperatures by the same value at constant pressure.

@ Mention the precautions that must be considered when carrying out the experiment of

' verifying Charles's law.

@ W.it. down the mathematical relation that is represented by each graph and

t 
th" equivalent of the slope for each of them:

TK

(Where: (V") is the gas volume, (t)

in kelvin)

(2)

is the temperature in Celsius and (T) is the temperature

(a) Clarify the method of measuring the volume of the enclosed

air inside the tube, with explaining your answer.

(b) Explain why the enclosed air inside the tube must be dry during

the experiment.

(c) Describe the relation between the change of the thermometer

reading and the change of the volume of the enclosed air.

(d) Why does the pressure of the enclosed air remain constant during

the experiment?

o1(m3)

tZ
(1)

fC

@ fn" opposite figure shows Charles's apparatus:

1e4l

Vo,(cm3)

Second I fssaY questions
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First : Choose two correct answers in each of the following :

@ tn Charles's apparatus, the cross-sectional area of the tube was 4 
^m2,the 

length of the
o mercurythreadinsideitwas 2cmandthelengthof theenclosedaircolumn at2JoCwas

10 cm, if the temperature is raised to 57"C,then.................. . (Where: pu=76 cm Hg)

@ the volume of the trapped air in the tube becomes 0.44 cm3

@ the volume of the trapped air in the tube becomes 11 cm3

@ ttre volume of the trapped air in the tube becomes 44 cm3

@ tfre pressure of the trapped air in the tube equals 78 cm Hg

@ ttre pressure of the trapped air in the tube equals 86 cm Hg

@ nto* the precautions that must be considered when carrying out Charles's experiment to
o 

study the relation between the volume expansion coefficient and the temperature of a gas,

that .................. .

@ ttre trapped air is saturated with water vapor at 100.C

@ ttre trapped air is dry

@ there is a constriction at the base of the capillary tube

@ the water vapor passes from top to bottom

@ ttre water vapor passes from bottom to top

Second: Write what suits each statement:

e A cylindrical container is equipped with a frictionless piston that can

move freely while trapping a quantity of a gas, using the opposite figure.

Put in front of each of the following the suitable statement when raising

the temperature of the gas at constant pressure:

Increases

(1) Volume of the gas.

(2) Mass of the gas.

(3) Density of the gas.

(4) Volume expansion coefficient of the gas.

Remains constantDecreases

()

()

()

()

__?_
ttld..d

t .. .. 4 .t.,

-";-.i+tj.-l-
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Lesson Three

Does the pressure of gases increase by increasing the temperature at constant volume and

do equal pressures of different gases increase by equal values or different values when their

temperatures increase by equal values?

To investigate these questions,let us do the following experiment that shows the effect of

temperature on the pressure of a gas at constant volume:

1. A glass flask that contains an amount of air (figure 1f 1).

Z.The flask is closed with a stopper through which

a U-shaped tube that contains an amount of

mercury comes out. 
Flask

3. Adjust the surface of mercury in the two branches

(A), (B) to have the same level at (x) and (y), so

the pressure of the enclosed air (Pr) in the flask

becomes equal to the atmospheric pressure (Pu)

(figure 1r;).

4. Mark the mercury level at position x on the tube to

determine the volume of the trapped air.

Jfi::ffi,:F
always written J
spray cans? -.r*

(u

ct-
tl,

LJ

Experiment objectives:

. Studying the effect of temperature on the pressure of a gas at constant volume.

App"t"tus structure:

(B)

U-shaped

-- tube
v

Mercury

Figure (1)

.t

\

r:& I

E
Pressure Law and General
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St.prt
1. Determine the temperature of the trapped

2. Submerge the flask in a vessel containing

hot water. So the level of mercury lowers

in branch (A) which is connected to the

flask and rises in branch (B) which is. /^. ._ \
open to air (figure (2),).

ir (tr) using the thermometer.

3. Pour mercury in the open branch (B) to

make the level of mercury in branch (A)

returns back to (x), so the volume of the

trapped air remains constant (figure 1:)).

Pa

I

Y

(B)

I
lh
V

v

Warm water

Figure (2) Figure (3)

4. Measure the difference between the levels of mercury in the tube (h) by using a graduated

ruler, then measure the temperature of the trapped air by using a thermometer (tr).

5. This shows that as the temperature increases from troC to troC,the pressure increases

by h cm Hg to become: P, = Pu + h

6. Repeat the experiment using different gases and raise the temperature of each gas by

the same amount.

(A)

@br"rr"tion:
' At constant volume the pressure of a given mass of a gas increases by increasing

the temperature.

. The value of h (the difference in the height between the levels of the mercury in the two

branches) represents the increase in the gas pressure and it is constant for the different

gases when raising their temperature by the same value at constant volume.

Gonclusion:
. Equal pressures of different gases increase equally when their temperature rises by

the same value at constant volume.

. Pressure increasing coefficient (Fr) is constant for all gases at constant volume.

7e, 
-
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. When the temperature of a gas increases from 0"C to toC at constant volume, the pressure

of the gas increases by a value of AP.

. The increase in the pressure of a gas (AP) is directly proportional to:

- The original pressure of the gas at 0"C (P0..): AP o. Po..

- The change in temperature of the gas (At): AP "' At

.'. AP ". Po"c At

.'. AP = constant x Po." At

... AP = F, Po"" At

Po." At

AP
Ft = Pn.J. =

P;:; - P;";

@ The measuring unit of the pressure increasing coefficient of a gas at constant volume is

(kelvin-l) or K-1.

=+ From the previous, we can define the pressure increasing coefficient of a gas (B*)

at constant volume as follows:

The pressure increasing coefficient of a gas at constant volume (9p): '

It is the increase in pressure per unit pressure of a gas at OoC when the temperature

increases 1oC at constant volume and equals =L f-'.213

a,
The ratio between the increase in gas pressure to the original pressure at OoC when

the temperature rises 7oC atconstant volume and equals * f-t.' 273

If the pressure of a certain amoant of a gas at |oC is 33 cm Hg and when the

temperature increases to 182'C at constant volumerits pressure becomes 55 cm Hgrthen

the pressure increasing coefficient of the gas at constant volume equals

1 K-l
273

1 K-1
373

. The used instrument in the previous experiment can be used as a mercury manometer

to determine the pressure difference (AP) between the trapped air in the flask and the

atmospheric pressure (Pu) :

AP=+h(cmHg)

@ 373 K-1 @2Br{r

Deducing the pressure increasing coefficient (Fr) of a gas at constant volume

----- 1rE-l
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Solution

i 
ao.. - 33 cm Hg

F*=
P*" - Po"a 55-33

@ increas"s

@ remains constant

182'C

@ decreases

@ the answer is indeterminable

a)
(u

o
IA
u!
(u

=1K-1
273Po." x At 33 x (182 - 0)

.'. The correct choice ir @.

the temperature of the amount of the gas is raised from OoC to 100oC, then

the pressure increasing coefficient of the gas at constant volume

Guideline
. The pressure increasing coefficient of a gas under a constant volume can be calculated

by knowing its pressure at two different temperatures t, and t, as the following:

- When the temperature of the gas rises from OoC to tr:

P, - Po.. = l3pPo"c (At)l

Where: P, is the pressure of the gas at ti

.'. P1 = Po." * l3nPo." (tl - 0)

.'. Pl = Po"c (1 + p.tr)

- And when the temperature of the gas rises from OoC to t2:

P, - Po"" = BpPo.c (At)2

Where: P, is the pressure of the gas at t2

rr\
\7.'. P2= Po.c (1 + Brtr)

By dividing equation e bV equation @, we find

P,-1*Frt,
P2 1 + Brt,

If the pressure of a certain amount of a gas is 3 atm at 30oC anil when the gas temperuture is

decreased to -172Trits pressure becomes equal to the atmospheric pressurerthen the pressure

increasing cofficient of the gas at constant volume equals

e

(Where: Po= I atm)

@h*'@ 1oo K-1 @ ztz t<-r ra1r-1
3t3
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Solution

rP.=3atmiit.-30'C:
i I ill i

P,-1+optr

\-Tiw
1+30Bn

=-l-1729P

9r=fixJ

=-172"C i i F*= 'll

3

1

.'. The correct choice i. @.

9 r""r Aourself-

s An amount of a gas is heated from 0'C to 213"C at constant volume, so its pressure

gets doubled, then the pressure increasing coefficient of the gas at constant volume

equals

@:z: r-1 61
3tJ

Q;ztz rtr) 1 r-1'' 273

The pressure increasing coefficient which is constant for all gases and the effect of

temperature on the pressure of a certain amount of a gas at constant volume can be

determined practically by using an apparatus that is called Jolly's apparatus as follows:

Thermometer

Water bath

{ volume of the

buib mercury

Capillary tube

Experiment objectives:
. Verifying the pressure law.

. Determination of the pressure increasing

coefficient of air at constant volume.

App"t"tus structure:
It consists of a glass bulb (A) joined to a capillary

tube (B) bent in the form of two right angles and

connected to mercury reservoir (C) by a rubber tube.

The reservoir (C) and the tube are mounted on a vertical ruler. Jolly's apparatus

Pressure law
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Precautions of the experiment:

r. ] of the volume of the glass bulb (A) should be filled with mercury to keep the volume

of the enclosed air constant during the experiment however is the change in temperature

where the volume expansion coefficient of mercury is 7 times that of the glass.

2,The enclosed air should be heated using water bath (indirect heating).

3. The glass bulb (A) should be completely immersed in the water bath and the immersed

part of the glass tube in the water bath should be very small so that it can be ignored.

4. The enclosed air in the glass bulb (A) should be dry because the water vapor doesn't

obey the ideal gas laws, so it will affect the measuring accuracy of Fp.

5. The movable reservoir should be kept down before cooling the glass bulb to avoid

the spillage of mercury in the glass bulb.

St"ptt
1. Determine the atmospheric pressure (Pu) using a barometer.

2,Ptt suitable amount of mercury in the movable reservoir (C) to enclose a certar. volume

of air in the glass bulb (A) and put a mark (x) on the other branch that is connected to

the bulb to determine the volume of the trapped air.

3. Submerge bulb (A) completely in crushed ice and wait until the temperature of the

enclosed air becomes OoC where the mercury level in the tube which is connected to

the flask rises above the mark (x).

4. Move the reservoir (C) down to restore the volume of the enclosed air at mark (x) again,

then calculate Po." as follows:

. If the mercury level in the opened branch is higher than that in the tube which is

connected to the flask then: P..c = Pu + h

. If the mercury level in the opened branch is lower than that in the tube which is

connected to the flask then: P."c = Pu - h

Note:

5. Submerge bulb (A) in boiling water and wait until the temperature of the enclosed air

becomes 100oC, so the mercury level in the tube which is connected to the flask goes

down.

6. Move the reservoir (C) up to restore the volume of the enclosed air at mark (x) again,

then calculut" Ptoo.c = Pu + h

. The mercury level is restored at the mark (x) at different temperatures to keep

the trapped air volume constant in the glass bulb.

( Y1 : l) y tilJy I 1at-\lt-u(Jr;,tJ,r".;p gldl
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Po." x 100

@bt"rr"tion:

7 .Calculate the pressure increasing coefficient of the air at constant volume (Br)

from the relation:

i 
0'=

Proo"" * Pr""

8. Let the water gets cooled gradually and during that return the

mercury level to the mark (x) at different temperatures and

determinethetrappedairpressureatthosetemperatures.

9. Plot a graph between the pressure of the trapped air (P) on P0oc

the vertical axis and its temperature in Celsius scale (t'C) on

the horizontal axis and also plot a graph between the pressure of

the trapped air (P) on the vertical axis and its temperature in Kelvin

scale (T K) on the horizontal axis.

1. The pressure increasing coefficient of air (Fp) when air volume is kept constant is

constant and equals =! fot each kelvin ot d"gt"" Celsius.
273

2.The graphical relation between the pressure (P) of the trapped air on the vertical axis and

the temperature (t) in Celsius scale on the horizontal axis is a straight line that cuts the

pressure axis at the pressure value (Po.c) at OoC and its extension cuts the temperature

axis at - 273'C which corresponds to the absolute zero in the Kelvin scale as in the

following figure:

-2j3 0 100

The absolute zero:

It is the temperature at which the pressure of the gas vanishes theoretically at constant

volume or at which the volume of the gas vanishes theoretically at constant pressure.

3. When plotting the relation between the pressure (P) of the enclosed air on the vertical axis

and the absolute temperature (T K) on the horizontal axis, we get a straight line that starts

at the origin as in the following graph.

D^r 100"c

Po'c

Pot
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. The slope of the straight line on the two previous graphs is the same, where:

AP AP P^.

srope=+=+=FoPo". =-#

(u
6.,

o

o)

Gonctusion:

The pressure of a given mass of gas, kept at constant volume, increases by 
=|- 

of its' "273

original pressure at 0"C per each one kelvin rise in temperature (pressure law).

= From the previous, we can formulate the pressure law as follows:

Pressure law:

The pressure of a given mass of a gas, kept at constant volume, increases by * of its

original pressure at 0'C per each one kelvin or one degree Celsius rise in ,,:rflJrurur".

At constant volume, the pressure of a fixed mass of a gas is directly proportional to its

absolute temperature on Kelvin scale.

From the similarity of the two triangles ABC and ADE in the following graph:

P

* P."s,r"e law mathematical formula:

i po.T i@ i P=constxT i

i. 
......... .... ..1 r i

Hence when the temperature of a definite amount of a gas changes from T, toTrat constant

volume, the pressure of the gas changes from P, to P, according to the relation:

D'I-
L

II
D'|-t-

LL

the mathematicalformula of the pressure law



=g... BC 
= 

AC
DE AE

'.' BC = P.
I

'.'AC = t. * 273 =T-1 '-'" -1

. Ir - 
rt+273 

-\P2 L2+273 T2

DE=Pz

AE = tz+ 213 =Tz

ir.'.. P-T 
i

. Jolly's apparatus works as the mercury manometer where it can determine the pressure

of the trapped air (P) in the glass flask in terms of the atmospheric pressure (Pu) where

the pressure of the trapped air is: P = Pu + h (cm Hg)

If the pressare of 20 cm3 of a gas at 26oC is 59.8 cm Hg, then its pressure at 130"C,

assuming that the volume is constant equals

@ 44.31 cm Hg @ SO.S cm Hg

Solution

1jvni1,=.zo;: .i i 
e,:Ie,aFfrg.

t,=r,
P2 Tz

59.8- 213+26
P2 213 + 130

p, 
= 5994@ = 80.6 cm Hgz 2gg

.'. The correct choice i. @.

@ 61 .7 cmHg @ 80.6 cm Hg

A manometer is connected to a tank which contains a quantity of gas at 10'C whose

pressure is greater than the atmospheric pressure by 10s Pa. If the temperature of the gas

is raised to 40"C, so the increase in the pressure of the gas considering that the volume is

kept constantris .......... .

@ 1.87 x 102 Pa @:.:s x 102 Pa

(Where: Po= 1.013 x 10s Pa)

@2.13 x 104 Pa @ 6.33 x 104 Pa

-----2f,E

ior,=tosnai it,=10oCi it^=40"Ciif i i2
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Pr=APr+Pu

= 105 + (1.013 x tos)

=2.013 x 10s Pa

Tr = tl + 213 = 10 + 273 =283 K

Tz=tz+ 213 = 40 + 273 = 313 K

,, 
=r,T1 T2

2.013x10s=',
283 313

Pz=2.226 x 10s Pa

LPr=Pr-Pr= (2.226 x tos) - (z.Ol3 x t05) = 2.13 x 10a pascal

.'. The correct choice ir @.

The absolutezero or (zero kelvin):

. When plotting a graphical relation between:

@ The volume of a quantity of a gas (Vo)

and its absolute temperature (T) at

constant pressure.

@ The pressure of a quantity of a gas

and its absolute temperature (T) at

constant volume.

(P)

Figure (1)

We find that:
.Theoreticallyatabsolutezero,V,=0atconstantpressure(figurel)andP=0atconstant

voiume (figure 2).

. But in fact, with extreme cooling, the material is no longer in the gaseous state, but
transforms into a liquid or often a solid, hence it does not obey the gas laws.

. So the gas volume or pressure vanishes theoretically at absolute zero.

. The gas which obeys the gas laws is called the ideal gas, thus when we derive the ideal
gas laws, we have to neglect the intermolecular forces and the size of molecules compared

to the size of container.

Figure (2)

Eo5
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! Test gourself
Claoose the correct answer:

* An amount of a gas has pressure P at 0"C. If its pressure gets doubled when its

temperature is raised to t at constant volume, so t equals

(i)273"C (t-)546"c G) -273"C o 8190C

. The volume of a certain amount (mass) of a gas changes due to the change of

either.

The gas pressure

From Boyle's law:
1^vo,*f Q)

At constant temperature

The gas temperature

From Charles's law:

V ocT (
ol \e/

At constant pressure

C From the previous, we can compare the three laws of gases as follows:

P.O.C Boyle's law Charles's law Pressure law

e)

a

At constant temperature, the

volume of fixed mass of gas

is inversely proportional to

the pressure of the gas.

At constant pressure, the

volume of fixed mass of gas

is directly proportional to its

temperature on Kelvin scale.

At constant volume, the

pressure of fixed mass of gas

is directly proportional to its

temperature on Kelvin scale.

CE

Gl '-t

6)F

cg cli

z

P(Vot) = Const

Pl _ 
(vol)2

P2 (vor)r

Vol 
= Const

T
(Vo,), 

- 
T,

(vor)z T2

P_ - uonst
T

P,=r,
P2 T2

(n

a=

rlr Lh

I

- Mass (m).

- Temperature (T).

- Mass (m).

- Pressure (P).

- Mass (m).

- Density (p).

- Volume (Vo,).

a
q)

29
rh .i

- Volume (Vo,).

- Pressure (P).

- Density (p).

- Volume (Vo,).

- Absolute temperature (T).

- Density (p).

- Pressure (P).

- Absolute temperature (T).

-.YcE i.J

da
tiY
\JA

c)
li

From the relations O,@, V", * i

General gas law
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PVol

OJq,

o

Q).'.vor=constantx+ oR = constant

Which is the mathematical formula of the general gas law.

Thus, if the volume of a certain mass of a gas is (Vor)r and its pressure is P, and its

absolute temperature is T,, then the volume is changed into (Vo,)r, the pressure to P, and

the absolute temperature to (Tr), then:

... ' 
Pt (vor)i 

-i.|.

Pz (vor)z

iT_',t

T

T2

Hence, we can formulate

The general gas law:

the general gas law as follows:

The product of the volume of a fixed mass of gas and its pressure divided by its

temperature on Kelvin scale equals a constant value.

Note:

The pressure of a gas that occupies a volume of 250 cm3 is I atm at 27'C, then

the pressure of this gas at 177'C when its volume is 300 cm3 equals

Value of the constant in the general law of gases is (lL >< R) where (m) is the mass of" \M )

the gas quantity, (M) is mass of one mole of the gas, (R) is the universal gas constant that

equals 8.31J/mol.K.

Which means that: The value of the constant depends on the mass of the gas and its type.

o When the gas is at standard temperature and pressure (STP), it means that:

(1) The gas pressure = The atmospheric l(2) The gas temperature = zero Celsius

pressure

P_^^ = P^ = 1.013 x 10s N/m2 = 76 cm Hg T=t*273=0+213=213K

Which means that

@ 0.83 atm @ t.25 atm @ 1.35 atm @ 1.75 atm

Enrichmenl informotion



Solution

P1

(vor)r

tl

Tr=tr+273

=1atm
a

=250 cm"

_ a'7011
- Lt \_

=27 +273= 300K

; .. 
r-, =.1.." 

.

(Vor)z = 300 cm3

tz= rJJoC

T^ = t^ +273 = lll +273 = 450 K22

Pz(Y 
or)2

T2

P, x 300

Pt(vot)t

T1

I x250

300 450

Pz= l'25 atm

.'. The correct choice i. @.

the gas temperature is kept constant at27"C and the volume is increased to

300 cm3, in this case which of the previous choices represents the gas pressure?

The volame of a gas at 27oC under pressure of 60 cm Hg is 380 cm3,then its volume at

the standard temperature and pressure (STP) equals

@273 cm3 @ 333 cm3 @346 cm3 @ 546 cm3

i---------''-----i

i 1n:1:: 1 i

Pz=J6 cm Hg

Tz=273K

P1(Vol)1 Pr(Vo')'

Solution

(Vor)r = 380 cm3

Pr=60cmHg

tl= 27"C

.'. T1 = tr+273 =27 +273 = 300 K

T1 T2

60 x 380 76 x (Y 
or)2

300 273

(Vor)z = 273 c",-3

.'. The correct choice ir @.

the gas pressure is kept constant at 60 cm Hg, in this case which of the previous

choices represents the gas volume at temperature 273K?

---- 108-l
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The opposite graph shows the relation between the pressure (p) for
two equal tnasses of the sdme gas at dffirent volumes ({V"r)uU))
and the temperature (T) on the Kelvin scale,then .......... .

@ (V"r)1 = (Vor), G)(v")1 > (v"')'

@ the answer is indeterminablee ryJ1 < (v",),

Solution

PV.
'.' ol 

= const
T

.'. SloPe "' +vol

.'. The straight line of the larger slope represents

... (vor)r < (vor)z

.'. The correct choice ir @.

An air bubble of volume 025 cm3 is at the bottom of a lake where the temperature is 5"C.

If the depth of the lake is I0 m, then the volume of the bubble just before it reaches

the surface where the temperature of water is 20'C eqaals

(Where: Po= Id Nlm2,Pn= 1000 kglm3,g = 10 mls2)

@0.27 cm3 @ 0.36 cm3 @ 0.53 cm3 @ 0.69 cm3

Solution

The bubble at the bottom

(V"Jr =O'25 cm3

t1 = 5"c

h= 10m

= 105 N/m2

= 10 m/s2

1000 kgim3

.'. Slope=#=

Pt = Pu + P(*ur"r) gh

= 105 + (1000 x 10 x 10)

=2 x lo5 N/m2

Vot

the amount of gas of the less volume.

The bubble at the surface

i{vo,)r=z i

t^ = ZO"C
z

i P^=P =losN/m2iza
i

4

P
a

G
b

p=
warer

,'o'
,1"

( YV : l) r p/lr I 1at-'tt -t (lt; -tx,g glil

Examole
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z,

-J

Pl(Vol)l Pz(Y 
or)2

T1 T2

\
2 x lOs x0.25 10" x {Vo,1,

5 +273 20 +273

(Yor)z = 0'53 cm3

.'. The correct choice it @.

Guideline

Another form for the general law of gases in terms of the density:

m
. L_r--

' vnl

.'.v^,=* Oolp

Pr(vor)r 
- 
Pz(vor)z 

rn
,.. 

\:/

FromQand@:

Pt*t 
= 

nr^,

PrTr PzTz

'.' The mass of the gas is constant.

"'ffii=ffi2

= constant

If the density of an amount of oxygen gas of volume Vofis 1.4j kglm3 at STP,then

the density of this amount of oxygen gas at 35oC under a pressure of 2 x rus Nlm2

equals

@ r.43 kg/m3

@ 2.5 kg/m3

@ 3.6 kg/m3

@ 1.95 kg/m3

(Where: Po= 1.013 x 10s Nlm21

Pl P2

210 
|
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Solution

c,
(u

o
ta
vl
(u

The gas in the second case

<a
Pz=2 x 10'N/m'

,?{1)
t^ = 35oC

T^ = 35 +273 = 308 K
L

P1 
="P,T, P,T,

I.ot3xlos- 2x1os
1.43 x 273 P2 x 308

P2=2'5 kg/m3

.'. The correct choice i. @.

the gas volume is kept constant ut Y, in this case what happens to the density

of the gas at temperature 35"C and pressure 2 x l}s N/m2?

The gas in the first case (STP)

P1 = Pu = 1.013 x 105 N/m2

Pr = 1 .43kglm3

Tr=273K

@ Increases

@ Remains constant

@ Decreases

@ fne answer is indeterminable

Test Aourself
Choose the correct answer:

)l( A, air bubble of volume Vo1 at a depth of 5 m from the surface of a lake where the absolute

temperature is X. If the bubble rises to the surface of the lake where the absolute temperature

increases by 27o,then the volume of the bubble becomes approximately .......... .

(Where: pwater = 1000 kglm3,Pu = 105 N/m2, g = 9.8 
^lt2)

i.r,, t.s vo, r0 1.9 vol ic) 2.1 Vo, (.d) 3 Vor

wl*

811 
-



Pressure Law and

General Gas Law

.,"P1,:i',fffir,.

'"J1ry

[4a3akApp

lnteractive test

The pressure law

@ Wfrut is the temperature at which the pressure of an amount of a gas at 10"C gets doubled

o at constant volume?

G) 2o'C @ So"c @ i60"c (42%"c

@ Wt 
", 

a certain amount of a gas is heated, which of the following graphs represents
- 

the change in pressure (P) when the temperature (t) on the Celsius scale changes at

constant volume?
P

.1 ,*" ,7.r.,2.,..1 .,"
@@@

@ X A closed container containing air at OoC is cooled to (- 91"C), so its pressure becomes

o +O cm Hg. Then, neglecting the contraction of the container by cooling, the pressure of

air at 0'C equals

C.D zo cm Hg O) 40 cm Hg @60cmHg (O 80 cm Hg

@ X Test tube is closed at STP, if its temperature is increased to
- the volume of the gas is constant, then the pressure of the gas

@)e6.6 (D 11s.4 o 13s.6

@ X The pressure of a certain amount of a gas is P at temperature 5'C and it becomes

o 75 cmHg when the temperature of the gas is increased by 20'C at the same volume,

then the value of P equals

(0 s1.5 cm Hg @69.97 cm Hg @75cmHg GD 80.4 cm Hg

@ fn" opposite graph represents the relation between
P (N/m2)

the pressure P of a certain mass of a gas and its

temperature in Celsius toC at constant volume,

then the slope of the straight line equals

P

@fr

@273 P 
o

300"C supposing that

in cm Hg equals

@ 1se.s

lilP\-/ o

^ )'77
'.-P

o

First I uultiple choice questions

o

The questions signed by .fl(l are answered in delail.
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315"C

473"C

@ decreases to its half

@ increases to 1.5 times

(c) doubles

@ increases to 3.5 times

@ ffre opposite graph represents the relation between

the pressure (P) of a certain mass of an ideal gas and

its temperature in Celsius (t"C) at constant volume, so

if the pressure of that gas at 50oC equals P, then its

pressure (Po) at OoC is approximately equal to ...,,..... .

(d 0.22P.\-,1 G) o.3s P1

(a 0.6s P.VI @ o.8s Pl

P1

Po

@ X In Jolly's experiment, when the bulb is placed in crushed ice the mercury level in
o 

the free end branch was lower than in the branch connected to the bulb by 44 mm and,

when the temperature is raised to 39oC, the level of mercury in the free end branch

becomes higher than its level in the branch connected to the bulb by 56 mm.

Then, the pressure increasing coefficient of the gas at constant volume is .......... '

(Where: The atmospheric pressure during the experiment=74.4 cm Hg)

G) 8 r-l
" 273

rr-,) 1 r-1: 273
,G) 1 r-1'' 274 @

1 t<-t
275

@ X During conducting an experiment to verify the general gas law, the volume of
i the amount of mercury in the glass bulb of Jolly's apparatus was equal to I the volume

of the glass bulb, so when heating it, the volume of the trapped air .......... .

(D decreases 6)increases

@ ffr. opposite graph represents the relation between

the pressure (P) of a certain mass of a gas and its

temperature in Celsius (t"C), so if the ratio between

the lengths of the riO", 
$ 

,, l,then rhe value of t2

equals

@ 2oo"c

@ 437'C

@ If the temperature of a certain amount of a gas in (STP) is changed, so its pressure gets

pressure at constant volume, then this means that the

Kelvin scale ."...'... .

P(cm Hg)

r ('c)

t(t)

@

@

t increased by ] otits original

temperature of the gas on the

@ remains constant @ the answer is indeterminable

Zrc-
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@ X A well sealed container contains an amount of a gas. If the pressure of the gas has

.'. increased by 0.4 Vo of rts original pressure when its temperature has increased by 1oC,

then the temperature of the gas before heating was """"" '

(Neglect the expansion of the container)

@ zso r< @ zso"c @ 68500 K @ zs"c

@ X The bulb of Jolly's apparatus was immersed in a liquid at OoC, the level of mercury in

o the branch joined to the bulb was higher than its level in the free branch by 10 cm. When

the liquid is heated to 63"C, the mercury level in the free branch became higher than that

in the branch joined to the bulb by 5 cm. When the liquid reached the boiling point this

height increased to 13.8 cm. Then, given that the volume of air in the bulb was constant

during the experiment, the boiling point of this liquid in Celsius is """"" '

@)7s"c
(9)112.8"C

@ ol.oo'c

@ r:s.zo"c

@ r, the opposite figure a well sealed glass

o flask contains an ideal gas. When the gas is

heated, the temperature of the gas on Kelvin

scale increased to the double and its pressure

increased by 20 cm Hg, so the gas pressure

before heating was .'........ .

@20 cm Hg

@60cmHg

G)40 cm Hg

G) so cm Hg

@ A wefl sealed cylinder containing ana,nxalgas can bear pressure up to maximum of
o 14.9 atm, so if the gas pressure in the cylinder was 12 atm at temperature of 27oC,

then if a fire breaks out at the building, then by ignoring the expansion of the cylinder,

the minimum temperature that cause explosion of the cylinder is approximately

G) 1oo"c @ tos"c cr 11o"C @ tts"c

@ A cubic metal container contains a certain amount of an ideal gas at pressure P, if its
* 

temperature is raised from 10oC to 20oC, then by ignoring the expansion of the container

what happens to the pressing force F by which the gas acts on the walls of the container ?

@ Doubles.

@ Increases but doesn't reach double its value.

@Decreases to the half.

@ Decreases but doesn't reach half its value.
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@ ffr. bulb of Jolly's apparatus was immersed in a liquid at273 K, the level of mercury in

the branch joined to the bulb was higher than its level in the free branch by h. When the

liquid is heated to 336 K, the mercury level in the free branch became higher than that in

the branch joined to the bulb by | . fn"r, the value of h is approximately equal to .......... .

(Suppose that air volume is constant in the bulb, Pu = 76 cmHg)

@+cm
,^-
(b) 5 cm @tocm @ tzcm

General gas law

(lJ
o,

o
IA
ta
a)

@ tf the volume of a certain amount of an ideal gas is decreased to half and its temperature
o 

in kelvins raised to its double, so the gas pressure becomes its original pressure.

@ rrar@) double @ 3 times @ 4 times

@ ffr" gas leak from a cylinder with an opened valve stops when the pressure inside
o 

the cylinder becomes

@ greater than the atmospheric pressure

@ equal to the atmospheric pressure

@ X An amount of a gas of volume 76 cm3 at pressure 325 cmHg and temperatur e 52"C,

@ +ss cm3 @ 546 cm3

@ less than the atmospheric pressure

@ ttre answer is indeterminable

o 
then its volume at STP

@ zll cm3

equals

@ 364 cm3

@ ffr" opposite graph represents the relation between the

volume (Vor) for two equal masses of two different

gases A and B of pressures Po, Pu respectively and their

temperature (T) in Kelvin, then .......".

@Pa=Ps

@Pa=Pe

@ Pa. Ps

@ the answer is indeterminable

@ X An air bubble has a volume of 0.5 cm3 ata depth of 10.13 m beneath the water surface

where the temperature atthat depth is 4oC, then its volume just before reaching the surface

of water where the temperatwe is 22"C is ..'....... .

(Where: g = 10 mls2,P u= 1.013 x 10s pascal, water density = 1000 kglm3)

vo1(m3)

T(K)

@ 0.25 cm3 @ 0.5 cm3 @ 0.75 cm3 @ 1.06 cm3

E1s
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@ a certain mass of a gas occupies a space of 2L at pressure of 100 kPa and temperature

of 27oC,then the temperature at which each of the volume and the pressure of the gas

becomes half its original value is .......... '

@7sK @ 75'c @ 13.s K @ 13.5"C

@m"opposite figure shows two bulbs x, y, each

of them contains dry ar at the same temperature

and they are joined by a capillary tube that

contains a mercury thread. If the temperature of

the gas is increased in the two bulbs by the same

amount, then the mercury thread
Dry air y

@ moves to the right @ moves to the left @ doesn't move @ decreases in size

@ X Amount of a gas of volume 82.6 cm3 at a pressure of 640 mm Hg and temperature of

L 25oC,if the gas density at STP is 0.09 kglm3,then the mass of that amount equals

@ 1.18 x 10-6kg @5.73 x 10-6kg @8.4 x 10-6kg @ 11.9 x 10*6kg

@Wt"" a gas leaks from a cylinder with open valve, then """"" '

t 
@ the pressure of the remaining gas inside the cylinder vanishes

@ the volume of the remaining gas inside the cylinder increases

@ the volume of the remaining gas inside the cylinder decreases

@ ttre density of the remaining gas inside the cylinder decreases

@ O" air bubble has a volum e of 0.2 cm3 at a depth of 15 m beneath the water surface

o of a salty lake where the temperature at

reaching the surface of water where the

(Where: g = 10 mlsz,Pu= 1.013 x 10s

@10.27 cm3

Mercury thread

@ ,, the opposite figure, a container of uniform cross-sectional

'r' area containing a quantity of an ideal gas enclosed under

a movable piston at a pressure P.

If the absolute temperature of the gas is increased from T K

to 1.5 T K and the piston is pressed to move till level x, then

the gas pressure becomes

@) 1.s P

(c 2.2s P

@2P

; that depth is 4oC, then its volume just before

: temperature ts 24"C is .......... .

N/m2, salty water density = 1030 kg/cm3)

@ 0.39 cm3 @ 0.54 cm3 @ 1.79 cm3

h

h

h

216

@3P
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(u@ X The opposite graph shows the relation between

the pressure (P) and density (P) for two equal masses

of a gas at two constant temperatures (T, Tr), so

which of the following relations is correct?

CDrr,rz @Tr.Tz

@Tr =Tz @ The answer is indeterminable.

.x

v

Z

rt

rI

@ ," the opposite figure, a cylinderical container of uniform cross-

sectional area is containing a quantity of an ideal gas that is

enclosed under a movable piston at a pressure P. If the absolute

temperature of the gas is T K, its volume is Vo, and its pressure

is P, then how to change the piston position and the absolute

temperature together to increase the gas pressure to 4P?

@ r" the opposite figure, when the gas in the bulb is

cooled down, the height difference between the

mercury levels (h) ...'... .

@ decreases

@) vanishes

(c) increases

(4) doesn't change
Mercury

@ nxpUin the following statements:

(1) When raising the temperature of two equal quantities of hydrogen and carbon dioxide

gases from 0'C by equal values, their pressures increase by equal values.

(2) The bulb of Jolly's apparatus must be dry from the inside.

I
h

+

t
h

t
t
h

+

Move the piston to level
Change the absolute

temperature to

@ x 2T

@ x *r
L'

o Z 2T

@ Z !r

( \A : l) y p/;r /1.r-U'U -t (lt;,l! "u";"i 
glil

Second I Essay questions
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@ W.it" the mathematical relation and the equivalent of the slope for each of

' the following graph relations:

P (N/m2)

I,.a,,_
(1)

Where: (P) is the pressure of the gas, (T K) is the

the temperature in Celsius.

@ ftmty sealed metallic box which contains a quantity of dry air is exposed to sun rays at

"' noon. If the expansion of the box is neglected, what happens to the air pressure inside

the box? Explain your answer.

@ A student was studying the relation between the pressure of a quantity of gas and its
t temperature in kelvins by carrying out Jolly's experiment but the results that he obtained

didn't satisfy the proportional relation between the pressure and the absolute temperature,

mention the probable reason.

@ ffr" opposite figure shows Jolly's apparatus, find:

'' (a) The pressure of the enclosed air in the bulb.

(b) The ratio of the volume of mercury inside

the bulb to the volume of the enclosed air.

@ Wfri.t of the following graphs represents the relation between each of the following
t two quantities:

\7tr\, I , l/_

P (N/m2)

7
(2)

temperature in kelvins and (t'C) 1S

@ Wfrut are the results of reaching the absolute zero temperature for a gas theoretically?

(a) (b) (c)

of an ideal gas and its pressure(1) The relation between the volume of a definite quantity

at constant temperature.

(2) The relation between the pressure of a definite quantity of a gas and its absolute

temperature at constant volume.

(3) The relation between the volume of a definite quantity of a gas and its temperature in

Celsius at constant pressure.

Pa
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I Understand OApp[y o'r Higher Order Thinking Skills

First : Choose two correct answers in each of the following :

@ ffr. volume of a certain amount of a gas is kept constant

and the opposite graph represents the relation between

a physical quantity (X) for this amount of the gas and its

temperature (T) in Kelvins, so which of the following

choices is correct?

The graph Quantity X

@ (1) The gas pressure

@ (2) The gas pressure

o (3) The gas pressure

@ (2) The gas density

@ (3) The gas density

T(K)

@ A student was studying the effect of the pressure and the temperature on the density of

a certain amount of a gas that its density is p at STP, so he suggested different values for

them and recorded his expectations for the gas density in each case. Based on your study

of the gas laws, which of the student's expectations could be correct?

The temperature The pressure The expected density

@ 273'C 38 cm Hg 4p

@ 273'C 152 cmHg p

@ 273"C 152 cmHg 2p

@ 273 K 752 cmHg p

@ 273 K 38 cm Hg
p

2

E1r-



z, O Understand CAppily .'* Higher Order Thinking Skills

Second: Each of Charles's apparatus and Jolly's apparatus is used in studying some of
the gas laws. Each of following statements is applied on one or both of the two

apparatuses, so write the number of the instrument next to the statement that
applies to it.

O Charles's apparatus @ Joily's apparatus

(1) It is used to determine the pressure increasing coefficient at constant volume. (......)

(2) It is used to determine the volume increasing coefficient at constant pressure. (......)

(3) It can be used as a thermometer to determine the temperature of a liquid. (......)

(4) Pressure of the trapped air inside it is always greater than the atmospheric

pressure.

(5) It can be used to determine the pressure of an amount of trapped air by

knowing the atmospheric pressure.

(6) The trapped air inside it is preferred to be dry.

(......)

220 
|



Test on Chapter

@ O" amount of a gas of 15 liters at STP is exposed to four different conditions of pressure

and temperatrte,at which condition the volume remains the same without change?

Temperature Pressure

@ 273K 2 atm

@ 273'C 0.5 atm

o 546"C 1.5 atm

@ 273"C 2 atm

@ fte opposite figure shows the graphical relation
Px 10s(pascal)

between the pressure of a certain amount of a gas (P)

and its volume (Vor) at constant temperature, so the value

ofais

@ tzso cm3

@) zso cm3 vo,(cm3)

@

@

@ e container of uniform cross-section that is equipped with a movable frictionless piston

contains amount of air of volume 2.1 x lO-3 m3 atpressure of 1 atm and temperature

300 K. When the temperature of the enclosed air is increased to t and the volume is

decreased to 3 x 10-4 m3, the pressure becomes 21.273 x 10s N/m2, then the temperature

t of the enclosed air equals (Where:1atm= 1.013 x 10sN/m2)

(f sso"c @ ooo'c @; azl'c @ ooo"c

@ fwo containers are connected through a valve on a tube

of negligible volume as in the opposite figure.

The first container contains a gas x and the other contains

a gas y at the same temperature. When the valve is opened,

the pressure of the mixture becomes 91.2 cm Hg and its

temperature becomes the same as that of the two gases

before mixing, so the volume of the first container is

here the two gases don't react with each other)(w

@

1000 cm3

250 cm3

0.1 m3 @ o.rs m3 O 0.25 m3 @ o.s m3

First Choose the correct answer

The Gas Laws
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Pc)f @ tDP"

@ A closed container of constant volume contains a quantity of an ideal gas at pressure P

and absolute temperature T. If the absolute temperature of the gas is increased to 3 T, then

its pressure becomes (Assuming that the expansion of the container is neglected)

@P @2P (g3P

@ fne opposite figure shows a horizontal capillary tube of

uniform cross-section containing a mercury thread that traps

a quantity of air at pressure 76 cmHg.If the tube becomes

vertical with its opening upwards at constant temperature,

the length of the trapped air column becomes

@9cm @ 9.82 cm @ 10.13 cm

Air inside an opened flask of volume \, is heated from 27"Cto 5T"C.Considering the flask

volume and the air pressure are constant, then ratio of the volume of the escaped ar after

heating equals

@#u", @ o#u", @

@ O" amount of a gas is at temperature 47"C,if its temperature is decreasedto 22"C at

constant pressure, then

@2s K

the change in the absolute temperature of the gas equals

@

o4P

@

# u",.1? u,

@

@ O, amount of air is trapped in a vertical capillary tube of uniform cross-sectional area by

a mercury thread. If the length of the trapped air column was 60 cm at 13oC, so when its

temperature rises, the length of the trapped air column increases by 257o of its original

length at constant pressure, so the temperature of the trapped air is " " " " " '

(Where the expansion of the tube can be neglected)

@ zo.s'c () 84.5"c O 90.1'c @) 9s .2'C

@ A cubic container of side length / contains a certainamount of an ideal gas at pressure Po.

If the whole amount of the gas is transferred to another evacuated cubic container of side

length 2 L atthe same temperature, then the pressure of the gas becomes """"" '

P

@;

298 K (c) 2s0 K 248 K

@)7cm



Test on

@ fne opposite figure shows the relation between two

physical quantities S, R for an ideal gas at constant

mass and volume of a gas, then ...'..'... .

R represents S represents

@ pressure absolute temperature

@ pressure temperature in Celsius

o absolute tomporature pressure

@ temperature in Celsius pressure

@ fne opposite figure shows a cylinder of uniform cross-section

equipped with a movable frictionless piston trapping a quantity

of gas at STP. If the cylinder is exposed to the sun rays and the

temperature of the container is increased to 27'C at constant

pressure of the gas, then the distance moved by the piston

upwards due to the expansion of the gas equals

(Suppose that the cylinder did not expand)

@ 2.8 cm

o
.=
L
(u

CL
l!

LJ

@ r, an experiment for measuring the volume of a certain quantity of a gas at different

pressures, the product of the volume and the pressure of the gas was found to be always

constant, so that means that .......... .

Gas density Temperature of the gas

@ constant constant

@ constant variable

o variable constant

@ variable variable

(a)2Y.
\J Ol @iu"' tu)5V.vol

@ On amount of a gas has volume Vo, at pressure P and absolute temperature T, its

temperature has increased to ) T and its pressure has increas edto 2 P, so its volume

becomes

@*r",

trl
ol
mlNi

@ 5.6 cm @ s.+ cm

@ O, amount of a gas of volume l2}Lis at pressure 0.5 atm and temperature 15oC,

then the volume of that quantity at temperature 10'C and pressure 0.25 atm is

approximately ...... "..'

@) 3.7 cm

@)60L @rrrr- o 236L @+sol



t-
z,

-J @ A-ornt of a gas is at pressure P and absolute temperature T. When its temperature is

increased by AT, its pressure is increased by AP at constant volume. Then the graph

representing the relation between the pressure increasing coefficient at constant volume

of the gas (Pp) and its absolute temperature (T) is

0p

t

I

@

0p

Vl_
@

Frt,IL
@

Fp

t

IL
@

P(N/m2)

,2..

@ O" amount of a gas has pressure Po at a temperature of 0oC, when its temperature decreases

by 1"C, the pressure decreases by ' .. ' (Suppose constant volume of the gas)

@* @h @? @ztzeo

@ flgrr" (1) shows a well sealed cylinder

equipped with a movable frictionless piston

trapping a quantity of air. When the cylinder

is put inside the fridge the piston moved as in

figure (2), so what happens to the trapped air?

(Suppose that the pressure of the gas is constant)

@ tts density increases.

@ ffre number of its molecules decreases.

@ Its density decreases.

@ Its mass increases.

@ fne opposite graph shows the relation between

the pressure (P) for a certain amount of an ideal gas

and the absolute temperature (T), what happened to

the volume and density of this amount of the gas during

the study of thus relation?

The volume The density

@ is constant is constant

@ is constant lncreases

o lncreases is constant

@ lncreases 1NCIEASES

Figure (2)



Test on

t@ Figut. (1) shows a cylinder equipped with a frictionless\gz a

movable piston trapping a quantity of air of volume 0.6 L at

pressure 3.5 atm.If the piston is moved downwards at constant

temperature as in figure (2), which of the following might

represent the pressure and the volume of the gas in figure (2)7

@: o atm,o.4L

Q)7 atm,O.4L

@:.0 atm, o.3 L

@7 atm,o.3 L

G,
.=

o)

CL
l!

g
(2)

@ Uraw a diagram to illustrate the path for the motion of one of the smoke particles that

are spreading in air and explain the reason for its motion in this way.

@fne temperature of a certain amount of a gas is increased from OoC to 40oC, so its

volume has increased by 50 cm3 at constant pressure. If the temperature of the sarne

quantity of the gas is increased from 0"C to 60"C, what is the increase in its volume

at constant pressure?

@ fne opposite figure shows ametallic can containing

compressed air used to clean the computer keyboards.

One of the written warnings on the can is "Don't expose

to temperature higher than 50oC", based on your study of

the gas laws, explain the reason for this warning.

@me opposite figure shows a cylinder of constant volume

equipped with a movable frictionless piston trapping

a certun quantity of gas. When the gas temperature is

increased, tho piston moves towards side x.

Explain the reason for that.

(Yt:e ) \ 6Ic,tI1at'.lt-t -(Jt ;,u,t;,ghdl

Second Answer the following questions
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Two open boxes are placed next to each other, the first is cubic-shaped of side length

40 cm and the second is cuboid-shaped whose base dimensions are 10 cm, 20 cm and

its height is 40 cm, so the ratio between the forces due to air pressure on the bases of

the two boxes (F, ) .quuts ...'....'..'.....
\p /

.,1 1

)1 @? r..\ 41",) I
(;D +

The opposite graph shows the relation

between the masses a group of bodies made

of a definite substance and the volume of

each of them at 0"C. By using the following

table that shows the densities of some

substances at OoC, these bodies are made

of ......................... .

t lron

@ aluminum

f, copper

@ gold

4.123 x 104 N/m2

1.067 x 10s N/m2

21.6

16.2

10.8

5.4

Vorx10-3(m3)

A tank contains two immiscible liquids of densities 700 kg/m3

and 600 kg/m3 having heights as shown in the opposite figure,

given that the atmospheric pressure is 1.013 x 10s N/m2 and

the acceleration due to gravity is 10 m/s2, so the total pressure

on the base of the tank equals

l.ll x 104 N/m2

1.4g x 10s N/m2

The opposite figure shows connected vessels containing

a liquid of density p, if the pressure of the liquid at

point y is P, so the pressure of the liquid at point x

equals

Zp)

m(kg)

Substance Density (kg/m3)

Iron 7900

Aluminum 2700

Copper 8900

Gold 19300

(,rl?P *P
J

3D
:l
5

February Test

First I Choose the correct answer



A vessel contains a liquid of density p, where the pressure of that liquid at the bottom

of the vessel is Pr. When the liquid is replaced by an equal volume of another liquid of

density p2,the pressure of the liquid at the bottom of the vessel becomes Pr.

,P,.
The ratio (r ) 

equals . ..".'............ .. .

'L 
2.

61\, I
^P,*0.(b)-\'/ pl

(a P,

"P2

Two immiscible liquids of different densities such as oil

and water are poured into an open container, so after the

two liquids have settled down, the graph that represents

the relation between the total pressure (P) and the depth (h)

inside these liquids is .....'...,...

PP

@

A cylindrical container is half filled with a liquid of density p, if more of this liquid

is poured to fill the container at constant temperature, then the density of the liquid

becomes

@i, @zp u);p @p

In the opposite figure, a cuboid-shaped box is placed

on a horizontal plane surface. On which face the box

has to be put, so that it has the smallest pressure on

the surface?

(;i)nace X

(tr) Face Y

(ci)raceZ

p2

pr

@

22s 
I

The pressure is the same for all faces.
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In the opposite diagram which of the following

actions will cause an increase in the pressure of

the liquid on the upper surface of the pebble?

Q) Decreasing the surface area of the pebble.

@ Incr.uuing the mass of the pebble.

@ Inrr**ring the depth of the pebble in the liquid.

(Q Uring another liquid of lower density.

Suspended

pebble

A boy of weight 364 N sits on a chair having three legs of weight 41 N without touching

the ground with his feet. If the sum of the contact areas of the chair legs with the floor is
I9.3 cm2,calculate the pressure by which the boy and the chair affects the floor.

A student filled two identical bowls (A and C) with two equal volumes of oil and water

and also two identical tubes (B and D) with two equal volumes of oil and water as shown

in the following figures. If the relative density of oil is 0.8, arrange the four vessels in
a descending order according to the acting pressure on the bottom of the vessel, with
explaining your answer.

Water '-
1

2h

An empty aluminum cylinder of mass 5 kg and height 30 cm has thick walls of outer

radius 20 cm. Calculate the mass of oil that fills the cylinder, given that the density of

aluminum is 27OO kg/m3 and the density of oil is 800 kg/m3.

Second Answer the following questions

1

2h



equals
)'/) cm'

If each of the four tyres of a car affects the ground by a pressure of 5 x 10s N/m2 and

the mass of the car is 1500 kg, the area of contact between one tyre and the ground

(Given that: g = 10 m/s2)

(rr) so cm2
/\a

!r'l i) cm- (,! too 
".n2

The opposite figure shows connected vessels whose bases

are in the same horizontal level while containing an

amount of a homogeneous liquid, so at equilibrium, the two

points that have equal pressures are

@ t,z

Oz,+

(D +,s

@ s,o

An empty dry glass cup has a mass of 200 g, when it is filled with a liquid of relative

density 075, the mass of both the cup and the liquid together becomes 500 g. If this

cup is filled with water, the mass of the cup and the water together becomes

nearly (Where: the density of water = 1 g/cm3)

(r):oo g (r):so g Q+oog (t) ooo g

The opposite figure shows a glass tank containing water.

If the pressure of water at point A is P, so the height

above the base of the tank at which the pressure of water

at a point is 4 P is equal to ..'.."........

(a) to cm (u) rs cr" @ tz.s "*
(i) zo c-

Which of the following graphs represents the relation between the pressure (P) acting on

a surface of area I m2 andthe force (F) causing that pressure?

P(N/m2) P(N/m2) P(N/m2) P(N/m2)

February Test

First I Choose the correct answer
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The ratio of the density of the electrolytic solution inside a carbattery after discharging

the battery to its density after recharging the battery is -..............

@ g."ur". than 1

(b) equal to 1

@ t"s than 1

indeterminable

In the opposite figure, if the total pressure at

point X is 1.043 x 10s N/m2, the density of

the liquid equals

(Where: p*at", = 103 kg/m3,Pu = 105 N/m2 , g = 10 m/s2)

+

40cm
l

Y
I

25cml
t

tr

x
15 cm

Water

The opposite figure shows a solid metal cube of mass

120kg that is placed on a horizontal surface, then the cube

acts on the horizontal surface with a pressure that

(;) zso kg/m3

@ azs kg/m3

equals

(l z+o N/m2

Q) z+oo N/m2

(t) soo kg/m3

(0 qoo kg/m3

(Take: g=10m/s2)

(r,) +so N/m2

(ct) +soo N/m2

The opposite figure shows three vessels that have

different shapes but equal base areas. If each of them

contains a quantity of water having the same height,

point P is greater than the pressure at each ofthe points Q and R

point Q is greater than the pressure at each of the points P and R

point R is greater than the pressure at each of the points P and Q

all points P, Q and R is the same

sot

@
@
G)

@

+Q.J p+



The opposite figure shows two solid cylinders of different

metals having the same mass, so calculate the ratio between

the densities of the metals of the two cylinde" (1).
\P"/

(, The opposite figure shows a dam where the depth

of water behind it is 80 m.

Calculate the average pressure of water on

that dam.

(Where : p--. . -. = 1000 kg/m3, g = 9.8 m/s2)' I water

1
80m

If a man is trying to cross afrozen lake, suggest a way to neduce the risk of breaking

the ice due to his weight till he passes the lake.

Answer the following questions



In the opposite figure, if the pressure of the gas in

container (2) is 50 cm Hg, the pressure of the gas

in container (1) is

@zs cm Hg (u) gs cm Hg

@+scmHg @rrocmHg

If the pressure of a contained gas in a tank is 2 atm, its pressure in the unit of m Hg

equals

@ r.szm Hs @ t.oo m Hs @nzm Hs

The opposite figure shows a U-shaped tube of uniform I I _L_]

cross-sectio nal areacontaining two liquids x and y at 
? ;T+--] .ll I

equilibrium, so the ratio between the mass of the column T'l I I I I I

of liquid x to that of the column of liquid y above Liquid; 
tl fl

the level of the separating surface is ..'..........,, \y

@? @+ 61 I
\--l 1 @+

The opposite figure shows a mercury barometer being

used to determine the atmospheric pressure where it is

found tobe 75 cm Hg, so if the pressure at point x equals

46,648 x 103 N/mz, height h equals

(Take: pu, = 13600 kglm3, g = 9.8 m/s2)

@zo"* @zs"n @:0"-

(Where: P u= J6 cm Hg)

, 91.2 m Hg

Urarr,, --n

-.,JL
40 cm

The opposite figure shows a U-shaped tube of uniform cross-

sectional area A. The tube is filled partially with oil of density p,

then a solid tightiy-fitted cylinder is put in the right arm of

the tube to slide inside it, so if the system is balanced, the mass
oil

of the solid cylinder equals

@ a/p @ /'p @ apd * r,t @ apr/ -r,l

(Y' : l) Y p/-r/1,r-t-'lt -u(lt ; -u.1 ,1..;"rgEdl

March Test

First I Choose the correct answer
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A U-shaped tube contains an amount of glycerin

whose density is 1260 kglm3. Oil is poured

gradually in one of the arms of the U-shaped tube

and the opposite graph shows the relation between

the height of oil and that of glycerin above the 1evel

of the separating surface between oil and glycerin

at equilibrium, so the density of oi1

equals

672kglm3

756kglm3

equals

ZETO

A gas reservoir, the difference between its pressure

and the atmospheric pressure was 378 kPa, was

connected to one of the arms of a manometer so that

the height of the liquid column in the open arm of

the manometer became 60 cm and the height of the

liquid column in the arm connected to the reservoir

became 30 cm, so using the opposite table, the liquid

in that manometer was '..'..'....'

(Where: 8=10mls2)

In the opposite figure, if the relative density

of oil is 0.6, the relative density of liquid x

is '.. ... ...'.. . ..

hgty"".ir(cm)

(t) ner"ury
,^(r, glycerln

Liquid x

15

t2

9

ho,,(cm)

An airplane flies at height of 2700 m above the Earth's surface. If the pressure inside

the airplane equals the atmospheric pressure at the Earth's surface which is 76 cm Hg,

the average density of air is 1.1 kg/m3 and the density of mercury is 13600 kg/m3, so

the difference between the air pressure inside and outside the airplane

(Take:B=9.8 mls2)

(t) zso kg/m3

(0 soo kg/m3

(t) zt.s cm Hg Q)zscmHg GD n.+ cm Hg

@ oil

@
o

@

01

0.8

@
@

015

0.85

Liquid Density (kg/m3)

Mercury 13600

Water 103

Glycerin 7260

oil 800

oilI
20 cm

_ls "-
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The opposite figures show two mercury barometers

that are placed next to each other. If the radius of the

tube in figure (1) is less than the radius of the tube

in figure (2). Which level in figure (2) represents

the surface level of mercury? Explain your answer. Figure (1) F'igure (2)

In the following figures, which of the gases X, Y or Z has the least pressure?

And why? (Where: pu> pb)

A U-shaped tube contains an amount of water, the cross-sectional area of one of its

arms is double that of the other arm. When oil is poured into the wider arm, the leve1

of water in it gets lowered by 3 cm. Calculate the height of the oil above the level of
the separating surface.

(Where: the density of oil = 900 kg/m3, the density of water = 1000 kg/m3)

t
2h

l

Second I Rnswer the following questions



in the manometer equals

'O +s cm Hg tL) zs cm Hg

(f ros cm Hg @ r:s cm Hg

The opposite figure shows a barometer placed beside

a mercury manometer that enclosing an amount of gas

in its closed arm, so the pressure of the enclosed gas

If the readings of a mercury barometer at the ground floor and at the uppermost floor of

a building of height 150 m arc J 6 cm Hg andl 4.6 cm Hg respectively, then the average

density of air between the two floors is ..'.."..'..... . (Where: pse = 13600 kg/m3)

@ r.zo kg/m3 $) t.zz kg/m3 (O t.zt kg/m3 @) t.zo kstm3

A U-shaped tube of uniform cross-section has a height 36 cm. Water is poured in the

tube rill its height reached to the two thirds of the height of the tube. If a liquid of relative

density 0.8 is poured in one arm till it has reached the edge of the tube at equilibrium, so

the height of water above the level of the separating surface is ..'...'........

@s"- t:) tz cm Q) t+ cm @ to.*

A mercury manometer is connected to a tank

containing an amount of water as shown in

the opposite figure, so the pressure at point X

is '. ." .. . ,., ,., .

(Where: pue = 13.6 p*u,".,Po=76 cm Hg)

10 cm

Water
Mercury

i to.-
t

@) tt cm Hg

In the opposite figure, if the density of alcohol, mercury

and water are750kglm3,13600 kglm3 and 1000 kg/m3

respectively, so the height of the alcohol column above

the separating surface is approximately .......' .

(0 zs cm Hg G) sz cm Hg G) qt cm Hg

I
h

I
@ zo.: "*
@ +o.s 

"nt

@ :0.+ "*
@att "

Mercnry

Mercury

L--l 3 cm

March Test
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A manometer is being used to measure the pressure of an enclosed

gas in a tank as shown in the opposite figure, so the pressure of
the gas inside the tank is '......'.,.....

@ equal to the atmospheric pressure

@ gr"ut"r than the atmospheric pressure

@ t"s than the atmospheric pressure

(-rl) equal to zato

Two mercury barometer tubes are placed in one mercury basin, the cross-sectional area of
the first tube is half that of the second, then the ratio between the heights of mercury columns

in the two tubes above the surface of mercury in the basin respectively is ... ... .... ..... .

A vertical U-shaped tube of height 28 cmhas two arms of cross-sectional areas 2 A and

3 A. It is filled with water to its half, then oil of density 750 kglm3 is poured in its wide

arm till it has reached the edge at equilibrium, so the height of water above the level of
separating surface with oilwill be (Take: p*= 1000 kg/m3)

(!)5 cm @to"-
@ ts.r., @zo.*

@ A quantity of water is poured into the open arm of

.l u mercury manometer as shown in the opposite figure,

@

o
2
1

1

z

1

1

1

G

@

@

so the pressure of the enclosed air equals

@ Pu + BP.,,h* + BPnghng

@Pu*BP*h*-BPuehug

8P*h* + EPnghHe

(rr) gp*h, - BPnghue

I
hw

t [lt *

Mercury



The opposite figure shows two mercury

barometers being placed at sea level;

(zr) Are the pressures at the two points x and y equal?

Explain your answer.

(b) What is the pressure of the trapped air in the unit

of mm Hg?

A U-shaped tube contains a quantity of water. Another

liquid is poured gradually in one of its arms. The opposite

graph shows the relation between the height of water and

the height of the other liquid above the separating surface at

equilibrium. Find the relative density of the liquid in terms

of 0, given that the two axes are drawn with the same scale.

h tlquio

When does the height difference of the liquid levels

connected to a gas tank equal zero?

arms of a manometer

Second I nnswer the following questions



7 General Exams



The opposite figure shows a U-shaped tube containing three

balanced liquids, so the density of the oil is """""

(Take: p* = 1000 kg/m3, pHg = 13600 kg/m3)

(f soo kg/m3 @ sso kgtm3

@ ooo kg/m3 @ ozs kg/m3

Two equal volumes of different non-reacting liquids of densities 2000 kg/m3, 1000 kg/m3

are mixed together, then the density of the mixture equals

@:ooo kstm3 @ tsoo kg/m3

@ rzoo kg/m3@ r:so kg/m3

The volume of an amount of nitrogen gas at STP is 2ltters.If its temperature gets

increased by 27"C while holding its volume constant, then the pressure of the gas will

be '..'.....'...'

@ o.o ut- @ t.t ut- @zoo ut^ @z.to utm

8cm

20cm

A man standing with both his feet on the ground, which of the following activities

causes an increase in the pressure of which the man affects the ground?

, When the man bows slowly.

When the m:rn lies horizontally on the ground.

@ Wn", the man raises both of his arms slowly.

When the man stands with one foot on the ground.

Which of the following choices represents two equivalent temperatures?

Absolute temperature Temperature in Celsius

@ 0 373

@ 100 - 113

@ 173 100

@
a4a
315 - 100

General Exam

First I Choose the correct answer
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If each of the four tyres of a car acts on the ground by a pressure of 5 x 10s N/m2 and

the area by which the tyre touches the ground is 50 cm2, then the mass of the car

equals (Where: g=10m/s2)

@) zso rcg @ soo tg @ tooo tg @ zsoo tg

When a mercury barometer is raised from the sea level to a height of 107 m,

the decrease of mercury level in the barometer tube will nearly equal

(where: p ..- -" ,.. = 1.3 kg/m3, p*^-^..-.. = 13600 kg/m3)
avg. oI alr ', I mercury

@ to r.rn @zo** (, z) mm @so--

Three connected vessels A, B and C have bases in the same

horizontal level. If water is poured into them and rises to

heights hA, hB and h" respectively as shown in the opposite

figure, which of the following relations is correct ?

@ r,o, hu, h" @ r,o. h", h"

@ f,o= hB = hc @ r,o= hu. h"

Which of the following figures could represent the path of the motion of one of
the smoke particles in air ?

(A) (B) (c)

h-,z\-t
Smoke particle

.*-f-
Smoke particle

. Smoke particle'v
o

/-\Smoke particle

tl
\-/

The opposite figure shows a glass tank containing water.

If the pressure of water at point A is P, so the height

above the base of the tank at which the pressure of water

at a point is 2 P is equal to .......'.......

@tocm @ ts.* @ tz.s "* @ zo.-

An amount of a gas has a volume 4L at temperature 20'C.If its temperature is raised to

100"C while holding its pressure constant, then its volume becomes

@s.rr.@ +.oo l @ s.oo r-

(Y\:1; \ dI:,\I1at-'lt-t (lt ;'t;Jou-;+rr<lil

1a

l

25 cm

I
30 cm

I



=trAn amount of a gas has a pressure P, at temperature 2'7oC, so the temperature at which

the pressure of the gas becomes 3 P at constant volume is ........".....

@src @ezt"c @ srr r< @ tzoo r<

The areas of the pistons of a hydraulic press are 20 cm2 and 60 cm2. When a weight

is placed on the small piston, the big piston has moved 2 cm upwards, so the distance

moved by the small piston is '......'..'. downwards.

@2"- @: .* @+"- @ o.*

The opposite figure shows a cylinder of uniform

cross-sectional area closed from both sides and

containing a frictionless movable piston trapping two

amounts of air at both of its sides such that the pressure

on each of its sides is 75 cm Hg. If the piston is moved slowly to the middle

of the cylinder at constant temperature, then the pressure difference on the sides of

the piston becomes

(C qo cm Hg @socmHg G) oo cm Hg @zocmHg

In the following figure, if the density of salty water is higher than that of fresh water,

which fish is exposed to a higher pressure?

@a @n @c @o

Figure (1) shows a cylindrical container of cross-sectional

area 66 cm2 equipped with a movable frictionless piston that

traps an amount of gas of volume 1000 cm3 at temperature OoC.

When the temperature of the gas is increased to toC, the piston

moved 5 cm upwards as in figure (2). Supposing that the gas

pressure is held constant, then the approximate value of t

is '. ...'.. ...'...

(i) n.r-

20 cm

&
IL

L]
(2)

M

U
(1)

Fresh water Salty lvater

@zt"c Q zo'c @ oo'c

80 cm
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A hydraulic lift has alarge piston of cross-sectional areathat is double the cross-

sectional area of its small piston. If the pressure acting on the small piston is increased

by Ap, then the pressure acting on the large piston if the two pistons has not moved

Oap @+m

The cross-sectional areas of the two arms of a U-shaped tube are 5 cm2 and2.5 cmz.

It contains a suitable amount of water, then a certain amount of oil is poured into the

naffow arm, till the level of water inside it gets lowered by 8 cm. If the densities of

water and oil are 1000 kg/m3 and 800 kglm3 respectively, then the mass of the added

oil equals

@ o.or tg @o.oztg Qo.o:tg

(A)

@ 0.04 kg

The opposite figure shows two capillary tubes (A, B), each of

them contains a mercury thread of length 1 cm trapping an amount

of air. If the atmospheric pressure is 76 cm Hg, then the pressures

of the trapped air in the two capillaries equal

Ttbe A T[be B

ftl 76 cm Hg 77 cmHg

6) 76 cmHg 75 cm Hg

6) 75 cm Hg 76 cmHg

@ 77 cmHg 76 cmHg

A gas bubble had a volume Vo, at a depth of 10 m under the surface of sea where

the temperature is 4"C. When it rose up just before the surface of water where the

temperaturo was 25"C,its volume became 0.8 cm3, so the value of Vo, was equal

to.........'..'..

(Given thut' p*u,", = 1025 kg/m3, Pu = 105 N/m2, g = 10 m/s2)

0.185 cm3 0.37 cm3 0]4 cm3 @ t.+s 
"nt3

?
a

It
rerll

l
U
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The opposite table shows the densities of some

different materials at the same temperature.

What is the material of which one kilogram

has the smallest volume? And why?

The material Its density (kg/m3)

Yellow copper 8600

Red copper 8890

Gold 19300

Mercury 13600

The opposite figure shows a mercury manometer

connected to a tank containing gas and a quantity

of mercury. Calculate the pressure at the two points

x and y in cm Hg.

(Where: The atmospheric presstre = 7 6 cm Hg)

Mercurv

The helium balloons which are used in the meteorological studies at different heights

are not inflated to the maximum capacity. Explain the reason.

From the opposite figure, calculate the ratio between

the densities of the two fituiAs (ft).
Liquid y

Second I Rnswer the following questions

--r
15"-l

_t



The opposite figure shows a capillary tube of uniform

cross-sectional area containing a mercury thread that traps

a quantity of air. If the tube is turned upside down and then held

vertically with its open end upwards at constant temperature,

then the length of the trapped air column becomes

(Where: Pu=75 cmHg)

@ tz.s "- @ zz.o 
" @ zs.: .* @ to.s "*

The ratio between the areas of the pistons of a hydraulic press ir *. When a force
50

is exerted on the small piston, it has moved downwards a distance of 125 cm, so

the upward distance moved by the large piston is ..'...'........

@ o.zs "* @ o.s "* @ z.s 
"m @s"*

,0.-ll.l

,.-rll,.--,

Two containers, A and B of capacities Vo, and 2 Vn, respectively, are filled with the

same liquid, so at the same temperature, the ratio between the density of the liquid

container A to the density of the liquid in container U (h) is ,...'......'.'.

In the opposite figure, a water manometer is being used to measure

the gas pressure in a tank. If the atmospheric pressure is 76 cm Hg,

the density of mercury is 13600 kg/m3, the density of water is

1000 kg/m3 and the acceleration due to gravity is 10 m/s2, then

the pressure of the trapped gas equals

@ t.oo uu. @ t.oz u* @ t.os uu, (Q t.oz uu'

An amount of ideal gas is enclosed in a well sealed container at temperature ZJ,C and

under pressure P. If its temperature is raised while holding its volume constant such that

its pressure becomes 2P,then with ignoring the expansion of the container, its final

temperature becomes

rs.6cf
t_

@) zzt'c @ +so.c @ soo"c @ eoo"c

General Exam

First I Choose the correct answer

G)1t-__t 4



The following figures show four bodies of equal volumes made of two different metals

(x, y) wher" p, a p, and placed on the same horizontal surface. Which of them causes

the highest pressure on the horizontal surface due to its weight?

A cylinder equipped with a piston contains a certain amount of a gas at temperature

ll'C.If the gas temperature is raised to 307oC, then the ratio between its volume before

and after heating at constant pressure is '...'..'.......

,---r ?
(a) i @+ r-tv5 @+

\ In an ideal hydraulic press, the ratio between the areas of its pistons is fr , if a force

exerts a work W when pushing the piston in the naffow arm downwards, so the work

exerted by the liquid in pushing the piston in the wide arm equals

@T @w Ozw @+w

The opposite figure shows two glass tanks @ and @ of

volumes 100 cm3 and 150 cm3 t"tp"ctively connected

together through a valve on a tube of negligible volume.

Tank @ contains carbon dioxide gas at a pressure of 80 cm Hg

and tank @ contains helium gas at a pressure of 76 cm Hg.

If the valve between the tanks is opened, the pressure inside

the tanks at constant temperature becomes

@ zo.a cm Hg @n.e cm Hg @ as.+ cm Hg @to.z cm Hg

A quantity of an ideal gas has a volume 10 m3 at a temperature of 273oc,so if its

temperature gets lowered to 10"C and its volume gets decreased to 5 m1 then

its pressure does not change @ i,* pressure increases

O i,r density does not change C0 ir. density decreases
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(2)

A U-shaped tube of uniform cross-section containing

a suitable amount of mercury. TWo different quantities

of water are poured in its arms, so the liquids become

balanced as in the opposite figure, so the value of h

is '..'.. ...'.'..'

(Where: 13600 kglm3, pro = 1000 kg/m3)

@ tz.zz 
"m @ tr.t+ cm @ ts.tz 

"r.t @ to.az cm

Two immiscible liquids of different densities are poured into an open container, so after
the two liquids have settled down, the graph that represents the relation between the

total pressure (P) and the depth (h) inside these liquids willbe ..............

G.)

A balloon is filled with an amount of helium gas that has a volume of 100 m3 at

atemperatureof ZJ"C andunderapressure of 2atm.If theballoonhasrisenupwards
to a height where the temperature has become 3"C and the pressure of the helium has

become 1.5 atm, the volume of the balloon becomes

@) oe .a m3 @ oo.: .n3 @ roo.r *3 @ tzz.t 
^3

If the readings of a mercury barometer at the ground floor and at the upper floor of

a building of height 272 m are J 6 cm Hg and 13 .5 cm Hg respectively, then the average

density of air between the two floors is '.'.'.......... . (Where: pue = 13600 kg/m3)

@ t.zo kg/m3 @ t.zz kg/m3 @ t.zs kg/m3 @ t.zo kstm3

?
o

(1)

@

The opposite figure shows a U-shaped tube, one of its

arms is closed while the other arm is open and equipped

with a frictionless piston of area 5 x 10-a m2 andmass 5 kg. pisron

If the tube contains a quantity of mercury that traps a quantity Mercury

of airintheclosed ar;rr_atpressure of I.626x lOsPa,sothe

height of the mercury column (h) approximately equals

13600 kg/m3, atmospheric pressure = 105 Pa, g = 10 m/s2)(w

(3,

Trapped

1- at
I

th
I

J

here: pr* =

60.3 cm @ ++.s c- @ zo.+ 
" @; zt .s cm
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A U-shaped tube has two arms, each of height 16 cm and the ratio between their

cross-sectional areas is ]. n contains a quantity of liquid X of density 1800 kg/m3

having a height of 8 cm. If another liquid Y of density 800 kg/m3 that is immiscible with

liquid X is poured in the naffow arm till it has reached the edge of the narrow arm at

height

@@ to.-
equilibrium, then the of liquid Y is ...... ...

lZcm l4cm @to"-

A girl is standing on the snow wearing a pair of skis, each touches the snow with an area

of 0.2 m2.lfthe mass of the girl and the two skis together is 60 kg, then the pressure by

which the girl's skis are acting on the snow equals """"""""' (Take: g = 10 m/s2)

@ rso N/m2 @:oo N/m2 @) rsoo N/m2 @:ooo N/m2

The opposite figure shows a mercury manometer connected

to a bulb of capacity 1 L containing a certain amount of gas.

If the gas is completely pumped to another totally evacuated

bulb of capacity 0.5 L while holding the temperature constant,

then the gas pressure becomes

(Where: Pu=760 mm Hg)

76 mm Hg 608 mm Hg

(: ) 1292 mm Hg (a) ru++ mm Hg

A cylindrical container has a capacity of 0.3 -3, so the mass of the oil that fills that

container equals (Where: Po, = 780 kg/m3)

(u) rcs rg

@ zz+t s

@

o
2600 kg

1300 kg

An aluminum cuboid of length 8 cm, width 5 cm, mass 1.08 kg and material density

21 glcm3,so its height equals

@ tz.*
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In an experiment to verify Charles's law, the length of the trapped air column at

the melting point of ice was 8.19 cm and when the air was heated to 50oC, the length of
the trapped air column became 9.69 cm. Calculate the volume expansion coefficient of
air at constant pressure while ignoring the expansion of the glass.

A storm is blown up in a certain place around a house that has well closed doors and

windows causing a sudden drop in the atmospheric pressure outside the house by 15 7o

compared to the atmospheric pressure inside it which is 1.013 x 10s N/m2.

(a) Calculate the magnitude of the net force affecting the outer door of the house

height is 195 cm and its width is 91 cm.

(b) Determine in which direction the net force acts (into or out of the house),

with explaining your answer.

The following figures show three containers having equal base

each of them to the same height. Explain why do the pressure

each container base is the same although the weight of water is

containers.

areas. Water is poured in

and the pressing force on

not the same in the three

( rY : ;; \ 6 I c,t I 1aS'lt,t -it; -r! ,r,;; pldl

Second Answer the following questions
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If the atmospheric pressure difference betr,veen two positions one at the bottom of

a mountain and the other at its top equals 2 x l}a Pa, then the height of the mountain

is approximately equal to ........'.... '

(Take: PoiI = 1 .29 kglm3, g = 9.8 m/s2)

@ t+ot m @ tsto m @ tssz - @ to+t m

A U-shaped tube of uniform cross-sectional area contains

three different liquids which are glycerin, mercury and oil,

their relative densities are 7 .3 , 13 .6 and 0 .8 respectively.

At equiiibrium as shown in the opposite figure, the height

of the oil column equals

@ s.z c- @t.z c @ o.o "*

A cylinder is equipped with a movable piston trapping a quantity of nitrogen gas of

volume 5 L at temperature of 25oC.If the temperature of the gas has increased by 35'C

while keeping the pressure constant, so with ignoring the expansion of the cylinder the

volume of the gas becomes .......'..'...... (Where the cylinder volume is constant)

@ s.so r- @t.nr

Five similar solid iron balls, each of mass 100 E, are put in a graduated cylinder

containing 86.4 cm3 of water, then the level of water in the graduated cylinder will rise

to indicate a volume of .'..'.......... (Take: pi,.on = 7800 kg/m3)

150.5 cm3 186.4 cm3@zzs cm3
"*3

A cylinder equipped with a movable piston is trapping an amount of a gas of volume 10 L

under pressure P and absolute temperature T. If the piston is pressed to make the pressure

of the gas become 3 P and at the same time its temperature is increased by 0.8 T, then the

volume of the trapped gas (Vo1) becomes

Glycerin
1

10cm

_+___

(,

@ +.ozr

@z.t r, @ or- @rctr @s+r

@e.o+l
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A tank contains two immiscible liquids of densities 900 kg/m3

and 800 kg/m3 having heights as shown in the opposite figure,

given that the atmospheric pressure is 1.013 x 10s N/m2 and

the acceleration due to gravity is 10 m/s2, so the total pressure

on the base of the container equals

@

o
@

)r

T
10 cm

10 cm

30 cm

lzcm
Water

l,l7 x 104 N/m2

1.048 x 10s N/m2

1.48 x 10s N/m2

An amount of a gas has a volume 450 cm3 at 0"C. When the temperature of the gas has

changed to an absolute temperature T while holding its pressure constant, its volume

becomes Vo,, which of the following choices represents possible values for T and Vo,?

T(K) vo,(cm3)

(t) 100 550

@ 364 541

o 423 600

@ 364 600

Two mercury barometer tubes are placed in one mercury basin, the cross-sectional area of the

first tube is double that of the second, then the ratio between the heights of mercury columns

in the two tubes above the surface of mercury in the basin respectiveiy is . ... ... .... .....

@i @+ o+ @#

Q) +.tzz x 104 N/m2

@ tooo kstm3

The opposite figure shows a U-shaped tube of uniform

cross-sectional area.If the density of water is 1000 kglm3,

then the density of oil equals .."'.".'..'..'.

@ zoo kg/m3

oil

@ aoo kg/m3

@) t:oo kg/m3

@ A force of 200 N is exerted on a piston of cross-sectional area 5.4 cmz thatencloses an

amount of liquid, so the pressure increase at a point inside the liquid equals

@:z ru @:zoo ru 6) zooo pu
@ t.z x 1os Pa
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amount of air will be around

@ zoo"c @ os: r

@ rero

Ort
I h

-1-

2h
_t

h

3h
3h

t

During buildings construction, engineers put the heavy equipments on wide steel boards

to reduce the pressure due to the weight of these equipments. If placing an equipment of

mass 454 kg on a horizontal steel board causes an additional pressure of 5 x 104 N/m2

on the surface below this board, so the surface area of this board equals

(Where: g=9.8m/s2)

@ s .q x to*2 cmz CD o.+ x t0-2 cm2 @ I .z x l0-2 m2 @ a.q x to-z m2

A force of 50 N is acting on a hydraulic press small piston of radius 1.5 cm to lift a mass

of 245 kg placed on the big piston. Given that the two pistons are balanced against each

other at the same horizgntal level where the acceleration due to gravity is 10 m/s2,

so ..'....'...'...

The mechanical

advantage

The radius of
the big piston

@ 49 2l cm

(b) 98 2l cm

t 49 10.5 cm

@ 98 10.5 cm

Amount of a gas has density 1.25 kglm3 at a pressure of 1 atm. If the pressure has

increased to 1.5 atm while holding the temperature of the gas constant, then its density

becomes

An amount of air has a volume of 2.1x 10-3 m3 under a pressure of 1.013 x 10s N/m2

and a temperature of 303 K. If the air pressure is increased to 1.107 x 106 N/m2 and

the volume of this amount of air becomes 3 x 10-a m3, so the final temperature of this

@so+r @ +z:"c

From the opposite figure, the pressure difference

between the pressure of gas x and the atmospheric

pressure is ....'........'.

@

@

2521

(i) o.azs kg/m3 @) r.zs kg/m3 @) r.azs kg/m3 @ z.ozs kg/m3
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A mercury manometer was used to measure the pressure of a certain amount of

a trapped gas, so the difference between the vertical heights of mercury levels was hr.

When the same experiment was repeated to measure the same gas pressure using water

instead of mercury, the difference between the vertical heights of water levels was h,
(Given that: the relative density of mercury = L3.6)

@h,=h, @ h, = 13.6 hz O h, = 13.6 hr @tr= lohr

@ a girl of weight 600 N is standing

I of the girl and the ground is 0.025

on the ground. If the totai contact area between the feet

m2 ,thenthe pressure by which the girl affecting

the ground equals

@ t.z x 103 N/m2 @2.+ x 103 N/m2

G) r.z x 104 N/m2 @z.q x loa N/m2

A dental chair of weight 1600 N rests on a piston of cross-sectional area l44O cm2, so the

magnitude of force that should be exerted on the small piston of cross-sectional area

J2 cm2 to make the two pistons balance against each other at the same horizontal level

equals

@zzN @aoN @zzoN @aooN

The opposite figure shows a cylinder of uniform cross-sectional

area equipped with a frictionless movable piston trapping

a quantity of gas of volume Vo, at 0'C. If the gas temperature

has increased to 546"C while keeping the pressure constant,

then the change in the gas volume is ...............

@v., @zvo, @: vo, @+v",

A gas bubble at the bottom of a lake rose to its surface, so its volume increased

to the double, considering the temperature was constant, the depth of the lake

equals (Where: pwater = 1000 kglm3,g = 10 m/s2, Pu = 105 pa)

(a)5m @to- @rs* @zo *
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In an experiment to determine the pressure increasing coefficient of a gas at constant

volume, the pressure of a given amount of the gas at 0'C was 10s Pa and when heated to

273"Cits pressure became 2 x l}s Pa. Calculate the pressure increasing coefficient of

the gas at constant volume.

A U-shaped tube contains a quantity of water. Another liquid

that is immiscible with water is poured graduaily in one of

its arms. The opposite graph shows the relation between the

height of water and the height of the liquid above the 1evel

of the separating surface at equilibrium. Find the relative

density of the liquid in terms of 0.

(Where the two axes are drawn by the same scale)

h liquio

An iron cube of side length 12 cmand mass 7 kg.Ifthe iron density is 7800 kglm3

is that cube solid or hollow?

The opposite figure shows a chair with 4legs. A company

for plastic cups manufacturing claims that putting a plastic

cup below each leg of the chair as shown will decrease

the risk of the floor damage. What is your evaluation for

that claim?

Second Answer the following questions

--- %41



xi*-
.W The opposite figure shows connected vessels whose

bases are in the same horizontal level. If the vessels contain

an amount of a homogeneous liquid, so the two points

which have the same pressure are

., A hydraulic press has two pistons, the diameter of one of them is double that of the other,

so if the small piston moves a distance y downward when exerting a force on it, the big

piston moves a distance ..... upward.

@0, @,

An amount of ideal gas is under pressure P and temperatur e JJ"C.If the temperature of
the gas is raised to 421"C while keeping its volume constant, the increase of its pressure

equals

ffi ffr" opposite figure shows two containers X and y

containing the same gas and connected to each other

by a pipe of negligible volume equipped with a valve.

When the valve is opened while holding the temperature

constant, the pressure of the gas in container y becomes 3 atm.

So the pressure of the gas in container X before opening

the valve \,vas ..'. .......

3.5 atm 3.75 atm 4 atm

irc-

@ g,s

/;\y
v2 aDv.J4

51 
p

\ /^
-z

@e Oz. @+p

@ +.s ut'n
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] @ A solid object in the shape of letter T

is placed on a horizontal surface as / 
- 

'-1 ' l!

inverted upside down to be as shown Figure (1) Figure (2)

in figure Q),the force and the pressure

by which it acts on the surface

will .... .'

Force Pressure

ra) increase increase

@ lncrease remain unchanged

o remain unchanged lncrease

@ remain unchanged remain unchanged

If two equal volumes of two non-reacting liquids whose densities are p1 atrd prare mixed

together, a mixture of volume that equals the sum of the volumes of the liquids before

mixing will be formed, so the density of the mixture equals

,--. P, * Peg)'z- @2(p,*pr)
,-\ P, P,(c)-.-Pt+Pz

,^2 P, Pr.

[o, p1 + p,

Anamountof agashasavolumeof 273cm3at0'C,if itstemperaturerisesto l0oCunder

a constant pressure, the volume of the gas becomes """"""""'

@ zo: 
"-3 @ zlz 

"*3 @ zza 
"m3

@ za: 
"-3

A balloon contains an amount of gas whose volume is 150 mL under a certain pressure P and

an absolute temperature T. If the pressure of the gas gets doubled and its absolute temperature
?

gets decreased to f, T, the volume of the gas in the balloon becomes

@ zs -t- @ sz.s mt- @ so.zs -t- @ zs."t

In the opposite

container (1) is

container (2) is

@rs cm Hg

@+scmHg

figure, if the pressure of the gas in

:o :"' 
n:: *: 

1"""e 
of the gas in

/^\ ^ -(b)JscmHg

@ 110 cm Hg

2561
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The opposite figure shows a closed tank containing a liquid of

density 900 kg/m3 and a gas of pressure 2barc,so the total

pressure affecting the bottom of the tank is

(Take: g=10m/s2)

@ o.tz uu. @ t.ts uut O 2.1s bu., @ z.st uu^

A gas reservoir, the difference between its pressure

and the atmospheric pressure was 40.8 kPa, was

connected to one of the arms of a manometer so that
the height of the liquid column in the open arm of
the manometer became 60 cm and the height of the
liquid column in the arm connected to the reservoir
became 30 cm, so using the opposite table, the liquid
in that manometer was ............

(Where: g=10mls2)

@oil @ *ut"t (f -"."rry @ glycerin

?
a

Gas

Liquid

12.5 c

Mercury

I
3m

I
i

2m
+

A U-shaped tube of uniform cross-section contains

three immiscible liquids balanced against each

other as shown in the opposite figure, so the relative

density of liquid x equals

@0.+

@o.a
@o.o

@r.o

An amount of a gas has a pressure 6 atm at temperattre 27"C, if its temperature is
increased to t, while its volume is kept constant, its pressure becomes 9 atm,so the value
oftis

@tz"c @ rzz'c @ zoo'c O +so'c

In the opposite figure, a cylinder equipped with
a frictionless movable piston traps an amount of air.

If the piston is moved slowly from position x to
position y without any change in temperature, so

Air pressure Air density

@ mcreases lncreases

@ lncreases remains constant

o decreases remains constant

@ decreases increases

Liquid Density (kg/m3)

Mercury 13600

Water 103

Glycerin 1260

oil 800

Liquid

(YY : l) \ d I -\ I 1at-,u-r,(Jr; o1!,u;; gldl
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The opposite figure shows a mercury barometer

being used to determine the atmospheric pressure.

If the atmospheric pressure is found to be 75 cm Hg,

the pressure at point x equals

(Take: Psu = 13600 kglm3 , g mls2)

66.64 x 103 Pa @ ee .e+ x 1os Pa

Q)zz.zz x 1os PaG)zz.zz x 103 Pa

A tank contains an amount of air that has density 1.3 kg/m3 under the standard atmospheric

A hydraulic press has a mechanical advantage of 80 and the cross-sectional area

of its small piston is 31.4 cm2, so the radius of its big piston approximately

equals

@ ts.* @zz cm @zs"n @:s .-

The ratio between the diameters of the pistons of a hydraulic press is 2 : 5. If a force of

400 N is exerted on the small piston, so the biggest mass that can be put above the big

piston to make the two pistons balance at the same horizontal level equals

(Take: g=10m/s2)

(! zsoo tg ($ zso tg Q) e+ kg @ o.s tg

pressure and a temperature of 27'C.If the temperature of this amount of air is lowered to

OoC and its pressure is increased to 1.8 atm, its density becomes

@o.zg kg/m3 (rf o.zl kg/m3 Q) z.tz kg/m3 @; z.st kgtm3

The opposite figure shows a capillary tube of uniform cross-section

containing a thread of mercury that traps an amount of air. If the tube

is positioned vertically where its open end becomes downward while

the temperature is held constant, the length of the trapped air column

becomes

@ to.o c- (r) ts.o 
"m

@ tt.s "-

A girl of mass 60 kg stands on one leg wearing a shoe whose contact area with the ground

is 20 cmz, so the pressure due to the girl on the ground equals

(Where: g=10m/s2)

3cm

12 cm

(Where: Pu=76 cm Hg)

@ tz.s "-

258 
|

G) rot N/m2 (Dz'105N/m2 O: r 1os N/m2 @+*1osN/m2
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If the pressure of a water column equals the pressure of a mercury column, what
is the ratio between the height of water column and the height of mercury column?
(Where: The relative density of mercury = 13.6)

A student wants to determine the mass of a solid bar

of iron, so he executes the steps which are shown in

the opposite figure. If the density of iron is 7.87 glcm3

calculate the mass of the iron bar.

A student filled two identical bowls (A and C) with two equal volumes of oil and water
and also two identical cylinders (B and D) with two equal volumes of oil and water as

shown in the following figures. If the relative density of oil is 0.8, arrange the four vessels

in a descending order according to the acting pressure on the bottom of the vessel.

From the opposite figure:

What happens to the pressure of the contained gas if
the piston moved from position B to position A while
the temperature is held constant? Explain your answer.

cm

100 -
90,
80,
'70 

,

60r
50r
40:.

Frictionless piston

Second I Answer the following questions



An airplane flies at height of 2700 m above the Earth's surface. If the pressure inside

the airplane equals the atmospheric pressure at the Earth's surface which is 76 cm Hg,

the average density of air is 1.1 kg/m3 and the density of mercury is 13600 kg/m3, so

the difference between the air pressure inside and outside the airplane

equals (Take: g=9.8 mlsz)

@ r"ro @ zt.s cm Hg G) 2.s cm Hg @n.+cm Hg

The opposite figure shows three vessels which have

different shapes but equal base areas. If each of them

contains a quantity of water having the same height,

so the pressure at ..........'....

@ point P is greater than the pressure at each of the points Q and R

@ poirrt Q is greater than the pressure at each of the points P and R

@ point R is greater than the pressure at each ofthe points P and Q

@ all points P, Q and R is the same

A cylinder is closed with a movable frictionless piston that traps a volume V 
, 
of an

ideal gas under pressure P and absolute temperature T. If the temperature of the gas

is increased to 4 T and the piston is pushed until the volume of the gas becomes

i,,, so the pressure of the gas becomes """"""""

@+p @op @sp @roe

Two open boxes are placed next to each other, the first is cubic-shaped of length 20 cm

and the second is cuboid-shaped whose base dimensions are 20 cm,40 cm and its height

is 30 cm, so the ratio between the forces due to air pressure on the bases of the two

@+ @+ o+ @+

First I Choose the correct answer

260 
|
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An amount of gas has pressure 70 cm Hg and temperature 0"C.If it is heated till
its temperature becomes 39oc while holding its volume constant, its pressure

becomes

61.25 cmHg 0) so cm Hg 85 cm Hg @ gzcm Hg

The opposite figure shows a mercury barometer.

When the atmospheric pressure increases, the distance

which increases is ...............

@vw
@*"
@xv
@*,

A U-shaped tube contains an amount of glycerin

whose density is 1260 kg/m3. Oil is poured

gradually in one of the arms of the U-shaped tube

and the opposite graph shows the relation between

the height of oil and that of glycerin aboye the

level of the separating surface between oil and

glycerin at equilibrium, so the density of oil

equals

hrry""rirr(cm)

10 15 20 25

@zo"n

@zs"-

24 cm

38 cm

@ankglm3 @ zso kgtm3 @re kgtm3 800 kg/m3

The opposite figure shows a 15 cm long tube of uniform cross-

section. If the tube is submerged upside down in a beaker that

contains mercury without letting air leak out of the tube till mercury

rises inside the tube to a length of 5 cm and by assuming that the

temperature is constant, the distance X equals

(Where: Pu=76 cm Hs)

@
@

A beaker has a mass of 1 kg when it is completely filled with water. If a solid object
of mass 375 gis put in the beaker, it displaces 40 g of water outside the beaker, so

the relative density of the material of the object equals

@t.szs @ a.sz () s.zts @ ro.s
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A sample of a gas has volume 650 cm3 at25C,if it is heated to 400'C under constant

pressure, its final volume becomes approximately equal to """""""'

@ soo c*3 @ tzs: cm3 @ t+oo.*3 @ t+os .rn3

When a mercury manometer was used to measure the pressure of a trapped gas in

a container so that the surface of mercury in the manometer arm that is open to the

atmosphere became lower than the arm that is connected to the container by a length

of 9 cm, so the pressure of the trapped gas in the container equals

(Where: Pu=76cm Hg, pse = 13600 kglm3, g = 10 m/s2)

1.155 bar @o.a+au, @ o.ott uu, @ t.zs+au,

.ffi a U-shaped tube contains water and oil of densities

1000 kg/m3 and 880 kglm3 respectively separated by

mercury of density 13600 kg/m3 as shown in the opposite

figure, so the height of water column above the interface

r-
I

l5 cm

t
10.5 cm

Mercury

with mercury equals

ll.2 cm

5cm

@

o
@

@

From the two opposite figures, if the density of

liquid y is double the density of liquid x whose

density is p, so the difference between the

pressure at point B and the pressure at point A

equals

@ per, - psh

A manometer is being used to measure the pressure of an enclosed

gas in a tank as shown in the opposite figure, so the pressure of

the gas inside the tank is ..'........'...'

@ equal to the atmospheric pressure

greate.r than the atmospheric pressure

less than the atmospheric pressure

equal to zero

10 cm

0.5 cm

@
z--r PBhtc)-\--l 2 @-zper,

@
@
@

Liquid y

ffi,



An open vessel of capacity 2.05L is placed inside a refrigerator at temperature 5oC.

If the vessel is taken out from the refrigerator till its temperature becomes 2lC,
the volume of air that leaks out from the vessel will be

(Assuming that the vessel doesn't expand and the pressure is constant)

@ o.os r. @ o.rz r- @ r.e: r @z.n r

The opposite figure shows connected vessels that contain

a liquid of density p, if the pressure of the liquid at point y

is P, so the pressure of the liquid at point x

equals

@?, (u)*p
J

(D9p
v5 @Zpv)

An amount of argon gas has a density of 1.56 kglm3 at STP, so if this amount of gas is

pumped into a vacuumed light bulb of capacity 100 cm3, then the temperature of the

gas inside the bulb becomes 55oC, its pressure becomes 700 mm Hg, so the mass of this

amount of argon gas equals

@2"10-4kg @ t.z x ro-a kg @ r.s x 1o-a kg @ to-a tg

Generalf*.r, 2

,.r"rO-lJl'

UI,,

The opposite figure shows a capillary tube of uniform

cross-section that is closed at one end and contains a thread

of mercury trapping an amount of air at temperaturc 27oC,

so the highest temperature on Celsius scale that can be measured,

if the tube is used as thermometer, equals

(Assume that the pressure is constant and the expansions

of mercury and glass are negligible)

@ ar"c @ nt"c @nt"c @ an"c

@ or" of the pistons moves a distance larger than the other one

@ tt 
" 

force on one of the pistons is greater than the forcercn the other one

@ tfr" cross-sectional area of one piston is greater than the oL",

@ tne work done at one piston is greater than the work done at the other one

Ee--
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The opposite figure shows a hydraulic press which has

two pistons of cross-sectional areas 50 cm2 and 2500 cm2

The apparatus is filled with oil of relative density 0.85.

If the big piston supports a load of mass 2000 kg,

the magnitude of the applied force on the small piston (f)

to hold the system in equilibrium equals

(Where: p . . -.= 1000 kglm3,g = 10 m/s2)
' I water

(a)+oo N (rr) otz.s N (.) aoo N (! rzzs N

A man has a solid cube of gold. He wants to find if the cube is made of pure gold, so he

measured its side length and found that it equals 2 cm, then he measured its mass and

found that it equals 144 g.If the density of pure gold is I9.3 glcm3,is the cube made of

pure gold or not? Explain your answer.

A U-shaped tube, one of its arms is closed, contains an amount of

mercury that traps 12 cm3 of air in the closed arm as shown in the

apposite figure. If the atmospheric pressure is 760 mm Hg, calculate:

(a) The pressure of the contained air in the closed arm.

(b) The volume of the contained air in the closed arm if additional

amount of mercury is poured in the open arm till the height

difference between the surfaces of mercury in the two arms becomes

240 mm, assuming that the temperature is constant.

Contained
air

2000 kg

-1

5m

If an amount of mercury is put in Jolly's apparatus flask such that the volume of the

mercury equals f tfr" volume of the flask, then the temperature of the flask is raised, will

this apparatus be functional for determining the coefficient of increasing the pressure of

air with temperature at constant volume?

Second I Answer the following questions



A U-shaped tube of uniform cross-section contains two

immiscible liquids at equilibrium that are water and liquid X
as shown in the opposite figure, if the relative density of liquid

X is 0.512, so the height h equals

@ s.tz cm @ o.sr cm

@ +.sa "- Q) o.s: "*
A sealed (closed) container of volume capacity 10 L contains a quantity a gas at pressure

1 atm and temperature 25C.If the gas is heated up to a temperature of 75'C and with

neglecting the expansion of the container, the pressure of the gas becomes ...'.............

@ o.ao ut* @ t.tz ut- @ s.o ut- @ tt.z ut*

If the pressure of a contained gas in a tank is 1.2 atm, its pressure in the unit of m Hg

equals (Where: Pu=76 cm Hg)

@ otzm Hs0.912 m Hg (t',) t.lo m Hs ll.2 m Hg

The opposite figure shows a horizontal hydraulic press

system of a machine in a factory. The cross-sectional

area of the small piston ts 7.5 cm2 and the cross-sectional

area of each one of the other pistons is 200 
" 

z.If

a force of 270 N acts on the small piston, the resulted

force on each of the

@zzoN

other p

@

,istons is ...........'...

2160 N 7200 N (f zrooo N

The opposite figure illustrates the change in

the conditions of an experiment on an amount of

gas by using a cylinder of constant volume and

a movable frictionless piston, so ..'..'....".'.

1.1 atm

ffi*u"-**".*'"U*HThe volume of the

gas in case B (L)

The pressure of the

gas in case B (atm)

@ 0.3 1.5

@ 0.3 2.2

o 01 1.5

@ 0:7 2.2

(Yt : l) y p/c,t l lat-'lt-t -(lt; -l-],g ghdl

First I Choose the correct answer
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When mixing two equal masses of non-reacting liquids whose densities are p and

the density of the mixture equals

If the tube in figure (1) is lifted up till the

height of mercury inside it becomes 38 cm as

shown in figure (2), so the height of the tube

above mercury level is

(Where: Pu=76 cm Hg)

@:a "* @oo"*
(c)80cm @os "-

Figure (1) Figure (2)

In the opposite figure, if the relative density

of oil is 0.8, the relative density of liquid x

is .. ... ... ... . ...

0.825

0.915

(-6) o.sas

@o.r:s

The opposite figure shows a water manometer, each of its

arms is connected to a gas container. If the gas pressure

in container (1) is 76 cm Hg, the gas pressure in container (2)

is approximately equal to ...............

(Where: pn, = 13600 kg/m3 , Pwater = 103 kg/m3)

Q)tzcm Hg @z+cmHg OzscmHg @socmHg

21.;"1^

l_

A quantity of gas has pressure P at temperature 5oC, so to increase the pressure of

the gas to 2P with keeping its volume constant, its temperature has to be raised

(f r:oo r Q) sso r @s:or @za:r
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Two men were fixing a weak roof using a wooden plate of weight 400 N. They put

the plate above the roof. If the contact areaof the plate with the roof is 0.8 m2 and the weight

of both men together is 1600 N, the total pressure that affects the roof due to the weight

of the plate and the two men when they stand above the plate equals

@zzo N/m2 @ zooo N/m2 @ zsoo N/m2 @ sooo N/m2

A cylinder is equipped with a movable frictionless piston containing a20L of a gas at

temperature2ToC. So, the increase of temperature, that is required to increase the volume

of the gas to 30 L while the pressure is held constant, equals

@ rso'c @nt"c @ +so'c @ ooo'c

The ratio between the diameters of the pistons of a hydraulic press is t, so the ratio

between the pressure directly below the small piston to the pressure directly below the big

piston at the equilibrium of the two pistons at the same horizontal level is ...............

61 1

\_-/ 1 @+ o+ @+

The opposite figure shows a U-shaped tube of uniform cross-

sectional area A. The tube is filled partially with oil of density

p, then a solid tightly-fitted cylinder is put in the right arm of

the tube to slide inside it, so if the system is balanced, the weight

of the solid cylinder equals

(Where: g is the acceleration due to gravity)

@ nlpe @ /'pe @ ap1/ * r,;g @ aprl - r,le

The opposite figure shows two gas containers (1), (2) of

capacities 2 \, and \, respectively connected together by

a tube of negligible volume that is equipped with a valve,

container (1) is vacuumed and container (2) contains a gas.

If the valve between the two containers is opened slowly

while holding the temperature constant. The pressure of

the contained gas will

@ d""r"ure to the half

?
O

@ irrc.euse to the double

@ d""."ure to one third @ ir"."ure to the triple
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The opposite figure shows four submarines P, Q,

R and S diving at different depths under water

surface of constant density. If the submarines have

moved from initial depth to final depth as shown

in the figure, so which of them will experience

a pressure increase of .'."..'....".

The opposite figure shows a barometer placed beside

a mercury manometer that enclosing an amount of gas

in its closed arm, so the pressure of the enclosed gas

in the manometer equals

Water surface

RP

rom-6
t
l(

30m--.lill;

50m-----

70m-----

A glass flask is open from the top at temperaturc 1'7oC, when it is heated up, an amount

of air with a volume equivalent to the quarter of the volume of the flask has leaked out.

By assumingthat the flask doesn't expand and the pressure remains constant, the change

of temperature inside the flask in Celsius is ......'..'.....

362.5'C 106.5'C

The diameter of the big piston of a hydraulic press is 28 cm. If the maximum increase in

pressure that can be tolerated by this big piston is 17 atm, so the biggest mass that can be

lifted by this piston equals (Where: P, = 105 N/m2, g = 10 m/s2)

0272kg @ rcazkg

66 cm Hg

86 cm Hg

)76 cmHg

)96 cm Hg

Lowest value Highest value

submarines P, Q submarines R, S

submarines P, Q submarine S only

submarine P only submarines R, S

submarine P only submarine S only

1000 kg 10000 kg

€,

o
(c)

@

@ sl.s'c @n.s'c

- 0--
lr

ff+-
I

.m-\-
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A boy of weight 364 N sits on a chair of three legs of weight 41 N without touching

the ground with his feet. If the sum of the areas of contact of each of the chair legs and

the ground is 19.3 cm2,thepressure by which the boy and the chair affects the ground

equals

@ 2l x 104 N/m2 O t.o x los N/m2

(O r.s x 1os N/m2 @ z.r x 1os N/m2

The following figures show three identical capillary tubes in which equal masses of a gas

are trapped by three threads of mercury of the same length. Arrange these tubes in
a descending order according to the pressure of the gas inside each of them.n )-

-ll 

/x,It c/
(1) (2) (3)

Gas bubble at depth 30 m under the water surface of a lake where the temperature

is 4"C. If the bubble rises till reaching the water surface where the temperature becomes

10oc, calculate the percentage of the increase in the volume of the bubble.

(where: pwaterof 
thelake = 1.01 x 103 kg/m3 lo mls2,Pu = 1.013 x 10s N/m2)

Second I Answer the following questions
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. L the following figures, which of the gases X, Y and Zhas the highest pressure?

(Where: pu> pb)And why?

The following figures show four identical beakers filled with equal volumes of two

differentliquids ZandQ.If thedensityof liquidZisgreaterthanthatof liquidQ,

at which of the shown points on the figures the pressure of the liquid is the highest?

Liquid

a

-----2r0)

,fu'',fu fu,
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If a solid cube of iron of side length 10 cm has mass 7J2kg and a solid cuboid of gold

whose dimensions are 20 cm, 10 cm, 5 cm has mass 19.3 kg, so the ratio between

the density of iron to the density of gold fftl i,
z'-r 3€r; @+-)(b)+

\_-/ 5

In the opposite figure, if the density of alcohol, mercury

and water are75Okglm3, 13600 kglm3 and 1000 kg/m3

respectively, so the height of the alcohol column above

the separating surface is approximately ..... ....
I ro.: 

"r"f -t2cm@zocm

@+o "*

@:o "*
@so"*

The opposite figure shows a dam that blocks water of depth

65 m, so the pressure of water at the bottom of the dam

equals

(Where: p* = 103 kglm3,g = 10 mls21

@ ts.+ ru @ ts+ ru O o.s x 1oa pa @ o.s x 105 pa

If a child of weight 400 N is standing on one of the pistons of a hydraulic press and

balances against a man of weight 1100 N standing on the other piston at the same

horizontal leveI, the ratio between the cross-sectional areas of the two pistons

equals

ni(a):-
\_-/ 2 @+

z--r 11r97 @;

A volume of an ideal gas has a pressure of 115 kPa at temperature 35oC, if its temperature

is lowered to 25c while its volume is kept constant, its pressure becomes

@ ttt.zt va @ ttt.zt uvu @ tta.so ru @ tta.ao mu

General Exam
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A mercury manometer is connected to a tank

containing an amount of water as shown in

the opposite figure, so the pressure at point X

is'..'.....'."..

(Where: prr* = 13.6 p*u,".. Pu='76 cm Hg)

CD tt cm Hg CD zs cm Hg

G) qo.o cm Hg @ l.o cm Hg

Which of the following choices describes what happens to a gas bubble produced from

a diver's exhalation under the surface of water concerning its volume and the pressure

of water on it while rising upwards till it reaches the surface of water?

The volume of

the bubble

The pressure of

water on the bubble

e, Tncreases Increases

@ Increases Decreases

.- Decreases Decreases

@ Decreases Increases

If the atmospheric pressure at the sea level equals 105 Pa, the value of the acting force

due to the atmospheric pressure on the upper surface of a horizontal plate of length

15 cm and width 20 cmthat is placed at sea level equals

J-"-
Mercury

The graph that represents the relation between volume (\) and density (p) of copper for

a number of copper cubes at a definite temperature is """""'

ppp

t+tI ."", l[,"", l\,""
p

t

I

@

@ rooo N @ zooo N @ :ooo N @ +ooo N

2721
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An amount of gas has volume 2.24L under pressure 1 atm and temperature 0oC,

if its temperature is raised to 25oC while the pressure is held constant, its volume
becomes

@2.+sr @ o.+s r- @ s.sz r- @ ro.+: I
In the opposite figure, a U-shaped tube, the cross-sectional

areas of its arms are 5 cm2 and 10 cm2 , contains an amount

of mercury. If 100 g of water is poured in the narrow arm, so

at equilibrium, the height of mercury column above the level of
the separating surface in the other arm becomes approximately

equal to ..'...........'

(Where: pue = 13600 kglm3, p* = 103 kg/m3)

@ t.s cm @ z.s cm @: "* @s"*
A helium balloon at the Earth's surface has a volume 2 m3 under a pressure of 76 cm Hg
and temperature of 27'C.If the balloon rises up to a height where the pressure of helium
becomes 66.9 cm Hg and its temperature becomes 20.5oC, the volume of the balloon
will be

@ t.tzrrr3 @z.zz^3 @:.t+ *3 @ s.zz^3

An empty dry glass cup has a mass of 190 g, when it is filled with a liquid of relative
density 0.81, the mass of both the cup and the liquid together becomes 400 g. If this
cup is filled with water, the mass of the cup and the water together becomes

nearly (Where: the density of water = 1 g/cm3)

(a)zoo g @:+r g @zoo s @++o g

If the atmospheric pressure at the base of a mountain is 76 cm Hg, while its value at

the top of the mountain is 60.8 cm Hg. The pressure difference between its base and its

top equals (Where: p,e = 13595 kglm3 ,g = 9.8 mlsz)

@ tsz x 10a pa 
@ r.ls x 10a pa 

@ z.o: , ioa pu 
@ z.zx 104 pa

A quantity of water is poured into the open arm of

a mercury manometer as shown in the opposite figure,

so the pressure of the enclosed air equals

Pu*gP*h*+gpgghng

@ Pu + BP*h* - BPHehue

Mercu
O rP*rr* + BPHehue

@ eP*t* - BPuehne

(Yo : l) r p;/-r /1.r."u'Vt -L-it ; c,1! 
"L-;; )l4ldf
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Figure (1) shows a cylindrical container equipped with

a movable frictionless piston of mass 16 g and cross-

sectional area 160 cm2 thatis containing an amount of

gas of volume 0.01 m3 under the standard atmospheric

pressure. If an amount of mercury is put above the

piston as shown in figure (2) while keeping the

temperature constant, the piston will move a distance

downwards that equals

Figure (2)

- 10 m/s?(Where: the atmospheric pressure = 105 N/m1the acceleration due to gravity

the density of mercury = 13600 kg/m3)

@z.zs cm @ s.s "* @ e.zs 
"nt @ z.s "*

A hydraulic press has two pistons ofcross-sectional areas A and 3 A balanced against

each other in the same horizontal level. When a car engine is placed above the big piston,

the piston has moved for a distance h downwards, so the height difference between the

two pistons equals

@r, @zn O: r, @+t

@

@

Ti.+0.*
In the opposite figure, the density of liquid X

is .'............. .(Where: p...-,-- = 103 kg/m3)

@ rszs kg/m3 900 kg/m3

654kglm3@ soo kg/m3

The opposite figure shows a hydraulic lift which

has been used to lift a car of mass 1800 kg. If the

cross-sectional areas ofthe pistons ofthe lift are

2O cm2 and2 m2,the acting force f on the small

piston equals

(Where: Po1= 800 kglm3, g = 10 mls21

@ rs.o N @ :z.z N Q) rt+ x 104 N @z.t x 1o4N

A submarine has settled down at depth of 500 m under the surface of the water of an

ocean whose density is 1025 kglm3.If the atmospheric pressure is 1.01 x 10s N/m2 which

also equals the pressure inside the submarine cabin and the acceleration due to gravity is

9.8 mlsz,then the ratio of the total pressure on the outer surface of the submarine to the

Liquid X

pressure inside its cabin equals

@ r @zs.zt @ so:a @ ror.+o

l*-i!
Figure (1)

----- 2?4
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The following figure shows two identical U-shaped tubes of uniform cross-sections,

each tube contains two of three liquids x, z and k. If the liquids are at equilibrium in

the two tubes, arrange the liquids (x,z andk) in a descending order according to their

densities.

Liquid

k

The opposite graph represents the relation between

the pressure of an amount of gas (P) and its

density (p) at two constant temperatures T, and T,
so compare between T, and Tr.

The opposite figure shows two mercury

baromqters while being placed at sea level;

(a) Are the pressures at the two points x and y equal?

Explain your answer.

(b) What is the pressure of the trapped air in the unit

of mm Hg?

ur.rr*fldil;J-

lffi 'r
M#M-I

lzts
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@go.rzs tg

@go.s g/cm'

@@less than 1

(E@s*

@o

GEII Multiple choice questions

(O@e."-'

@@zl gtcnf

6@p

o@+
Oo
@@zocm3

@ @ Mass of 1 cm3 of mercury is greater than the

mass of 1 cm3 of any other substance in the table.

@@a,o (D@m(r-r)

@g sooo t gt*3

o=3L=g1.r., 
AVNr

=#+= 86ookg/m3

t9@{t
m...P=v.

.'. Slope=$=1aag=p
avol

P, an 45 ^f:
Py tan 30

@@*

@(r)@:.ss"c
(ii)@ 100'c

@@a,zcm

The mass of gold that has a price of million pounds:

m= 106 
=looos

1 000

The volume of gold that has a price of million

pounds:

v =1i= 
m - 

looox l0-r *s.18 x 1o-sm3
19.3 x 10'

1= 0.037 m = 3.7 cm

@@+
...m=pv.,=pxfnr3

.',-P,'? - prt - I" \-E4- 2Px12rf - t6

6hc)!v" fi,

'.' Both the cube and the cylinder me made of iton.

... m = pVor

... 
t",* 

- 
(Vo,)"u* 

= 
lt 

= 
o

m..,** (V.,)"r,'n0", *(l'' 
lT

""rr) 1

@G)@ooo tgl-'

P*n.u= P,"tnti," x P*,t",

= 0.6 x 1000 = 600 kg/m3

(ii) @ 60 kg

m = p.*oVo, = 600 x 0.1 = 60 kg

@(i)@o.zsz

m*,,", = 700 - 230 = 47O g

m"., = 600 - 230 = 370 g

'. (Vo1)*u,", = (Vot)ol = beaker capacity

^ m xfv)
Y .. nil ' .l sder

' rrel. ot orl Pware, **"*, , (Vor)oir

.n -f,oil" rrel.otoil m

... 0,", .r",, = $'"= 
o.r*,

(ii) @ 470 cm3

'. Volume of container = Volume of water

m
..-(v.) ==",,.,_ 

470 
=47ocml. orconra,ner P*",., 

1000 x l0 3

@6sa.zq
mtiquio = P0iquio)(vol)rant

= P1per. riquid) P1*u,".1 (Vo1)r*1

= 0.72 x 1000 x 60 x 10-3

- A7 ) lo

Mass of the liquid filled tank = 43.2 + 10

@or

@@?3

- 53.2k9

@go.ts

-------- 4 I



Answers of Chapter
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tr
ooo
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@6 ssoo tgl*'
- The volume of the displaced water:

m
dtphcd

U ol/displaced p

- 62.5 x lo 3 

- 6.25x 10-5 m3
1000

'. The volume of the piece of copper = The

volume of the displaced water

.'. (V .) = 6.25 x 10-s ml\ ol'coPfr

- The density of copper:
m

^ 
copFr

' cofFr (v ..)
or copFr

- 
531.25 x 10_ 

3 

= 
g500 kgim3

6.25 x 10-s

Another Solution:

'. The volume of the piece of copper = The volume

of the displaced water

'.' Relative density =
Mass of a definite volume of a substan@

Mros of tlre sme volume of water at *re sme tempemture

.'. The relative density of copper = ftry

_5#;_..- a5 -"'
P"upp",= P,"66"" x P*4",

= 8.5 x 1000 = 8500 kg/mr

@@+
- The mass of the first liquid:

m,=10P-6=!6

- The mass of the second liquid:

mr=1!6-a=l$P
m

'ol

'.' The volume of the beaker is constant.

. P, mr_9m_-L
..%-,rl-r*.-2

@6aoo.+, to3g

m = (pv",);,", = pi-, ({v",),.*, - {v",)".,,,r)

= * * p,.n (rto,..-.',",")

= + , +, z.s 
" (tzsl'- trsl')

= 400.4 x 103 g

@g r:szo.s tgr-3

- The mass of mercury at 0'C:

m=pV",=13595x60x10-6

= 0.81 57 kg

- The mass of the mercury which remains inside

the flask at 80'C:

ni=m-m ..-.
spilled

=o.8157 - (1.47 x 10-3; = 0.31423 1*

- The density of mercury at 80'C:

p=.! = 
otlaza-= t3570.5kgrm'' V", 60 x 10-6

@6 rooorgt*3

@@o.oq-'
m =m.

(pvo,)*r,". = (pvo,),""

1000 x 1=917 (V")r""

(V.J 
i.. = 1'09 m3

AV", = (V.,),"" - (Vor) 
*u,".

=1.09-1=0.09m3

@@z.s
... (v",)",,", = (v",).ogn""i,- + (vor)"opp.

"' 
(+),,., = (-o )***"*, * (f)*n*,

'lsor@ 75ox 4o

750 100 100

p*-= lJ " g

P.u,^. = 2.5 g.".-'

n -Prrroy-2.5-2.5, r.l.ot.rt it o I

@o*p
(V",)*,*,,* = (V.), + (V",),

=vo,+2vo,=3vo,

(pv"r).i*tu." = pr(vo,), + pr(vol),

o x 3 V .= oV .+ZoxZY .I mrxture ol I ol

P",'^,,,,"= +P

@@o+"-3
m =m +m.warer glycenn

tr-



F

z

(oV .) . =(oV .) +(oV.).r ot mtx ! orwakr ., ol,glycenn

o*, ({vo,).,.,", + {vo,)r,r*.,,) =

(pv"r)*,,., + (pvor )ery"".in

t.t ({v",),,,,.,++o) = Ixtv",)*,,",+ t.26x40

l.l (V .) + 44 = (Y .) + 50.4

(\ .) = 64 crnl

@@*p

@@Allovl

@@AlloyB

@@ 1666.7kclm3

@@

@@+ e cm3

.,, _50 50_ 50 50 3,r, -F;-T;-oet - 1 -+.ycm

llt@ 6 and,2v_

pu (mix forequal volu-"O = d=ft,
_ pr(v"r)r + pr(v"r),

(v"r)r + ry"r),

" 
(Vo,)r = (Vo,),

(pr + p2) (vor)r 
_ Pr + P2

" 
pv(mix)=-l-r---r-r-----4= '- '

P. (mix for equal mu*"r) = ,ffi
,= ,*,

/m. m^ \
(T;.T;)

"'ht=toz
o (mixr = 

2 t, 
=2PrP,' 

'r-*!)' P'+P'
\q p2/ |

..P,+pr_^ -.2prp,. 2 -, .ifr;_;
2 p1 pz= 3 (pt+ p2)

i. pr+p2=8 e

"'P1P'=12 A
From equations tJ and @:

.." =lZ. 12 0

o- +J2=8,, pr

---- 
6 l

P? + t2=8 Pl

P?-8Pl+12=o

(Pr- 2) (P' - 6) = 0

:'Pt=2ot6

arfi p2= 6 or 2

o =Omdo =Torviceversa,rl ' 12 -

EEIEEI Essay questions

@ 
(1) Because a low blood density below nomal

levels indicates a low number of red blood

cells and that the person has anemia.

(2) Because some diseases cause an increase of

salts in uine so that its densiry increases more

than nomal.

@ By measuring the density of the electrolytic

solution in the battery so that if it is:

- close or equal to the nomal value, the battery of

the ctr is charged.

- less thm the normal value, the battery of the ctr

is not chaged.

O The student who gives the answer of 0 .8 without

a unit is conect because relative density has no

measuring unit since it is a ratio between two

quantities that have the same dimensional fomula.
m

@(a) o;., =;tL = :::l 
e:::; 

= Teoo t el.'_ \,or/r" 1000 x l0

m
dudintrm

' aruronum (v )
' ol'aluminum

= 2'7 
,=27o0kglm3

1000 x 10-6

(b) The density of iron and that of aluminum ue

different because of the difference in:

- the atomic weight for each of them.

- the interatomic spaces in each of them.

() The bucket of water requires greater force to be

lifted because the weight of the water bucket is

greater than that of oil where:

'..w=mg , m=pVor



Answers of Chapter
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EE
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6
o
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@@3ocmx20cm

P, (cube) = P, (cuboid)

(sJ**=(T)*0",

(&o )"*=(&o )**.
p 

I = p2, because both tre of the sme material

103-30xlox20
102 A

A= (30 x 20) cm2

It should be placed on the 20 cm x 30 cmside

@@ teootglm'

@@ less than one

@@ z,lo 
" 

to6 ea

(D@+

mg

p- F 
- 4

'- A- x?

_ 95x9.8

4x!xQ.5xto-212

= 2.96 . 106 Pa

@ril@o.sr.r

The force that acts on the head of the pin

by the thumb equals the force that acts

by the tip of the pin on the skin of the index.

F= 0.5 N

(ii)@8x103N/m2

,-F- 0.5
'-A-6x10-t

=8^ loiN/m)

@ril@ I.2l x Iorpascal

- F SW-in 8xo-08
'-A- A -5.3xro-a

= 1.21 x 103 pascal

(ii) @ Remains constmt, Decreases

@@ oecreas"s oy |!
6lilTD-L
-- gX

.. o- F 
--gAA

.'.w=oV.r

'.' The two btrckets have the same volume

'. o..<o

oll wnter

Answers of New Types of questions

f,Eil choose two correct answers:

@ @ the mass of the alloy equals the sum of

the masses of the two metals A and B

@ the density of the alloy equds f p

O@ o', p,

@ Pr'{P, * Prl

Put in front of each of the following
sentences the number of the
quantity that expresses it :

O(3)

O(3)

O(1)

O(1)

O<zl

GEI Muhiple choice questions

Q@tg.-'.s' OO
@@+" tooNlm'

p=I=--J9Qo =4x l0rN/m:A looo x lo-"

@@ o+.os x ro3 N/m2

r = 
o'fl t 

= 
,t 

Yfi ?o' = 64.es x lor N/m2

G)(0@soooteL'
ml

= 8000 k8/ml
" v., 2.5x5xlOxl0-

Gi) @ sooo N/-'z

p =--F =r&= Ixlo ,=8oooN/m2mn A. A. 5x2.5x10-'

<iio@zooJrv#

P = 
F 

=mg= 
1xl0 --2000N/m2

mrn A A i0x5xt0.

6 @ t"."u."11r"".11r"..

@@ Remains constant, Increases.

o@ o@
@@+z * to'N @@roa



F

...m=pvor=pAX

oAXp
...P= Ai=px8
. ^_ 

P

'fX

@or,s
.. o- F - 

mg.,_A_ 
A

...m=pV.,=pAh

... p= Pf;s 
= pgrr

Assuming the density of the material of each

of the masses Z, Q and S is p, so the density

of the material of mass T is 2 p.

Pr=2Pgh

Ps=pgxZh=2pCh

Po = peh

pr= pgh

.'. Both masses 'f, S affect the ground by the same

pressure.

,lFr Gr o+ts Nlm2

F=Wcos0

- F Wcos0

A

60 cos 30' .. - .,, 2 v/
04 I ) i\/m

(0.09),

rh(or

'.' o = -]!-, (vr)

."mr=P(",),=ph/'z

1'm;=p(V.,)r=phfir2

o =mr8=phfg=n6n
'A,t'1"

r,=?e=Phat'e=rt*
' A, T'f

P,

EEIEEI Essay questions

Q Because the surface area of the base of its concrete

foundation is lager, so the pressure on the soil is

smaller.

------ 8 l

@ @ Increasing the number of the legs.

@ Using legs with larger end surface area.

O (a) Due to the high pressue difference between

inside and outside the house, a large force that

destroys the windows of the house is produced

(b) AP = (100 - S0) x 103 = 20 x 103 pascal

F = APA= 20 x 103 x 36 = 72 x 10a N

(c) Yes , less damage takes place if the doors and

windows were opened because the pressure

difference would be less than its value if they

were closed.

Answers of New Types of questions

l'!fl'llll choose two correct answerc:

@P, =P,

@P.. Fo

Put in front of each of the following
sentences the number of the graph
that represents it :

oQ)
o(3)

EEil Multiple choice questions

@@ depth of the lake

O@s.tt *
... p 

= p8h

.'. 92 x 103 = 1030 x 9.8 x h

,'. h= 9.11m

O@ P", pr, pn

()@zp @@ozrn

@@ gr"ut". th* P O@ less thm P

o@ o@+
@@ s,zz x lors kg

'..F=w=mg

'.'F=PA=P,x4fiR2

o(1)

o(1)



Answers of Chapter

o
EElx|.c

F

oa
oJ

g is constant.

Slope € tan e

P*tane

tan 60 > tan 50 > te 30

(Slope)" > (Slope)o > (Slope),

Pg>PA>PB

Thc correct choice is @.

(iii) @ 105 Pa

The atmospheric pressure is the acting pressure on

the surfaces of the liquids A, B i.e at h = 0

... P, = 105 Pa

@ @ t.t x 108 pascal

@@29+opascal

@@o.as- @@r+rr.zr,r

@@szo+N

F=PA=(psh+Pa)A

= (ttooo r 10 x 20 x to-'y + 1r.ot: x to))

x20x40x10-a

= 8264 N

@@zlz" 1o4N/m2

(iii)@(2)

le

*",".f----r,,".
".,".'tr#t,*

Ah = h--
Hg

AP = pnrgAh

= 136fi) x 10 x 20 x 10-2

=2.72 x \O1N/mz

@o
@@c.zx 106N/m2

@@t-

@ @ s.+ 
" 

103 N/m2

@til@rrt Gi)@(3)

@o

:.mg=4fi?P^

+n? p

c

axffx@s7 x 105;2x 1.013 x 105

v"6

.^t8,
=J.Zl 4lU Kg

@roof oi)@+

@@t,.Pr.n

@@ t.oot x 1o5N/m2

P= Pu + p*u,".9 (h, + hr)

= (1.013 x ro1 + (rot x 9.8 x (a + 2))

= I.60t x tOs N/m2

@@ (Boo

@toOro5Nr-2

(ii) @ 1000 kg/m3

-- AP (3-l)x105
stope = ff = 

Y:11'-1' = to4 N/m3

'.' P = pgh

:. SloPe = Pg

o - 
SloPe 

- loa - Iooo ke/m3'Cl0

@ @ The values of pressue at the bottom of

the three vessels ae equal.

@@t.sr" @@+p

@<o@c

Because at h = 0 (at the surface of the liquio

the pressue equals zero md does not equal the

aftnospheric pressure which means that liquid C

is inside a closed container and not exposed to

the atmospheric air.

(ii),@c

Because the slope of the line representing it in

the graph is the greatest where:

P=pgh

slope=ffi=pg



@@z.t x 1o5N/m2

hr,u = 75 sin 60o =:;.SrF,
Pno,," = PB (hn,r, + h,*)

= 103 x 10 x (37 .5a[i + 6)

= 7.1 x 105 N/mr

@@os"
- When the tank was filled with water:

P-=o sh
I I waler e

= 103 x 9.8 x l2O x l}a

= 1.176 x 104 N/#

- When the tank is filled with the water and

the other two liquids:

L 
-L -h"rvater - "tiquia I - "tiquid 2 - J

. e, = p*,,., gt+ (pj),d*tu" p*** g 
+

+ (pr),",u,,"" p*",", g I

= 103 x 9.8 "Wit "(1 
+0.8 + 1.2)

= 1.176 x i04 N/m2

AP=Pz-Pr=0

.'. The percentage of pressure change on the base

of the tank = 0 7.

@@+
'.' Px = Pa + pghx = Pa + pgh

... 1.5=1+pgh

... pgh = 0.5 atm

'' P, = Pu + Pghy = P" + (Pc x 2 h)

.'. Py = Pa + 2 Pgh = I + (2 xo.5) =2 atm

'.' P, =P^ + Pgh, = P- + (Pg x 3 h)

.'. P =P^+3 pgh= 1 +(3 x0.5)=!.J a1a

P, 2.5 5

@(O t+zt *
P=P +P =o sh +o sh

,r.t * 196= (tO3 x 10 x (2000-h))

+(830x10xh)

17.5x106 =(Zx 107)- 104h+8300h

1700h=2.5x106

h= l47l m

@@

@(D@t.s'n
p = p8hr

@@

Where h, is the height of water ftom the tap of

the second floor to the surface of water in the tank.

63.7x103=103x9.8xh,

hl=6'5m

Water height in the tank:

h,,"*=6.5-J=LJp

(ii) @ %.1 x 103 N/m2

P = pgh = pg (htu"k + i)

= 103 x 9.8 x (1.5 + 8)

= 93.1 x 103 N/m2

@ii)@e.t * tooru

At: d=0.17m

p= p"

P"=9 l x loaPa

(ii) @ 728.86 ks/#
... ar=prgAh

.'. (9.15 - 9.1) x 104 = py x 9.8 x (0.17 - 0.1)

.'. P" = 728,86 kg/ml

@to@1.65x10sN
Foouo, = PA = Pg(h.u + h",u") Auono.

Fnonon' = 103 x 9 8 x 4 2 x (2)2

= 1.65 x lOs N

(ii) @ 1.25 x los N

F..a. = 103 x 9.8 x (2.2 + 1) x (2)2

= 1.25 x 105 N

@@ ts -, to-
- When the pressures ofthe liquids become equal:

P* gh* = Py ghy

h,-.Py_1200-3

hy-p,- 800 - 2

h^
.'. The rario of 

n" 
- j

So, the third choice is the conect one.

=a



Answers of Chapter EE
C
ooa
q)
J

@@sootgr-'
... Ap= pB&

:. (6.75 - 4.5)x 104 = P x 10 x (7.5 - 5)

...p=9C0kg/m3

EEIEEI E 
'uy 

questions

@ 11) Wtren ttre point is at the bottom of the liquid.

(2) When the two points ae in the same horizontal

level in a static homogeneous liquid.

@ Because all points that lie in the same horizontal

level inside a static homogeneous liquid have

the same pressure.

@ Because the three devices have measured

the pressure at thrce points that lie in the same

horizontal level and all the points that lie in the

same horizontal level inside a static homogeneous

liquid have the sme pressure.

Answers of New Types of

EEE choose wo correct answerc :

(! @ the density of the liquid.

@ The force that causes the pressue at the bottom

of the beaker.

@ @ the sutmuine crew is Pu.

@ the upper extemal surface of the submmine is

P +osh

Put in front of each of the following
sentences the physical quantity that
expresses it :

@@+

O@z:.2s.*
o h =oh

103x19=800xh"

h"=23.75 cm

@@ szs rgrm3

o h =o h

1000 (20 - 2.5) = p" x 20

P" = 875 kgim3.

o@1
@ @?.:s "-
o@
@(o1

O@20..
Considering that the

water level js decreased 
,;J

in the branch where the I

oil is poured by h, then

the height ofwater above

the separating surface

becomes 2 h

o h =oh
1000x2h=800x(h+15)

2000h=800h+12000

h=10cm

h*=2h=20 cm

@@ ts.ss "*
ru_) =A. h\ orwakr ruE water

20=1xh 
ate

h*u,., = 20 cm

o h =o hI waler water , mercury mercury

i000 x 20 = 13600 h
mercufy

h = 1.47 cm
mercury

x=h -hwaer mercury

=20 -1.M

= 18.53 cm

@@+

1,,",.

i

l''*

Q Pr"rro."

@ Pressing force

@ Pr"ssure

@ Pressing force

@ Pr"r*ot"

GEil Multiple choice questions

o@?P
€) @ s:s "-
o@;-

F-
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Ei.in.!
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- 

f'J 'Lr,ld'i,:a-a'-')

@@:2.-
Assuming that the height of water is h :

i. pwater h = PHc hHc

+o. (h-h,, ), xerosene . Hg,

... 1s3 6= 1t:600 x o.s1 + (soo x (h-0.5))

=6800+800h-400

200 h = 6400

h=32cm

@@?

@@,"to

@ @ Rises, Gets lowered.

@@eootglm3

@@o.oo: tg

@@to"-

@@

@@0"> p"> no

fiiGtsp

When the levels of the surfaces of mercury in both

trms become the same:

P =P.warer gtycenn

P*"6, h*u,". = Pgry""ln hglycerin

1000 h*",", = 1260 x 10

h*u*, = 12.6 cm

rn =o (V.) =o A. h
s.iler . wale| ol waler I waler tube waler

=1000x5 x12.6x10-6

= 0.063 kg

@ @ Oil overflows first.

6B@ t cm

From the figure:

pn h + p*h*, = pw G + hwr + 12.6)

PHeh + P*h*, = p*h + p*h*r + 12.6 pw

(0Hr-P*) h=12'5P*

(13600- i000)h= 12.6 x 1000

h= I cm

@@less than

'.' All points at the same horizontal level inside

a static homogeneous liquid have the same

prgssuro.

Po=P"

- ---- --Tr1
l

P.+P =P. +P.
J0xbcb

'. h <hxy
''' hoa = hu"

.'. P ,>P,
Liquid x

From equations @, @:

.'. P, . Po

@@t c-'
- When pouring the kerosene:

(Vo1. = A hu

9 =Zhy

h'= Z = +'s

o.h. =o h

P*x|=103x3.6

Pr= 800 kg/#

- When pouring the gasoline:

Prhr = Prh*

800x4.5=900xhc

h =4cmg

(V.,)"=Ahr=2x4=8cm3

6F1619.2 
"-3

When pouring an amount of liquid in the taller

im, water drops in this arm by a value h and rises

in the other am by the same value but since water

is at the edge of the short arm, a water amount of

volume Ah gets spilled from the tube.

P,=P,

o. h .=o h t-]rriquid"riquid rwate, "warcr 
| |

800x12=t03h*,,., 'r,-+l llt Ih*",",=e.6cm ll lll,,,l
h =h =e6cm U lJl i
lpr,red wa,er \,( )r) I

mter\ v / I

(V^t).p,tt.l=Ah"p;tt.d V I

=2x9.6-- 19.2cm]

@@9 cm,t4.4 g

'. The volume of the displaced water downward

= The volume of the displaced water upwards

'vot=Ah

e
P,>Py 

I
P= Pgh ul

@



Answers of Chapter EE
c
oao
oJ

@@rc.at "

103x2h=800x(10+h)

h = 6.67 cm

h.=10+h

= 10 + 6.67 = 16.67 cm

@@

@ (i) @ tes trrm the density of liquid x

(ii) @ less than the pressure at point N

(iii) @ less than one

@@fr
@@

EEIEE Essayquestions

@ It means that the relative density of oil = 0.8

@ - The mathematical relation:

o h =o.. ..h.., waRr warer ' [qurd ]rqurd

- The slope:

ah 0..

slone=rfl-=#-
liquid

=nrreiativc for liqilid

@. Thebaseofthevessel

is in the same horizontal

level md the liquid is

homogeneous.

.. Po=Pu=P"

.'. P" + Pgh3 = P" + Pgh, = P" + pgh,

.'. pgh3 = pgh2 = pghr

"'hr=hr=h,
@ P-h- = Prh, + P,h,

... h* = h, , o-= t or=z p,

.'. p-tr- = 2 p- h, + ] O- h-

.'. Arh, =Arh,

:, I xhl=2x2.4

ht = 4'8 cm

h* = h, + h, = {.$ + 2.4 =7.2 cm

h o =h o

Dividing by p* :

h ={o) xhw "orcl.

7.2=0.8xh.

h" =9 cnl

V", =Ah = / x 9 = 18 cm3

m = pVo, = 800 x 18 x 10{= 14.4 g

@@s"-
'. The volume of the displaced water downwmd

in one mm = The volume of the displaced water

upwilds in the other arm

' Vot =Ah

:. Arhr= Arh,

34x1=Axhz

hz=3cm

hwater=hl +\=1+3=4

h o =h..o..

4=ho.rxo.8

ho.r = 5 cm

@ ti) @0.+zN

i+..

CM

(Fg 
\,n,., = m*ur", I = P.,r", (v.r)*"r". g

=o Ah g

=o filh s, water water a

=rcOOx+xflx10-2)2x135

x 10-3 x 9.8

= 0.42 N

(ii) @ 0.42 N

'. The two liquids me in equilibrium and

the tube has a unifom cross-sectional mea.

.'.(Fr..=G) =0.-{lN

|T.



z

... h.=zhy+ + h^

tn^=zn,
h'=4h'

h
+

" h -T

O - In U-shaped tube (1):

P, 
= 

h, 
-:t - J aDp..hh.t

- In U+haped tube (2):

P-hrh1a
P, h* 2h

DividinsO by@:
p,_a
p_- 1

l!illll choose two correct answerc :

@ @ ttt" t 
"igtrt 

of the colum of liquid x is less than

that of liquid y

@ the mass of the colum of iiquid x is equal to

that of liquid y

o@ft= 1

h^Axl
-ho 1

Put in front of each of the followingq 
;iJl,1T,Tt15ili#',ffi:;i: ;:fr:*:':

Orrt
@ no*,1t;,12y

@ttl

@121

@<zt

@@lt=lr<13

o@+
@@ ttg

..- F mg

AA
s mx10

.'. l0- -- 
._
Ix10"

..m=1kg

O @ s.ao x 1oa pascal

ap= pc&

r,-i"=pgAh

(1.013 x 1Os; - F^ = 13600 x 9.8 x 20 x 10 
3

F" = s.tO x l0a pascal

@ @zs.o cm Hg

AP. =APar mercury

o. sh. ..,. =o s^h, ar e burrorng ' mercury " mcrcury

1.3 x 200 = 13600 x Ah
mercury

Ah = 0.019 m

Reading of the buometer at the Earth's

surface = 1.9 +74 =75.9 cmHg

(Dtit@e,c
(ii) @ decreases

@@+

@ @ tt e leating of an air bubble to the inside of

the tube

@@ tsommng

@ @ less than the atmospheric pressure in the first day

@@+0"-
@@z6cmllg

@o
@ @z+ cm Hg

- When the tube opening is upwuds:

P".=P"+h

76 =P^+ 1

Pu=75cmHg

- When the tube opening is downwards:

Pu,.=Po-h

P^t=75-1

=74cmHg

@@r Y

@@tzo*

MEI Multiple choice questions

O@t:r
@ @ th" buro*"ter is transfeffed to the top of a high

mountain

Oo
O 

" m":::J:" 
pressure on the surface of mercury

@ @ d"creases, increases



Answers of Chapter I
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J?) 6) 43.5 cm Hs

@ @ 76 cm Hg,78 cm Hg

@@z.ee x 104 N, from inside to outside of

the house

'. The pressure inside the house equals

the atmospheric pressure and outside it
equals 0.85 of atmospheric pressure.

.'. The total pressing force which acts on the door

of the house is due to the pressure difference

inside and outside the house i.e. due to the

pressure drop because of the tornado.

... F=APA=0.15P-A

=0.15x105x195x91x10a

= 2.66 x lOa N

The force direction is from the inside to the outside

of the house.

(D tit @ oto

P =P -hgas a

=76-15=61cmHg

=61 x 10=610tom

(iD@0.81
6l x 1.013

P =-=0.8lbarsrs t6

@@o.:zs -
Pru"=Po+Prr8h

150 x 103 = (100 x 103) + (13600 x 9.8 x h)

h = 0.375 m

@ <il @ 100.32 x 103 N/m2

P =P -o sh
tfls

= (1.013 x 101 - (103 x 9.8 x 10 x 10-2)

= 100.32 x 103 N/m2

(ii) @ sso l,Iim'z

AP=o sh

= 103 x 9.8 x 10 x 10-2

= 980 N/m2

@@ t.otzl x 105 N/m2

P =P +o oh
gas

= PHsghHs + p*gh,,

= (13600 x 9.8 x75 x 10-2)

+ (1000 x 9.8 x 13.6 x 10-2)

= 1.0129 x 105 N/m2

@ (i) @ greater than

(ii)@8 cm

@@ soo to.,

@@68 cmHg

@ @ reptacing the liquid in the container with

another of higher density

@@ to+o ".
@ @ three times as the atmospheric pressure

@@ircteas"s

@@p^

@ ti) @ aso mm ug

Ah=150-50=100mm

pru,=pu+Ah

=750+ 100=850ImHg

(ii)@60Im, 14omm

When the gas pressure decreases, the mercury

level gets lowered in the connected am of the

manometer by the same value as it rises in the open

arm and consequently:

The mercury level in the trm that is connected to

the reservoir = 60 m
The mercury level in the open arm = 140 m

@ @ increases by 5 cm, decreases by 5 cm

@ @ decreases

@@ae = o prgtr

@@ a6 cmHs

@ @ decrease by 8 cm

@@nieherbr psh

@@r-rr,
@@P"+p*sh*-prrshr,

At the separating surface between mercury and water:

P","ro,"o 
ui. 

+ Prr8hu, = P" + P,,ch*

P . . =P +o sh o-- ph--
encros@ atr

@@ to omHg

@ @ Liuuid density in manometer (1) is less than

liquid density in manometer (2).

@ (i) @ tess ttran the gas pressure P, by 2 pr, gh

(ii)@P2+pHssh

F5
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EEIEEI Essay questions

O (1), (2) When the vertical height of the ba'ometer

tube is less thm or equal to the value of the

atmospheric pressure in cm Hg at the place of

measurement.

@ B, because the height of mercury column in the

barometer tube depends only on the atmospheric

pressure according to the relation (Pa = pHs g hHg)

and doesn't depend on the cross-sectional mea of

the tube.

O (1) Its reading decreases where the height of the

mercury column in the tube decreases because

pressure decteases as we rise up.

(2) The size ofTorricellian vacuum increases in

the barometric tube because the atmospheric

pressure decreases as we rise up.

(3) For manometer A:

'" P*=Po-h

'. Gas pressure (Px) is constant.

'.' The atmosphelic pressure (Pu) decreases by

climbing to the top of a mountain.

.'. The heights difference between the surfaces

of the mercury in the trms of the manometer

decreases, hence:

- mercury rises in the opened m.

- mercury gets lower in the lm connected to

the container.

For manometer B:

''' P'=Po+h

'.' Gas pressure (Py) is constant.

'. The atmospheric pressure (Po) decreases by

climbing to the top of a mountain.

. . The height difference between the surfaces

of mercury increases in the arms of

the manometer and hence:

- mercury rises in the opened rm.

- mercury gets lower in the connected trm to

the container.

@ Yes, because the density of water is less than that

of mercury so that the difference between the

heights of water in the ilms of the manometer

bemmes obvious *h"r" (p - |) and 
"asier 

to

be measured with less measurement eror,

@ (a) - Mercury height in the free arm:

hr=15cm

- Mercury heigtrt in the connected arm to

the reservoir:

ht=20 cm

Ah=hz-hr=20-15=5cm

(b) It indicates the difference between the

atmospheric pressure and the enclosed gas

pressure.

(c) No, because the mercury level in the open afln

to the atmospheric pressure is less than that in

the m connected to the enclosed gas, thus:

P =P -Ahgas

(d) Height of the mercury column whose pressure

equals that of the enclosed gas equals 71 cm.

@ (a) Because ttre surfaces of oil in both ms re
exposed to the same atmospheric pressure and

all the points lhal have the same pressure ir
a static homogeneous liquid lie in the same

horizontal level.

tb)P =P -o..sh.-gas 'oila oil

'. The atmospheric pressure (Pa) is constant.

'. The gas pressure (Pru) is increased.

The height difference (ho.r) between the 1eve1s of

oil in the ms of the manometer increases and

hence:

- oil level increases in the open rm.

- oil level decreases in the connect arm.

@ No, because the atmospheric pressure at A will be

greater than the pressure of mercury at the sme

point, so mercury will not leak from that hole.

@ - Because when the piston is pulled up, a pressure

difference is initiated between the sudace of

watr9r that i$ gPsn tQ air and the sudace of water

inside the pipe. This difference leads to the rise of

water in the pipe.

- Water reaches its maximum height in the pipe

when the pressure due to the water colum inside

the pipe equals lhe xtmospheric pressure.

P" = hpg

1.01 x 105: h x 1O0O x 10

n - 1.01 x 105 - ,n., ,,
104

-------t6-l
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- If water is replaced with mercury the maximum

height will be:

n-1.01 x105-nro-
13600, l0

Answers of New Types of questions

GEll choose two correct answers;

O @ tt. pressure at point r equals f prr8h

@ the pressure of the enclosed air equals J pnrch

@ @ th" pr"rrrr" of the enclosed air inside that tank

equals 66 cm Hg

@ the pressure at point x equals 86 cm Hg

Put (rkes - drops - remains unchanged) in front of

each o{ the following sentences to illustatewhat

will happen tothe menury surface level in :

@ orops @rises @arops

@ remains unchanged @ drops

(iii)@2s cm

v,
1',I=,

,a-L'"- t

Yr =25 cm

@@toooN @@soootg

@ @ soo, o.oz.z -
@ @ os.:: N

+={rr-
. Ms-R'
" t-?

.,, 
1500-x 9.8 - t3olj

t (2f

.'.f=65.33N

8D@z.zq" 105 N/m2

^ F Mg l800xt0
- A nR'? f x 10.5 x32x to2)2

= 2.24 x 105 Nim2

@ @sootgl-'

@ to@ too

n =srope=*

_ 2000 ,0 _ 100
20 -0

(ii) @ 50 cm

R,
\=1

,*= O
(5)-

R=50cm

@@t.zl x 1o-3m2

F=!
Aa
,r=,
2Aa
3000x10-200

2 xO.7 a

a = 1.33 x l0-3 m2

(D (i)@ t "*
E=Y' . 2oo-5
fYr40y2
Yz=1cm

f,EE uuhiple choice questions

@@M"t"ury

@Oto.."
O@r
@ @ gt"ut"t thu, on"

@ @ greater than one

@@m*>zm, O@+
@@indeteminable O@
@o+ (D'o?

@@t+.t"* @@m=:prrn

@oT @@u= to*

@to@zs

-_n'_ (sf -".,' (1)'

(ii) @ 125 ks
pMs

6-a-i,t_ f _ 
f

M x 10

50

M=l25kg

(I : r) r s/e Y/(oqq1l6.L-1.u:,r.3 yal{l li-
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-J (ii) @ 1.018 x 105 N/m2

F
P=i+Pirio,ial8h

='ot'0, *(9oox lox2ox 1o 
2.1

l0 x l0 a

= 1.018 x los N/m2

,li O 12oo N

whecl brake br*e pcdnl

Ff
Aa
r=pq
128
F= 1200N

@<il@105N/m2

p= r=--E 
,=19sp7.:a 5 x l0 "

(ii) @ 8ooo N

F,n,r,=Px4A

=105x4x0.02=8000N

@@2.++r,s
Ff
A=r+P"gh"
Ms moi= j+O gh
A^
600^10 mx10-"" - = i+{780x10Y80<10-2)
800xI0' 5<10'

m = 3.44 kg

EEIEEI Essay questions

Q (1) Because lituids are incompressible so the

pressure transfers in full to all pilts of the

liquid while gases are compressible due to the

large intermolecula' distances between their

molecules which consumes part of the work

done to press the gas and consequently pressure

does not transfer in full through gases.

(2) Because the pressure which acts on the small

piston transfers in full to aU parts of rhe liquid

then to the big piston, so when acting on the

small piston with a small force, a big force is

produced on the big piston because the cross-

sectional uea of the big piston is larger than

that of the small piston.

(3) Because the produced work at the big piston

equals the work done on the small piston and

thus energy is not multiplied.

(4) Due to the frictional forces between the two

pistons and the walls of the tube and also due to

gas bubbles in the used liquid which consumes

work in reducing its volume.

@ The mathematical relation: | = 11

Theslope: Slope=S=11

@ If the pistons ae balanced in the same horizontal

level, then:

F=A
fa
Mg=A
fa

..Mg_5x10_ 10
'f 5 1

. A,10'';- T
. . The pistons ile in the same level.

rOn

t,.",, _T_4s,104

= 1.875 x 105 N/m2

(b) 1. Because the cross-sectional mea of piston y is

greater than that of piston x where (F = PA).

2. . The work done on piston x = that done on

piston y

fd =Fdxy
...f<F

... d >dxy

Another Solution:

'.' The liquid is incompressible, then the

displaced volume of the liquid behind the

small piston (x) = that at the big piston (y)

'" ad* = Ady

'. a<A .'.d,rd,

3. Because a part of the work is done in

compressing the air bubbles, so the work at

the big piston will be smaller than that at

the small piston.

---Tr]
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Answers of New Types of questions

GEil choos. t*o.orrect answ.tt 
'

@ @ theratio ILequals 1.84

@ th" -""hani"al advantage ofthe press equals f;
@ @ the small piston equals 2 x 105 N/m2

@ the big piston is less than the pressure below

the small piston

Put in front of each of the following
sentences the number of the press

in which that sentence is fulfilled :

0tzl Orrt O tzt @ <tt

Answers of Test on Chapter

GEil choore the correct unr*",

665:Jdrsm,
... p = pch

p lot 5xto3, ,:..P=-=-=-{g/'ll' 8n gx20xl0' g

@@s.tz"io'r'u
P = Pue ShHe = 13600 x 10 x 380 x 10 

3

= 5.17 x 104 Pa

@ @:ooo tgl^'

'. (Vo,)n 
," = (Vo,), + (Vo,),

mmm
P*-ll-%
2m_ m + m
p-r- 2000 6000

o = 3000 ks/m3

@ @+a "*

Suppose that the glycerin gets lowered in the arm ln

which the liquid is poured by value h, then the height

of glycerin above the sepa'ating sutface will be 2 h.

Pqiqutal hq;q,ia; = Plgtycerlnl hlgtycerinl

945 x (40 + h) = t260 x2h

h=24cm

'.'h. . =2hglycefln

"' 
hrly""'in = 2 x 24 = 48 cm

Oo
'. The two bodies a, b me made of the same metal

and have the same dimensions.

. . The bodies a, b have the same weight.

F
'.' P = --c

'. Ao, Ao

..Po.Po (J)

'. The two bodies c, d re made of the same metal

and have the same dimensions.

.'. The bodies c, d have the same weight.

'.' A" , Ao

.'. P". Po @

"'Aa=At ' ho>ho

(F).>(F).
'g'o go

..Po,Po O

From O, @, O we deduce that the body that acts

with the largest pressurt on the surface is body (d).

@ @r"=no=r"=eo

.'. The vertical height from the points b, c, d, e

to the liquid sudace is the same;

. D _D -D -D.. re-rd-rc-rb

O @ t.oz uut

Based on Pascal's pdnciple, when the two pistons

balmce in one horizontal level, then the pressure

directly below the small piston equals the pressure

directly below the big pistofl.

. D -l- f - 
800

"'r- o- ni ?]x6x rc_zf

= 1.02 x 10s N/m2

= 1.02bar

Liquid

t lt

rr-



F

=

@@t:s,o

Pue&se = P1oi.yh6,yra.iay

13600 x (76 -74.68) x l0-2 = Lzg hrpy,u*a)

h ..=139mpyrml0

€)@to-
tp = pgAh

*-AP-0.1x106=,n-Pc lor x 1o

@ @zso tgr-'

fF
i =; + P"gn

Mg
=-+o sn

A 'o" o

H =rti,-,po x 1o x 10 x 1o-2)

P. = 750 kg/m3

o@
When opening the value, the water flows from

the left vessel to the right vessel and since the two

vessels are exposed to the atmospheric pressure,

the water surface becomes the same in both

vessels.

fD (O + rr.lpa

- F ms 1200xl0
'-A- A 30x10-a

=4x106Pa=4MPa

(D @ zt cm Hg, 74 cm Hg

Pn=P"+h

-76 + 2=78 cmHE

Ps=Pu-h

=76 -2 =74 cmHg

@@+.tzz"naeu

When air leaks to the inside of the tube;

P =P +h
H8

76 =Poi,+ 45

P^;' = 31 cm Hg

= 13600 x 9.8 x 31 x 10-2

= 4.132 x lOa Pa

@ @ th" pressures of the liquid on the bases of all

cans re equal

..' P = pgh

'. The liquid in all cans has the same level.

'. The liquid is homogeneous (its density is

constant) at all the points inside the liquid).

.'. The liquid pressur€ that acts on each base of

the cans is the same.

(E@s

srope =!t= 99 9 = 8 s/cmr = 8ooo kg/m3' rrr l0-0_'ot

m'. p=v

.r p,n""," = Slope = 8000 kg/m3

- P**o 8ooo
rrelative p.,.,", 1000

(D @s "-
o h =oh +ohIwiterwater'xxIyy

103 x 20 = 6oo h* + (oso , 1:o - rr-l)

h*=5"'

@ @nacex

The box acts with the lowest pressure on the surface

when it is put on the face of the largest trea (face X).

@@l "*
v,

n=v;

s0=10
v,

Yr= 1 cm

JIir (D 8oo ksl-l

P =P +osh
8as

Pr,"-P,=AP=PBh

4OO:px10x50x103

P = 800 kg/m3

- --2r-l
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-coEEIEEI Answer the following questions

@The two pans balance when (m, = mr) which means

ttat 11 = tt'm2

m'.'p=v

. m, 
- 

Par 0o)r 
- 

2700 y'3 

- 
216.' 

m' - Pr" (Vo,), 
- ^^^ 

F 
- 19

l'uu 8
.'. mt*m2

.'. The pans don't balance.

lhp.. =P +P.v below plston a p$ton

F

- D ' Pison

aA
ptlon

ms
=p"*_#q

trl
orlon)

1.oo24x1os=P + 3x10
u 

!xeoxto-2\2
P = 1os N/m2

@ Gas bubbles consume work to decrease its volume,

so the hydraulic press efficiency decreases.

6sr"p"=e'=p
Ah2 Pt

e1
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Answers of Unit Three

EEE Multiple choice questions

O@ @@+tlt"*

@@zoo "-'
P,(V"1, = Pr(V"1,

2x350= 1x(V",),

(Vo,), = 7QQ s6l

@@ t z-'
9@:s "'

P,(Vo,), = Pr(Vo,),

(76+h)xV",=76xfV.,

h= 38 cm

@@zt+.: "-3
@@ decreases, decreases

(O@sut-

P,(V.,), = Pr(V",),

ZY 
or= 

Pr x 0 25 Vo,

Pz= 8 atm

O@ rsoo -r-
P,(V",), = Pr(V",),

P,(vor)..**oi. = P, (rv.,t*".,"", * rvrtn**)

45 x75O = rS (Z:O * tV",)n""k)

(V.,)n",*= 1500 mL

@Oc @@t.::atm

@@ d""."m"r to its quarter

@@ increases, decreases

@@ rt.s cm (p@ +

@ofie
(D {i) @ rv", = "or.1un, 

(iD @ 3.33 m3

@@ too cm ug

- Pressure of the gas above the piston:

P,(V.,), = P, (Vo,),

-----Tl

7sx(v"r)l =P2x+(v.r)l

Pz = 150 cm Hg

- Pressure of the gas below the piston:

P,(Vo,), = Pr(Vo,),

75 x (Vor)r = P, x 1.5 (V",),

P:=50cmHg

- Pressure difference at the sides of the piston:

AP=Pz-P: = 150 -50 = 100 cm Hg

@{i) @zs cm ug

P,(Vo,), = P, (Vo,),

r^1, = 1r- + n; l,

P"x24=(P^+15)x20

Po= 75 cm Hg

(ii) @ 30 cm

P,(Vo,), = P.(Vo,),

e"l, = 1r" - n1 l,

75x24=(75-1ilx!.,

1:=3ocm

@@zo-
P,(V",), = P, (V"),

(P"*p,,grr,*") *txr'=
Y^x ! n 12113

(los + (looo x to x h,,*"r) rr =

10sx813

104h,*"=7v1gs

h,.0" = 70 m

lhG) r: p

fPV.) -(PV.) +{PV ')

' ormr^ or nrrro8en ol'oxygcn

e.o x { vo, = 1e, } v",) + (5 Px v",)

P,,,-= 13P

@r't@!x*
P,(V",), = P. (V",),

2x1,=pzx3 , er=Jnt,,



Answers of Chapter fl
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0t) @) i atm

P,(V",), =P.(V",),

2x1=Pzx6

Pr=]atm

@ (i) O 1oo minutes

P,(V",), = Pr(V",),

200x8=1x(Vo,),

(V",), = 1699 1

, = ,.1Y')' = 'u9o = loo minutes(v) 16

(ii) @ decreasing the water pressure on the bubble

@ @ decreases to its one third

(D til O 14.e7 cm

(ii) @ ts.os cm

@affr"
@@to-r

@@ta"

Pu (v",)u = P(v",)"fteropcning 
rhe varve

P, (v",)u = 0.25 P, ((Y"r)B + (v",)o)

(V",)u = o./5 , ({v.,)u *:o)

(v",)r=o2J(v.,)"+7.5

(v"r)B = 10 n[

@@zs
Pu Po

tl

'.' Pr(V,,r)r = Pr(V"),

Where (f ) is the lcngth of the trapped air column.
... The tube has a uniform ctoss-sectional area.

.'. Ptlt=P2!2

.,. Before adding mercury in the open arm, mercury

in both arms was at the same horizorltal level.

''' Pl = Pu

"' 
Y^!'r=vrq

.'.75x8=Prx(8-2)

"' 
P2 = 100 cm Hg

... The points which are at the same horizontal

level inside a static homogeneous liquid have

the same pressue.

"'P*=Py
.'. P . +4=P +h .. .

etrclosed ilr x added

... 100+4=75+hdd"d

.'. hoou"o = 29 cm

@@o.zsn
'. P1(V.r)1 =P2(V"r)2

..v =ay'' '.)l '--

Where (l) is the length of the trapped air column

'.' The tube has a uniform cross-sectional area.

.'. P, L, =Prl,

.'.P"L=(P"+h)x0.8L

... HL=(H+h) x0.8L

.'. 1.25H=H+h

.'. h =0.25 H

@ @ z.sz ot.

Yolume of the mixture is:

(PV _) = (PV .). + (PV .) + (PV .)' ol'rni\ oi'hydrogen ol'irgon ol ncon

Where, the volume of the mixturc

(V-).=(V.). +(V.) +(V.)' ormr\ ' orhyorogen or ilgon ol neon

. . P(.k)(37 + 56 + 250) =

(8.5 x37) + (5.92 x 56) + (1.28 x 250)

''' P'i* = 2 82 atm

@ @ soo "-'
- Before explosion of the balloon:

(Vot),"-aining 
*rin te conrainer

=(v ) -(v.)...orconlalncr or Daxoon

= 103 - (vor)bniloo,,

T



=

- After explosion of the balloon:

(Pvot)arter 
rne rattoon 

"xptosion

= (PV .). .. + (PV .)
olTbillo0il ol'conlsrnerilr

t.5 x 103 = 2 (v"Ju"noo, + (1 x (103- (vor)b"roo,))

1.5^101 =tV.t... +103
ol'Dalloon

(v.,)n,,,,,,,,, = 5oo crnl

@@z n

@@ S.,'
(V",), = hr"oo,".","u,y; Altur"y

= (5 + 6) x 1 = 11 cm3

'. Mercury level has decreased by 6 cm

after introducing air above it.

. . Air pressure on the mercury surface (Pr).

Pz=6cmHg

P,(Vo,), = Pr(V",),

76x(Vo,),=6x11

, \/ \ 33 ^.-:\ Yot't - lg 
!!r

(D (i) @ zs cm se

Pr=Pa=75cmHg

(ii) @ i00 cm Hs

P, (V",), = Pr(V",),

Y,el,=ertl,

75x20=Pzx15

P2 = 100 cm Hg

(iii) @70 cm3

'. All the points in the same horizontal level inside

a homogeneous static liquid are affected by the

same pressure, then:

. D _D
xy

*-_-,il
-'l

Pa

t,

.'. P2 + 10 = Pu + huaa"a

100+10=75+hooo"o

hroo"o = 35 cm

(Vr)^ua"o = Ahroaa"ol

=2x35=70cml

@ 1i; @ vatves x, y together

(ii) @ valves z, y together

@@?

@ @ gets lowered, rises

EEIEE es'ayduestions

@ Due to the collisions between the smoke particles

and air molecules that move in continuous random

motion causing successive collisions which

changes its direction continuously and rmdomly,

it appeas as in the figure and that motion is called

Brownian motion.

@ @ The mounted tube must be of uniform

cross-section.

@ The valve ofthe mounted tube must be tightly

closed.

@ The temperature must be constant during

the time of the experiment.

@ (zl . (:) < (1) < (4)

Answers of New Types of questions

GEll choose two correct 
"n.*"rs 

,

(! @ Th" pr"s.r." of the oxygen gas decreases,

@ The pressu'e of the nitrogen gas decreases.

@ @ the air pressure above the mercury level

becomes 10.89 cm Hg,

@ the mercury level in the tube lowers by 10.89 cm

EEIEE Write what suits each statement:

@ Less than one.

@ Greater than one.

@ Equals one.

@ Less than one.



Answers of Chapter fl
o;
c
o
a
0)J@

f,Eil Multiple choice questions

o@
@@ ror

O@ 6st.s "*'
1Y"r)r _ 

rt
(v 

or)2 
- T2

600 -29J (V ,).=68r.9rcm'
(vor)2 333 ' ot't

@@zgq.tsr
(Vot)r _ Tr

(va)z T2

4 -2:73 
+ 120

lTz
Tz= 98 zs t<

AT = Tr -T2 = G20 + 273) - 98.25

=393 *98.25 =294.75 K

G)@z.zs "-'(voil 
- 0or)z

T1 T2

#*i=_vdtlL
(Vo,), = 7.25 cm3

@o
O@zsz"c

@@zts c-'

O@ss.c
.. (ve\ 

- 
r,

' (vot)2 T,

" 
Vor=Al

'.' The cross-section of the tube is uniform

t-
lr-\

... 50 - 25 + 213

60 T,

Tz=357 6t<

tz=Tz-273

= 357 .6 -273 = 84.6'C = 85"C

@@:.eax103K-l

To calculate the volume expansion coefficient for

a gas under a constant pressure, we must consider

a fixed pressure for the gas at 1.5 atm and calculate

its volume at 300 K by using Charles's law:

(Vor)r _ (Vor)z

Tl T2

:0.+ - 
(v"r)z

2'13 300

(volz = 4o cm3

AV^, 40 36.4 L, 1*' - (v"lh.c &- - 364 
" 

1300 - 273) 
- 273 ''

=3.66x103Kr

@@frr<'
The length of the trapped air column represents its

volume because of the regula cross-section:

I -t
0=-

^AT0'c

54-39 Lv I

39 x (318 - 273) 273

@@:.oo x 1o'3 K-l

The length of the enclosed air column represents

its volume because of the unifomity of its cross-

section:

^. l,*"" - 1n".
*'= -4., *

18.65 - 13.65 I -. I

- 13.65 x 100 - 273 ^t

= 3.66 x l0-3 K-r

(9@rcE"

(9@o.zz^'

.. 
(v"), 

=!. (v",), T,

--m'. V =-o' p

'. Mass of the trapped air is constant.

. &=r,'' Pr T,

, P2 
- 

2'73

" t3- 120+213

i'Pz=o9kg/m3

rv.r^=Il=9?=0.22*'o'' P, 09

T



L-=u
Another Solution:

m 02 ^.- l{V I =-=-=(,.1)morr pr L3

(Vo,), 
.- 

T, o.t5 _ 21J

(v"r)2 T2 ' (\r)2 120 +2'73

(Vo,), = 0.22 6l

@@so'c
The maximum temperature that can be detected is

calculated at the maximum length of the trapped air

colum inside the tube which equais the difference

between the length of the capillay tube and the

length of the mercury thread i€. equals 10 cm.

The length of the trapped air column represents

its volume because lhe cross-section of the tube is

uniform.

L-r
lr- T"

T=ryf ,rz=323K

t =T _273 = 323 _273 = 50"C

@o+
@@oo"-3

@@o.z:
(v")r _ Tr

(vor)z T2

(v.,)t-= ls*zz:
(Vo)l + AVot 87 + 273

360 (Vo1)1 = 288 (Vol)l + (288 x AVo)

72 (Vo,), = 288 x AVo,

AV,_2L=L-n)\
(v^r)r 288

@@tcm
(vol)l 

_ 
(vol)2

T1 Tz

s+oo _ (vor)z

213 373
(Vo,), = 7469.*3

AV.,=(V",)r-(V"),

LY or= 7469 - 54U0 = 2000 cm3

^, AVol 2000aII=-=-=ncmA 25o

Another Solution:

AV"r =AA h

^. 
AVor du (Vo,)o". At

AA

r r(suoxrtoo-or\
2',73 \ )

=_=gcm
250

E!![El Essay questions

@ The volume of a specific quantity of a gas is directly

proportional to its absolute temperature at constant

pressure, hence the volume of the cooled air inside

the balloon decreases and the balloon volume

becomes smaller.

@ Because the volume expansion coefficient for any

gas equals conslant value under a constant pressure.

@ @ The capillary tube must have a uniform

cross-section,

@ The enclosed air inside the capillary tube must

be completely dry.

@ The enclosed air colum inside the capillary

tube must be completely plunged inside

the glass container during the experiment.

@ The tube must be fixed vertically during

the experiment.

@lrl,<zt
The mathematical relation:

AVo, = o, (Vo).." At = o,(Vor)o.c AT

ttre stope = 7f,- No,)6."

@ (a) By measuring the length of the enclosed air

column with a ruler which can be taken as an

indicator for the volume of the enclosed air

because the tube has a uniform cross-section.

(b) Because the presence of water vapor which

doesn't obey ideal gas laws affects the accuracy

of measurements.

(c) Directly relation which means that the increase

of the themometer reading means that the

temperature of the enclosed air increases and

according to Chmles's law (Vol * T), the

yolume of the cnclosgd air incroases and vice

versa,

26



Answers of Chapter fl
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L

F
c
o
a
a
0)
J

(d) Because thc tube is fixed during the cxperiment

in a vertical position so tlre pressure of the gas

is always (P" + h) where (h) is the length of

the mercury thread inside the tube.

Answers of New Types of questions

EEil choose two correct answers:

i! @ the volume of the trapped air in the tube

becomes 0.44 cm3,

@ pressure of the trapped air in the tube equals

78 cm Hg

@@ the trapped air is dry,

@ the water vapor passes from top to bottom

EEIEEE write what suits each statement:

@ Increases.

@ Remains constant.

@ Decreases.

@ Remains constant.

@
EEiI Multiple choice questions

@@zo:'c

o@
@@oo cmng

PrI 
- 

^t
Pr-T,

P 111

zi=1iTi , Pr=6ocmHs

@@ tss.s

P,-T,
Pr- T,

*Trifm ' P,= r5e5cmHg

p@ or.rz cm ug

tr 
-\Pr- T,

P - tr?13
75- 5+2O+n3

P= 69.97 cm Hg

P

@@r;,

@@+z:"c

@@ ir"r.ur., to 3.5 times

O@o.as r,

@@frr'
Po..=Pu-h,

=744-44=TOOtmI]g

P,."=Pu+h,

=144 + 56 = 800 mm Hg

o P." - Po'a

PP=T;xAr

800-700 | ,,-t
700 x (39 0) 273 -'

@@ decreases

Because the volume expansion coefficient of

mercury is seven times that of glass so when

putting a voiume of mercury that equals !
the volume of the glass container, mercury will

expand more than the container, hence the volume

which is being occupied by the gas decreases at

heating and the volume of the gas decreases.

(ll6'zso r
.. t,= t,
'Tr 

T2

otP+.-P
. p_ 100.' 

T - T+l
.'. 1.004T=T+ 1

... T=250K

(D@ss.qo"c

P,-T,
Pr- T,

P" - l0 
273

P+5 -2'13+63

.'. P" = zs 
"- 

ug

,, 
= 

r,
P, T,

'75+5 
_2'13+63

75+13.8- T.

Tz= 37296K

\=Tt-273 =372.96-213 = 99.s6'C

T



F

=

@@ zo cm Hc

@@ too'c

@@ Increases but doesn't reach double its value.

@@ to "'
@@+ti*"s

@@ equal to the atmospheric pressure

@@ztz"'
Pr (Vor)r 

- 
P2 (Vor)z

-T, ---q-
325x76 _76(Yor)z
273 + 52 2'73

(Vo,), = 2/3 gP3

@@ro<eu
6D@ 1.06.-l

Pr (Vor)r 
_ P, (V"1),

T, - '12

(P" + pgh) (V.r), 
_ P" (V.r),

T, T,

((1.013 x lo1 + (1000 x l0 x 10.i3)) x0.s

273+4

_ l.0l3x l05xtVo,),

2'13 + 22

(Vo,)r= l.06cm3

@@zsr

@@ doesn't move

@@s.z: x 10{kg
P, P,

P,T, P11',

640 _ 760
ptx (273 +25) 0.09 x273

Pt=69.4 x 10-3 kg/m3

m = Pr (Vor)r = 69'4 x lOa x 82'6 x 10{

= 5.73 x 10-6 kg

@ @ the density of the remaining gas inside

the cylinder decreases

@@o.s+"-3

@@z.zsv

-----E

@@r,>r,
PV

" +-const
.v =4'ol P

'. Mass ofthe gas is constant

... 3 = s6n"1 ... 51.n. = 4l'' pT - -"""'

.'. Slope=constxT , .'.Slope-T

'.' (Slope), > (Slope),

"'T,)T,
@@z,zr
@@ ir"reases

EEIEEI Essay questions

@ (1) Because the pressure increasing coefficient

for my gas equals a constant value at constant

volume.

(2) Because the presence of water vapor affects

the accuracy of measurements because it
doesn't obey ideal gas laws.

oo,a)
The mathematical relalion:

Ar, = pP%.c At = pP%.c AT

rhe slope = 2f, 
no."

@ The pressure of the enclosed air inside the box

increases due to the increase of its temperature at

constant volume where (P * T).

@ @ The air inside Jolly's apptratus bulb may not be

dry (containing water vapor).

@ The volume of the mercury inside the glass bulb

may not be equal f of thc volume of the bulb.

@ The glass bulb may not be completely

submerged inside the water bath.

(E) (a) P"n"ro,"aoi, = Pu + h

1

,6,-(vrt'^ror"-= 1= t' (v",)""."*r,n o 6
7

@ The volume of the gas vanishes theoretically

at constant pressure or the pressure of the gas

vanishes theoretically at constant volume,

O(1) (a) (2) (c) (3) (b)



Answers of Test on

o

lr
(,)

o-
(E
s
O

@@ezt"c
Pl (Vor)l 

_ 
P2(Vol)2

T, T,

1.013x105x2.1x10-3

300

*21.2'73x105 x3xl0a
T,

Tz=900K

tz=Tz-273 = 900 -273 = 627'C

@@0.:*'
P. . iV.) . =P (V.) +P (V.)

(mrx) ' ol m,x x' ol x y' ol y

9i.2 x ((v"r), + 0.2, = 76 (v"r)- + ( r14 x o.z)

(Vo,)* = 0.3 m3

@@s+.s'c
(vr), (v"),

T, T,

" 
Va=Al

.'. The cross-section of the tube is unifom.

L_L
"T,-T,

uo _eo+(ffixoo)
13 +273 T,

60 75

286 T,

Tz=357 'sr
t2=T2-273 = 357 .5 -273 = 34.5'g

P

@@f,
P, (V",), = Pr(Vo,),

Y.l3 =erx(2$3
P

Pr=t'

O@aP
P, 

-\Tr- T.

P -P"T -37

P2=3P

Answers of New Types of questions

Gilil choose two correct answerc:

@@ {:),m" gu, pressure,

@ (2), the gas density

@@212"c,152 cm Hg, p,

@ztzr,tB cmwg,!-

Write the number of instrument next
to the statement that applies to it :

Oa
@e

Oo
@o

oo
oo,o

Answer of Test on Chapter

EEE choose the correct answer

Q@ztt"c,z-atm
Based on the pressure 1aw, the volume remains

constant when the quotient of pressure and absolute

temperature be equal in the two cases.

i=*"*
P.

i=fiatmtt<

.'.'cnot"" 6 i, *.org.
Pz- 0.5 - I ur-r*
T2 213 +273 1092

.'. Choice @ is wrong.

P ,. .

q=a#z=ria"t*
.'. Choice @ is wrong.

P^

,=vfi*= "rar-N
.'. Choice @ is conect.

@@ tooccm3

P, (V",), = Pr(V",),

1.5a=3x500

a = 1000 cm3

F-



F

z

@@osz"-
P,(V",), = Pr(V",),

p"A1r = (p" + h) Al,

76xt0=(76+Dl,

1'= 9 87 t''

o@ # v",

(V) TV\
' ol'l ol')

T, T,

V V +AV

-z'l 

+zll= sl +zlt

330 Vol = 300 Vor + 300 AVor

30 V., = 300 AV"'

^v.r= + v"r

@@zsr
AT= At

=47_22=25.C=25K

@ @ p."r.*r", t"mperature in Celsius

'. Mass and volume of the gas tre constants.

'. The line representing the relation between R, S

is an inclined straight line to the horizontal.

,'. R, S represent the pressure and the temperature.

'. The line representing the relation is intersecting

the vertical axis (R) at a positive value.

,', R represents the pressure and S represents

the temperature in Celsius.

. . The cotrecl choice is @.

@ @ variable, constant

'. Quantity ofthe gas is constant.

.'. Mass of the gas is constant.

.. ^_ m
,V

ol

'.' Volume of the gas changes as its pressure

changes.

.'. Density of the gas is variable.

'. The product of the volume of the gas and its

pressurc is a constant yalug.

. . Temperature of the gas is constant.

------- 
30-l

l

@@*u",
PIV ) P(V I

I ol L' 6T')

T, T,

PVo, 

- 
2P(vo,).

T 5.2'
(v,,,),= ; v"r

@@z.a "-
(v"r)r 

_ 
(v"r)2 al, 

_ 
,qtl,+ alt

f -f t:r11^Vt1-
Where A is the cross-sectional trea of the piston.

28 28+Ll
m= n +n3

Al = 2.8 cm

Another Solution:

AVo, = ncu (Vo,),." At

AA1 = cr, Al1(t2 - tl)
il

Ll= 2jJt28 xt27 0)= 2.8cm

(9@zzaY
Pr (vor)r 

_ 
P2(v.r)2 0.5 x 120 _ 

0.25 (v.r),

T, T, 15+2?3 - 10+271

60 0.25 (V.)^
'\' ' - 235.83 L= 236 L

@@ The coefficient of pressure increasing at

constant volume is constant value that doesn't alter

by the change in ternperature.

@ @ ra. density increases.

'. The cylinder is vrell sealed.

. . The mass of the air is constant.

m
P=v.

'. Volume of the air is decreased.

.'. The densily of air increases.

@@ is constant, is constant

'. P-T

'. Amount of the gas is constant.

.'. Volume of the gas is constant.

'.'p=+
'. Amount oftho gas and its yolume arg aonstants,

. . Density of the gas is constaDt.



Answers of Test on

o

l!
o
o
s
O

P

@@ri

1=! P" 
_ 

P"-^P

T T'273 212
t2

P

271

Another Solution:

... AI, = pp po"c At

@@l ut'n,o.: I
P, (V.,), = 3'5 x 0.6=2 1 atm.L

When moving the piston downwards tho product

of the gas pressue and its volume at constant

temperature must be constant.

P1"; (Yo,)^ = 3.6 x0.4 = 1.44 atmL

.'. Choice @ is inconect.

P6y (Vo,)o = 3.8 x 0.3 = 1.08 atm.L

.'. Choice @ is inconect.

P1"; 0",)" = 7 x 0'4 = 2 8 atm'L

.'. Choice @ is incorrect.

P1a; (V.,)o =7 x 0 3 = 2 1 atmL

.. Choice@iscorect.

EEIEE Answer the following questions

@ ?.-...-i --"a

f"t__---a \,

Gr.---i i \'... I i \,

. \-*;)
a

Smoke particles move in this way due to its

collision with the air moleculss (that moye

in a continuous random translational motion)

successive collisions which make a one of them

move in a straight line and change its direction of

motion in a continuous random way.

@ When the gas temperature increases from 0"C

to 40"C:

(v"r)r 
_ 

(v"r)2

T, T,

Vor v"r + 50

m- 40+2n

Y ot=341 25 cm3

When the gas temperature increases from OoC

to 60'C:

(v"r)r 
: 

(v"1)3

T, T,

3:t:15_ 
_ 341.25 + LY .l

273 60 +213

AV.r = 75 cm3

Another Solution:

'.' AVor = cv (Vor)o.c At

ATV ,) A(V )

"' ol'o"c d,(Ar)r a,(At),

. a(vol)r _ a(vol)2

" A(t), - A(t),

. ,o _ oi",
" 40-0-60-:T

.. Ato, = 75 s,:

@ Because based on the pressure law, at constant

volume the gas pressure is directly proportional to

the absolute temperature and consequently when

the gas temperature increases more than 50oC,

its pressure inside the can increases up to

a leve1 beyond what the can withstand leading

to its explosion.

@ Because based on Chules's 1aw, at constant

pressure the volume of the gas is directly

proportional to its temperature and consequently

when the gas temperature increases, its volume

inoroases, so tho pislon movos towards y while

keeping the pressure constant.

...1p=-Lxp" "r=h

l-1



Second Answers of Test Yourself Questions



l-nffi
o@+

The density of the material of the sheet is

constant because the density of a material at

a definite temperature depends only on the type

of the material not on its mass or its volume.

@@@+.2+r<s
m

,V
.l

m=pvo,=pnr2h

=2700 x ! x 15 x 10 
2)2 x 20 x 10-2

= 4.24kg

@ @ Iron in the railway raods when a train

stops on it for a while.

tr@+

Oo
@6 r+oorgtm3

(vo,)u = (vo,),,,,,,," - (vo,)o

=0.5-0.2=0.3L

m =m +m

(Pv.,).,.,,." = PA (v"r)A + pB (v"r)B

p",;.- x 0.5 = (800 x 0.2) + (1800 x 0.3)

P*',,,,,. = 1400 kg/m3

OE@z s

t,or" = ff =,0 _ ory 
= 2.5 st cm3

'' P,r*=#
,oI

.1 Pgru"" = Slope = 2.5 g/c-3

P"r*
Yrclntr\cofelass - D

- 2.5 x 103 - r.,
1000

a@+

Answers of Test Yourself Questions

Otr@
E@

@@s r losN/m2

F
.. P=t'

'.' The weight of the girl is constmt.

. t'=o'
P, A,

.A
2.5 x l0' ,

P2A
P2=5xl05N/m2

@
Otr@

The prcssure (P) which affects the

body of the fish doesn't change by

changing the horizontal distance

(x) which is moved by the fish as

the depth (h) of the fish from water

surface does not change (P * h).

E@)PA=PB>Pc

... p 
= pch

" 
he=hs>hc

;. Po=Pr>P.

@ @ Pressurc of water at point x is equal to

3p*gh.

@@o.s

tr@

@@@e"+ f o-srr

P = Pa + pwshw = P" * p-g (| * r,)

=P + 4 o sh
a -J 

rwe

E@+
'. The two tants are cubic in shape and full.

...F=pA= f ov",s

. F*-(v.,)'- 1t 
--!.. . 

Fy - (V"r)y 
1Z 11, 

- t

tr-
I

(f tf)\s/a\ /(d,$fr6-.r.)eo,r,3 yal{l |J3 
-



o@*
... p = pch

...p*_psh*_h*=10=E" P -oeh -h - 12- by '" v y

@E@ p.r pu = pr, p,

.: p=pBh

.'. Above the separating surface in every tube:

n*!,h
''' h*<h*=hr<h,

i'P*>Pr=Py>P,

@@ 12

,..,r"a.,ara=F=**

- h -2-1.sh- 3

O@p-= * r,*0,
oh =oh +oh

P*x3h=Pyh+P,x3h

By dividing on 3 h:

I

'''P-=iP)+P.

@t|o f r,

'.' The volume of the displaced water downward

in mm (2) = ][e volume of the displaced water

upwad in mm (1)

"' 
A,h, = Arh,

Ah=3Ahz

rr-=lrtt-1

.'.h*=h+*n=1n

@ @ Oil overflows from am A and water doesn't

overflow from arm B

@
Otroe

Because the atmospheric pressure is equivalent

to the height of the mercury colum inside the

tube of the bilometer above the level of the

opgn mgrcury surface itr the containgr.

@ @ containing air

- ----- 34 
I

@@@Moon surface

E@7.58 x 1o4N/m2

... p 
= p8h

p h r'-*r,
. !- !- + -.1"P"-h- h - 4

...p =lpx4x

=fx1.01 x10s

= ?.58 x 104 N/m2

@[@socmug
- When putting the tube in the horizontal

orientation:

p=p"

''' Po = 75 cm Hg

- When putting the tube in a vefiical orientation

where its opening is upwmd:

P=P"+h

=75+5

=80cmHg

@@zcm
P=P"-h

h=P"-P

=75 - 68 =7 cm

@ @ less than 86 cm Hg

@ox
'. P=P"+pgh

'..h,_ =h..=h =h
'.'o-,-ro >o..

.'. Px>Pz>PY

@@ soo tor
P =P +h

gJs

= (0.75 x 10') + (5 x 10)

= 800 ton

o@+
@@ tor"-'

T_A_rtR2,aa

nn_nx(30)'?
a

a= l0xtcm2



o@+
'. The two pistons are balanced in the same

horizontal level:

... r= f
Aa

Mg_mg

Aa
... m = pV"r

P1(Vo)1 P2(Vo),

A="
'. The lwo cubes re made of iron:

Answers of Test Yourself Questions

O@ lt i. affected by successive collisions from

the water molecules

Because ofthe consecutive collisions of the pollen

grain with the molecules of water, its direction of

motion changes and it moves in this way.

@@ s.:: uu*

'. The volume ofthe gas decreases by 25o/o from

its initial volume.

... (v.r)r=?ry"r)1

P,(V.,), = Pr(V.,),

4 (V.,), = p, ,f,ry",),

Pz= 5'33 bars

@[ @ Oecreasing the water pressure around

the bubble

E@zo-r-
P, (V",), = Pr(V",),

Pr(v.r)y = P, ((v",)* + (v",)")

5 (Vo,)" = 2 x (:o + tv",lr)

(V",)" = 20 mL

E@t-
P, (V",), = Pr(V",),

P"Al=e"+h)x+Al

10=(10+h)xft

h=1.11m=lm

IrlO+
(vol)l (v012

T- T.tl

V. V.+AV.
27 +273 87 +2"13

V, 5

t3s-

"' 
Pt= Pz

.1"_
fi x (S)'?-

t3-rr (g).

q-l
l-t- t
l, I

q

JI (U,-



{

@@z.eex 1o-3 K-I

t =T -273 = 390 -273 = 117'C

(vot),'c - (vot)o"c
tL =-

" (vnr)o.c at

50-35 1 ,.-rr = 3.66 . 19-: K-t
35 , (117 -0) 2/3

Another Solution:

t=T -273 =390 -273 = 117"C

(v"1, 
- 

l*o"t,
(Vor)z l+0vt2

50_1+(c,x117)
35 - 1+(c,xo)

o =-L1-'= .l.oo x t0 I K I

\ 273

o@#o''
p,=rfr#=#;:,=frrc,

@@ztt'c

1=1
T, T,,

L=?t
2',73 "t2

Tz= 546 t<

t=Tz-273 = 546 -273 = 273"C

------- 361

@@ t.s v.,

P-=P +o sh

= 10s + (1000 x 9.8 x 5)

= taq x to3 N/#

Pl(vol)1 
_ 

P2(Vor)2

T, Tl,

149x103V01 
_ 

105(Vor)2

x x+0.02x

(V.,)r= l 5 V.,



N, 
'1,

Nti\\,
iN$D
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f,Eil choose the correct answer

o@+
'. F=PA

... 

Fr 
_ 

P,Ar _ (+o)2 .-g'' F2 - PaA2 - 10x20 I

@@aluminum

t,"*=offi=dffi=27ooks/m3

p=+

;. P=Slope=2700kglm3

.'. These bodies are made ofaluminum.

@ 6l r.oez x 1os N/m2

P=P +P +Payx

=P +o sh +o sh

= (1.013 x 101 + (600 x 10 x 20 x 10-2)

+ (700 x l0 x 60 x l0- 
2.)

= 1.067 x 105 N/m2

G)@?P
.'.P =oshv ''y
... p=pBh

P =och

=pgx(h- ia=?pgr,=te
A/:\ 

Pl

-o p,

'.' (V",), = (V",), r '. Vo, =Ah

'.' The two liquids are put in the same Yossel.

.'. h. = h^t 2 p, p,gh, pr

'. P=pBh ,.+= qq=,

@o
The oil will settle above water since it has the lower

density so that it will be exposed to the atmospheric

prcssure, hence the line intersects the pressure axis

at the value of the atmospheric pressure
pAP...i=pg , Slope=-

-- --3B l

:. SloPe * P

, so as the pressure increases with the depth in

oil and then in water and because the density of

oil is less than that of water, the slope of oil's

line is less than the slope of water line, hence

the correct graph will be @).

O@p
Because the density of a liquid doesn't change

unless its temperature changes.

@ @nacex
The box affects the sudace with the lowest

pressurc when it is put on the face of the largest

mea (face X).

@ @ Increasing the depth of the pebble in the liquid.

'. P.. .. = osh

. . The pressure of the liquid increases on

the upper surface of the pebble when:

1 . Using another liquid of larger density

2. Increasing the depth of the pebble inside

the liquid.

.'. Choice @ is conect.

EEEEEI Answer the following questions

F

afD P- 
's 

- 364 +41 
= 2.1 x Ios N/m2

A tgt"to-u

@eo:er:P":Po=

p" g (ho)A: p" g (ho)B : p,, g (h*)" : p,, g (h*)o

By dividing on (gp,,) :

. D .D ,D .D _,..n,,B.,C.,D-

(p").",",,," (h): (p")."r",i,. (2 h) : h : 2 h

=0.8:1.6:1:2

.'. The coffect anangement for the vessels according

to the acting pressure on the bottom of the

vessels is:

PD>PB>Pc>PA

D>B>C>A
m-, s

@rv",)^, =';:=^= 1.85 x ro'ml

(Vo1)41=(vo1)"*1"n,ot (Vot)i,t"n',t

= trti.,'.n,"u h - (Vor)i,u.,n,,

Answers of February fest | 1



Answers of Monthly Tests

1.85 x t0-3 = (ff "<zo 
x 10-2)2 x 30

x lo-2) _ (vor)i,,,".,,nr

(V.r. .=0.036m1

'. (Vo,)o = (Vur)m"n,nr

..nr =o(V )
il |o oL',o

= 800 x 0.036

= 28.8 kg

tEil choose the correct answer

Q@zscm'?
F=F =PAg ryres

ms=Px4A

o -"- i'oo''o
ryrc 4p 4x5xl05

= 7.5 x 10-3 m2

= /5 cm-

@@z'q
'.' All the points that lie in the same horizontal

level inside a static homogeneous liquid

have the same pressure.

'.' The two points 3 and 4 ue in the same

horizontal level .

.'. Pressures at the two points 3 and 4 are

equal.

@@ooog

(V .) = liq,ia - 
mriquia

' orcontaxrer o nrhquiJ rrel.rive forrhc liquid rwarer

= 
5.09 

= 
290 

= 4oo .-'
0.75 x 1

m =o ru-)
wirer , w0ter ot/contilner

=1x400=4009
m*qrsrtcolteinsr = m*utq, * oconreinsr

=400+200=600c

lO@ to "-
... p 

= pch

P, h,

P2 h2

P 30-25
4P h,

hz=20cm

Where h, is the depth of water at which

the pressure of the water is 4 P.

. . The height from the botrom of the conrainer (h)

is:

h = 30 - hz = 30 _ 20 = I0 cm

o@
'. P=I .'. A=IAP

^.API.'. Stope = AF = 
A

.'. A= 1

Slope

^ I 3000 ,2
' Slope (a) 300 - 0

A, ==--L=J!9-s =s.512b Slope (b) 200 0

^ I 150-0
c srope(c) too-o I5m2

^ I 500-0 ^- 2
d,=-=-=z.Jmo Slope (d) 200 - 0

.'. The conect choice is @.

@ @ less than 1

@@ szs rglm3

P,,=P +P.. +Px wrrer rlquld

Px = P*** th*** + Priquia ghriq,ia + P,

1.043 x 105 = (1000 x 10 x 10 x 10-2)

+ (priquia x 10 x 40 x 10-2; + 105

o.. .. = 825 ks/mJ
' Iqu,0

@@+aooNrm'z

- F mg 120x10
A t (0.5t"

@ @ all points B Q and R is the same

... p = pgh

'.' The three vessels contain the same liquid

(water) which has the same height in the

three vessels.

.'. The pressure at all points q Q and R is

the same.

l3t-

Answers of February fest I 2



EElEffi Answer the following questions

@. p=JL

'.' The two cylinders have the same

maSS: ml = m2

. P, - 
(v"), 

-n?rn -q? - +

%-(rr),-;rlt- ?-1

@r=pg'{r,
= 103 x 9.8 x I x80=3.92 x 10s N/m2

@ He has to use ski bords which have a lrger

contact trea with the ice surface than that of the

feet of the man rvhich reduces the pressure due to

the man on the ice surface according to the relation;

,F
(f = t' ), 

or usine any other way to increase

the contact trea with the ice.

f,Eil choose the correct answer

@@ 3s cm Hg

Pr =P2-h=50-15=35cmHg

@@t.szmug
p-.-="'6.*'o- = 1.52 mHg
sds 1

o@+
Because at the level of the sepilating surface

the pressures of the two liquids equalize and

since the tube has a unifom cross-section the

weights of the two liquids are equal according

to the relation (Fe = PA), so their masses

equalize.

()@+oo*
Pn = Pr, Bh^

46.648x103 = 13600 x 9.8 x (75-h) x 10-2

h=40cm

O@alp
'.' The pressure below the cylinder:

F.
r : 1l: est

mgt;;i=Per

------- 401

... m = A1p

@@zsorglm3
&r,.".'. l5 -0(loDe- 6'/'-',= - -=0.6

' &.,, 25,0
o.. h.

glycenn

-=-=slone

Pgry"",in hoir

p.;r=slopexpsly"",in

= 0.6 x 1260 =756 kelm3

@ @ zt.s cm Hg

'.' The pressure inside the plane equals

the atmospheric pressure.

... Ap = pui, ghpun"

= 1.1 x 9.8 x 2700

= 29.1 x 103 N/m2

2,9 I x 103
AP=

13600 x 9.8

= 0.218 m Hg = 21.8 cm Hg

@ @ ely"".i,
AP = o.. .. sAh.. .., r'qu,( " r'quro

3.78 x 103 = p,.^..., x I0 x i60 - 30) x l0 2

' llquld

o-. .. = 12600 ks/mr
' r'qu,o

.. The used liquid is glycerin.

o@0.7
o h =o h 

",+Polhoir
| [quld x ltqu,d x ' waler wat

Bv dividins on o :

prelilive 
lorliquidxhliqu,a, = h*arer + Pr"tori," ro,oil 

hort

Prerariverorriquidx x 20=5 + (o'o 
' fzo sr)

P."tor;u.iu.t;qria * = 0 7

EEIEE Answer the following questions

@ Level B, because the height of mercury column

in the btrometer tube depends only on the

atflospheric pressure according to the felati0n:

(P., = prr E hnp and doesn't depend on the

cross-sectional rea of the tube.

@e=r,+pgh
... h, , h,

" 
Pr'P"

'" Po> Pu ' 
bz=h,

...PrrP,

.. Gas Z has the least pressure.

of March Test I t



@

. . Volurne of the displaced water downwards in

the wide arm = Volume of the displaced water

upwards in the otller arm

.'. A, h, = A, h,

Ah,=f4Y3

hl=6cm

..h**-=h,+h,=$1I=!sm

'.' 
P1o;1yh1"r1 = 01,*.9h6*"1

900 h,o,,, = 1000 x 9

h,,, = 10 cm

Gf,llll choose the correct answer

@@toscmHg
'.' The reading of the btrometer represents

the atmospheric pressue in cm IJg.

"'P"=75cmHg
P =P +hgas a

=75+30=l05cmHg

@@t.zt t<gtrS

Ps, &r, = P". hur;rarrg

13600 x (76 -74.6) x 10-2 = p".. x 150

o. =l.27kslm3

@@tocm

l!

.'.h =2h=2x8=16cm

|4-

Answers of Monthly Tests

@@szcmng
P-__ = P_ + h = 76 + 10 = 86 cmFIggas a

P..=P +P =P +o sh\ gcs \vater gas I wrtPr e waGr

=(86<102x13.6o s)\ I Water e'/

+(p...-S^ll.6xl02)

= (11.832 p*u,". B) N/m2

ll.832D e 11.832o p
i vcler - ' wxter _

Pr*B 13.6 p,"u,",g

=0.87mH8=87cmHg

Another Solution:

. The length of the mercury column whose pressure

equals the pressure of water column of length

13.6 cm:

Pre hrre = P*h*

13.6 p* h", = p,, h,u

13.6 hHg = 13.6

hrr= 1 cm

P =P +Px gas

= Pru, +hnr= 86 + 1 =87 cm Hg

@ @ oz.z cm

Parcoror harconor = Pwu,". h*u.". * Pn, hn,

750 h=(1000 x 10) + (13600 x 3)

h =67.1 cm

@ @ gr"ut"t thun the atmosphedc piessure

'. The height of the liquid in the open arm is

higher.

.'. The pressure of the gas inside the tank is

grerler than lhe atmospheric pressure.

o@+
Because the height of mercuy column in the

barometer tube doesn't depend on the cross-

sectional area of the tube but on the value of
the atmospheric pressure.

@@tscm

Answers of March Test l2



A,h,=Arh,

2Ahr=3Ah2

r, =Jr'-t'22

o"=n"
oh

1000 _ 14+h,
'l5O hr + h2

; 14+h-a_ 2

3 - 
|n,*r,,

4x(2.5hr)=42+3h"

hz=6cm

h,=Zh,=|x6=ecm

:. h*=h,+hr=9+6= l5cm

@ @ r" + gp* n* - Bpgg hsg

- At the level of the separating sudace between

mercury and water:

P"n"ro,"o ur + Pue thns = P. + P* *11',

Pcnro*aair = P" + g P* h* - 8 Pse hue

EEIEE Answer the following questions

@ {u) Pt"rror" ut point x = Pressure at point y = The

atmospheric pressure

Because each of the two points lies in the same

horizontal level with the level of the liquid

surface in the basin.

(h)P =P. +h,-

o.zs=P,i,+(i-0.:s)

P". = 0.1 m Hg = 100 mm Hg

Ah

@Slore=ffi=tan0
Prinuia

. rrctirive tor liquid p,,"r",

.'.o -....=tan0I rclalrvc ror lrqur0

@ When the pressure of the enclosed gas inside

the tank equals the atmospheric pressure.

h,,n,",

= ,r,.*

------- M1
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Answer of General Exam

EEE choose the correct answer

@ @ ooo tgrm3

Pgu hs, = P* h, + Po ho

13600 x 2 = (1000 x 20) + (po x 8)

o = 900 ks/nrl

@ @ When the man stands with one foot on the ground.

The pressure which affects the ground by the

man increases by decreasing the area of contact

with the ground, so:

- When the man bows slowly, the area of

contact of his feet with the ground doesn't

change.

. . Choice @ is incorect.

- When the man lies horizontally, the rea of

contact of his body with the ground increases,

so the pressure decreases,

.'. Choice @ is inconect.

- When the man raises his ms slowly, the area

of contact of his feet with the ground doesn't

chmge.

.'. Choice @ is incorecl.

- When the man stands on one foot, the rea of

contact of his feet with the ground decreases,

so the pressure increases.

.'. Choice @ is conect.

@@ rsoo tgrm3

m =m.+n

P.kt,,. (Vor).i*t 
." = pr (Vol)l + Pz (Vo)z

p.i*,,,. x 2 Vor = 2000 V"r + '1000 
%r

o = 1500 ks/m3

@@ t.t atm

P1P21Pz
Tr 'lz ' 273 27 +n3

P:=l latm

O@ 1oo,- 173

'.'t=T *273

. The following table shows the conversion of

the given temperatures in kelvins into degrees

Celsius:

Temperature in

kclvins

Temperature in

degrees Celsius

o 0 - 273

@ 100 173

o 173 100

@ 3',73 100

By comparing this table with the given table

in the question, we find that the conect choice

ls tbr.

@ @ 1000 kg

F=F =PA ms=Px4Ag lyres ryre

'' = 1r1*

4x5x105x50xl0a
= 1000 ks

@@ tom
PHg &He = Pni. Ahui.

13600 AhHs = 1.3 x 107

Ahr.g=0.01 m=l0mm

@@to=t, =r,.

'.' Pressures at all the points that lie

in the same horizontal level inside

a static homogeneous liquid ae equal.

..'rA-'rB-rC

Oo
The smoke pmticle collides with air molecules

(which ue moving randomly) several successive

times which changes its motion direction

continuously and randomly, so the particle moves

in straight lines and in random directions.

@@zocm P. h.
'.'P=PBh , 

%=h,
P 30-25 . h^=lUcm2Phrz

Whore h2 is the dopth of water at which

the pressure of water is 2 P



Answers of General Exams

,'. The height from the bottom of the container

(h) is:

h=30_h2

=30-10=20cm

(D@ s.os L
(v"r)r 

_ 
(v")2

Tl Tz

+ (%r)z

n+m= l@+n3
(V",), = 5,aa |-

(D@azt"c
P, P, P 3P
Tr T2 Z7 +273 T2

Tz=9ooK

tz='lz-273

=900 -273 = 627'C

@@ocm
A_Yr 60_Yr
a-y2'20'2

Y,=6cm

@@eocmHg
- At the right side of the piston:

P, (Vo,), = P, (Vo),

P, A'lr=Yrl. !,

75x80=Pzx50

Pz = i2o cm Hg

- At the left side of the piston:

P3 (Vo1)3 = Po (Vo)o

P, A Lr=vol.lo

75 x20 =Pqx 50

P+=30cmHg

.'. AP= Pz- P+ = 120- 30 = 90 cm Hg

(D@P
... p 

= p8h

"' 
P.atty ) Pr.".t

'.'h"=hr>ho=|t"

,'. Fish D is experiencing a higher pressure.

(D@eo'c

(V")r= (V",), +AAh

= 1000 + (66 x 5)

= 1330 cm3

(%r)r 
_ 

(v"r),

T1 Tz

1000 1330

273 T,

Tz = 363'09 K

r=T2-273 =363.09 -2j73 =9009.C = 90.C

Another Solution:

A \, = or, (Vo,)."" At

AAy' = o, (Vo,)."" (t - 0)

66x5=-Ly1669t,
213

t=90.09'C=90'C

(Doap
According to Pascal's principle, when a pressure

difference is applied on m enclosed liquid in

a container, this pressure difference is

transmitted without loss to every portion of

the liquid hence it gets transmitted to the

walls of the container and when the two

pistons re balanced against each other in the

same horizontal level the pressure difference

that affects the small piston gets transmitted

completely to the big piston, so the pressure on

the big piston increases by AP

@6o.oeq
A2 Al A2 A1

L-l IqE Hl I L_t _Hl'*ll )) tt ))\Y/ \y
A, h, =Arh,

2.5x8=5h2

hz= 4 cm

;. h*=h, +h2=8+4=12cm

p*_ h"

p. h*

t45-



looo _ 
h"

800 t2

ho=15cm

m=o (V.) =o A-h|o. ol,o |o l o

= 800 x 2.5 x 10-a x 15 x 10-2

= 0.03 kg

@ @ 76 cm Hg,77 cm Hg

Po=Pu=76cmHg

Pr=Pr1[=](al=77cmHg

@60.:t "-3
Pr=Pu+p*gh

= 105 + (1025 x 10 x 10)

= 2.025 x 105 N/m2

Pr (Vor)l 
_ P2 (V"r)2

Tt T2

2.025 x 10s vot _ 1os x 0.8

4+?;13 25+273

Vo, = 0.37 cm3

EEEEd Answer the following questions

dl'.'o=jt' vnr

...m= 1kg

1

' Vnr

"' 
Pgota > Png > Pyed copper 

> pycllow 
copper

:' (Vo1)raa < (V.)nc 
' 

(Vot)* *r*. ' 
Oo)y"lo* 

"opp.,

.'. Gold has the smallest volume for one kilogram.

lllp =p =P +hv_x _gas _a __manomeler

=76 + 15

=91 cmHg

P =P +h

=91 + 15

= 106 cm Hg

@ Because when the helium balloon flies upwrd, the

atmospheiic pressure which acts upon it decreases,

so its volume increases according to Boyle's law

(v", * f) wnicn could lead to its explosion, if it

expmded more thm its mqimum volume.

6rP, -h, - n -zvP* hy 2.5h 5

,;--l4bl

GEE choose the correct ans*".

O@ tz.s "-
P, (Vo,), = P, (Vo,),

(Pa*h)Al1 =€a+h)Al2

(75- 5)x2o=(75+11.,
t -- -t, = I /.) cm

@@zscm
A _ Yr 50 . 125

;-h 1-,

Y,=25cm

o@+
'.' The two containers have the same liquid.

'.' The density of the liquid is constant at

constant temperature .

.Pe-l
" Ps- I

@6 t.ozur
P =P -o sh

= pHs g hHs * pw ghw

= (13600 x 10 x 76 x 10-2)

- (1000 x 10 x 13.6 x 10-2)

= 1.02 x 10s N/# = t.OZbat

@6zzt"c
P,-P, P -2P
f - r, ' ZiTiT- 12

Tz=600K

tz -- T 
2 - 27 3' 600 - n 3 = 327 " C

@o
'.' The four bodies have the same volume.

.. r- F 
-mg-Pvor 

I
"-A-A- A

,'. The body which causes the highest pressure

on the horizontal plme is the one that has

the highest density (metal x) and smallest

contact trea,

.'. The body in choice @ causes the highest

pressure on the horizontal surface.

Answer of General Exam )2



o@+
(v")r 

_ 
(v"r)2

Tl T2

(v"r)l _ N"r)2

l7 +273 30'l +273

(v.l)r _ I

rv;1 - z

@ow
Because according to the law of conservation of
energy, in the case of the ideal hydraulic press

the work done on the piston in the narrow arm

= The work done on the piston in the wide arm

@ @ zz.6 crn Hg

P.i*u." ffol).i*u" = P, (Vo1)1 + P, (Vo1)2

P .xlurc x (100 + 150) = (80 x 100) + (76 x 150)

P*i^,u,. = 77.6 cm Hg

@ @ its pressure increases

Pr ryor)l _ 
P2 (Vor)2

Tl T2

Prx10 _ P2x5

273 +2'13 10 +273
P

__r 
= 0.s6

P2

.'. The pressure of the gas increased.

m."_ 
rn,

'.' The mass of the gas is constmt.

'.' The volume of the gas has decreased.

.'. The density of the gas increases.

.. Choice @ is corect.

@@ ts.tzcm

'.' p* (h*)l = pHe hue + p* (h*),

.'. 103 x (h + G*), + 1.2)

= (13600 x 1.2) + 103 G*)2

h = 15.12 cm

@o
The liquid that has the lower density will settle above

the other liquid to be exposed to the atrnospheric

pressue, hence the line intersects the pressure ilis at

the value of the atmospheric pressure.

...f=os , stope=ffi

Answers of General Exams

.'. SloPe * P

so that as the upper liquid has the lower density,

its pressure versus depth line will have the

smaller slope while the lower liquid will have

a pressure versus depth line of lmger slope, so

the conect graph will be @.

@6tzz.t ^3
Pr (Vor)l 

_ 
P2 (Vor)2

T1 "12

2 x 100 _ 1.5 (Vor)2

n +273 3+273

(Y 
n), = 122 7 ttt3

@ g r.zs rglm3

PHe &r{g = Poi. hu,irurng

13600x(76-73.5) x 10-2= panx272

Pon=I25kg/m3

@ 6 zz.s cm

P +P. =P. +P.-a prsron ff Hg

F
P" * {q = P"r * prr Bhr,

ms
P, + -ff = P,i, + pur Bhs,

lOs + 5' 19, 
= t1.626 x t0sr +(13600 x l0h)

5 x l0

z x to5 = (1.626 x 1o5y + 11.36 x los hy

h =0.275 m=27.5 cm

@@tocm
n= 

fi 
= 

ffi

' vn, Ah

h=10cm

@@tzcm

A'2 A1

1.08 x l0l
8x5h

AlA2

1

rl
tl

cm

t_

,h,

'f'
L

h,

I

b,

8c!

I
t

8cr

I

A, l

A,

A2

= Azhz

h, 
-Lh,-3

=n,
3

l4?



h

.'. h* = hr + h2 = hl + - ! -
o h =o h'x x 'v v

lsooxfhr=8oox(8+hr)

ht=4cm

.'. h, = 8 a 6, = 8 + 4 = 12 cm

(D@) isooN/m2

', 
F - mg

2A-,24,,sK stu

60x10
2 xO.2

= 1500 N/m2

@@ t+++ mm ug

Pl = Pa - h = 760 - 38 = 722 mmHg

P, (Vo,), = P, (Vo12

722x I =Pzx0.5

P, = 1444 mm Hg

@{g1-zs+t<g

m..=o..(V,)"'oil roil''ol'container

mo r= 780 x 0.3 = 234 kg

GEiliilll Answer the following questions

@ o. =tu"il;"atu:i''"' r Yol,ooc ar

'.' The tube has a unifom cross-section.

tt
u lo," At

9.69-8.t9 I .._l
8.19 x (50 - 0) 2'73

dD(atF=ApA= 
15 x t.0t3x IOs

100

x 195 x 91 x 10-a

= 26.96 x 103 N

(b) This force acts outwald of the houso and this

happens because the pressure inside the house

is greater than that outside the house.

@...e=nu+pgh
'. The tkee containers contain the same liquid

(water) with the sme height and open to air.

..Lt-12-t3

'.'F=PA

'.' Base areas of the three containers re equal.

. E -F -E

------7rl

EEE choose the correct answer

@gtsszm
AP=o. sh

2 x 104 = 1 .29 x 9.8 hmounta 
n

h = 1582m
mountxln

@@e,ocm
P, h* = Ps, hs, + Po ho

Bv dividins on o :

(Pr)*6,1r" h, = (Pse)*rutr,. hne * (Po)."ruti,. ho

1.3 x 10 = (13.6 (10 - h")) + 0.8 h.

ho = 9.6 cm

@6r:.sel
(vor)r _ (vor)2

Tr Tz

s 0"12

25 +273 25 +35 +273

(V.,), = 5.s9 L

@g tso.s c-3

/v \ _\ar__l ._.{n
. ot'batts pn.n 7g00 * Iof, = 64'l "*'
(Vo1)"r1in6", = (vo,)*u,", * (vor)uu1"

=86.4+64.1= 150.5 cm3

@@or
Pl(V.r)r _ P2(Vo)2

Tt '12

Px 10 - 
3P(Vor)z

T T+0.87

(V"1), = 6 L

@6 r.o+s x ro5 N/m2

P=P +P +Payx

=P +o sh +o sh
a ,ye y ,xe x

= (1.013 x 105) + (800 x 10 x 10 x 10-2)

+(900x10x30x10 2)

= 1.048 x lOs N/m2

*n' Answer of General rxam lffi
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O@ 364,600

?=++= 
1.65 cm3/K

If the pressure is kept constant, the quotients of

volume over the absolute temperature have to be

equal in both cases according to Charles,s law.

(v ,). <<n

{a =ffi= 5.5 cm'/K

.'. Choice @ is inconect.

(:Xls 
- s+l - 1.49 cmi/KtB 364

.'. Choice @ is inconect.

?=g= 1.42cm3tK

.'. Choice @ is incorect.

(!,'o 
= ry = l.65cmr/K'l D 364

.'. Choice @ is the corect one.

o@+
Because the height of mercury colum in the

barometer tube doesn't depend on the cross-

sectional rea of the tube but on the value of

the atmospheric pressure.

O@sooks/m3

Poho=P*h*

pox10=1000x(10-2)

Pn = 800 kg^r3

@@ l.z r to5 ru

p=f = 2m,=.r.7,rospo
A 5.4 x 1o-"

(D@2oo.c

Pr (V.r)1 _ P2 (V.r)2

Tr '12

1.013x 105 x 2.1 x l0-3 _ 1.107 x 106x3 x l0-a

303 T,

Tz= 473 K

t2=T2-273 = 473 -273 = Z0O"C

ll)Ca-t r.tn

P*+2h=P, C

Pr=Pu+Zh A)

From equations Q and @:

P,+2h={+2h

:. Pr=Pu

.'. The pressure difference between the pressure

of gas x and the atmospheric pressure equals

zefo.

@@s.s xto-2r.f

P=!
A

n_F_mg 454x9.8
P p 5x1oa

=8.9x102m2

@@al, ro.s "-
n= ! =Ye-z+s'to--,,'ff50
F=A
fa

AR2.-R2
Il =:=: 49=-'al'Q.r2

R = 10.5 cm

@g r.rzs rgl-3

P, (V.,), = P, (V",),

P,- 
- 

Pz-

Pr Pz

- P, Pz I 1.5

P t Qz 1'25 Pz

Pz= 1 875kg/m3

@@h2=13.6hr

'.' AP = pgh

'i Pu* = 13'6 P*",".

'.' The pressure difference is constant.

h2 Pun 13.6 pwd*

" [, =p*-=--D* '

"'h'=1361"

@@2.+ x roaN/#

e= 
FI 

= ,Eo = 2.4 , to+ N/m2A 0.025

(1 | ?) \ a / t,\ / (slfl^J, 6J)er.r,lircl 1abJf |7d-



(D@soN
F_f
A- a

f=80N

@ozv"t
(vor)r _ 

(vor)2

T1 T2

vot vol + Avor

m= w+n3

AVu,= 2 Vo,

Another Solution:

AV,,l= cv (Vor) 
o"c 

At

= ,f, v", {s+o - o) = z v.,

6litGr 10 m

P, (Vo,), = P, (Vo,),

PrVor=10sx2Yo,

Pr=2x losN/m2

P, = Pu + p*o,". 9h61"

2 x 105 = 10s + (103 x 10 h,u6)

h,n.= l0 nt

GEIEEI Answer the following questions

p -p(Dp"=#
_ 0.c_'

(2x105)-105 I .-r
=-=:1L

l0'x(273-0) ztr

4h...^.^-

@Slope= nt::-=12n9.,'liduid

Ptinuia h*""'

' Prehtive lor liquid - pw"r., - 
hlrqurd

.'.o -.. ..=tan0
' rerauvc Ior lLquro

@o=t=i =---J *=+o5o.e3kg/mr

'. The calculated density is less than that of iron.

.'. The cube is hollow or contains cavities.

@The claim is true, because according to the relation

p = { ;, it tne force (chair weight) is constant, the

pressue decreases by increasing the contact ilea.

1600 _ f
1440 ',12

Answer of General Exam

l+Iil choose the correct answel

o@2,0
'.' A1l the points that lie in the same horizontal

level inside a static homogeneous liquid

have the sme pressure.

'. The two points 2 and 6 are in the same

horizontal level.

.'. Pressures at the two points 2 and 6 are

the same.

o@+
D' lr rzd\z Y

tY2'd'Y2
v

rl 
J

O@P

'r =',Pz T2

P _77+273 _l
P+AP - 427+273- 2

@@r.zs at.

Pr;*,,," (Vot).i*ru," = P* tVo,), + Pt (Vot)"

3 x (400 + 300) = (P* x 400) + (2 x 300)

Px= J 75 atm

@@ remain unchanged, increase

'.' The force which acts on the surface of

the ground = The weight of the body

.'. The force remains constant.

'.'P=I
A

'. Ths area of oontact has deorcased,

.'. The pressure increases.

@6P':P'
m =m.+n

Pn i*tr." 
(Vol)-i^tr." = pl (Vol)l + p, (Vo1),

P-i**." x 2 Vor = PrV"r + PzV"r

P,,,-,,,."= 
li1

-- 501



@@zsa "m3

ztt _ N,),
273 10+273

@@so.zs *t,

(vor)l _ (vor)2

Tt T2

(V.,). = 283 cm3

I,(vrr\ = 
Pl%1,

px tso _ 
2PlVor)z

Tl T2

(Vo,), = 56.25 mL

@@3scmHe 
4-

Pz=Pr+h-30+5=35cmHg

@@z.ts uars

P = Pgu. + Ptiquia ghuqrio

=(2x105)+(900x10x2)

= 2.18 x 105 N/m2 = 2.18 bars

fll O mercun

AP=o.. ..sAh.. .-, nqu,o e xquld

40.8 x 103 = prqu.a x 10 x (60- 30) x 10-2

Pxno6 = 13600 kg/#

.'. The used liquid is mercury.

@@os p. h- ro
'rx'rclative pw \ 12.5

@@ tzz"c

69
n +n3 t+273 '

@ @ increases, increases

',=*,Tr T,

t= 177"C

When moving the piston from position x to

position y, the volume of the enclosed air

decreases at constant temperature, so the

pressure of the air increases according to

Boyle's Iaw (p * *l and as rhe volume of
v.t'

the enclosed air decreases at constant mass

, its density increases (p = 
t r

@@ 6o.o+ x to3 ea

Px = pHs ghx = 13600 x 9.8 x (75 -25) x 104

= 66.64 x 103 Pa

(b@2.s7k,,,m3 ,lgrL=}$DTr "12

tr- 
= 

tr^ Pr 
- 

P,

?Jr- P{z ' p,Tr - pi.,
I I.8

tsal +nll= pr"zn ' P: = 2 57 kPrm

@@za"-
?2p,

80=/
31.4

@@zsots

Mg=D
fd2

na = 250 kg

@@ tz.s "*

Answers of General Exams

, R=28cm

FD2
rd'

l,txl0-(5)2
' 4oo - rn'z\.)

, Pr(VoJr = Pr(Vo,),

A fiR2n=;= 
"

p"A/r=e -h)Al2

76xt2=(76-!1.r,

@@: r 1o5N/m2

lr= 12.5 r^

- F- ms 60x10P=i=-= - =3x10'Nlm.A A 2ox ro-

E!!EE Answer the fottowing questions

@Prr=P*

PHsghHs=Pvghw

h p""

;r = # = (Pr"l,.,u, 
u" = 13.6

"Hg

@ (vo,)oon = {vo,)2 - (vor)l = 50 - 30 = 20 cm3

m = P;.o, (Vol)iron = 7 .87 x ZO = 157 .4 C

@Po:P":P.:Pr=

po g (ho)A : po g (ho)B : p* g (hr)" : pw g G*)D

By dividing on (gp*):

:.Po:Pu:Pa:Po=

(Po).",u,,r" (h) : (po)."rurire (2 h) : h : 2 h

=0.8: 1.6: l:2

.'. The cofi@t mmgement for the vessels according to

the acting pressure on the bottom of the vessels is:

... PD>PB>PC>PA

(D)>(B)>(c)>(A)

@ The pressure of the enclosed gas increases because

its volume has decreased according to Boyle,s law

(P-#

F---



EEE choose the conect answer

(Q@zt.acmng

'.' The pressure inside the plane equals

the atmospheric pressure.

;. Ap = puo ghn 
un"

= 1.1 x 9.8 x27C[ =29.1x 103 N/m2

^P 
= ?:l: $= =0.218 mHs= 21.8 cmHg

l36m x q.8

@@ att points f , Q and R is the sme

... p 
= p8h

'.' The three vessels contain the sme liquid

(water) which has the same height in the

three vessels .

.'. The prcssurc at all points P , Q and R is

the same.

OOsP

PVo,4"|v",
T 4T

o@+
'.'F=PA

Pr (Vor)r P2 (Vor)2

\= T,

D _AD

. 
F, 

_ 
P"A, 

- 
(20)2 

- I
" Z- t5'zo"n- z

@@aocmug

70- Pz

273 39 +2'73

@@wY
Because when the atmospheric pressure

increases , the height of the mercury column

inside the tube of the bilometer increases .

@@zsotglm3

^' 
&gtY"";, 15 - O

stone=-=-=0.6
' &nrr 25 -O

Poir herycean

0gry."'n hoir

o.,=SloDexo, . =0.6x 1260= 750kg.lr, , grycenn

Pl P2

T, T,

Pr= 80 cm Hg

-----dl

@@ztcm
P, (Vo,), = P2 (Vo,),

PuAl, = (Pu + l, + X) Al,

76x15=(76+10+X)x10

X=28cm

0@s.:zs

n = 
%*' 

= 
375 

=g,375I relslrve m 40

@@t+otcm3 , S-L=$
T, T,

650 - 
(Vor)' 

(v,).=l468cmr
25+m= 4c0+2n ' ot'2

@@o.ltt ta.
Prnr=Pu-h=76-9

= 67 cmHg = 13600 x 10 x67 x10a

= 9t.t2 xt03 N/# = 0.9t t bar

@@tt.zcm
P*rr".h*ut"" = Pgg hgg + Pol hoit

1000 h*u,", = (13600 x 0.5) + (880 x 5)

h = ll.2cm

@o+
PA=Pa+pxghx=Pa+Pgh

PB=Pa+p*ghx+pyghy

=p^+ pg\+zpgl=r"+ fosh
AP= P, - Po

=Y^r- | pgh - e"- pgh = $h

@@ equal to ttre atmospheric pressure

'. The height of the gas in both ms is the same.

.'. The pressure of the 8as inside the container

I equult the atmospheric pressure.

(vo)r rya)z

@@o.rzr,

2.05 2.05 + AV.r

5+m = 2l+n3

(D@?P
.'.P=osh

Px=pghx=pgx(h-

... o.= ?'

'TrT,

, avol= 0.12 L

' Pr=PBh,

fr,r=foer'

Answerof General Exam )E



@@t.z"to-atg

760 (v.l)r 
_ ?oo x 1oo x lo 

6

273 55 + Z'73

Pr (Vol)r P2 (Vol)2

'\=r,

P,Tr P],

19-6 = t.z x lo-4 kg

(vor)l 
_ 

(v.r)2

T, T,

t2= 177"C

(Y)r=7'$l x 10-5m3

n= pr (%r)r = 1.56 x7.67 x10-s= 1.2 x l0-a kg

Another Solution:

Pl (vor)r P2 (vo1)2 Pr* Pr,

TT

7@_no
1,.56x273 p2x(55+2'13)

Pz= 1'zkgn'3

m = p, (Vo,), = 1.2 x 100 x

@@rzz'c

2l 3l
2'7 +273 t +2'13

@ @ the work done at one piston is greater than

the work done at the other one

Because in the ideal hydraulic press, the work

done on the small piston = the work done at

the big piston

@@orz.sN
fF

-=-+o.sha A 'Olle

fMs
-=-+o n oh
a A ' rrehlive for oil rwaler D

f 2000 x 10

^ 
=:Z + (0.85 x 1000 x l0 x 5)

50 x l0 :500 x l0

f = 612.5 N

EEIEEI Answer the followins questions

€Dp"...-=*= ^ = 
t44.= 

l8s/cml
- ' cum Vor 13 lDl

.'. The cube is not made ofpure gold.

[D ta) P^,- = P^ + h = 760 + 120 = 880 mm Hg

(b) Pr (Vor)l = P, (Vo1)2

Put, (Vor)r = (Pu + h) (Vo,),

880 x t2 = (760 + 240) (Vor)2

(Vo,), = 10.5S sa3

@ The apparatus will not be functional' because

the volume expmsion coefficient of mercury is

7 times that of glass and when putting a quantity

of mercuryof volume { of theflask'svolume,

the volume expansion of the flask becomes greater

thm the volume expansion of mercury so that the

volume of the enclosed air in the flask which is

required to remain constant increases by increasing

the temperatue during the experiment.

Answers of General Exams

p_. h

p... - T-

h - 4.88 cm

P, P,

',=t,
Pz=1'17atm

@@+.asc-

0.s12 = 
1!:-!

10

@@t.tzut.
,=r,

25 +273 75 +273

@@o.otzmug

@@zzooN
270_F
7.5 200

@@o.z,z.z
(va)s (Vu)c

Tr=T"
(Vo,)u = 0.3 L

1.1 x0.6=Psx0.3

@@jo
(vo1)6r6r" = (Vo1)1

m m. m^

Pm^*" Pr Pz

p^.., = 
1 2"19" ro- 

=0.912 m Hg
sas 1

+ (Vo,)2

f=F
aA

F=7200N

(Vor)s 
_ 0.4

300 400

Pu(Vo,)o = P"(Vo,),

PB,=22 atm

2mmm
t-o'20, mrxture

4
Pri*tur" = T P

@@ea"-
P, (Vo,), = P, (Vo,),

P Al. =@ -h.. )A1^a I 'a 18 L

76x30=(76-3Di,2

lz= 6o cm

. . The height of the tube above the surface of
mercuru is h

h. =h.. +1^=38+60=98cmtuk hg 2

EEil choose the correct answer

F3
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@@o.szs
o.. .. h.... =o h +o..h..I llquro x Iqurd x I watcr waler , oll orl

By dividing on p*o,".:

Prelorive for liquid x 
htiquid * = hwater * Prelative foroil 

hoil

0,........,....., x40=5+(0.8 
" 

(40-5))I retauve tor ltquro I

o . .. .. =0.82-5I rLlitvc lnr lrquru \

@@zacmHg
P2 = Pr - p*"ter gh = (76 x 10-2 x 13600 g)

- (103 x g x 21.2 x10r) = (10064 g) N/m2

.,='Tu1* = 19991 =0.74 m Hs = 74 cm Hs
' P,,r8 13600

Another Solution:

. The length of the mercury column whose

pressure equals the pressure of the length of

water column, its Iength is 27.2 cm:

Ps, hr, = P*h*

I 3600 hHs = 103 x 27 .2 hr, = 2 cm

Pr=Pr*h=l$-/ = 74 cm Hg

@@ssor
P2P

5-m= 1,

@@zsoor.v#

P, P,

,T,T,

' Tz= 556 r

o=+= ,u*o;ooo 
= 25oo N/m2

@@rso'c
20 30

27 +n3 27 +273+L'l

AT=150K=150'C

@@+

(vu)r (va)z

T,

According io Pascal's principle, when

a pressure is applied on an enclosed liquid

in a container, this pressue is trmsmitted

completely to all the parts of the liquid and

also to the walls of the container and when

the two pistons ile at the same horizontal level,

the pressure that affects the small piston equals

the resulted pressure at the big piston.

@@alpe

. . The pressure below the cylinder:

T,

e=ft=osl

--- 54-l

F, = A/pg

@ @ decrease to one third

P, (Vo,), = P, (Vo), , P Vo, = P, x 3Vo,

,=P') 1

@@ submaines P, Q, submrines R, S

AP.: AP*: APO: AP,

= pg&p:pg^hR: pg^ha: pg^hs

=(30- 10) : (50- 10) : (70-50) : (70-30)

=2.4 : 4A :20 : 40

.'. Submarines P and Q experience the smallest

pressure difference and submarines R and S

experience the largest pressure difference.

@@se cmug

'.' The reading of the bilometer represents

the atmospheric pressure in cm Hg.

i. Pa=76cmHg

P- =P-+h=76+10=86cmHggas a

@@zz.s'c
(Va), rya)z

T,=T,

Lt = 72.5"C

o-F- Mg
r - 

^ 
_---;_

" [R-

Vor Vor + 0.25 Vol

t7+m= t7+273+N

@@to+tzug
.- .^5 Mx10l/xlu =;.

Ax(I4xl0'\'
M- l0472kg

@@zl x 1o5N/m2

- 
F" 364+41r="-=-=z.r x lOsN/m2
" lg.3 x 10

GEiliilll Answer the following questions

@P.>Pr>P,
(DP.=P+o ^... sh

- 
I a I waletormel*ee

= (1.013 x 105) + (1.01 x 103 x 10 x 30)

= 4.043 x 105 N2/m2

P,(Vr), Pr(vd),

1=r,
4.043 x lO5 v.r _ 1.013 x 105 (vor + Avol)

4+2'13 10+273

277 x I I13 (Vo, + AVo,) = 283 x 4.043 Vo,

Vor + AVor = 4.078 Vol

AV

t; 'r = 3'078 =307 '8 9o



@r=r"+pgh

"' 
h, 

'hz
"'Pu>Pu
rh, =h,
.'. Gas X has the highest pressure.

@ The point at which the liquid has the highest

pressure is the point which is;

1. Inside the liquid of the largest density (liquid P).

2. At la(gest depth inside the liquid.

.'. The point at which the liquid has the highest

pressure is point A.

GEil choose the correct answer

o@?
m...p=r.

. P." _'hJVa)o"" Po, - mo,(Vo,)""

-7.72x5x10x20x1O4 _?
19.3 x (10 x 10-2)1 5

@@socm
Pacohot haconot = P*rru, h*"r". * PHg hHg

750 h = (i000 x 10.3) + (13600 x 2)

h=50cm

O@6J x los Pa 
^

P= p*gh = 103 x l0 x 65 = 6,5 x 105 Pa

@@+
1i00 A
400-a

@@ttt.zzrca

115 P,

FA
, f - a

A11

P, P,

'T,T2

P,,P,

P,,P,

Pr= 111.27 kPa
35+273 25+n3

@@zs cmHg
P =P +h=76+1=77cmHs

gas

P =P +P =P +o ehr gas waleI gas r watel " waler

= 07 x lO-2 x 13.6 o s)

+(o sx13.6x10*2)

= (10.608 p*,,", g) N/#
10.6080 s 10.6080 s

Pueg 13.6 pwat€r g

=0J8mHg=78cmHg

Another Solution:

. The length of the mercury column whose pressure

equals the pressure of water column, its length

13.6 cm:

Ps, hn, = P*h*

13.6 pw hHs = pw hw 13.6 hHs = 13.6

hrr= 1 cm

P-=P _+P...=P. +h,,-=77 11=78cmHgx gas w gas Hg

@ @ me aensity of copper is constant at constant

temperature

@ @ Increases, Decreases

@@:ooou
F=PA=10sx15x20x 10-4 = 3000 N

(Vor), (Vor)z

@@zasr-

2.24 (Vo)z

2n = 25+n3

@@r.scm

Answers of General Exams

'T,-"t2

, (Y 
o1)r=2.45 L

(v ,) = 1* - loo xlo-3 
= lo-4 m3 = loo cml' orw P. l0r

(V .) =Ah

(va). r^o
hw=-=ji=20cm

Pr, 
- 

h* 
13600 

- 20

P* - hue ' lo3 hsc

hrr=l.5cm

Another Solution:

. Above the septrating surface:

Ptr=P* ' orrhrrc=ff

l3600 h.. = 
1oo x lo,3

hg 
5 x lo-a

htr"=0.0147m= l.5cm

@@z.zzm3

Pr(Vor)r Pz(Vor)z

Tr=T,

76 x2 66.9 (V.r)2

n +m= 2o.5+2n

(Y o)r=2.22 m3

F5-
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(D@++s e
m m_. ._rrqurd rrqurd

' ol'contalner ptiquiu pr.tarive 
rorue tiquia 

pwrrer

4oo-l9o 259.26" t= 
0"81 "1 

='

ffi*rr". = P*or". (Vol)"on,uin".

=1x259.26=259.26s
Ilt*",",'..,,,u,u", = il*"t", * tr\ontuin.,

= 259.26 + 190 = 449 s

@@z.o:, toaea

AP = pHs gAhHe

= 13595 x 9.8 x (76 - 60.8) x 10-2

= 2.03 x lOa Pa

@ @ e^ + gp* tr* - Bpse hne

- At the level of the separating surface between

mercury and water:

Pencrose<r 
air 

* pHg ghHe = Pu + p* gh*

P =P +oo h uo.. h..
crclo.cJ rrr ' ' rlg hg

@@z.sc- F
P,=P +P. =P +-qtaplstonaA

=P +-g&=,ns* 16x l0-3x 10

3 A l6ox1o-a

= 100.01 x 103 N/m2

AP = Pr, ghr, = 13600 x 10 x 10 x 10-2

= 13600 N/m2

P, (V.,), = P, (V",),

100.01 x 103 z 0.01 =

(ttoo.ot " 
10) + 13600) x (0.01 -AVol

AVo,=1.2x10-3m3, AVo,=A7\1

a5 = 
Al' 

- t z" Io-3 
=0.075 m = 7.5 cnrA 160 x to-"

(D@+r,
AYr3AYr
;=, ,?=, ' Yr=3h

The height difference between the two pistons (x):

x=y1+y2=3h+h=4h
nh
IL- v9!!r

P-,,.. - h*

Px = 654 kg/m3

(D@37.2N

fFMs' 
= o+po,,gh=f,+po,,eh

f 1800 x 10

-= -- + (800 x l0 x 1.2)
?.O x l0

f=37.2N

@@so.z:
P P+o eh

PP
cahin a

_ (1.01 x 105)+(1025 x9.8 x500) _ so 7r
I .01 x lOs

FEillilll Answer the fotlowing questions

@ .'P=pet

.'. The densities of the two liquids above

the septrating surface tre:

n*1,h i'P*>Pt>P,

PV

@ .' 
- 

i"' =.or.t 
". 

v., = +
Pm

," _ = const
pT

'.' Gas mass is constant.

P
.'. : = constpr

.'. Slope = const x T

'. Sfone=ffi

.'. Slope * T

'.' (Slope), > (Slope), :. Tt>T2

@ {a) Pressure at point x = Pressure at point y = The

atmospheric pressure

Because each of the two points lies in the same

horizontal level with the level of the liquid

surface in the basin.

(b) P" = P"r. + hr,

0.75=Pal+(l -0.28)

Pu. =O.Qla[{g=30mmHg

@@os+rg/m3

Px 10 *3.46

lo3 10

-**---E
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